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ACQUISITIONS OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM IN 1893.



i.

GREEK COINS ACQUIRED BY THE BRITISH MUSEUM
IN 1893.

(See Plate I.)

DURING the year 1893 (January to December) the De-

partment of Coins and Medals in the British Museum has

acquired 403 coins of the Greek class, 4 of which are gold

and electrum, 118 silver, and 281 bronze. These coins

have been acquired mainly by purchase, but some are

gifts due to the kindness of Mr. W. C. Boyd, Major-

General M. G. Clerk, the late Sir Alexander Cunningham,

K.C.I.E., Sir John Evans, K.C.B., Mr. H. 0. O'Hagan,
Mr. H. Montagu, F.S.A., Professor W. M. Flinders

Petrie, the late M. "W. H. Waddington, and Dr. Hermann

Weber.

Before proceeding to describe some of the noteworthy

specimens among these acquisitions, it may be interesting

to show in a tabular form the progress of the national

collection in the Greek series during the last seven years,

that being the period during which I have had the plea-

sure of publishing the series of papers entitled,
" Greek

Coins acquired by the British Museum." l

1

Important Greek acquisitions of the Department of Coins

and Medals during the years 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, 1891,

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. B
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markable also for its unusually fine execution, and for the

dignified treatment of the head. L. Miiller supposes the

bee to be the mint-mark of Melitrea in Thessaly.
3

ALEXANDER THE GEEAT.

2. Obv. Head of ,young Herakles L, in lion's skin; border

of dots.

Rev. AAEZANAPoY Zeus wearing himation seated

1. on throne ;
in r., eagle ;

1. on sceptre ;
in field

L, bee.

M. Size 1. Wt. 266-4 grs.

A rare variety of Alexander's tetradrachms, with the

head of Zeus to the left, instead of, as usual, to the right.

The coin is of unusually good style, and has the same

mint-mark as the coin of Philip just described.

HEBBYTELMIS OB HEBBYZELMIS (KING OP THE ODRYS-E,
B.C. 386-5).

3. Obv. Male head L, bearded (?) and laureate (?) ;

(Zeus ?) ;
border.

Rev. copYTFA ^ore-Par^ f li n r -
I
head facing;

r. fore-leg visible ;
circular incuse.

M. Size -75. [PL I. 2.]

This unique coin is of considerable interest and import-

ance. The king, Hebrytelmis (or Hebryzelmis), was

quite unknown till the year 1889, when Lolling pub-

lished an inscription found on the Acropolis of Athens,

consisting of a decree of the Athenians conferring various

honours upon Hebrytelmis,
4 "

King of the Odrysae." This

3 Num. A'Alex., No. 505.
4 " Fiir die Schreibung des namens mit dem Spiritus asper

macht Lolling den Anklang an den Namen des Flusses Hebros

(Maridza) in dessen Thai sich die Stammsitze der Odrysen
befanden, gelten." Hermes, xxvi., p. 456.
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inscription can be fixed to the year B.C. 386 5. No

coins bearing the name of this ruler in full have hitherto

come to light, though M. Svoronos 5 has recognised the

money of Hebrytelmis in certain bronze coins inscribed

EBPY.

In the inscription published by Lolling (AeXrtoV a^X'*

v. 203 ff.), and re-published with comments by A. Hock

(Hermes, xxvi., 1891, p. 453 ff.), the name of the king

occurs in the genitive 'EjS^irreAjLuBo? (line 11), and in the

accusative
e

E|8[pUTe]\jH*[i>] (line 5),
c

Ej3/>irr[eA]/zti/ (line

18). On our new coin the inscription (which is quite

plain) gives the genitive in to?, not tBo?, and the king's

name as 'EjS/wfeA/its, not 'EjS/wreX/zi?.

The reverse type bears a resemblance to the reverses of

the bronze money of Pausanias, King of Macedon, and

the circular incuse of the reverse is a peculiarity found

on some bronze coins of the Macedonian kings of the

fourth century.

CORINTH (?).

4. Qbv. MESSALEINA AVGVSTI Bust of Messa-
lina r.

;
border of dots (double-struck).

^iv-OCTAVIA BRITANNICVS ANTONIA
Three figures standing ;

in centre, Britannicus
;

on 1., Octavia; on r., Antonia holding cornu-

copias ;
border of dots (double-struck).

M. Size 1. Wt. 108-3 grs. [PI. I. 3.]

This remarkable and unique specimen was acquired

during the past year from a London coin-dealer. Its

provenance is unknown, but there seems no reason to

doubt its genuineness. It bears the portrait of Valeria

5 In the Ephemeris Arch. 1890, p. 159
; cf. B. V. Head in

Num. Citron. 1891, p. 110.
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Messalina, wife of the Emperor Claudius, and the figures

of Octavia, Britannicus, and Antonia, the three children

of Claudius. The inscriptions are in Latin, but, as Mr.

Head has well observed, the style, the weight (which is

that of two denarii), and the circumstance that no Roman

coins of Messalina are known to have been issued, must

induce us to assign it not to Rome itself, but to the

Roman province of Asia, or to some Roman colonia. Mr.

Head is in favour of attributing it to Corinth, of which

city there exists a bronze coin with the effigies and names

(in Latin) of Messalina and her husband (see Cohen,

Med. imp. i. p. 268).

Our coin is of considerable interest for iconography,

though it has unfortunately suffered from double striking

on the reverse,
6 and the scaling off of the surface has

slightly affected the nose and eye on the obverse. The

portrait of Messalina occurs on a few Greek imperial coins.

Of these the most pleasing is a bronze coin of Nicoea, in

Bithynia (Cohen, Med. imp., p. 268
; Lenormant, Tresor

de Num., Emp. rom., PI. XIY. 5
;
Brit. Mus. Cat., Pontus,

&c., p. 154, No. 14). The coiffure is precisely the same

as on our coin, though the expression is of less stern a

type.
7

The portrait on our coin also bears considerable resem-

blance to the head on a cameo supposed by Bernoulli

(Romische Ikonographie, ii. p. 358, d.) to be of Messalina.

Bernoulli publishes this cameo from a cast without know-

6 The C of the inscription OCTAVIA has from this cause

become nearly obliterated.

.

7 The Nicaea portrait resembles the portrait of Messalina on
Cretan coins (B. M. Cat., Crete, p. 2, Nos. 911 ; PI. I. 6), but
in the latter case the hair is rolled. A head of Messalina occurs

also on coins of Ephesus, Bernoulli, Horn. Ikonog. ii., p. 357 ;

PL XXXIV. 14.
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ing the whereabouts of the original, but it is evidently

the cameo in the British Museum described in Mr. A. H.

Smith's Catalogue of Engraved Gems, under No. 1,595, as

" Messalina ?
" The head on our coin may also be com-

pared with the two portrait cameos of Messalina in the

Cabinet des Medailles, Paris, published in Bernoulli,

op. cit. ii., p. 358 a= Lenormant, Tresor., Emp. rom., PL

XIY. 6
; Bernoulli, op. cit. ii., p. 358 b.

LOCRI OPUNTII.

5. Obv. Head of Persephone 1. wearing corn-wreath, ear-

ring and necklace.

Rev. OPONTIflN Ajax, naked, fighting 1., seen

from behind
;
wears helmet, and holds in right,

spear ;
in left, shield ornamented with Gorgo

neion (?) and pierced by another spear.

M. Size -8. Wt. 90-8 grs. [PL I. 4.]

A very rare ^Eginetic drachm of the period B.C. 369

338. A similar specimen was in the Photiades collection

(Lot 344, PL II. 344). The reverse represents the Lesser

Ajax, leader of the Locrian contingent at Troy, and

renowned for his swiftness of foot and skill with the

spear: 'E-y^en; 8' e/re/faoTo TLavehXyvas KOL 'A^atouy.
8

This representation differs from that ordinarily found on

the coins of Locris. The hero is here seen from behind 9

attacking with a spear an antagonist whose presence is

only indicated on the coin by the end of his spear, which

has pierced the shield of Ajax.
10 On other coins of the

8 Horn. I/., II. 530.
9 Dr. Imhoof-Blumer (Z. f. N., vii., p. 15) compares the

attitude of the hero (Pheniimon ?) on bronze coins of Messana
B. M. Cat., Sicily, p. 108, No. 81.
10 A similar type occurs on rare coins of the Locrians under
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Locrians (Brit. Mus. Cat., Central Greece, PL I.) Ajax is

in a different attitude, and fights with a short sword,

while a spear sometimes broken lies on the ground.

The ornament on the shield is not quite distinct, but

appears to be the Gorgoneion, a somewhat strange device

for a hero who had conspicuously incurred the enmity of

the goddess Athena.

ELIS.

6. Obv. F A Eagle flying r. devouring lamb; in field, 1.,

countermark.

Rev. p A Thunderbolt with wide-spread wings ;
bor-

der of dots
;
whole in incuse square.

M. 1. Wt. 178-5. [PL I. 5.]

Circ. B.C. 450 (?). In my
" Greek Coins acquired by the

British Museum in 1891 "
( Num. Chron., 1892, p. 13) I

have noted a good many instances of the curious inter-

change of dies on Elian didrachms. The types there

described as dies L and K u bear a resemblance to those

of the coin now before us, but in the present case the

obverse type is to the right, not to the left, and the

reverse also is varied. To fit in with my list, the obverse

and reverse dies on this didrachm might be denominated

L* and K*.

7. Obv. Head of Zeus 1.
;
laureate.

Rev. F A Eagle with closed wings standing r. ; ser-

pent rising up in front.

Si. -1. Wt. 42-3. [PI. I. 6.]

the name of Epicnemidii ; see Imhoof-Blumer in Z. f. 7V.,vii.,

p. 14, No. 3, PI. I. 9 (Cab. de Luynes) ;
and a specimen in the

Photiades Sale Catalogue, Lot 351, now in the British Museum
(acquired 1890).

11 See photograph in Num. Chron., 1890, PI. XIX. 10; p.

320, No. 17.
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A very rare hemi-drachm not described in Gardner's

Elis. (Cp. the obverse of the didrachm, Gardner, Cat.

Pelop. Elis, No. 73, PL XIII. 2, B.C. 370 362= Head,

Hist. Num., p. 355, fig. 234, B.C. 365322.)

PHENEUS (ARCADIA).

8. Obv. Head of Demeter 1. wearing corn-wreath, earring
and necklace

; behind, PO-

Rev. <|>E NE UN Hermes wearing petasos, and

chlamys fastened round neck and covering left

hand, running 1.
;

in r., caduceus
;
on his left

arm young Arkas seated, his right hand stretched

towards the head of Hermes, which is turned

round to him
;
between legs of Hermes, patera.

M. Size -95. Wt. 185-7 grs. [PI. I. 7.]

Circ. B.C. 362. Demeter and Hermes are both known

as important divinities of Pheneus,
12 and the reverse type

has been recognised as representing Hermes carrying

Arkas, the child of Callisto, to the nymph Maia. 13 Im-

hoof and Gardner (Num. Comm. on Pans., p. 97) are of

opinion that the reverse design was a group
" invented by

the die-sinker, and not the copy of any sculptural work."

The general affinity of the type to the Hermes group of

Praxiteles has, however, often been remarked (e.g. A, H.

Smith in Journ. Hell. Stud., III., p. 82). The present coin

is unpublished, and differs in several points from the other

didrachms of Pheneus. For example : Brit. Mm. Cat.,

Peloponnesus, p. 194, No. 13, PI. XXXVI. 7; Lambros,

Peloponnesos, p. 136, PL XYI. 8, in the Loebbecke Collec-

tion ; Gardner, Types, p. 157, PL VIII., No. 41 and No.

31 from Mionnet's casts
;
Berlin Museum, Das Konigl.

12 Imhoof and Gardner, Num. Comm. on Paus., pp. 97, 98.
13

Head, Hist. Num., p. 379.
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Munzkabinetj PI. II. No. 153=Imhoof and Gardner, Num.

Comm. on Paus., T. v. (rev). On this fine didrachm the

head is turned to the left instead of the right, and in this

respect, and in the form of the earring, resembles the

drachms of Pheneus, the reverses of which show Hermes

seated on rocks (Brit. Mm. Cat., Pelop., PL XXXVI. 8
;

Lambros, op. cit., PI. XVI. No. 9). The word APKAS
does not appear near the child, and the chlamys is fast-

ened round the neck, and not merely thrown over the left

shoulder. 14 Behind the head appear the letters PO, an

inscription which should perhaps be explained as that of

a magistrate, and not of an artist.

CYDONIA (CRETE).

9. Obv. Head of nymph or maenad r., wearing earring,

necklace, and wreath of vine-leaves and grapes ;

behind,
NEYANTOS
EPOEI

Rev. KYAI1M Naked male figure (Kydon or Apollo)
standing 1., stringing bow; border of dots.

M. Size 1-1. Wt. 178-6. grs. [PI. I. 8.]

The British Museum hitherto possessed no specimen of

this didrachm, which is known from several other exam-

ples (see Svoronos, Num. de la Crete, p. 100, No. 3), and is

specially interesting from the signature of the engraver,

Neuantos. 15

14 The Berlin didrachm (Das KonigL Munzk., PI. II., No.

153), though generally resembling the other didrachms, has the

chlamys fastened, as on our didrachm.
15 On Neuantos, see Wroth, "Cretan Coins

"
(Num. Chron.,

1884), Cydonia, and Cat. Crete, d*c., pp. xxiii., xxiv.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. C
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LAPPA (CRETE).

10. Obv. Female head r. (Artemis ?) ; hair rolled.

Rev. Bull's head facing ; right horn bent under.

M. Size -8. Wt. 86'4 grs. [PI. I. 9.]

Only four other specimens of this rare drachm (struck

B.C. 350 300 ?) are enumerated in M. Svoronos's Num,

de la Crete am., p. 211, No. 1, PL XIX. 30. The female

head is of good style, and probably represents the goddess

Artemis. On other coins of Lappa Apollo appears.

ADRAMYTEUM (MYSIA).

11. Obv. Head of young Dionysos r., wreathed with ivy.

AAPA
Rev.

isjf) jsj

within ivy wreath.

M
M. Size -5. Wt. 23'4 grs. [PI. I. 10.]

The ivy-wreath on the reverse recalls the reverses of

the cistophori, and the present coin hitherto unpub-
lished appears in fact to be in value one-eighth of a

cistophorus of the series issued in the province of Asia,

circ. B.C. 13367. (See Brit. Mus. Cat., Mysia, p. 3.)

The ivy- wreath further recalls the reverses of the silver

coins of Mithradates the Great (Eupator), (Brit. Mus. Cat.

Pontu-s, PL VIII. and PL IX.), while the Dionysos-head
of the obverse in some degree resembles that on bronze

coins struck by the Pontic king at Amisus (Cat., Pontus,

PL III., Nos. 7, 8, 9).

LAMPSACUS (MYSIA).

12. Obv. Youthful head 1, (Eros) wreathed with myrtle ;

wing attached to neck.
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ftev. Fore-part of winged horse
;
traces of incuse square.

N. Size -7. Wt. 130-5 grs. [PI.
I. 11.]

This fine stater of Lampsacus is unique, and presents a

remarkable type on the obverse. The wreath appears to

be of myrtle, and Mr. Head is no doubt right
16 in de-

scribing the type as Eros. The head cannot be said to

show Praxitelean influence, and the conception is perhaps

original. I feel a strong conviction that it is by the

engraver who made the Lampsacene gold stater with the

Actseon head. In describing the British Museum specimen

of that stater (Num. Chron., 1893, p. 9, No. 16, PL I.

16), I called attention to the affinities in treatment that

the Actaeon head presents with the head of the female

Satyr on another Lampsacene stater (Brit. Mus. Cat.,

Mysia, PI. XIX. 2), and it is curious to observe that on

our new " Eros
"

stater a lock of hair falls on the cheek

just as it does in the case of the Satyr coin. This is the

more noteworthy because, though the strayed lock of hair

completes naturally the wild and dishevelled appearance

of the Satyr, yet it is not so obviously suitable for the

Eros. The Eros, Actaeon and female Satyr, are, then, I

believe, all the work of a single engraver, whose produc-

tions are marked by peculiar freshness and strength.

PERGAMUM (MYSIA).

13. Obv. AVT . K . T . MGC . KVI N . TPAIANOC
. AG KIOC. Bust of Trajan Decius r., laur.,

wearing paludamentum and cuirass.

Rev. eni . c . KOM . <i> . TAV KH NOC . eeo
TTePrAMHISiniSI TTPIl. T. NEft The

Emperor, wearing cuirass and paludamentum,

16

Parliamentary Return, British Museum, 1894.
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standing 1., holding patera over lighted altar; in

his left hand, spear ; behind him, Dionysos in

short chiton standing 1. crowning him with wreath

held in right, and holding in left thyrsos entwined

by taenia. On 1., before the Emperor, statue of

goddess (wearing chiton with diplois, veil, and

kalathos) standing facing ;
each hand, with fillet

suspended from it, holds (short torch ?).

M. Size 1-65.

On another coin of Pergamum (Brit. Mus. Cat., Mysia,

p. 161, No. 343) Trajan Decius is likewise crowned .by

Dionysos, and the same goddess appears as the reverse

type of a Pergamene coin of Severus Alexander, described

in Imhoof-Blumer's Griechische Munzen, p. 618, No. 184,

PI. VII. 11. 0GO is an abbreviation of the word

0GOAOTOV that appears on other coins of Pergamum.
17

Eckhel (Doct. num. ret. iv. 217) explained 6eo\o<yos as

one "qui explicandae rei divinac operam impendit," more

especially the interpretation of oracles. He referred to a

passage in Lucian's Alexander, 19, and to Plutarch, De

Defects orac. xv. :

ol Ae\0w
Subsequent numismatic writers have repeated Eckhel' s

explanation, but without noticing, so far as I am aware,

that the #60X070$ is not infrequently mentioned in in-

scriptions of Asia Minor of the imperial age : e.g. Corpus

inscr. grac., Nos. 3148, 3199, 3200, 3348, 3803. In an

inscription of Ephesus (A.D. 104), commented on by

17 Mion. Sup. v., p. 467, No. 1140, Elagabalus, Alexander

strategos ;
Mion. ii., p. 617, No. 659, Herennius Etruscus,

Glycon strategos; cf. Mion. Sup. v., p. 472, No. 1160. See

also B. M. Catalogue, Mi/sia, p. 157, No. 332, with 06O,
and ib. No. 331, with 0[eOAO ?].

18 The passage continues : vopi&vrcc IvravOa Trore irpbc o<pw
T& $eo) Trepl TOV xprjvTrjpiov fAa\ijv yeveoOai.
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Canon Hicks (Brit. Mus. Inscr., Ephesos, No. cccclxxxi.,

lines 191, 192, p. 87, p. 138), #60X070* are mentioned,

together with u/zi/wW, as functionaries attached to the

temple of Artemis at Ephesus. Canon Hicks translates

vjjLVwboi
" choristers

"
or

"
choir-men," and supposes that

they were singers of hymns in praise of Artemis, while

" the $60X0701 were a kind of hierophants who recited

the sacred legends of the goddess." From other inscrip-

tions it would appear that the #60X070? was especially

connected with the celebration of mysteries.
19 The office

was held by women as well as by men (C. I. G., No.

3199). 0eo\o'<yot and Ujiii/wW are also mentioned together

(C. I. G., No. 3148) at Smyrna, where they were ap-

pointed by Hadrian to increase the dignity of the

Augusteum.
20

A notice that more immediately concerns our coin of

Pergamum is the mention, in an imperial inscription of

Nysa in Caria (Bull. Corr. hell., ix., pp. 125, 126), of a

#60X0701; vawv TWV ev YIepy\_a]/jLw. On the Pergamene
coins the title #60X0709 is borne by persons of the name

of Alexander and Glycon, who were strategi in the reigns

of Elagabalus and Trajan Decius, respectively.

MYRINA (^EoLis).

14. Obv. Head of Apollo of Grynium r. wearing laurel-

wreath with ends falling behind.

Rev. MYPINAIflN Apollo of Grynium, in himation

which leaves upper limbs bare, standing r.
;
in

right, patera ;
in left, laurel branch, to which

two fillets are attached ; before him, omphalos
and amphora; in field 1., |y|; whole in laurel

wreath.

M. Size -7. Wt. 58-5 grs. [PI. I. 12.]

19 See C. I. G. 3199, 3200, 3803. 20
Hicks, op. cit., p. 138.
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15. Obv. Similar to No. 14 ; countermark, bunch of grapes.

Rev. Similar to No. 14, but in field 1., 2fe, AE, |8|.

M. Size -85. Wt. 58-2 grs.

The drachms of Myrina are well known to be very

much rarer than the corresponding tetradrachms of the

same period (second century B.C.). The monograms on

No. 15 appear also on one of the tetradrachms, a speci-

men of which is in the British Museum. The counter-

mark on No. 15 may possibly have been impressed by
the ^Eolian Temnus, of which town a bunch of grapes

was the type.

EPHESUS (IONIA).

16. Obv. Bust of Artemis r., draped, wearing stephane and
necklace

;
bow and quiver at shoulder.

Rev. E <f> Statue of Ephesian Artemis, with fillet

hanging from each hand; on 1., tripod; on r., B-

N. Size -8. Wt. 130'6. grs. [PI. I. 13.]

One of the rare gold staters issued B.C. 87 84, at

the time when, under the auspices of Mithradates

Eupator, Ephesus and other cities of the Province of

Asia revolted from Rome. This coinage was not repre-

sented in the Brit. Mus. Cat., Ionia, but several speci-

mens are described in Mr. Head's Ephesus, p. 69. Our

coin is similar to one from the Dupre Collection (Head,

op. cit., p. 69, No. 3, PL V. 4).

PHOOEA (IONIA).

17. Obv. Seal (0^/0?) r.
; beneath, (or ?).

Rev. Two shallow incuse squares of different sizes.

El. Size -85. Wt. 254'9. [PI. I. 14.]
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This extremely rare and important stater belongs to

the earliest issue of electrum coinage at Phocsea, and

probably to the period B.C. 602 560, when the Phocaeans

were supreme at sea. 21 The coin has hitherto only been

known from the unique specimen in the Munich Col-

lection, a photograph of which was published by Mr.

Head in his
"
Metrological Notes on Ancient Electrum

Coins "
(Num. Chron. y 1875, PL X., No. 6, p. 281, ff.),

to which article the reader may be referred for some

excellent remarks on the early Phocsean coinage, as

well as to Mr. Head's Catalogue of the Coins of Ionia,

Introd., p. xx. f. The letter on the obverse is assumed

to be equivalent to <!>, though the form or does not

appear to occur in any other Greek inscriptions.

BABIS (PISIDIA).

18. Obv. OVeiBfAAAOC OVOAOVCCIOCC. 2'

Bast of Volusian r., laur. ; wearing paluda-
mentum and cuirass.

Rev. BA PH NUN. The god Mn wearing short

chiton, Phrygian cap, and crescent at shoulder,

standing 1. in right, pine-cone ;
in left, sceptre.

M. Size -95.

This specimen was formerly in the collection of Dr.

Churchill Babington, and seems to be unpublished. A
similar reverse type occurs on a coin of Baris, with the

head of Trebonianus Gallus on the obverse (Num. Chron.,

x., p. 93, No. 3), and Men is represented on horseback on

a coin of Herennius Etruscus (lb., No. 2).

21
Head, Hist. Num., p. 506.

22
Possibly OVOAOVCCI . C.
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TITIOPOLIS (ISAUSIA).

19. Obv. AVT[OK ?]AIAAV [K?]O[M]. . .. Bust of

Commodus r., draped ; slightly bearded.

TTOA6ITWN ejOVCT Tyche
standing 1. in distyle shrine

;
in right, rudder ;

in

left, cornucopias.

M. Size 1-2.

The existence of Titiopolis was only known from

literary sources of the fourth century A.D. (and later), until

Longperier (Rev. Num. 1838, p. 422
; cp. Ramsay, Hist.

Geog., p. 366) published its earliest coin a bronze piece

of Hadrian, with the type of Zeus seated. M. Wad-

dington {Rev. Num, 1883, p. 37 f.) subsequently pub-

lished another coin of the city, with the heads of Caracalla

and Geta and the type of Dionysos standing. The coin

above described tends to fill the gap in the coinage

between the reigns of Hadrian and Septimius Severus.

Some details of the obverse are obscure, but the legend of

the reverse is quite distinct. The coin must be dated

from an era beginning in the reign of Commodus, or

three years before the commencement of his reign, though

such an era does not seem to be known to us from other

sources. The coin of Hadrian mentioned above is un-

dated, but the coin of Caracalla and Geta bears, according

to M. Waddington, the letters Cl. No doubt this is a

date, but the date Cl (= 210), if reckoned from any era

beginning in, or just previous to, the reign of Commodus,

would of course give an impossible date for Caracalla and

Geta. I can only suppose, therefore, that the letters Cl

are incorrectly read, especially as M. Waddington added

to his reading of C I the words "
lettres douteuses."
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BARCE (CYBENAICA).

20. Obv. Silphium.

Rev. BAP Ram's head 1. ; whole in incuse square.

M. Size -5. Wt. 52-1 grs. [PI. I. 15.]

A very rare drachm of Phoenician weight, probably of

the first half of the fifth century B.C. It was purchased

by the British Museum of MM. Rollin and Feuardent, by
whom it. was acquired from the collection of Mr. Edward

Wigan, the well-known collector. It is apparently the

identical specimen published in the Supplement to Miiller's

Num. de Tanc. Afrique, 1874, p. 13, PL I., No. 290A

(reverse only).
23 Miiller gives the legend as BAP[K]A,

but the second A appears to me to be only an imperfec-

tion in the surface of the coin. Another similar drachm

(with the reverse type to r.), acquired by the British

Museum in 1881, has the inscription BAP.

WARWICK WROTH.

23 Miiller describes the coins as "chez Rollin et Feuardent

(Cat. de la Coll. de Northwick, No. 1594)."
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II.

ON A SMALL HOARD OF SAXON SCEATTAS FOUND
NEAR CAMBRIDGE.

(See Plate IT.)

IN or near the town of Cambridge there was found, some

few years ago, a small hoard of Saxon silver sceattas, the

whole, or nearly the whole, of which came into my pos-

session. I have frequently thought of publishing some

description of these coins, many of which bear Runic

letters upon them, but from various causes I have post-

poned doing so. One of these causes is that I was always

in hopes of being able to identify the prince, king, or

person whose name appears on two of the coins, and under

or by whom it seems probable that they were struck. I

am, however, beginning to despair of finding a satisfac-

tory way out of the difficulties that beset me in attempting

to appropriate these two sceattas
;
and as others, especially

Lord Grantley, are making a particular study of this early

series, it seems but right that I should make public the

facts at my command, in the hope that they may assist in

elucidating an interesting historical question. But before

hazarding any speculations as to the possible attribution

and date of the coins in this hoard, it will be well to

describe the various types, and refer to the works in which

analogous specimens have been figured. They are, after

all, only nine in number, and the whole of them are

shown in the accompanying autotype plate.
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1. Obv. Fantastic bird to r. within a beaded circle.

Rev. Wolf-like beast walking to 1. within a beaded circle.

M. Wt. 13| grains. PI. II. Fig. I.
1

This appears to be of Kenyon's type, 44, British Museum

Catalogue of English Coins, PI. IV. 8. Lindsay, PI. I. 1,

assigns a similar coin, but with the animal on the reverse

to the right, to Northumbria.

2. Obv. Fantastic bird to r., with left leg elevated, nume-
rous pellets in the field

;
the whole within a

beaded circle.

Rev. Beast with open mouth and triple-ended tail walk-

ing r., numerous pellets in the field; the whole
within a beaded circle.

M. Wt. 15J grains. PL II. Fig. 2.

This coin varies from any that I find figured, but is of

the same general character as Ruding, PL I. 24, on which

the bird and beast are turned to the left instead of to the

right.

8. Obv. Long-billed bird with raised wing walking to the 1.
;

in the field numerous pellets, above the bird a

triple loop or triquetra ;
the whole within a beaded

circle.

Rev. Like that of No. 2, but with fewer pellets in the

field.

M. Wt. 16f grains. PL II. Fig. 3.

This type appears to present a novel feature in the

ornament above the bird
;

at all events, so far as the

series of uninscribed sceattas is concerned. I am not

aware of this interlaced triple loop, or so-called triquetra,

occurring on any published coin of the uninscribed class,

although, as will subsequently be seen, it occurs on coins

1 In the plate the obverse of this coin should be reversed.
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of Eadberht of Northumbria, and a somewhat similar

device forms the principal type of some of the pennies of

Sihtric, Begnald, and Anlaf. Such a triquetra is, how-

ever, of common occurrence on early stone crosses, with

interlacing patterns upon them. A looped quatrefoil

forms the type of a sceatta (Brit. Mm. Cat., PL IY. 7),

and a circle divided into three leaf-shaped compart-

ments, that of PL IY. 13. A sceatta in the Rev. E.

J. Shepherd's sale (1885, No. 9] is described as having
a bird and triangular ornament upon it, and seems to

have been of much the same type as this coin. It was

found in Suffolk. I am indebted to Mr. L. A. Lawrence

for calling my attention to this circumstance.

4. Obv. ME (EP). Rude, square-nosed bust with parallel

lips, to r. ; behind, two annulets
;

in front,

another.

Rev. Square beaded compartment with a cross at each

side and a diagonal line at each corner, in centre

an annulet between two Y- and two I-shaped
lines alternately.

M. Wt. 13i grains. PL II. Fig. 4.

5. Obv. ME (EP). Bust, &c., as on No. 4.

Rev. Square as on No. 4, but two V's and two pellets
round annulet, but not alternately.

M. Wt. 131 grains. PL II. Fig. 5.

6. Obv. K! (? EP in monogram), or possibly iKI-

Bust, &c., as before, but, if possible, more rude.

Rev. Square, as on No. 5, but with two V's and two
linked pellets.

M. Wt. 15| grains. PI. II. Fig. 6.

7. Obv. MEI = SPI. Rude bust to r.
; behind, AAQ.

Rev. Square beaded compartment with a line between
two pellets on three sides, and a triangle enclos-
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ing pellets on the fourth, diagonal lines at

corners, within the square, ^oT
M. Wt. 17 grains. PL II. Fig. 7.

8. Obv. PIXRFN (WIGR^ED). Rude bust crowned, r.
;

behind, OAO ; below, XX ;
in front, o.

Eev. Square beaded compartment as on No. 4
; within,

Loj-
JR. Wt. 14| grains. PI. II. Fig. 8.

This is nearly the same as Lindsay's PL I. 19.

9. Obv. PIXRN (WIGRD). Bust r., rather ruder than

on No. 8.

Rev, As No. 8.

M. Wt. 12 grains. PL II. Fig. 9.

Several coins of types allied to the six last are figured in

the Brit. Mus. Cat., PL I., as well as in Euding, PL II.,

the latter mostly from the Hunter collection at Glasgow.

No. 8 in Ruding has the same obverse type and legend

as my No. 8, but in the reverse direction, and the first

letter appears to be clearly P (W). I was at one time

inclined to regard it as an [/ (S), such as occurs on the

Thames sword (Stephens' Alphabet, No. 3) ;
but having

regard to the Glasgow coin, this now seems very doubtful.

Moreover, on one of the other sceattas the later form of

S (M) is to be seen, a fact which renders any possible

confusion on the part of the moneyer between ^ and P

more improbable. Could the reading SIGHTED have

been substantiated, some close connection with one of the

later kings of East Anglia might have been inferred.

As it is, I believe that the inscription must be read

WTGRJ3D. Lindsay
2 read it WINYFED, and sus-

pected it to be the name of St. Wenefrede, or of a

2

Page 5.
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Winfrid, Archbishop of Mentz, murdered by the Pagans
in 754. Mr. Head 3 has considered that the coin reads

plainly WIGILERD, which Mr. Haigh
4 has extended

to AUSWIGUARD, or SWIGUARD, and has attri-

buted the coin to Oswin, King of Northumbria. Any
connection with Wihtraed, King of Kent (A.D. 694 724),

seems negatived by the X, which is G, not T.

Wigraod is a recognised Saxon name, a bishop of Lin-

disfarne thus called having occupied the see from A.D.

928 to 944. He, however, can have had nothing to do

with the coins under consideration. I fear, therefore,

that the correct determination of what or whom the

legend WIGR.2ED was intended to designate has still to

be sought. The meaning of SPI is equally obscure.

The coins reading EPA have been attributed to a brother

of the Mercian Peada, slain in the battle of Maserfield, in

A.D. 642
;
but on what authority Mr. Head 5 was doubtful.

Epa, however, is the name given by Henry of Huntingdon
to Eawa, the brother of Penda, of Mercia, and the great-

great-grandfather of OfFa, a Y having probably been mis-

taken for a P. Notwithstanding the possible similarity of

name, I see no reason to suppose that coins were struck

by or for Eawa. If any were struck, they would hardly

give the name of EP or EPA.

From the finding of the hoard now under consideration,

these coins appear to belong to East Anglia rather than

to Mercia. Several examples reading APA and EPA
are figured by Dirks 6 as having been found at Domburg

3 Num. Chron., N.S., 1868, VIII. 85.
4 Num. C/mw.,N.S., 1869, IX. 183.
5 Num. Chron., N.S., VIII. 81.
6 Les Anglo-Saxons, dc., Brussels, 1870, PL G., 28, 29;

PI. E. k.o.
t
&c.
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and elsewhere in the Netherlands, and the abundance of

these coins in the Low Countries has suggested the view

that they may represent an old Frisian coinage which

existed at the time of the principal Frisian immigrations

into England. I have, however, no hesitation in claim-

ing the Rune-bearing coins, and indeed most of those of

other types, as being of English origin ;
and if they were

struck in East Anglia, their appearance on the Continent,

in districts to which they might readily have been

brought through the ordinary channels of commerce, is

just what might have been expected. Under any cir-

cumstances, the finds seern to prove a close connection

between Britain and Friesland, such as was pointed out

by Procopius. In writing on this subject in 1864,
7 I

expressed an opinion that the coins of the sceatta class

might be assigned to about the middle of the sixth

century. I am, however, now in favour of bringing the

bulk of them down to a very considerably later date.

As Mr. Keary
8 has pointed out, the earliest of them

can hardly be placed before the conversion of .ZEthel-

berht say A.D. 600 while the type of the coarsely

maned animal so common on the sceattas remained in

use on the coins of ^Ethelred of Mercia A.D. 675 704.

In Mr. Keary's latest view as to the derivation of this

singular animal from the human head on other sceattas,

I concur. Such a transition from a human head to a

boar-like animal is, I have elsewhere pointed out, to

be found among the silver coins attributed to the Iceni.

The suggested derivation of the type, either from that

of the wolf and twins, so common on the " Urbs

7 Num. Chrov., N.S., IV. 27.
8 Cat. of Eng. Coins, vol. i. p. xxi.
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Roma "
coins of the Constantine period, or from the

galley on the coins of Postumus and Carausius, cannot,

to my mind, be possibly entertained, It is worth re-

marking that in size, metal, and weight, the silver

Icenian coins closely correspond with the sceattas, so

that, assuming that a hoard of them had been unearthed

in the seventh century, they might readily have been

brought into circulation with the Saxon coins, and pos-

sibly have assisted in establishing the "
queer beast

"
as a

type. I have not, however, heard of any of these

ancient British coins having been found intermingled in

a hoard of sceattns. Indeed, there are but few records

of the discovery of any such hoards in England, though
Mr. Dirks has given particulars of several such in the

Netherlands.

No examples of the animal type occurred in the Cam-

bridge hoard, but the reverses of the inscribed coins are

almost identical with those with this ruder obverse.

Taking this fact into account, and bearing in mind the

obverse type of the coins of JEthelred, we are, I think,

justified in placing both classes of coins towards the close

of the period when sceattas formed the currency of

England.

The first pennies struck in this country are those of

Offa of Mercia, from A.D. 757 to 796, and of Ecgberht of

Kent, A.D. 765 to 791, and probably none were coined

before A.D. 760
;
while the sceattas hitherto attributed

with any approach to certainty are those struck by Peada

of Mercia, A.D. 655 to 657 (?) and ^Ethelred, one of his

successors, A.D. 675 to 704. It seems strange that of

"Wulfhere, the successor of Peada, and of Cenred, Ceolred,

and ^Ethelbald, the successors of ^Ethelred, no coins

should be known. It appears hardly possible that during
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their reigns the mints were absolutely idle, and we are

almost driven to the conclusion that the coins of the

hundred years or so between the days of Peada and those

of OfFa are to be sought among the sceattas that, with the

exception of those of JEthelred, are either uninscribed or

bear mysterious runes upon them.

The sceatta series seems susceptible of being divided

into several groups, of which probably the earliest com-

prises those coins which most nearly approximate to the

Merovingian currency of the Continent, and includes the

sceattas reading LYNDOMA and their allies, with the

figure holding two crosses. A second class would cluster

round the coins reading PADA, with a fairly well exe-

cuted bust upon them
;
and a third class, that may

probably fill the gap that I have mentioned, consists of

those with a rude bust, with Runic letters in front, on the

obverse, and the square compartment on the reverse, with

which a more barbarous group, with much the same

reverse, must be associated.

That an uninscribed group with animal and birdlike

devices upon them, executed with a fair amount of skill,

was contemporaneous with the rune-bearing coins, is sug-

gested by this Cambridge hoard ;
and when we compare

the animals upon them with those which appear on the

reverse of the silver Northumbrian coins of Eadberht,

Alchred, Ethelred I,
9 and Aelfwald I, we cannot but be

struck with their extreme similarity.

Figs. 10, 11, and 12 in the plate represent two coins of

Eadberht and one of Alchred from originals in the British

Museum,
10 and it will at once be seen that not only is

9 Num. Chron., 3rd series, XII., p. 87.
10 Cat. Eng. Coins, vol. i., PL XX., 4, 8, 9.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES.
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there a similarity in the animal forms upon them with

those on Figs. 1, 2 and 3, but that on Fig. 11 a triquetra

appears underneath the animal of precisely the same

character as that ahove the bird on Fig. 3. A similar

triquetra occurs beneath the animal on the reverse of the

coin of Ethelred I n recently published by Lord Grantley.

This sceatta more probably belongs to the first portion of

his reign over Northumbria, from A.D. 774 to 778 or

779,
12 than to the second portion, A.D. 790 to 796.

.So great is the general likeness between them that

there can be little doubt of the approximate contempo-

raneity of these uninscribed sceattas and the North-

umbrian pieces, the date of which can be fairly ascer-

tained. The close analogy between the coins of the two

classes has already been commented upon by Mr. Keary,
13

who observes that, "down to the reign of Eardwulf

there is no very strong line of demarcation between the

Northumbrian money and the anonymous coinage cur-

rent in the south." He adds that as the Northumbrian

coinage
"
displays the names of the kings who issued it,

while the sceat series is almost wholly anonymous, the

former must be considered to be financially in advance of

the latter." The difference in the coinage may well have

arisen from the close connection between Eadberht and

the archiepiscopal see of York, which, from A.D. 734 to

766, was occupied by his brother Ecgberht, while he

himself received the tonsure in 758. York was, no doubt,

even more than Canterbury, a centre of learning and

civilisation, and in the same manner as the relations of

1 Num. Chron., 3rd series, XII. 87.
12
By a misprint these dates are in vol. xii. given as 788 or

789.
13 Cat. of Eng. Coins, vol. i. p. xxvii.
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Offa and Coenwulf with Canterbury reacted on the

Mercian coinage, those of Eadberht and his successors with

York affected the issues from the Northumbrian mint.

Now what are the dates of the four Northumbrian

kings that I have mentioned, whose coins are of silver,

and bear on their reverse the fantastic animal with one

paw in the air, and also occasionally exhibit the triquetra ?

They are as follows :

Eadberht . . . A.D. 737758
Alchred . . . A.D. 765774
Ethelred I. ... A.D. 774778
-Elfwald I. circ. . . A.D. 778789

As already remarked, it seems extremely probable that

the earliest English penny, whether struck in Mercia by
Offa or in East Anglia by Beonna, does not date before

A.D. 760
;

so that, assuming a continuous coinage of

sceattas until the penny came in, the whole of the coinage

of Eadberht would belong to the sceatta period. Looking
at the similarity between his reverse type and that on one

face of these uninscribed sceattas, we shall be justified in

assigning these latter to the half century preceding the

introduction of the penny, and the rune-bearing coins

found with them must, from their being in the same state

of preservation and the absence of any marked signs of

wear, be assigned to the same period. Possibly the

sceatta coinage may have overlapped that of the penny,
in which case a somewhat later date would be permissible.

A farther corroboration of my views as to the date of

these coins is to be found in the sceattas of Beonna, King
of the East Angles, the reverse type of which closely

resembles that of many of the coins in this hoard. An

example from the National Collection is given in No. 13

of the Plate
;
the analogies between the types are shown
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even more distinctly in the Hunter coin, Hawkins, No. 88.

The date assigned to Beonna by Hawkins is about A.D. 750,

while Haigh places him about ten years later.

Under any circumstances I hesitate in admitting the

conclusion that the coins reading EPA belong to a date

about A.D. 655
; or, if we are bound to believe that they

are contemporaneous
14 with the coins reading PADA, I

should give up the attribution of these to Peada of Mercia,

and place them one hundred years later. Luckily, there

is no need of doing so, as the art of the PADA coins is

quite different from that of the EPA sceattas, and there

is no reason why the Runic letters may not have preserved

the same form for centuries, as the Roman have done.

As to the proper interpretation of WIGR^ED, SPI,

or EP, I have no very decided views. It seems to me,

however, possible that, like the EALRAED, IBBA,
and EOBA, in front of the busts on coins of Offa and

Cynethryth, they may, after all, be merely the names of

moneyers.

I am aware that in assigning so late a date to the coins

of this hoard, I have laid myself open to criticism, and

that it may be thought that I am relying too much on a

mere similarity of type on coins of districts so remote as

Mercia or East Anglia and Northumbria. I can only say

that I shall be glad to see the whole question thoroughly
discussed. Above all things, I should rejoice if other

hoards of sceattas should be discovered which should

throw further light on the contemporaneity of the

different types.

JOHN EVANS.

14 Cat of Eng. Coins, vol. i. p. Ixxxvi.
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III.

A FIND OF ANGLO-SAXON COINS.

(See Plates III., IV.)

THROUGH the liberality of Mr. Franks the British Museum

has lately acquired a very interesting find of Anglo-Saxon

coins, a description of which will be given in the follow-

ing pages. Mr. Franks is unable to furnish me with any
information respecting the locality where the coins were

discovered, and I can only say that when they came into

my hands for examination, they were so thickly coated

with dirt, and in such a condition of oxidisation, that it

was almost impossible at first sight to identify a single

piece. After submitting the coins to a careful process of

cleaning, the hoard has turned out to be one of the most

remarkable, if not the most remarkable one, of the period

to which the coins belong. It consists of 241 coins and a

few fragments, and includes specimens of the coinages of

Mercia, Kent, Canterbury, East Anglia, and Wessex, thus

embracing the whole of the coin-issuing districts south of

the Humber at the end of the eighth and the first half

of the ninth centuries.

The following summary will give some idea of the

extent of the hoard :

Mercia. Offa ..... 1 coin.

Coenwulf 25
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Mercia. Ceolwulf I .... 9 coins.

,, Beornwulf . . . . 4 ,,

Wiglaf ... 4

Kent. Eadberht 1

Cuthred 1

Baldred 9

Canterbury. Archbishop Wulfred . . 9 ,,

,, Sede Vacante . . . 8 ,,

,, Ceolnoft . . . 10 ,,

East Anglia. .ZEthelstan I . 39 ,,

Wessex. Ecgbeorht . . . 92 ,,

^Ethelwulf . . . 28

Charlemagne (denier struck at Mayence) . 1 ,,

It will be seen from this summary that the general

distribution of the coins throughout the whole of -the

southern districts is very remarkable, a preponderance in

number of the later pieces, however, being in favour of

Wessex. .

Before proceeding to describe the coins fully, and to

give some notes on the more important pieces, I would

remark that in the general arrangement I have taken the

kingdoms of the Heptarchy in the order as adopted in the

British Museum Catalogue of English Coins, vols. i., ii.

(Anglo-Saxon Series), but in the classification of the types

of the coins of each king I have tried to arrive at some

chronological sequence, and have not classed the coins

according to the alphabetical order of the moneyers' names,

as Mr. Keary has done in the first volume of that work.

I found this arrangement necessary for the attribution of

a few of the coins. In vol. ii. of the Museum Catalogue I

adopted the chronological sequence of the types, and to

that order I shall adhere in the case of the Wessex coins.

In this arrangement I have occasionally departed from

the order as given by Hawkins in his Silver Coinage.
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MERCIA.

OFFA, A.D. 757-796.

1. Obv. * OFF 5K between two dotted lines ; below, REX ;

above, .:. T .:.

Rev. :- EOB7T between two dotted lines with cross pattee
at each end

; above, ornament, circle with wings;
below, three crosses pattees.

Unpullished. PI. III. 1.

The single coin of this king in the hoard varies some-

what in type from those hitherto published. It mostly
resembles a coin of that reign struck by the moneyer

Osmod, which is in the National Collection. 1 The orna-

ment above the moneyer's name on the reverse is in the

form of a winged disk, such as is commonly found on

Egyptian monuments. Of the moneyer Eoba the Museum

already possesses three coins, which are, however, of much

more elaborate designs than the one above described.

Eoba was also Cyne^ry^'s sole moneyer. As there were

no other coins of Offa in the hoard, it may safely be

assumed that this type was a late one, and probably

belongs to quite the end of his reign.

COENWULF, A.D. 796-822.

1-3. Olv. * EOENYVLF BEX T. Bust r.
2

Eev.* DESL Lft MO NETTY. Legend divided by
three crosses pattees springing from circle in

centre ; within circle, cross crosslet with pellet in

each angle. (3 varieties.)

B. M. Cat., vol. i., PI. VIII. 6.

1 B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL VII. 13.
* The bust on the obverse and the type on the reverse are

always within a circle unless otherwise stated.
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4. Olv. * EOENVVLF KEX T. Bust r.

^ev. ^ DE^LLS MONET7V. Cross -

crosslet, pellet
in each angle.

Bud., PL VI. 4.

5. Olv. * EOENWLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

jfev.OBS- :T>ON ET3. Legend divided by three crosses

pattees springing from circle in centre
; within

circle, cross pommee with wedge in each angle.

UnpuUished. PL III. 2.

6. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * VEEJESEDI TO^ETS. Cross pommee, wedge
in each anle.

., PZ. FI. 20.

7. OZw. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust i
1

., diademed.

.Rev. * DVD^ : TONETS. Quatrefoil ornament com-

posed of cross pommee, with crescent enclosing
pellet in each angle.

UnpuUished. PL III. 3.

8. Olv.* EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. OBS TON ETS. Legend divided by three

crosses pattees springing from circle in centre ;

within circle, cross moline.

B. M. Cat., vol. i., PI. VIII. 10; Rud., PL VI. 8.

9-10. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DIOETOD TONETTL Small square enclosing
pellet with branches at sides and trefoils at

each angle ; with the exception of the centre leaf

of each trefoil, which is patte, the branches and
other leaves are pommes; no inner circle. (2

varieties.)

Bad., PL VI. II.

11. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

TIDBE7TEHT TOISETS. Small square enclos-

ing pellet, &c., as last.
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12-13. Olv. * EOENVVLF REX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * PEENEftED MONET7V. Small square enclos-

ing pellet, &c., as No. 9. (2 varieties.)

14-15. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* J7EK!EBDI TOISETS. Small square enclos-

ing pellet, as on No. 9, but all the leaves of the

trefoils are pommes. (2 varieties.)

Bud., PI. VI. 12.

16-19. Obv.* EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DIOBTOD TONET7T. Cross formed of four

crescents, horns outwards ;
in centre, pellet. (4

varieties.
)

Bud., PL VI. 15.

20. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * TIDBESEW MO1SET7L Cross formed of four

crescents, &c., as on last.

21. Olv. * EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * J7EEHESED MONET7L Cross formed of four

crescents, as on No. 16, but in centre, cross

pattee.

Unpullished. PI. III. 4.

22. Olv.* EOENVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * -D.VNN -T-ONTETTt- SmaU cross pattee;

around, four crescents, horns outwards, each

enclosing pellet ; between each crescent, wedge.

Unpublished.

23. Obv. * EOETtfVVLF EEX T. (4 last letters out-

wards.) Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * L' V L' in angles of quatrefoil, with rosettes of

pellets in outer cusps.

Bud., PI. VI. 18.

24. Obv.^f EOEKVVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES, F
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Rev. PO "DEL in angles of long cross pattee, with

lozenge-shaped centre, enclosing cross of dots.

S. M. Cat., vol. i., PL VIII. 19.

25. Olv. $ EOETCWLF BEX T. Bust r.

Rev. J7IHTRED, irregularly arranged and divided by
limbs of cross moline, with lozenge-shaped
dotted centre enclosing cross pattee.

Unpublished PI. III. 5.

The long reign of this king is well illustrated by the

coins in the hoard. The twenty-five coins furnish us

with no less than thirteen types, five of which are prac-

tically new. All the coins have the bust of the king on

the obverse. The eight known types are represented by
Nos. 1, 4, 6, 8, 9, 16, 22, and 24, or Hawkins, 2, 1, 8, 5,

15, 11, 16, and 18. The five new types are as follows :

(a) No. 5, with the reverse legend divided by three

crosses springing from circle in centre, and enclosing

cross pommee, with wedge in each angle. This type is

similar to No. 6 (Hawkins, 8), but in that case the type is

enclosed in a plain circle, and there are no crosses dividing

the legend, (b] In No. 7 we have a distinctly new type,

namely, an ornament composed of a cross pommee, with

crescent in each angle enclosing a pellet. This type does

not occur elsewhere in the whole Anglo-Saxon series; the

nearest approach to it being that figured in Haivkins,

No. 71, in which instance the ornament is somewhat

differently treated, (c) No. 21, with the cross formed of

four crescents and a cross pattee in the centre, is a suffi-

cient variety of Nos. 16 20, to constitute a new type, the

latter having only a pellet in the centre of the crescents.

(d] No. 22 is again a variety of No. 21, and of Hawkins,

No. 72, in having a pellet within each crescent. (e)

No. 25, with the long cross moline having a lozenge-
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shaped centre enclosing a cross pattee, is a variety of

Rud., PI. VI., which has the long cross pattee and not

moline. Like the earliest coins of this reign, the bust

on the obverse of this piece is not diademed, but it has

this peculiarity, that the circle which surrounds it is

continued so as to form the outline of the bust. This

form is also to be found on Nos. 23 and 24, on some of

the coins of the next reign, and also on coins of Beorn-

wulf. I shall have to notice this peculiarity again later

on. This series of the coins of Ceolwulf does not fur-

nish us with any new moneyers' names.

CEOLWTILF I, A.D. 822823 or 824.

1. Obv. * EIOLVYLF EEX T. Head r., diademed.

Bev.* EALHTATC TGI^T. Cross crosslet.

Hud., PL D. 22.

2. Obv * CIOLYVLF EEX T. Cross crosslet.

Bev.* XIGESTEF. Cross crosslet.

Num. Chron., 1882, PI. IV. 10.

3. Obv. * EIOLVYLF EEX .-. T. Headr., diademed.

Bev.* DOEOBEEOI^ (= Canterbury, reading inwards

and backwards). Within circle T&.

Unpublished. PL III. 6.

4. OZw. * EIOLYVLF EEX T. Bust r., diademed.

Bev. * EALHTAN T01SET. Within circle, X, between

two wedges ; below, crescent.

Unpublished. PL III. 7.

5. Obv. * EIOLVVLF EEX T. Head to right.

Bev.* EANVYLF T01SET. Within circle, ^.
Hks. 87.

6. Obv. * EIOLVYLF EEX T. Same as the preceding.

Bev. * EDELTOD TOILET. Same as the preceding.
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7. Qlv. & EEOLVYLF EEX ?. Eude bust r., diademed.

Bev.+ HEE + aaa IHH (HEEEBEEHT) in three

lines, divided by two straight lines with crook

at each end.

B. M. Cat., vol. i. t PL IX. 8.

8. Obv. $ EEOLVVLF EEX T. Bust r.

Rev. ^ POD DEL TO NETA. In three linos, &c., as

last.

Archeeologia, vol. xxiii., PL XXX1I1. 6.

9. Olv.* EEOLWLE EEX T. Bust r. ;
breast repre-

sented by a cross.

Rev. Two long crosses on three legs sideways ; between
them St. Andrew's Cross, with pellet at each

end. Above, 2 A ,'L ; below, QAZ (EADGAE).
B. M. Cat., vol. ., PI. IX. 10.

Although there are no actually new types amongst
the coins of Ceolwulf in this hoard, yet there are some

which call for remark.

No. 2, with the cross-crosslet on both sides, and bear-

ing the moneyer's name "
Sigestef," is not published

in Hawkins, but a specimen occurred in the Delgany
hoard which is now in the possession of Sir John

Evans. The Delgany specimen is a good deal chipped,

but that in the present find is in perfect condition. No. 3

is interesting, as it adds another coin to the Canter-

bury mint, having on the reverse the inscription
"
Dorobernia," instead of the moneyer's name. Sir

John Evans, in an article on the coins of the Arch-

bishops Jaenberht and vEthilheard,
3 showed how Offa,

after the battle of Otford, in A.D. 774, assumed royal

authority in Kent, and made it practically a province

3 Num. Chron., N. S., vol. v., p. 851.
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of Mercia, at the same time taking possession of the

mint of Canterbury, where he caused coins to be struck in

his own name. From this coin and from others, which

will be described later on, it will be seen that this autho-

rity was also exercised by Offa's successors, Coenwulf,

Ceolwulf I and Beornwulf, but that it ceased from the time

of Beornwulf's defeat by Ecgbeorht at Ellandune in A.D.

825, after which date Mercia no longer held any authority

in Kent, and that kingdom became an appanage of

Wessex. The reverse type of the coin bearing the legend
"
Dorobernia," is the letter S, which, however, has a per-

pendicular line between the outer limbs, instead of the

usual horizontal line. I have called attention to this pecu-

liarity, as, so far as I am aware, it does not occur else-

where. The' coin itself is of rude work. No. 4 might
almost be considered a new type, having the letter S on

the reverse between two wedge-shaped ornaments, and

below it a crescent. It may be compared with the coin

figured in Rud., PL XXVII. 1, on which there is a wedge
instead of a crescent below the letter K. No. 9, with the

St. Andrew's cross between two peculiar shaped crosses on

the reverse, varies from the specimen already in the

Museum in having the first three letters of the moneyer's
name EASGAB, retrograde, and the bust of the king on

the obverse represented by a simple cross. It may, how-

ever, be similar in type to the coin which was found in the

Delgany hoard, but of which Sir John Evans did not give

a full description. In the Brit. Mus. Cat., vol. i., p. 41,

Mr. Keary is in doubt as to the moneyer's name being

Eadgar, but if we compare this coin with the first one of

Beornwulf described below, there can be no longer any

uncertainty. The third letter of the king's name has the

appearance of an S reversed
;

it may, however, be the
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cursive D reversed, but with the upper part prolonged
into a curve, thus giving it the form of S.

The obverse type of the last three coins (Nos. 7 9)

presents the same peculiarity as has been noticed on the

later coins of Coenwulf, viz., that the circle around the

bust is continued so as to form the outline of the figure.

BEORNWULF, A.D. 823 or 824825.

1. Obv. * BEOEYVLF EE. Bust r.

Rev. ~vp divided by three St. Andrew's crosses between

two straight lines.

UnpuUished. PL III. 8.

2 . Obv. * BEOENJ7VLF EET^. Head r.

Rev.* EYE^V mOHE^O. Cross crosslet.

Hud., PI. VII.

3. Qlv. * BEORHJ7VLF EEX. Eude head r.

Rev.* EADHO> TOHET. Gross crosslet.

4. Obv.* BEOBHJ7VLF EE^. Head r.

Rtv. ^ .'. & '. m '.' h V \i .'. E. Same as the

preceding.

PI. III. 9.

Tbe short reign of Beornwulf may well account for the

great rarity of his coins, and for their small number in this

hoard. These consist of two types, one of which, the cross

crosslet on the reverse, is well known
;
but the other (No. 1)

is unpublished. The new type has on the obverse the usual

bust of the king within a circle, the ends of which are

extended so as to form the outline of the bust ; and on the

reverse three St. Andrew's crosses side by side between two

lines, above and below which is the moneyer's name.

Besides its novelty of type, the coin is of additional interest,

as it bears the name of the moneyer Eadgar, whom we have

seen striking coins in the previous reign. In fact, the
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reverse type of this coin and of No. 9 of Ceolwulf I are so

similar in design, and so identical in fabric, that there can

be no doubt of the dies for both pieces having been made by
the same engraver. On the coin of Beornwulf the name

of the moneyer is clearly Eadgar, though some of the

letters are irregularly placed : this piece, therefore, con-

firms the reading of the name on the coin of Ceolwulf.

From this and the other three coins of this reign it would

appear as though the engravers of the dies had suddenly

launched out into using forms of letters which, though
common in manuscripts, are yet not usually found on the

coinage of the period. Thus, for the usual form of IT we

get \5, or a degraded shape ^
;
for X there is X> *& two

crescents back to back, or TV, which may be a combination

of X and T
;
for T the form <5

;
for M those of Sft and

7\A
; and for N the rounded form PI. As we have said,

these forms are most unusual and exceptional in the case

of coin inscriptions.

The inscription on the reverse of No. 4 is somewhat

enigmatical. To read the letters UM h YE, as comprising

only those of the moneyer's name, seems impossible, even

if we were to supply various vowels or to transpose the

letters. It therefore seems most probable that we have

here something more than the moneyer's name only, and

as each letter is divided by several pellets, I would suggest
that the letters are initial ones, and would propose the

following solution. Assuming that naturally the first

letter is the initial of the moneyer, the inscription would

run, 7} (Tidbearht or Tatel), 7VY h (Monetarius),
*
4 (Yrbis),

E (Cantuariorum). I cannot meet elsewhere with the form

of V as an abbreviation for "
urbis," but it may be a pos-

sible one when we remember that later on in the coinage
of Wessex ANGLOt frequently stands for ANGLOEUM. If

this reading is correct, it would show that Beornwulf
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still exercised some authority over the Canterbury mint

like his predecessors. If these coins were struck at

Canterbury, may it not also be suggested that those of

Ceolwulf and Beornwulf, which have one or more St.

Andrew's crosses for the reverse type, were issued at

Rochester, the church in that city being dedicated to St.

Andrew, and where we know that Ecgbeorht a few years

later had a mint. Further, if this attribution holds good,

then I would also give to the Rochester mint all those

coins of Coenwulf and Ceolwulf I, which are peculiar in

having the outline of the bust on the obverse formed by
the extension of the inner circle.

WIGLAF, A.D. 825.

Dep. 827 (?) : Eest. 828-839.

1. Obv. * VV1EL-S F EEX T. Bust r.

Rev.* BVEQ PEED. Cross crosslet, pellet in

each angle ;
no inner circle.

Unpublished var. PL III. 10.

2. Obv. * VVIGL7TF EEX T. Head r. (rude work).

Rev. * ELLHVU. Cross crosslet ;
no inner circle.

Var. of Bud., PL XXIX. 19. PL III. 11.

3. Obv. * VVIGL-ft-E EEX T. Head r.

Rev. * D 3? EL 3? LH 3? VN *. Cross crosslet ; no
inner circle

; the crosses which divide the legend
are opposite the limbs of the central cross.

Rud., PL XXIX. 19; Hks. 80. PL III. 12.

4. Obv. * VVIG L F E-E-X: T. Within circle of dots,

cross pommee, pellet in each angle.

D
Rev. * EEDTA. The letters D and h are in lunettes.

h
Of. B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL IX. 15. PL III. 13.
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Of Ludican, Wiglafs predecessor, the find contained

no coins. Until the discovery of this hoard only three

coins of Wiglaf were known to exist
;
two of these, one

of which is in the British Museum, the other in the

possession of Mr. Kashleigh, are of the type of No. 4 ;

the third specimen, as No. 3, also belongs to Mr. Rash-

leigh. Of the above coins Nos. 1 and 2 are unpublished

varieties of the cross-crosslet type, the first having a

pellet in each angle of the cross
;

the second has no

crosses dividing the words of the legend on the reverse.

On No. 1 the circle enclosing the head of the king

is extended into the line of the inscription so as to

indicate slightly the outline of the bust. On the other

specimens of this type the circle entirely surrounds the

head, and the legend is continuous. No. 4 is a variety

of the two published specimens, having no pellets before

or after the letters of the moneyer's name in the lunettes

above and below the central inscription.

No. 1 adds a new name, Burghred, to the list of

moneyers of this reign, and from the manner in which

that on Nos. 2 and 3 is divided, I would suggest that it

reads "
Oellhun," and not "

Hunoell," as it has generally

been interpreted.

All these coins appear to belong to the early part of

Wiglaf s reign, that is, before his deposition by Ecgbeorht
in A.D. 827 ;

and as none existed in the hoard, or are

known, which could be classed to the period after his

restoration, A.D. 828838, it may be concluded that

during that time he held Mercia as tributary to Ecgbeorht,

and was in consequence not accorded the right of striking

coins in his own name. Of this I shall make further

mention when we come to the coins of Wessex in the

hoard. As Ecgbeorht had some two years previously

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. G
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asserted his authority over Kent, it is most probable that

all the coins of Wiglaf were struck in London.

KENT.

EADBERHT II, A.D. 796-798.

1. Obv..\ ED. BETTER" . EEX, in three lines divided

by two straight lines, ends pommes.

Rev. J E> : EL .*. 'M : . D. in two lines ; plain lines

dividing legend ; above ornament [ + ]

Of. Hud., PL XX VI.

This coin is a variety of the specimen in the Museum

and of that figured in Rud.
t
PL XXVI., in having a cross

between two ornaments in the upper part of the reverse

type, instead of the letter T, and the last three letters of

the moneyer's name in the lower part.

CUTHRED, A.D. 798-807.

1. Qlv. EYD BED EEX. Tribrach voided in centre and

having annulet at end of each limb dividing

legend ;
ID centre, small tribrach with dot in

each angle.

Rev. SIS EBE EFT. Tribrach moline dividing legend;
the centre is voided and contains a small tribrach.

.y PL III. 4.

This coin is of the same type as jRud., Pi. III. 4, and

described by Hawkins, p. 33, 3, but no mention is made

by the latter where a specimen exists. Sigeberht was

also a moneyer of Coenwulf, and if we compare the

above coin with that of Coenwulf, bearing the same

moneyer's name, in the British Museum,
4

it is evident

that both pieces were issued by the same person. The

workmanship of both coins is of the same style, and the

4 B. M. Cat., vol. i.
t p. 39, 100.
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moneyer's name is divided in the same manner. As no

doubt all the coins of Cuthred were struck at Canter-

bury, this piece helps to confirm the view expressed on

more than one occasion by Sir John Evans,
5 that the coins

of Coenwulf of Mercia, with the type of the tribrach

representing the archiepiscopal pall, were struck at that

city.

BALDRED, A.D. 807 : Dep. 825.

1. Obv. * BSLDEED EEX CANT. Head r., diademed.

Rev.* OBS TONETS. Within circle QT S (
DOE -

VEENIA CIVITAS).

Of. Mud., PL III. 1.

2. Obv. * BELDEED EEX E7TN". Cross crosslet.

Rev. * SVYEFNE JftO. Cross pattee.

Bud., PI. III. 3.

3. Obv. * BELDEED EEX. Cross pattee.

Rev.* SIGEXTEF. Cross pattee.

Cf. B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL XI. II.

4.5. Qbv. * BELDEED EEX ESN". Cross pattee.

Rev. * TIDBESEHT. Cross pattee, one limb fourche.

(2 varieties.)

Cf. Num. Chron., O.S., vol. xv. p. 102.

6. Obv. * BELDEED EEX EAIST. Cross pattee.

Rev. DI OE TO DT. Legend divided by cross, three

limbs fourches, one patte, with voided centre

enclosing cross pattee.

Unpublished. PI. III. 14.

7. Obv.* BSLDEED EEX EAtf. Cross pattee.

Rev. * B 'K. Legend divided by four limbs of cross

moline with centre voided and enclosing cross

pattee with pellet in each angle.

Cf. Hud., PL III. 2.

5 Num. Chron., N. S., v., p. 360 ; and 3rd Ser. ii., p. 72 seqq.
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8. Obv. * BELDEED EEX EAN. Cross pattee, pellet

in each angle.

ReVt ^ B 'K. Cross moline, &c., as on previous coin;

but no pellets in angles of cross pattee in voided

centre.

9. Qbv. * BELDEED EEX LAN". Cross pattee, pellet in

each angle.

Eev. : >%* B 'K' Cross moline, &o., as on No. 7.

The coinage of this king is well represented in the hoard,

for out of seven hitherto published types there are five, and

in addition one new type and two unpublished varieties.

The types already known are represented by Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 7, or Hawkins, 1, 5, 6, 7, and 4. The unpublished

type is that described under No. 6. It is somewhat

similar to No. 7 (Rud., PL III., 2), but differs from that

coin in having no pellets in the angles of the cross on the

obverse, and the legend on the reverse divided by a long

cross, three limbs fourches and one patte ;
the centre,

which is voided, contains a cross pattee only. No. 7 is

a variety of Rud., PL III., 2, in having no pellets in the

angles of the cross on the obverse, and No. 8 is again

another variety of the same type, there being no pellets

in the angles of the cross on the reverse.

The moneyer Sigestef also worked for Ceolwulf I (see

No. 2, p. 35). This is apparent from the inscriptions on

the reverses of the two coins, which are identical. After

Baldred's banishment, Sigestef entered the service of

Ecgbeorht (see No. 76, p. 60, and B. M. Cat., vol. ii. p. 3).

CANTERBURY.

WULFRED, A.D. 805-832.

1_3. Olv. * VVLFEED A-EEHIEPIS. Head facing, ton-

sured.
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.* VILNOD MONET. Within circle,
*

(DOROVERNIA OIVITAS). (3 varieties ; one

has pellet each side of bust.)

Hks. 144.

4-6. Obv. * WLFRED AREHIEPL Bust facing, ton-

sured, dividing inscription ; three pellets on each

side.

Bev. & X2CEBERHT MONET7T. Within circle, mono-

gram (jgf (for DOROBERNIA EIVI). (3

varieties; one has no pellets on each side of

bust, and reads TONET7V.)

Bud., PL XIII. 1.

7-8. Olv. VVLFRED TV REHIEPL Bust facing, ton-

sured, dividing inscription ; three pellets on each

side.

Bev. 3* XVVEFHERD MONET7L Within circle, mono-

gram as on previous coins. (2 varieties; one
has no pellets on each side of bust.)

9. Obv. * J7LFRED AEEEES. Bust facing, tonsured,

dividing inscription.

Bev. * XJ7EFHEAED MOH. Within circle, mono-

gram 0Sc (for DOROB E).

Unpublished. PI. IY. 1.

Of Wulfred's predecessor, ^Ethelheard (A.D. 793805),
who struck coins with the names of the contemporary

kings of Mercia, Offa and Coenwulf, the hoard contained

no coins, Of Wulfred himself we have nine coins,

which, besides supplying three out of the five types

enumerated by Hawkins, give us one new one. They
also add the name of Wilno^ to the list of moneyers of

the archbishop. This moneyer's name occurs again on

the interregnum or " Sede Yacante " coins, which I shall

ascribe to the period between the death of "Wulfred and

the investiture of Ceolno^, his successor.
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The new type is No. 9. It has the usual bust of the arch-

bishop on the obverse, and on the reverse the monogram of

"
Dorobernia," differing from that on his other coins

;
but

of the same form as is found on the coins of Ceolno^, and

on those of Ecgbeorht. The early occurrence of this form

is of importance, as it helps to prove that the monogram
on the coins of Ecgbeorht does not represent the first five

letters of the name of that king, EEBOE, as Hawkins

conjectured, but those of the mint of Canterbury, DOEOB.C.

It would be quite within the bounds of possibility that

Wulfred, following the example of his predecessors, might

have placed the name of his over-king on his coins, since

Ecgbeorht held Kent from the defeat of Baldred in A.D.

825
; yet it is much more probable that the archbishop

should adhere to the usual type of his coins, though it

may have been in a somewhat modified form. Though
used by the archbishop, this new form of monogram may
have been instituted by Ecgbeorht, and as we know now

from the coin of Wulfred, it must have formed one of

the earliest types of his coins struck at Canterbury.

We are thus enabled to fix the date of its first use

within the limit of a year or two. In pointing out the

resemblance of this monogram to the Karolus monogram
on the coins of Charles the Great, Mr. Keary

6 had fore-

stalled, so to say, the discovery of this coin of Wulfred

in observing that, though the type occurs on the coins of

Ceolno^, yet there was nothing to negative the supposi-

tion that that archbishop copied it from the coinage of

Ecgbeorht, or in fact to disprove that it was in use

before the accession of Ceolno^.

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., Introduction, p. xv.
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1-2. Olv. * LVNTNG MONET7V. Head facing, tonsured;

dots on each side.

Rev.- * DOEO BEENIft EIVITS -S-, in five

lines across field. (2 varieties. )

Cf. End., PL XIII. 4.

3. Olv. SWEFHEKD MONETA. Head facing, ton-

sured.

Bev.- * DOEO BEENIA EIVITS S
, as on the

preceding.

4. Olv. * VILNOD MONETA. Head facing, tonsured.

Rev.* DOEO BEENI7V EIVITA S , as on No. 1.

5. Olv. * DIOETOD TONET7L Head r., diademed.

Eev. -DOEOB EENISE IVITKS, in three lines

across field; above, .'. ; below, '.'

Cf. End., PL XIII. 2.

6-7. Olv. OB2L TON ETS divided by three crosses pattees

issuing from circle, within which bust r.,

diademed.

Rev.- * DOEOB EENISE IVITS S, in five lines

across field. (2 varieties.)

Unpublished. PI. IV. 2.

8. Obv. * XVVEFNEED MONET7L Head r., diademed.

Rev. DOEOB EENISEI VITSS in three lines across

field
; above, /. ; below, .

*

Of this interesting series of coins with the name of the

moneyer on the obverse in the place of the archbishop or

the king, the hoard contained eight specimens, four with

the head facing and four with the head in profile. All

the moneyers' names which are found on these coins

occur also on coins of Baldred of Kent and Wulfred,

the archbishop. All the coins have for reverse type
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the name of the mint, Dorobernia, in three or four lines

across the field. The full-faced bust is certainly intended

to represent that of an archbishop, as it is tonsured
;
but

that in profile is a royal head, as it is diademed.

Concerning the date of issue of these coins Hawkins

does not give us any very definite information, but merely

remarks,
" that if we compare these coins as to style, type,

and moneyers' names, there can be little doubt but that

they were struck by that prelate (i.e. Wulfred). Those with

the side-face, which is less certainly ecclesiastical than the

full-face, may have been struck at Canterbury by Coen-

wulf himself." Mr. Keary
7 has been, however, more

definite, and is of opinion that these coins were struck

during the interval between the death of one archbishop

and the investiture of his successor, and from the evidence

of the moneyers' names he would ascribe them to the in-

terval between the death of Wulfred and the investiture of

Ceolno^, a period of about eight months. I am more

inclined to accept Mr. Keary's view for several reasons.

The coins with the bust of the archbishop are very

similar to those of Wulfred, on which the bust does not

divide the legend. These bear the names of Luning,

Saeberht, Swefheard and Wilno'S, the only known

moneyers of Wulfred. The coins with the bust in profile

have the names of Diormod, Oba, Sigestef, and Swefheard,

all moneyers of Baldred of Kent. We thus see that

with the exception of Swefheard, who appears to have

held a double appointment, viz., under Baldred and under

Wulfred, the archiepiscopal and the royal moneyers

adopted distinct types for the obverses of their coins, but

one type only for the reverses. This uniformity of

7 B. M. Cat, vol. i., p. 73.
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reverse type would also prove that not only do the coins

belong to one issue, but that it was of short duration, for

had it extended over any considerable period there cer-

tainly would not have been that uniformity.
8 It should

also be noticed that amongst all these moneyers there is

not one who struck coins for Ceolno$, that is if Swefheard

and Swebheard are not the same person. This issue

must, therefore, have preceded his accession to the See

of Canterbury. It may at first sight seem difficult to

understand why the royal moneyers adopted the same

reverse type as their archiepiscopal brethren, but it is

not impossible that after the death of Wulfred, when

some of the former moneyers of Baldred found those

attached to the archiepiscopal mint striking coins in

their own name, they saw an opportunity of renewing
their old privilege, and so followed the example set them

by the archiepiscopal moneyers. This seems the only

way to account for this uniformity of reverse type but

diversity of obverse type. Besides that, it is scarcely

conceivable that these coins could have been issued at any
other time than that to which Mr. Keary has assigned

them, as it would otherwise have been a great breach of

authority for the moneyers of the archbishop or those of

the king to have substituted their names for those of their

masters on the obverse of the coin. Whether the bust

in profile is intended to represent Ecgbeorht or ^Ethel-

wulf, who was at that time king of Kent, is uncertain.

It could not be Baldred's, as the date to which we would

assign these coins is seven years after his deposition.

Amongst the eight coins of this class in the hoard,

8 The coin of Swefheard, Rud., PL XIII. 3, appears to be a
" mule

"
; the obverse is of the " Sede Vacante

"
type,

: but the

reverse is from a die of Wulfred 's coinage.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. H
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there are only two which need any notice. These are

Nos. 6 and 7, which were struck by the moneyer Oba.

On the obverse his name is divided by three crosses

pattees springing from the circle which surrounds the

diademed bust. This type is not unlike that on coins

struck by the same moneyer for Baldred, with this excep-

tion, that in the latter case the crosses are molines and not

pattees.

CEOLNOD, A.D. 833-870.

1. Olv.* EISLNO D 7VREEP. Bust facing, tonsured,

dividing legend.

Rev. + BIOENMOD TO^ETA. Monogram, foJ

(DOEOB E).

B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL XIII. 7.

2. Obv. * EI7TLNO D SEE. Bust facing, &c., as on

previous coin.

Rev.* YVISEEE TOI-ETTL Monogram, <g& (DOEO-
BEENIA EIVIT).

Unpublished.

3. Similar to the preceding, but the monogram on the reverse

is degraded in form.

4.5. Olv. * EIALNO D AEEE. Bust facing, &c., as

before.

Rev. * BIOENTOD MOhET. Monogram as on last.

(2 varieties.)

6-9. Obv. * EIALNO D AEE. Bust facing, tonsured,

dividing legend.

Rev.* BIOENTOD TO^T or TO^ETA. Monogram,

<%$ (DOEOY E ?). (4 varieties.)

Rud., PL XIII. 7.

10. Olv.* ETALNO D AEE. Bust facing, &c., as on the

preceding.

Rtv. * VV^ERE TOraTA. Monogram as on the

preceding.
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There is nothing of a very special nature to notice on

any of the coins of this archbishop. They are all of one

type only, or at most varieties of one type. On No. 1 we

meet with the Canterbury monogram, which was noticed

as occurring for the first time on a coin of Wulfred.

The other form of the monogram (not previously known

on coins of Ceolno^) is the same as on coins of Wulfred,

but it soon assumes a very degraded form, so as almost

to become unidentifiable with the name of " Dorobernia."

The absence from the hoard of the other known types of

this archbishop may probably be accounted for by the

circumstance that they were not in use till after its burial.

EAST ANGLIA.

^THELSTAN I, CIRC. A.D. 825-837.

1. Obv. . . . r ^TSH . Circle of dots enclosing pellet.

Rev. EEEEEL .... Cross of pellets.

Unpullished. PI. IV. 3.

2-4. Obv. + Et>Eri/TO E. In centre, S.

Rev. + EEGNEFT. In centre, circle enclosing pellet.

(2 varieties, 1 duplicate.)

PI. IV. 4.

5. Olv. * EDELrcTAN. In centre, ft.

Rev. * E E X v A vN. In centre, JU

Unpublished.

6-7. Obv.* EDE vL B T ANI. In centre, X ; pellets

below, and on left.

Rev. *jf TOEHTHELW. Cross pattee ; pellet in each

angle. (2 varieties.)

Xud., PL IX. 2 ; Haigh, PL I. 12.
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8. Obv. * EDELSTANI. In centre, ft.

Rev. * TOEHTHELW. Cross pattee ; wedge in each

angle.

Haigh, PL I. 11.

, 9. Obv. * E >BLSTANI. In centre, A.

Rev.* TOEHTHE -L-m. Cross moline.

Num. Chron. N.S. 1864, p. 190.

10-14. Obv. * EDEtoTAN. Within circle, ft.

Rev.* EEX A-N C. Within circle, vL. (5 varieties:

two specimens read, EDEE^TAN).
Rud.

t PI. IX. 7 ; Haigh, PL L 8.

15. Obv. & . . . L^TAN. Within circle, ft.

Rev. * EEX ft . . Within circle, -<L. (Fragment.)

16. Obv. * EDEGrcTXN. Within circle, ft.

Rev. * E >ELT ANDEH (outwards from right to left).

Within circle, <r.

17. Similar: reverse legend reading E >ELIT&HDEX.

18-20. Obv.-* E>EteTAlST(dots). Within circle, ft ; around,
dots.

Rev. flftOH ^ JttOHE Tft, in three lines across field;

numerous dots. (3 varieties.)

Haigh, PL /. 7.

21. Obv.* E >ELa3 TANI (dots). Within circle, -ft-

Rev. * 5ft05ft * mOJftE Tft, in three lines across

field ; numerous dots.

22. Olv. * Et>ELa3TANI. Within circle, ft.

Rev. * mON mONET. Cross pattee; pellet in each

angle.

Haigh, PL II. I.

23-24. Obv. EBEr^ ftN EEX ft. Cross pattee.

Rev. ftEBELHEhH hHO. Cross pattee. (2 varieties.)

Bud., PL IX. 4; Haigh, PI II. 3.
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25-26. Obv. * EJ7EL03 TANI. Same type.

Bev.* ESDHOD FHOH. Same type. (2 specimens.)

27-28. Obv. * ESDELSTSH EE. Cross pattee ; pellet in

each angle.

Eev. * SE&ELNE-L v W hHO. Cross pattee. (2

varieties.)

Haigh, PL II. 5.

29. Obv.EBlL -ST-S'H E'S. Same type.

WOHvET. Same type.

30. OZw. * ESBErSTSH EE. Cross pattee, pellet in

each angle.

Jfev. E&ESLNE JW WO : Cross pattee, pellet in

each angle.

End., PL IX. 9
; Haigh, PL II. 7.

31. OZw. * EDEL32TSH EE SI. Same type.

Rev. * EDHODNNEHS. Same type.

32-33. OZw. EDEL^TSH EE SI. Same type.

Eev. * HiOH WOHET. Same type. (2 varieties.)

34. OZw. J EZfDELGoTEN. Same type.

WIONET. Same type.

35. Obv. * EDELSTEn EE. Cross pattee, pellet in each

angle.

Rev. * EAD TJ ZCE UMOHE. Cross pattee, wedge in each

angle.

Unpublished.

36. Obv. ESDEL STSH EE. Same type.

Eev. TVDVPINE HO. Same type.

37. Obv. * SEDELXTSTC EE. Cross pattee, wedge in

each angle.

Rev. ^BEL-ELM HI v H. Cross pattee, pellet
in each angle.

Haigh, PL II. II.
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38. Obv. * EBELBTffn EE- Same type.

Bev.* EZfD^AE NSTONE. Same type.

39. Obv. EDELSTftH EE TV Cross pattee, wedge in

each angle.

Rev. TYDVJ7INE WO. Cross pattee.

Unpublished.

This is the only king of East Anglia of whom there

are coins in the hoard,
9
although Eadwald, -ZEthelstan's

predecessor and -ZEthelweard his successor, lived well

within the period which it embraces.

No coins were found with the bust of the king on the

obverse ; but the series without the bust is singularly

complete, for not only do all the types described by
Hawkins occur, but there are three not given by him, and

at least one new variety.

If the hoard has not been very fruitful in supplying

new types, it has been serviceable in another way, inas-

much as it enables us to attribute certain coins, or rather

a certain coin, in the National Collection, about which

there has been some difference of opinion as to which

reign it belongs. The particular coin to which I refer is

that described in the Brit. Mus. Cat., vol. i., p. 89, and

which has on the obverse the inscription E>EFJ/HTE.
This coin Mr. Kenyon

10 attributed to ^Ethelstan I, because

"it resembles his coins much more than those of any other

king." On the other hand Mr. Keary writes,
11 " the type

and lettering closely resemble those on some of his (^ZEthel-

stan's) coins. But they do not greatly differ from those on

9 I have very recently seen a coin of Eadwald, a duplicate of

that in the Museum (B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL XIV. 3), which I

strongly suspect came from the same hoard.
10

Hks., p. 60, n. n B. M. Cat., vol. i., p. 89.
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some ot ^Ethelweard's coins ;
and by the transposition

of a single letter the obverse of the piece before us may
be read Eftelwart. No possible transposition of letters on

either side can give the reading E^elstan." The evidence

afforded by the first four coins described above shows that

Mr. Kenyon was right in attributing the coin to ^Ethel-

stan, and that Mr. Keary was in error when he assigned

it to JEthelweard. For some time I was inclined to see

in the inscription on the obverse the name of an unknown

king of East Anglia, Eftelwith (?) ;
but from the first I did

not feel sure of this attribution, and as this opinion

could not be supported by any historical evidence, I

sought for another solution. It could be seen at a glance

that if the coin was not struck by ^Ethelstan I it must

have been issued by an immediate predecessor, and could

certainly not be put to so late a date as the reign of ^Ethel-

weard. What has caused the whole diniculty has been

the fifth letter in the inscription. This was taken by
Mr. Keary to be the Saxon J7, but with an open top. Mr.

Kenyon gives it as a V. This letter, however, is not a

J7, but it is a survival of the Runic sign for S. This

form of S is not unfrequently found in Welsh Runic in-

scriptions ;
but perhaps the most remarkable instance is

its occurrence on the so-called
" Thames Sword "

in the

British Museum, which is described by Stephens in his

Runic Monuments, vol. i. p. 361. The king's name on

the coin in question, therefore, plainly reads E>ELSTN

(E^elstan), and from its type and fabric it must be attri-

buted to one of the earliest issues of .^Ethelstan I. It is

unfortunate that the first coin described above is only a

fragment, and in consequence the inscriptions on both

sides are incomplete. Yet enough of that on the obverse

is left to show that in some instances the final vowel A was
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not always omitted, and that in full the inscription could

only have been EOEFKTAN. It was partly due to this

fragment that I abandoned the idea of finding the name of

some unknown king ;
whilst its close resemblance in type

and fabric to those coins without the final vowel convinced

me that all belonged to the same reign. The partial sur-

vival of Runic letters to so late a date is not improbable,

seeing that they are found on coins of ^Ethelbearht, who

was murdered by Offa in A.D. 794. 12

As has been mentioned, nearly all the types of the

above coins of ^Ethelstan are given by Hawkins. There

are, however, a few pieces which are now met with for the

first time. No. 1, the fragment already referred to, is of

quite a new type, having on the obverse a pellet within

a circle, and on the reverse a cross formed of pellets. The

moneyer's name is uncertain. Nos. 24, with the inscrip-

tion ED>ErKT"Pl, are varieties of the coin with a similar

inscription already in the Museum, which has a cross

pommee on the reverse. The pellet within a circle, how-

ever, occurs on other coins of ^Ethelstan. 13 These pieces

supply a new moneyer's name, Regnelm. No. 5, which has

no circle around the U) on the reverse, is a variety of

Hawkins type 10. Nos. 35 and 36, which have on the

obverse the cross pattee with pellet in each angle, and on

the reverse the cross with wedge in each angle, and again,

No. 39, with the cross pattee with wedge in each angle on

the obverse, and a plain cross pattee on the reverse, are

12 Since the above was written, Sir John Evans has read a

paper before the Numismatic Society on a find of Sceattas made
near Cambridge, some of which have Runic legends. These the

author would assign to East Anglia and to a period not earlier

than the middle of the eighth century
13 B. M. Cat., vol. i., PL XIV. 11.
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new types. No. 9, with the cross moline on the reverse, is

of a very rare type, only one other specimen being known,

viz. that found in Northamptonshire, and published by
Archdeacon Pownall in the Num. Chron. 1864, p. 190.

The specimen in this hoard is, however, a slight variety of

the Northamptonshire coin, as it has no pellets on either

side of the letter A on the obverse. Nos. 16 and 17 have

the name of the king on both sides
;
but the title REX on

the reverse only.

WESSEX.

ECGBEORHT, A.D. 802-838.

1-3. Obv. * EECBAR HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * BIOEHTOD TO>ET7L Monogram, f&
(DOEOB. C). (3 varieties.)

Of. B. M. Cat., vol. M., PL I. 1
; Hud., PL XIV. 2.

4-6. Similar; but reverse legend ending TON2J. (3 varieties.)

7-10. Obv. & EE BEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. & BIOENTOD TOISET7Y Monogram as on No. 1.

(4 varieties, two broken.)

11-13. Similar; but reverse legend reading J BIOEHTOD
TO]>EJ. (3 varieties.)

14. Obv. EEGBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * BIOEHTOD TOrETA. Monogram as on No. 1.

15. Similar; but reverse legend ending TON3T.

16. Similar; but reverse legend reading 3f BIOEHNOD
T01SE[T], and four pellets around monogram.

17-18. Obv. * EEGBE7YEK EEX. Bust r., diademed, not

dividing legend.

Rev. 3? BIOEHTOD TOraTA. Monogram as on No. 1 .

(2 varieties.)

19. Obv. Similar, but reverse legend ending TOISEJ.
VOL. XIV. THIRD SEEIES. I
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20-21. Similar; but reverse legend ending T01SET. (2 varieties.)

22. Olv. * EEGBE7YEHT E. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* BIOEHTOD T01SETA. Monogram as on No. 1.

23. Olv. * EEEBEAE HT EEX. Bustr., diademed.

Rev. * BOXEL MO NETA. Monogram as on No. 1.

24. Similar ; legend on reverse ending MONETY.

25. Similar; legend on reverse ending MONETY !

26-28. Olv. * EEGBE7VEHT EEX. Bustr., diademed.

Rev. * BOSEL TONET7V : Monogram as on No. 1.

(3 varieties.)

29. Olv.* EEEBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* DEALLA MONET7Y. Monogram as on No. 1,

surrounded by lour pellets.

30. Similar; the king's name reads EEEBEAE NT, and

monogram on reverse is within three pellets.

31. Olv. * EEGBEAE FT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DEIBYS MONET7T. Monogram as on No. 1,

but somewhat blundered.

32-35. Olv. * EEGBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DIOETOD- T^T. Monogram as on No. 1,

surrounded by four pellets. (3 varieties.)

36. Similar; reverse legend ending TNUT, and two pellets only
on left of monogram.

37. Similar ;
reverse legend ending TN5T', and one pellet only
on right of monogram.

38-44. Similar; reverse legend ending T>sET, TVET: or TISET,
and no pellets around monogram. (7 varieties.)

45. Olv. * EECBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DYDINE TO^ETA. Monogram as on No. 1.
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46-49. Olv. * EECBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Eev. * OBA MONETA. Monogram as on No. 1. (4

varieties.)

50-51. Similar; reverse legend ending MONETA', and
MONETA* (2 varieties.)

52-53. Olv. * EEG'B-E- A'E HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * OSMVHD MOISETA. Monogram as on No. 1.

(2 varieties.)

54. Olv. * EEGBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Eev. * SVAEFHEAED MO FT. Monogram as on No. 1.

55. Similar ; two pellets on left of monogram.

56. Olv. * EEGBEV EHT E. Bust r., diademed.

Eev. * SJ7EFNEAED MO. Monogram as on No. 1.

57. Olv. * EEGBEY EHT E. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* * XJ7EFNYED MON. Monogram as on No. 1.

58. Olv. * EEGBEYE NT EE. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.- * SJ7ETHEYED MO. Monogram as on No. 1.

59-60. Olv. * EETrBEA EHT EE. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* TIDBESEHT : Monogram as on No. 1.

(2 varieties.)

61. Olv. * EEEBEV EHT EE. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * TIDBEAENT. Monogram as on No. 1.

62. Olv.* EECBEA ENT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* T-IDB E 7VE NT. Monogram as on No. 1,
but surrounded by four pellets.

63. Olv. * EEGBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * TIDB E 7TE -NT. Monogram as on No. 1,

but surrounded by three pellets.

64-66. Olv. * EECBEAE HT EEX. Bust r., diademed.
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Rev. * TILWINE MONETA' Monogram as on No. 1,

but pellet on right. (3 varieties.)

67. Obv. * EEGBEV KHT EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.* TILWINE MONETA. Monogram as on No. 1.

68-69. Similar; legend on obverse reading * EEIrBEANT
EEX. (2 varieties.)

70. Obv. EECBEOEFT EEX. Bust to r., diademed.

Rev. * ZEZ 3?NDEESZ. Within circle, monogram
$ (A and (JO.)

B. M. Cat., vol. M., PL I. 2
; Hks. 158.

71 Obv. * EEEBEOEHT EE. Bust r., diademed.

Rev.-* SES TTNDEEfiS TYPO. Within circle, in

STS
centre

Unpublished. PL IV. 5.

72. Obv. EEGBEOEH" EEX. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * ZEZ 7YNDEE7YZ. Cross, two limbs molines,
two limbs pattes.

14

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PI. I. 3.

73. Obv. EECBEOEH" EE. Bust r., diademed.

Rev. * DVVN TONET7L Cross pattee.

Unpublished. PL IV. 6.

74-75. Obv. * HEEBE7TEHT EEX. Cross pattee.

Rev. * DIOETOD TfET. Cross crosslet. (2 varieties.)

B. M. Cat., vol. M., PL I. 7.

76. Obv. * EECBEDENT EEX. Same as the preceding.

Rev. * SIEESTEF. Same as the preceding. (Double

struck.)

77. Obv. * ESEBESEHT EEX. Cross pattee.

14 I have lately seen another coin of this type, but reading
on the reverse DVNN TONETA, which I suspect to have

been in this hoard.
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fiev.* OBS TOHETS. Cross pattee. (Broken.)

Num. Chron. 1882, p. 65.

78. Obv. * HEEBESEHT REX. Sun, ei<rht rays pattes,

issuing from circle enclosing pellet.

Rev.* J7EEHESED. Cross pattee.

S. M. Cat., vol. ii., p. 3.

79-81. Obv. * EECBEOEHT EEX. Cross potent.

Rev.* BETOTVN) TO NET. Cross potent. (3 varie-

ties, 1 broken.)

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PL I. 9.

82. Similar ; but reverse legend ending TONET7V.

83. Similar; but reverse legend ending TONE.

84. Obv. * ECEBE7VEHT EEX. Cross pattee.

Rev. * OBS TONETTT. Six rays or limbs pattes

issuing from a common centre.

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., p. 4 ; Rud., PL XXVII. 2.

85. Olv.* HEEBESEHT EEX. Within circle, pellet.

Rev. * TIDBESEHT. Cross pattee of peculiar form
;

the limbs are wedge-shaped and separated from
the centre, which consists of a pellet.

Unpublished. PI. IY. 7.

86. Obv. * HEEBE7VEHT EEX. Within circle, pellet.

Rev. * TIDBESEHT. Tribrach, consisting of three

wedge-shaped limbs with pellet in centre.

Unpublished. PI. IV. 8.

87. Obv. 3? EEGCEOEHT EEX. Within circle,

Rcv.*k IFS MOTETS. Cross pattee.

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PI. I. 10.

88. Obv. + EEGEEOEHT EEX. Same as the preceding.

Rev. + TIDEM7VN MOHE. Same as the preceding.
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89. Olv. * EEGBEOEHT EEX. Same as No. 87.

Rev. * TILEEd MOIIET7Y. Same as No. 87.

SAX
90. Olv. * EEGBEOEHT EEX. Within circle, OINO

EYM
Rev.* E7TPq77YLD TCONEIA. Cross pattee.

B. M. Cat., vol. M., p. 5.

ECGBEOEHT AS KlNQ OF MERCIA, A.D. 827-828.

91. Olv * EEkBEEHT EEX T. Within dotted circle,

cross potent.

Rev. * LVN"

DONIA

EIVIT~

Unpullished. PI. IV. 9.

92. Olv. & EEGBEEHT EEX T. Within dotted circle,

cross potent.

Rev. * EEDTVDP HOHET. Within dotted circle, ff.

Unpublished. PL IV. 10.

The coins of this king formed more than a third of the

whole hoard. Besides a large series with the Canterbury

monogram on the reverse, which is of the same form as

that on the coin of Archbishop Wulfred (No. 9, p. 45) and

five types already in the National Collection, there are six

new types, two of which are of considerable historical

importance, and four others which were before not repre-

sented in the National Collection, and which have been

considered till now as unique.

Of the 69 coins with the Canterbury monogram, no less

than 22 were struck by the moneyer Biornmod and 13 by
Diormod. It is interesting to notice that in this large

number of coins of one type only there were no actual

duplicates, i.e. no two coins struck from the same dies.
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The differences are in many cases very slight, yet they

are sufficient to show that new dies were used in every

instance. The style of these coins is remarkably uniform,

the bust of the1

king being usually represented by perpen-

dicular lines only. An exception is, however, found on

the coins which bear the moneyer's name, Bosel. On these

the bust is represented by horizontal wavy lines only,

and the usual inner circle entirely surrounds the bust.

The work of these coins is very sharp, and shows the hand

of an adept engraver.

The new types are (a) No. 71, with the name of St.

Andrew, the last six letters of the word Apostolus form-

ing the central type of the reverse. The coins with the

name of St. Andrew on the reverse are usually attri-

buted to Rochester, the church there, which was built by

Ethelbert, King of Kent, at the persuasion of St. Augus-

tine, circ. A.D. 604, being dedicated to that saint. Next to

Canterbury, Rochester was the most important place in

Kent. The church received many extensive grants from

various successive kings, more especially from Offa and

Coenwulf of Mercia, and Ecgbeorht of Wessex. The last,

in A.D. 828, ordered that all the lands attached to the church

of St. Andrew should be free from all royal and secular

service, known and unknown, from the pasturage of kings

and knights, from the hunting of horses, falcons, hawks,

and dogs,
15 &c.

;
and again, in 838, Ecgbeorht gave to the

church the manor of Snodelinde. 16 It has already been sug-

gested that certain coins of Coenwulf, Ceolwulf I, and

Beornwulf may have been struck at this city, and it is not

improbable that, with other privileges, that of the right of

16
Kemble, Cod. Dipl. ccxxiii.

16

Thorpe, Eegistrum Ro/ense, 1769, p. 8.
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coinage was at an early date confirmed by Ecgbeorht, and

that these coins, with the name of St. Andrew, were issued

early in his reign, (b) No. 73 is a new conjunction of

the obverse and reverse types. The cross pattee occurs as

a reverse type several times during this reign, but never

before with the bust of the king on the obverse, (c) No.

85 is entirely new. The only other instance of the type of

a pellet within a circle is on the coins of Aethelstan I of

East Anglia, which have been described above. The peculiar

shape of the cross pattee on the reverse is also exceptional.

It is formed of four wedge-shaped limbs, with a pellet in

the centre
;
but the limbs and the pellet are separate, i.e.

do not touch each other, (d) No. 86 is similar to No. 85,

but instead of a cross pattee on the reverse we have a

tribrach of the same form. Both these coins were struck

by the moneyer Tidbearht. (e and /) We now come to

what may well be considered the two most interesting coins

in the find (Nos. 91, 92), viz., those issued by Ecgbeorht,

with the title of King of the Mercians. One of these (No. 91)

has on the reverse the mint name of London. Here again,

when I first examined these coins, I thought I had disco-

vered a new king ;
but after a careful perusal of the Anglo-

Saxon Chronicle, Kemble, Florence of Worcester, &c.,

and failing to find any mention of a Mercian king of that

name, I had to abandon this view and to attribute the

coins to Ecgbeorht, King of Wessex. This identification

was none the less satisfactory, as the coins confirm an im-

portant event in the history of that king. In the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle, S.A. 827, it is recorded,

" This year the

moon was eclipsed on the mass-night of midwinter, and

the same year King Ecgbryht conquered the kingdom of

the Mercians and all that was south of the Humber, and

he was the eighth king who was Bret-walda." Again, S.A.
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828,
" This year Wiglaf again obtained the kingdom of

the Mercians/' The victory of Ecgbeorht over Beorn-

wulf at Ellandune, in 825, had established the supremacy

of Wessex over all the other states of the Heptarchy, but

the deposition of Wiglaf two years later placed, at least

for a time, the whole control of Mercia in the hands of

Ecgbeorht, "Regnum Merciorum suo subjecit imperio."
17

It is to this period of twelve months or less that I would

assign these two coins, and if this attribution needs any
confirmation it is to be found in the second one, which

bears the name of Wiglaf's own moneyer, Redmund,
whom we have seen already striking coins for that king

(see p. 40). This appears to be the only instance of

Ecgbeorht being styled King of the Mercians. The

occurrence of the name of the London mint, in con-

nection with that of Ecgbeorht, on one of the coins, is

also of considerable interest. When Ecgbeorht drove

out Swithraed, King of the East Saxons, and Essex

became a part of the Kingdom of Wessex, London, with

the surrounding regions, was still subject to the Kings of

Mercia, and remained so as long as they ruled. 18 The

defeat and expulsion of Wiglaf, which subjected for a

time the kingdom of Mercia to the rule of Ecgbeorht,

however, placed London in the hands of that king, and it

was on this occasion that both these coins were issued by
the moneyer who had formerly been in the service of

Wiglaf. The earliest hitherto known coin of the Anglo-
Saxon series, which bears the mint name of London, was

the remarkable one which has been attributed to Halfden,
19

the Viking leader who captured London in A.D. 874. This

17 FL Wig. s. a. 827.
18

Will. Malm, i., ff. 98.
19 B. M. Cat., vol. ii., p. xxxiv.
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coin was the prototype of the London coins of Aelfred.

The coin of Ecgbeorht was struck nearly half a century

earlier. It shows that though we have no Mercian coins

which can be definitely attributed to London, a mint was

established there at an early period by the Mercian kings.

The four types of this reign represented in this find

which hitherto have been considered unique, and which

were not represented in the National Collection, are (a)

No. 77, with the cross pattee on both sides. Of this type,

a specimen was in the Delgany hoard, and is now in

the possession of Sir John Evans, (b) No. 78, with a sun

of eight rays pattes on the obverse, and cross pattee on the

reverse. When a cut was made of the only then known

coin of this type for illustration in the Brit. Mus. Cat.,

it belonged to Mr. E. J. Piffard
;
but it has since passed

into the collection of Mr. Montagu, (c) No. 84, with the

cross pattee on the obverse and an ornament of six rays

pattes, issuing from a common centre on the reverse, is

figured in Rucl, PL XXVII. 2, and Brit. Mus. Cat.,

vol. ii. p. 4. Where the figured specimen at present is I

do not know, (d) No. 90, with " Saxoniorum " on the

obverse, and cross pattee on the reverse, was formerly in

the Murchison Collection.

No. 72 enables me to correct a misreading in the Brit.

Mus. Cat., vol. ii. p. 7, No. 13. The specimen in the

National Collection is only a portion of a coin, and I

therefore read the name as "Andre," and supposed the

moneyer to be " Andred." From the specimen in the

hoard it will be seen that the letters are a part of the

name of St. Andrew.

The find adds the following new names to the list of

Ecgbeorht's moneyers, Dealla, Deibus, Dudinc, Dunn,

Eanwald, E-edmund, and Tilred. It also increases the
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number of the coins of that king in the British Museum

numerically from 21 specimens, two of which are only

fragments, to 112 specimens.

2ETHELWULF, A.D. 838-858.

1. Obv. ^ EDELVVLF EEX. Cross pattee over another

cross pattee.

Eev. * IIANNA TIONETA. Within circle, SAX
ONIO EYM, in three lines.

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PI II. 6.

2. Olv. & EDELWL-F EEX. Same as the preceding.

Eev. * OSMYN[D] TIONETA. Same as the preceding.

(Fragment.)

3-5. OZw. * SEDELYVLF [E]EX. Cross pattee oyer

another cross pattee.

Eev. [* 0]EEIDENT7YLIVM. Within circle, S7TX
ONIO EVM, in three lines. (3 fragments,

varied.)

B. M. Cat., vol'ii., PL II. 7.

6. Similar
; but legend on reverse reading OLLIDEN"-
TSLIVM.

7. Obv. EBELVYLF EEX. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev. * BE7VGTYN) TONE. Within circle, '$' (A
and Uu).

Unpublished. PI. IY. 11.

8. Obv. EBELVYLF EEX. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev. * BEACTVN) TON. Cross pattee, pellet in each

angle.

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PI. II. 11.

9. Obv. E&ELWLF EE. Same as the preceding.

Rev.* BESGTVN) TO. Same as the preceding.

10. Olv. EBE[LVYL]F EEX. Head to right, diademed.

Rev. * BE7V[GT]YN) TO. Cross pattee, pellet in

each angle. (Fragment.)
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11-17. Obv. EDELWLF EEX. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev. * DVN TONET7L Cross pattee. (7 varieties,

one a fragment.)

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PL II. 12.

18-23. Obv. EBELVVLF EEX. Head to right, diademed.

Rev. * BE7TGTVN). Cross pattee. (6 coins
;

5

varieties.)

B. M. Cat., vol. ii., PL II. 12.

24-25. Obv. EBEDVVLF EE. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev.* BE7YGTVND T. Straight line, the ends

inclines. (2 varieties, one a fragment.)

Unpullished. PL IV. 12.

26-27. Obv. EKELVVLF EE. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev.* BE7ICTVND TO. Straight line, the ends

molines, between two crescents, horns outwards.

(2 varieties.)

Unpublished. PI. IV. 13.

28. Obv. EBELVVLF EE. Bust to right, diademed.

Rev. * BE7YGTVND. Straight line, the ends pattes
between two crescents, horns outwards ; opposite
each end of straight line, pellet.

Unpublished. PI. IV. 14.

This is the latest king of whom there were coins in the

hoard, and from their types we may conclude that they

belong to the earlier part of his reign. Amongst them

are several pieces which are new to us.

It is somewhat unaccountable that the " Saxoniorum "

and " Saxoniorum Occidentalium
"

pieces, which in the

Brit. Mus. Cat., vol. ii., are ascribed to the first issue of

this reign, are amongst the worst preserved in the whole

find, these being a good deal chipped and much corroded.

Whether this is due to their being of somewhat baser
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metal than the other coins, or to their having been in a

more exposed place in the vessel in which they were buried,

I cannot say.

With the exception of these coins, all have for obverse

type the bust of the king. The new types are (a) No. 7,

with A and (A) in monogram, which was copied from coins

of Ecgbeorht. (b] Nos. 24 and 25, with a straight line,

the ends molines, is a unique type in its way ;
it was pro-

bably derived from that with the cross, two limbs pattes,

two molines,whichwe find on coins of Ecgbeorht (see above,

No. 72, p. 60). (c) Nos. 26 and 27, are a development

of Nos. 24 and 25, having in addition a crescent on either

side of the straight line moline. And (d) No. 28, which

may again be a development of Nos. 26 and 27, the

straight line moline being changed for a straight line

pattee, at each end of which is a pellet, now also occurs for

the first time.

CHARLEMAGNE, A.D. 800-814.

1. Obv. CAELY8 RE* FR (retrograde). Within circle,

the Karlovingian monogram.

Rev. * MOGONTI7V. Within circle, cross on three

steps.

Of. Gariel, PL XIII. 207.

This coin was struck at Mayence, and differs somewhat

in type from any published by Gariel, Monnaies royales de

France. The occurrence of one specimen only of the Kar-

lovingian coinage in the hoard shows that at the time of

its burial but few of these coins were in circulation in this

country. Later on, as we know from the Cuerdale hoard,

they passed current in very large numbers. It is a

curious coincidence that in the Delgany hoard there was

also only one foreign coin, and that a denier of Pope
Leo III.
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From the particulars which have been given, it is evident

that this hoard is without doubt the most important one

which has ever occurred of Anglo-Saxon coins of the end

of the eighth and first half of the ninth centuries. The

Cuerdale and Chancton finds were larger and very im-

portant ones, but they were both of later date, the former

embracing the period of Aelfred and his immediate pre-

decessor and successor
;

the latter that of Edward the

Confessor and Harold II only. The Gravesend find of

1838 comprised coins chiefly of Burgred ;
there was in it,

however, a fair sprinkling of the coins of Ceolwulf I of

Mercia, of JEthelstan I of East Anglia, and of .^Ethelwulf

and Aelfred of Wessex. The Croydon find of 1862 was

of a similar character to the Gravesend one
;
but that

which nearest of all approaches the one under considera-

tion is the Delgany hoard of 1874, which covers nearly

the same period, viz., from Offa to Ecgbeorht, but which,

though it contained a good number of coins of Cuthred

and Baldred of Kent, and Coenwulf, Ceolwulf I, and

Beornwulf of Mercia, yet lacked many of the interesting

pieces in this hoard.

The series which are the more fully represented in this

find are those of Coenwulf and Ceolwulf I, of Mercia,

Baldred of Kent, Wulfred and Ceolno^ of Canterbury ;

-ZEthelstan I, of East Anglia ; and, above all, Ecgbeorht

and ^thelwulf, of Wessex. The main strength of the

hoard lies in the middle, or about the middle, of the first

half of the half century from 800 850. It includes, as

we have seen, the series of all the coin-issuing districts

south of the Humber. The total absence of sceattas in

the hoard shows that this class of coin must have passed

entirely out of circulation in the central and southern

districts before its burial.
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As to the general features of the hoard, there is not

much that can be said, without repeating what has already

been written.20 Sir John Evans, in his account of the

Delgany hoard,
21

pointed out the Kentish character of the

coins of Offa and Coenwulf of Mercia. This view is more

than confirmed by the find under consideration, in which

there is clear proof that this influence lasted till the reign

of Beornwulf, for we have coins struck during that reign

and the preceding one bearing the name of the Canterbury

mint, and some also which may with good reason be

attributed to Rochester, the other episcopal mint in

Kent.

After the battle of Ellandune, in A.D. 825, Wessex came

to the front and assumed the foremost position in the

Heptarchy, which till then had been held by Mercia.

This defeat of the Mercians was followed by the expulsion

of Baldred from Kent, and again, two years later, by
the temporary deposition of Wiglaf of Mercia. Thus

Ecgbeorht got back the lordship over the smaller king-

doms which had been lately held by Mercia. The in-

fluence of Wessex becomes still more apparent when we

examine into the character of the coinage of Mercia from

the time of Wiglaf onwards. Owing to the small number

of coins which we possess of that king, and from their

limited number of types, it is pretty evident that, after

Wiglaf
J

s restoration by Ecgbeorht in A.D. 828, his regal

powers were of a very restricted nature, and that during

the remaining years of his reign, from A.D. 828 838, he

only held Mercia as a tributary to Ecgbeorht, and that no

coins were struck by him. When Ecgbeorht, after the

20 See more especially the Introductions to vols. i. and ii. of

the B. M. Cat.
21 Num. Chron., 1882, p. 61.
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expulsion of Baldred, annexed Kent to his dominions, he

took over the control of the Kentish mints,
22 and from the

time of Wiglaf's defeat in A.D. 827, supplied not only the

coinage for his own kingdom, but also that for Mercia.23

With the death of Ecgbeorht and the accession of his son

.ZEthelwulf, the whole aspect of affairs changed. Of a

gentle nature, and more disposed to spend a quiet life

than to rule over wide dominions, and also having to turn

his attention to securing the safety of his own kingdom

against the attacks of the Vikings, yEthelwulf relaxed his

rule over Mercia. One of the results of which was, that

we find in a short time Wiglaf's successor, Berhtwulf, re-

assuming the monetary rights of his predecessors. Bur-

gred, his successor, exercised them still more fully, and

the coinage of Mercia continues without interruption till

the final extinction of that kingdom by the Danes, in A.D.

874. Of this period of nearly half a century there is a

large Mercian coinage : but one which bears no traces

whatever of being of a Kentish character, such as it was

before the reign of Wiglaf. The power gained by

Ecgbeorht over Kent was, however, never surrendered

by him or by his successors, and was only disturbed from

time to time by the occasional inroads of the Danes.

One other feature of this hoard is, that like that of

Delgany, it confirms the conclusions arrived at by Lindsay
and Kenyon as to the classification of the coins of

Ceolwulf I and II of Mercia.

22
It is very probable that no coins were struck by Ecgbeorht

before that time. See B. M. Cat., vol. ii., pp. xii, xvii, seqq.
23 This policy of Ecgbeorht's of reserving the rights of coinage

to himself only is even more marked in the case of his son

^Ethelwulf, who, though he was made King of Kent in A.D. 828,
struck no coins in his name till after his father's death.
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Though there was such a large series of the coins of

JEthelstan I of East Anglia in the hoard, yet but very

little fresh light is thrown by them on the history of this

almost unknown and unrecorded king. The presence of

such a large number of coins of different types, the

issue of which must have extended over a considerable

period, proves that he could not have been a son of

^Ethelwulf, as Mr. Haigh conjectures, but it does not

actually disprove that he was connected by blood with

Ecgbeorht, though there are many points which contro-

vert this view. As JEthelwulf, who ruled over Kent from

about A.D. 828, is mentioned in a charter of that date as

"
Filii nostri ^Ethelwulfi, quern regem constituimus in

Cantia,"
24 and again, in similar terms on several subse-

quent occasions, it seems impossible that, if -ZEthelstan

was likewise related to Ecgbeorht, and held East Anglia

as a dependant of Wessex, he could have escaped all notice

whatever in the Chronicles. Besides that, would ^Ethel-

stan, if he had been in the position of an under-king, have

been allowed by Ecgbeorht to issue a coinage of his own,

since, as we have seen above, that ^Ethelwulf, as king

of Kent, struck no coins during his father's lifetime. It is

not impossible that if .ZEthelstan did not come to the East

Anglian throne till A.D. 828 (the date usually given to the

first year of his reign), Ecgbeorht may have assisted him

in the succession, but yet there is nothing known which

shows that Ecgbeorht was in any way over-lord of East

Anglia, or that that kingdom was tributary to Wessex.

All that we learn of the history of East Anglia of about

that period is, that after the death of ^Ethelberht, whom
Offa treacherously slew, few of those who ruled after him

24
Kemble, Cod. Dipl. ccxxiii.
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possessed any power even including St. Eadmund, through
the violence and tyranny of the Mercians, and that after

the defeat of Beornwulf in 825, the East Anglians sent am-

bassadors with their king to Ecgbeorht, who besought him

that he would protect them against the incursions of the

Mercians. With this appeal Ecgbeorht complied, and pro-

mised that he would willingly assist them in every way.
The crushing defeat of the Mercians, three years later,

must have freed East Anglia from these incursions. Of

this king who accompanied the East Anglian ambassadors

there appears to be no further record
;
but it seems not

improbable that he was none other than ^Ethelstan him-

self. In that case he would already have been king in

A.D. 825. The style and fabric of ^Ethelstan's earliest

coins strongly confirm this view. The conclusions then

are that his large coinage and the entire omission of his

name from all the ancient chronicles show that ^Ethelstan

ruled independently of Wessex, and that in all proba-

bility he was in no way connected by blood with the

house of Cerdic.

The hoard does not supply much fresh information

respecting the moneyers. In the series of Mercia, Kent,

Canterbury, and East Anglia, one new name only has

been added in each instance. That of Wessex has been

increased by seven new moneyers, but all belong to the

reign of Ecgbeorht, none to that of JEthelwulf.

A critical examination of the moneyers of Mercia and

Kent during the early part of the ninth century throws

considerable light on the coinages of those States. By
comparing the lists of moneyers it will be seen that nearly

all those who worked under the Kentish kings were also

in the employment of the kings of Mercia, whilst

amongst the Mercian moneyers will be found many
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riames which do not occur in the Kentish coinage. From

these it may be concluded that during the supremacy of

Mercia all the Kentish mints were primarily under the

control of that State. With this view I have noted in the

preceding pages any very marked instances of moneyers
who seem to have held a double employment. In the

case of the archiepfscopal mint this rule does not appear

to hold good, and the moneyers employed by the Arch-

bishops seem almost exclusively to have worked for them

only. This was clearly shown in discussing the so-called

" Sede Vacante "
coins. When Ecgbeorht took possession

of the Kentish mints he appears to have enlisted into his

service no less than eleven moneyers who had previously

found employment either under the kings of Mercia or

those of Kent. The coinage of East Anglia is as distinct

in this respect as that of the Archbishops, and none of

the moneyers who struck coins under ^Ethelstan can be

found amongst those who worked for Wessex. By the

time that ^Ethelstan came to the throne the mints of the

Mercian and Kentish kings in Kent had come to an end.

After a careful examination of this find, no difficulty

arises either in fixing the approximate date of its

burial or in determining the period over which it extends.

The coin of earliest date is the penny of OfFa, the issue of

which I would place quite at the end of his reign, the

death of that king occurring in A.D. 794. The latest

coins are those of Ceolno^, who held the See of Can-

terbury from A.D. 833870, and those of ^Ethelwulf

of We sex, who reigned from A.D. 838 or 9858. Of

Ceolno^'s coinage there is but one type, or at most

varieties of one type, and of .^Ethelwulf there are

only coins which belong to the earlier issues of his

reign. There are also no coins of Berhtwulf of Mercia,
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A.D. 839 853, or of ^Ethelweard of East Anglia, circ.

A.D. 837 850. It is, therefore, evident that the burial

of the hoard must be fixed as nearly as possible about

AD. 841 or 842, not later.

I have only to add that after making a most minute

examination of every coin in the hoard, and comparing

them with those already in the British Museum, I have

found only three actual duplicates, i.e. coins struck from

the same dies. This constant use of new dies is most

noticeable in the series of Ecgbeorht, with the mono-

gram of Canterbury on the reverse.

H. A. GRUEBER.
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Das altbabylonische Maas- und Gewiclits-system ah Grundlage
der antiken Gewichts-Munz- und Maassysteme. Von C. F. Leh-

mann. Leyden, 1893.

This is one of the most interesting monographs on the study
of the derivation of the weight-standards of the ancient world

which has come under my notice since the publication of

Brandis's standard work in 1866.

It forms the writer's contribution to the Transactions of the

eighth International Congress of Orientalists held at Stockholm

and Christiania in 1889. Into less than 100 pages Dr. Lehmann
has compressed such a vast amount of material, much of which
is quite new, and so many forcible arguments in support of his

thesis, that its perusal is not a task to be lightly undertaken.

The old and orthodox doctrine that all ancient systems of

weights and measures, including the Egyptian, may be traced

to a Babylonian origin, is here for the first time, as I am in-

clined to think, substantially proved.
Hitherto this theory may be said to have been more or less

a matter of conjecture, founded largely upon tradition, and
without a firm basis in well-established fact. It is just this

basis of fact that is now supplied, and no student of metrology
can in future afford to neglect it.

Briefly stated, the new material evidence consists in the

discovery and identification of three very ancient Babylonian
standard weights, dating from the latter half of the third

millennium before the Christian era. These weights, of hard

polished greenstone, which have lost nothing from friction or

corrosion of their surfaces, and which are inscribed in the old

Babylonian character with their respective exact denominations,

yield a heavy mina of 982'4 grammes and a corresponding light
mina of 491*2 grammes. The close approximation of these

actual weights to Brandis's conjectural estimates of the weights
of the old Babylonic minse affords a signal confirmation of
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Brandis's extrn ordinary insight as a metrologist (see his work,

p. 158, sq.). For many centuries before the invention of

coining money bimetallism was firmly established throughout
the civilised East, on the basis of the relation of gold to silver

in the proportion of 40 : 3 or 13 : 1. A less permanent re-

lation was that which usually prevailed between silver and

copper, viz., 120 : 1.

The original sexagesimal division of the talent and mina which

long survived for weighing merchandise, was at a very early

period supplanted, in the case of all the more precious metals,

such as gold, silver and copper, by a partially decimal system,

according to which the talent consisted of 3,000 instead of

3,600 units, and the mina of 50 instead of 60
;
the sixtieth part

of the original weight-mina (16'37 grammes = 253 grains)

being retained as the shekel of the gold-mina.
Thus from the above-mentioned weight-mina (for merchan-

dise) separate gold and silver minae were developed, the old

Babylonian gold mina consisting of f& of the weight-mina;
thus :

1 Old Babylonian weight-mina = 9824 gr. (heavy), 491-2

(light).

U Old Babylonian gold mina = 81 8 '6 gr. (heavy), 409*3

(light).

ii Old Babylonian silver mina = 1091 '5 gr. (heavy), 545*8

(light),

iff Phoanician silver mina = 727 '6 (heavy), 363*8 (light).

Dr. Lehmann insists upon the fact that all the most important
ancient weights, when they are not identical with, are fractions

or multiples of an original Babylonian norm. Thus the Euboic

mina, 436 '66 grammes, is -f of the light silver mina, 545*8

grammes, while the Roman pound, 327*45 gr., is |, and the

Egyptian pound (uten) is
,
and the " Kat

"
-V of the same

weight.
The numismatist will be chiefly interested in tracing the

direct derivation of the weights of all the earliest Asiatic and

Greek gold and silver coins to this newly discovered old Baby-
lonian "common norm." Thus from the heavy gold mina,
818*6 grammes, we get, by dividing it into 50 parts, the

Pliocaic stater of 16-37 gr. (= 253 grains troy), and from the

light gold mina (409*3 gr.) the gold stater of Croesus, 818 gr.

(= 126 grs.). From the light silver mina 545*8 gr.
-- 50 we

obtain the Lydian silver stater of 10'91 gr. (=168 grs.), and

from the mina of 727*6 gr.
-=- 50 we get the Phoenician, and at

a later period the Macedonian and Ptolemaic stater of 14' 55 gr.

(= 224 gr.).
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Side by side with the above-mentioned Babylonian
" common

norm," there was established at a very early period, perhaps as

early as B.C. 2000, a higher standard,
" the royal," formed by

adding &, or sometimes 2
Lo,to the "common norm." These

higher weights (1137 1150-1 heavy, and 568575 light), of

which there are many extant inscribed examples, may have had
their origin, Dr. Lehmann thinks, in a fluctuation in the rela-

tion of copper to silver between 120 and 125 : 1. So long as

copper was exchangeable for silver at the old rate of 120 : 1,

both metals could be weighed by one and the same standard,

(i.e.,ihe silver mina and talent), according to which one light silver

mina of the common norm, 545 '8 grammes, was the exact

equivalent of 120 minse of the same weight, or 60 minae of double

weight (= 1 heavy talent) of copper. But supposing copper to

have sunk in value to 125 : 1 in place of 120 : 1, it would have

become necessary, in order to maintain the old custom of ex-

changing a light mina of silver against a heavy talent of copper,
either to lower the silver mina by 2\ (a course which would
have interfered with the exchange between silver and gold) or

to create a new mina ^ heavier than the old one, to be used

for weighing copper only. Thus a light mina of silver of the

original common norm would now be exchangeable for a heavy
talent of copper of the new augmented standard.

This theory would account for the fact that the weights

designated as "royal"' did not supplant the old weights, but

were used side by side with them. It is probable that the

appellation of "
Royal

"
for this new and augmented standard

may have arisen from the practice of the Babylonian and

Assyrian, and, at a later period, of the Persian kings, of making
it obligatory to pay all taxes and tributes in the precious metals

according to the augmented standard, by which they profited
to the extent of four or five per cent. This explanation of the

name "
royal

" would also account for the fact that the royal
Persian daric of 130 grs., and the corresponding silver siglos of

86'45 grs., as well as the silver staters of the Persian satraps
of 172-9 grs., are all distinctly heavier than the corresponding
coins of the kings of Lydia (N stater of Croesus 126 grs.,

silver stater 168 grs., &c.) and than many other ancient Thraco-

Macedonian and Lycian coins, of which the weights were
based upon the original Babylonian "common" as distin-

guished from the "
royal

"
norm.

A similar change (though in an opposite direction) in the

respective values of silver and copper, would also account for

the fixing of the Euboic standard at |- of the Babylonian
" common "

silver norm
; for supposing that Chalcis,

" the

copper town," had been able for some long time to maintain
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the price of her copper at --
higher than the rate prevalent in

the East, i.e., at 96 : 1 instead of 120 : 1, she would con-

sequently have been in a position to deduct i from the weight
of the " common "

Babylonic silver mina, when used for weigh-

ing copper, and would, therefore, have been able to purchase a

whole light mina of silver for f of a heavy talent of copper
instead of for a whole heavy talent. This new reduced standard

when once firmly established under the name of the " Euboic "

weight, would naturally survive such a temporary rise, as Dr.

Lehrnann premises, in the price of copper, and after the old-

established international rate of 120 : 1 had again been restored,
the Euboeans would continue to weigh both metals by the new
reduced standard, according to which i of a heavy Babylonic
talent of copper would henceforth, at 120 : 1, be equivalent to

exactly of a light Babylonic mina of silver instead of to a

whole mina.

This hypothesis may serve, at any rate, to explain the fact,

otherwise not easily accounted for, that the Euboic standard
was just f of the Babylonic, and on independent grounds it

seems not improbable that the ratio of 96 : 1 had at one time

been the rule in Euboea
;

for when Solon adopted the Euboic

standard, the copper stater, ^a\KovQ (not at that period a piece
of coined money), was tariffed at ^ of the silver stater of the

same weight. (8 chalkoi = 1 obol and 12 obols =. 1 stater.)
The origin of the Roman pound, 327'45 grammes, which was

only -^
of the old Babylonic

" common "
silver mina, may be

accounted for in precisely the same manner
;
but in this in-

stance Dr. Lehmann stands on still firmer ground, for he
adduces positive evidence from the Balance discovered at

Chiusi (now in the Berlin Museum), that, when the Roman
pound weight was first raised from to f of the light Baby-
Ionic mina. i.e., from 272'9 to 327'45 grammes, the price of

copper in Italy had risen as high as 72 : 1. The writer sur-

mises that the sextantal reduction, at a much later period, may
have been necessitated by the subsequent depreciation of copper
to the old rate of 120 : 1. The Rouiano-Attic mina of Imperial
times, circ. 341 grammes, stands precisely in the same relation

to the "
royal

"
Babylonic norm as the older Roman pound of

327*45 grammes does to the '' common "
norm, viz., in the

proportion of |.

The ^Eginetic mina and the Attic trade mina, which were

exactly equivalent to 2 Roman pounds, 655 grammes, also

betray their origin in the same relation of copper to silver,

72 : 1, which, as we have seen, prevailed in old times in Italy.
It is thus manifest that Dr. Lehmann has been able to show

that all the principal weight standards of the ancient world,
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without exception, were directly derived from Babylon, and
that their weights, wherever they differ from the Babylonic
norm, were in some cases certainly, and in other cases pro-

bably, due originally to temporary variations in the relation of

copper to silver.

Whether we accept all the writer's deductions or not, it can

hardly be denied that the discovery of the three above-

mentioned ancient Babylonic weights, marked distinctly with

their exact values, is an event of the highest metrological

importance, as it introduces into the inquiry an element of

harmony which goes a long way towards strengthening the

theory of the Babylonic origin of all weights and measures.

In this too brief notice I have limited myself to those ques-
tions which directly concern the science of numismatics.
There remains, however, another branch of the subject which
concerns the origin and derivation of the measures of length
and capacity which will claim the attention of all professed

metrologists. BARCLAY Y. HEAD.

The Eevue Numismatique, Part III., 1893, contains the

following articles :

1. VAUVILLE (0.). Gaulish coins found in the Department
of Aisne.

2. BABELON (E.). Recent acquisitions of the Cabinet des

Medailles (Paris). Lycia, Phrygia, Pisidia. These coins are

chiefly Imperial, and, though doubtless very rare, are of no

special interest.

3. CASSANOVA (P.). Coins of the Assassins of Persia.

4. MAXE-WERLY (L.). Merovingian coins with the inscrip-
tion BAINISSION- The author attributes these trientes to

Binson, the ancient capital of the pagus Bagensonensis.
5. VIENNE (M. de). Historical r6sumd of the Spanish cur-

rency.
6. ROUYER (J.). On French Protestant Communion Tickets

struck before the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

7. SERRURE (R.). The Interdict of Charles IV, King of the

Romans, against the issue of gold coin by Pierre IV, d'Andre,

Bishop of Cambrai.
8. BLANCHET (J. A.). Double Tournois of Henry IV, struck

at Saint-Palais.

The Eevue Numismatique, Part IV., 1893, contains the

following articles :

1. BLANCHET (J. A.). Unpublished or little-known Greek

coins, from the collection of Prince Peter of Saxe-Coburg. Of

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. M
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the rare coins here described the most noteworthy is a tetra-

drachm of the island of Andros. Obv. Head of Apollo laur. r.

Rev. Dionysos standing 1., clad in long chiton, holding kan-

tharos and thyrsos ;
inscr. A N- Wt. 217 grs.

2. PKOU (M.). A collection of drawings of Merovingian
coins presented to the Biblioikkque nationale by M. A. de Bar-

thelemy. This valuable collection of more than three thousand

drawings and impressions, laboriously got together by M. de

Barthelemy during forty years' study of the Merovingian series,

forms an important supplement to the already unrivalled collec-

tion of original specimens in the French cabinet, as it records

the existence of numerous specimens which came under de Bar-

thelemy's notice, and which are now dispersed throughout

Europe in different public and private collections. The Plate

which accompanies M. Prou's article exhibits many new varie-

ties of Tiers de sons d'or.

3. DELOCHE (M.). On the meaning of the words Pax and

Honor, and of the " barred
"
S on coins and jetons of the sove-

reigns of Beam. The writer gives convincing reasons for in-

terpreting the word Pax as here meaning Social Peace and

Order, and the word Honor, which on the coins is usually fol-

lowed by the word Forcas or Forquie, as the Eight of Capital

Punishment, or of the Fork or Gibbet, the Guarantee of Law
and Order. The barred S on the jetons of Bearn is a contrac-

tion of the word Sigillum or Signum.
4. MAECHEVILLE (M. de). On the denier of Sainte-Marie

with the name of King Robert. This paper deals with a series

of coins of doubtful attribution, discovered some years ago in

Franche-Comte. They date for the most part from the begin-

ning of the eleventh century.
5. CASANOVA (P.). On an unpublished gold coin of a chief of

the Zendj, who, as a Mahdi, led a revolt of the black slaves of

Basrah in the reign of Mo'tadid, in the year 255 of the Hegira.
6. LA TOUR (H.). Matted dal Nassaro. The writer of this

interesting memoir recapitulates all that is known of the life

and works of Matteo, an able, though by no means a great,
artist. He was a native of Verona, and from the year 1515
attached to the court of Francis I of France in the capacity of

court painter, designer, engraver, and musician. It does not

appear, however, that he ever held the office of engraver at the

mint. The author places before our eyes on PI. XIII a series

of portrait medals of Francis I, which are clearly the work of

an Italian engraver, who can hardly have been any one else

than Matteo dal Nassaro.
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The Zeitschrift fur Numismatik, Band xix., Heft 3, contains

the following articles :

1. SELTMANN (E. J.). On some rare coins of Himera. This

paper is in the main devoted to the determination, by their

style, of the chronological sequence of the early coins of

Himera. The author, in discussing the meaning of the puzzling
word IATON, has independently arrived at the same conclu-

sion, with regard to its signification, as that which was sug-

gested by Herr K. F. Kinch in Part II. of the Zeitschrift, viz.,

that it stands for taroh/ (sc. av0.0^0.}, i.e., a coin dedicated, by
those who had been healed of their diseases, to Asklepios.
These coins, the writer thinks, may well have been used as

thank-offerings, and cast into the marble basin of the thermae

attached to the shrine of Asklepios, whence they doubtless

found their way into the temple treasure of the god. The

epithet ZOTHP, which occupies the field of the coin behind

the Nymph sacrificing at an altar, he would also apply to the

god Asklepios, rather than, with Kinch, to the Nymph herself.

2. GANTER (F. L.). The Dictatorships of Caesar and the

coins of the first five Quatuorviri A. A. A. F. F. These are

L. Flaminius Chilo, M. Mettius, L. Aemilius Buca, P. Sepullius

Macer, and C. Cossutius Maridianus.

3. LAMBBOPOULOS (A.). Contributions" to Greek numisma-
tics. This is a highly suggestive and extremely interesting

disquisition on the possessive adjective, which on some early
Greek coins takes the place of the usual genitive plural of the

ethnic; e.g., 'OXv^TriKOV, 'Ap/caSucov, QCVLKOV, &OKIKOV, AaA0t/coi/,

ecrTriKOj/, <!>CUOTIKOJ/, BwraX.TiKOi', TepfAcpiKov, NayiSiKov, ^O\LKOV,

TcpcriKov. It has hitherto been almost universally taken for

granted that a neuter substantive in the nominative case, such
as SiBpaxjAov, TeTpaBpaxjjLov, or vo/xior/xa, must in these cases be
understood. The writer, however, observes that, as the geni-
tive plural is almost the universal rule for Greek coin-legends,
it is, prima facie, probable that these possessive adjectives are

also genitives, belonging, he thinks, to the period before the

fl had come into general use. He also points out that in

several instances it can be shown that the coins which have the

possessive adjective in place of the ethnic are not municipal
issues. This is no doubt true in some instances, such as

'OXv/w,7riKoi/, 'ApKaStKov, QoKiKov, and perhaps in others. Dr.

Lambropoulos, adopting a suggestion from Hist. Num., p. 354,
that the coins reading OAYMniKON and AAA<PIKON
were issued on the occasion of Olympic and Pythian festivals,

would extend this theory and make it applicable to all coins

bearing inscriptions of this kind, and, to complete the meaning
of the legend, he would supply the words dywi/wj/ or
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0-rjfjLa, 7raiju,a, Ko/u,jua, or some such formula. Thus
would be equivalent to 'ApKat)iKwz/ dywzxov et/u a-J^a, and would
characterize the coinage as a special issue struck, not by the

Arcadians as a political community, but by the priests of the

temple of Zeus Lykeeos on the occasion of the Lycaean games.
For my own part, I am inclined to think that the author

pushes his theory a little too far, for in some cases, such as

BoiomKov, Nayt^t/cdi/, ^oXtKov, TepcriKov, &c., these words can

hardly stand for genitives plural, as the coins on which they
occur belong to the fourth century, and are clearly contemporary
with others on which the H appears. In one instance, which
the writer has omitted to notice, we have positive evidence that

the possessive adjective is not a genitive plural, but a nominative

singular. I allude to the coins of Alassa, in Sicily, reading,

ZYMMAXIKON, and in one case AAAIZINUN ZYM-
MAXIKON. Here, at any rate, we must understand some
such word as No/zioyx,a, and I see no sufficient reason why this,

or some equivalent neuter substantive in the nominative, should

not be understood in all cases.

4. SCHEUNER (R.). On a joint coinage of the towns of

Sommerfeld and Guberi, in Lusatia. Original documents are

cited to prove that the right of coining money previously pos-
sessed by these towns was confirmed, in 1411, by Wen-
ceslas IV, King of Bohemia.

BARCLAY V. HEAD.

MISCELLANEA,

AN UNPUBLISHED ENGLISH COPPER COIN. The second edi-

tion of Montagu's English Copper Coins, recently issued, is a

work so carefully prepared by its author, and subjected to so

much independent check and criticism, that I was quite unpre-

pared to be shown, the other day, a copper coin of apparently

unpublished type, which would probably take its place as the

earliest coin in the book. It is no less than a regal English

copper halfpenny of Elizabeth. The piece is now in my
possession, and may be briefly described as follows :

Obi\- Crowned bust of the Queen to the left, not exactly
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similar to any known die, but more nearly resem-

bling the portrait on the hammered half-sovereign :

an inner circle. ELIZAB D G ANG. FRA ET
HIB KEG ; mm. a mullet.

Rev. Plain shield with the royal arms crowned : an inner

circle. A HALFPENY PEOE followed by an orna-

mental scroll
;
mm. a mullet.

The coin weighs 10 grains, and is in good preservation.
It is, unfortunately, slightly chipped, and exhibits on the

obverse a trace of having been once bent and since straight-
ened ; but these defects interfere very little with the general

appearance and shape of the piece, which may fairly be de-

scribed as unique.
There can be no reason, so far as I am aware, why Elizabeth

should not have struck regal copper money for England as well

as for Ireland, of which latter country pennies and halfpennies
exist

;
and there is little doubt that numismatists will be satis-

fied that this piece is, if genuine, a trial or current English

halfpenny. The large number of new denominations of coin

struck during this reign, coupled with the occasional discovery
in modern times of hitherto unknown types, as, for instance, the

half George noble of Henry VIII, until recently not known to

exist, goes far towards confirming this inference. Moreover,
the whole style and appearance of the coin are such as to war-
rant the belief that it is contemporaneous with the reign of

Elizabeth. I am indebted to Messrs. Spink and Son for a well-

executed illustration of it.

In conclusion, I shall be pleased to submit it for examination
and remarks to any one interested in what I am induced to

believe will be proved to be a genuine addition to the published
series of the copper coins of this country.

RICHARD A. HOBLYN.

NOTE ON THE ARMS OF RICHARD, EARL OF CORNWALL. In

my paper on the " Coins of Richard, Earl of Cornwall," as king
of the Romans (in the last number of the Numismatic Chronicle),
a slight error occurs in note 4, p. 274. The golden balls, or bezants,

are, of course, not Richard's arms, but form part of his arms.
As these golden balls are of interest in the consideration of

another problem besides the one discussed by Mr. Marsh

(N.8. Proc., October, 1892), I wish to add a detailed note on
Earl Richard's arms. For my purpose it will suffice, I think,
to quote from Sandford's Genealogical History (edition of 1707,
folio, p. 95) :

" This Richard being Earl of Poictou and Corn-
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wal did not bear the arms of King John his Father with a Label
or Border, as the younger Sons of the Kings of England after-

wards did, but took the arms of Poictou, being Argent a Lion

Rampant Gules, crowned Or, within a Border of the ancient

Earls of Cornwal, which were Sable Bezanty, by which he in-

cluded the Ensigns of both his Earldoms in one Escocheon, as

you may observe in his Seal. . . . This Richard being after-

wards elected King of the Romans, gave Or an Eagle displayed
Sable, which is carved on the wall of the North-Isle in West-

minster-Abbey," and adopted for legend on his seal, +RICAR-
DUS * Dffl * GRATIA * ROmANORVm RGCX SGCmPeCR
AVGVSTUS, just as he "wrote himself" in a letter addressed
to Simon de Montfort and Gilbert de Clare. His two shields

are likewise alluded to in his epitaph :

" At length with Charles his Crown was Royaliz'd,

By which the Eagle in his shield he wore,

(Excelling other Kings in Wealth and State)
And scorn'd the Lion, which he bare before."

(Sandford's trans.)

Earl Richard must have "
got much money by farming the

Mint and the Jews of the King," and his wealth helped greatly
towards determining his election in Germany ; whence the

saying,
" Nummus ait pro me, nubit Cornubia Romas." Con-

sidering Earl Richard's share in Henry Ill's recoinage of 1248,
Mr. Marsh's suggestion does not appear to me altogether im-

probable. The three pellets filling up the angles on the reverse

of this coinage may have been merely ornamental, but, on the

other hand, as ornaments, may have been selected as peculiarly

appropriate, recalling as they do the prominent golden balls or

bezants of Cornwall in Richard's arms.
The further question is, whether these three balls, as con-

tinued on the sterlings of Edward I, could have been the source

whence English pawnbrokers have derived the sign they still

use,
" three golden balls." It is indeed supposed that this

sign originated with the money-lenders about that period, and
whatever the origin of the three pellets on the coins may have

been, I think that my suggestion (that these three pellets on
the coins gave rise to the pawnbrokers' sign) seems at least as

probable as previous suggestions ;
which were, (1) that the

balls represent the three golden roundels of St. Nicholas (see
Notes and Queries, 1st Ser., I. 5) ; (2) that they are gilded pills
from the Medici arms (see Notes and Queries, 1st Ser., I. 42).
If either of these two suggestions be correct, why is it that they
are not used by pawnbrokering establishments or money-lenders
anywhere except in England ? I cannot enter more fully into
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the question at present, but it would indeed be a curious

coincidence if thus indirectly the money-lenders of the present

day have obtained their device from this " richest prince and

money-lender of his time."

F. PAKKES WEBER.

A MEDAL OF LIEUTENANT-COLONEL (afterwards Major-General)
SIB PATEICK Ross AND THE CANAL OF SANTA MAURA, 1819.

Obv. Plan of the lagoon of Santa Maura with the canal

formed by the English. In the centre is a bare profile

head of Sir Patrick Boss to right, with his name,
" P. Ross," on the truncation.

ReVt Inscription within wreath :

n. POZZ xiAiAPxni EFIIEIKOYZ
AIKAIAPXIAZ ENEKEN UN TE AITIOZ
nOAAHN AfAOIiN TEfONEN THZ
TE APTI TOY IZ0MOY ANOPYZEHZ
EYrNHMOZYNHZ AEIfMA Ol
AEYKAAIOI ETHZHTHP: AHI0 .

" To Commandant P. Ross, in recognition of his just adminis-

tration and many services, and of the recent excavation of the

Isthmus a token of goodwill presented by the Leucadians,
A.D. 1819."

Size 3-25
;
struck

; JE.

This medal, issued by the inhabitants of Santa Maura, the

ancient Leucas, in honour of Sir Patrick Ross, commemorates
the Canal of Santa Maura. Sir Patrick Ross, G.C.M.G.,Jdied in

1850. In 1819 he was British resident at Zante
;
in 1825 he

was Governor of Antigua, and in 1846 Governor of St. Helena.
The Canal of Santa Maura was constructed by the Anglo-Ionian
Government, and was intended for boats drawing not more
than four or five feet of water ; it connected Fort Santa Maura
and the town of Amaxichi. The mole, in connection with the

canal, was made partly at the cost of the general Anglo-
Ionian Government and partly at that of the inhabitants of

Santa Maura. In 1819 the levying of their contribution caused
some temporary disturbance among the Santa Mauriotes, the

villages taking up arms and driving the tax-collectors away.
This medal is probably of English workmanship, although of
rather peculiar appearance ;

and this is the only specimen I
have seen of it.

F. PARSES WEBHR.
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ORIENTAL COINS. I obtained some time ago the following coins:

(i) ABBASI KHALIF COIN. Ghurshistan, A.H. 137.

Obv. Amawi pattern and legend in area.

Margin <L*j li^J^j f-r^
i^ 5

^\ZM++J*jkj >J^jJl
a JJfc <-r^r

-0 <dll **uJ

Annulets oo oo oo oo

Eev. Area and marginal legends and pattern as Amawi coins.

This is, I believe, a new mint name. Yakut gives the name

Ghurshistan
jjls^uJbyi,

and De Sacy, in "Mines de 1'Orient,"
Tom. I. p. 321, and Charmoy,

"
Expedition d'Alexandra contre

les Busses," p. 138, have notices of the name and its proper
attributions as to locality, but I find no instance of the spelling
Ghurshistan which I read on this coift. The letters are very

clear, and there is certainly one more stroke than is required

for the ^i and the ^ between thej and the cu .

The Amawi pattern and legends being on a coin of so. late

a date as 137 is remarkable.

(ii) BENI RASUL.

Three coins were sent me from Aden. One is of an Imam
of Dhafar similar to those described by Mr. S. Lane-Poole
in Num. Chron. 1887, p. 327

;
another is of Mudhaffar Yusuf

ibn 'Umar (B. M. Cat. Additions to Yol. 5, No, 358d) mint

Zebid, but year 651
;

and the third has an obverse exactly
similar to the last-mentioned one but with the following reverse :

Area

Margin

which is a transposition of the parts of the legend usually seen

on the area and margin respectively, the name of the Khalif

being in the area and that of the Sultan in the margin.
H. Nutzel in Zeitschrift fur Numismatik, Band xviii. p. 117,

reads San'a doubtfully on a coin of Mansur 'Umar.
I was lately shown a coin of Mudhaffar Yusuf of the year

650, which has the mint name Hisn Ta'izz
;
I had not before

seen the prefix
(̂ !>- used for this place, but it seems a

reasonably descriptive one.

0. CODRINGTON.
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ON SOME BRONZE COINS FROM CRETE.

THE coins which are hereinafter described were all col-

lected from villagers in the two westernmost provinces of

Crete, Kissamo and Selino
;
the greater part at Paleeo-

kastro Kissamon, the site of Polyrenion, and at Rhodho-

vani, in the province of Selino, the site of Elyros ;
and

the remainder in every case not far from the spots at

which they were found. Very few are of silver, because

such coins are already recognised as valuable by the

peasantry, and are sold at the first opportunity to the

dealers in Khania ; while bronze is as rare in the towns as

silver is in the villages. In fact, though a few of these

little coins are perhaps undescribed, the main interest of

the collection is as evidence of the comparative importance

of the towns of this district, and of their commercial

relations with one another.

The collection from Palseokastro consists of 85 coins,

distributed as follows :

M M
Roman Imperial ... 5

Carthage (third century) . 1

6

Greek but not Cretan :

Achaean league . 1 Sp.

Alexander ... 1

Egypt (Ptolemaic) . 1

Carried over . 1 2

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. N
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& M
forward . 6

Do. .12
Histiaea . . . 1 3p.

Kos 1

Kyrene .... 1

Ptolemais (Kyrena?) . 1

Rhodes .... 3

Thebes . . . 1 Sp.

Uncertain ... 3

14

Cretan :

Province of Crete . . 2

Aptera .... 6

Etera .... 1

Gortyna.... 6

Kydoma ... 4

Lappa .... 2

Phalasarna ... 3

Polyrenion . . 2 Sp. 28

Rithymna ... 2

56

Uncertain ...... 9

Total .... 85

Of the nine uncertain coins, one is wholly unrecog-

nisable
;
the remainder are as follows :

1. 12 mm. diameter. Female head to r. (compare small

common Gortyna type).

Rev. (?) tripod. Cf. Svoronos, PI. III., 2 if., assigned
to Axos.

2. 10 mm. Goat's head and neck to r., long upright horns.

Rev. Bee, with traces of letters below the wings ;
arrow

in field to 1. (?) Elyros ;
v. below.

3. 12 mm. Young male head to r.
;
hair in fillet.

Rev. Bunch of grapes.

4. 14 mm. Bearded head to r.

Rev. Bunch of grapes.
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5. 18 mm. Bull standing to r.
;

head full face ; a large
fillet hangs from each horn, and a halter between
them reaches to the ground.

Rev. Large bunch of grapes in concave field.

This coin is not given by Svoronos, and the obverse

type does not occur elsewhere in Crete. But the fillets

recall the bull's head on the coins of Polyrenion ;
and as

the grapes, which do not occur at Polyrenion, are charac-

teristic of Kydonia, the coin may commemorate an alliance

between the two places. The obverse is well designed
and clearly executed

;
but the reverse is of inferior work-

manship. Such a difference in style is of course very
common on Cretan coins,

6, 7. 14 mm. Young head to r.
; hair in roll.

Rev. Wreath enclosing an obscure symbol, perhaps a

monogram.

8. Head of Athena in Corinthian helmet to r.

Rev. Trident
; field slightly concave. Very fair work.

It is possible that this coin may be a parallel to the

barbarous specimen figured by Svoronos, PI. XXX. 3, and

assigned by him to Bithymna. But the reverse type

closely resembles that which is common on coins of

Phalasarna, and there are traces of letters outside the

prongs of the trident, as at the latter place. No such

helmeted head, as that on the obverse, is known at Phala-

sarna. It is common, however, and of very similar style,

at Polyrenion. It is therefore tempting to interpret this

example as an alliance coin between these neighbouring

states
; especially as it was found on the site of the larger

and more important of them, and as the coins of Phala-

sarna, the only port on the west coast of Crete, circulated
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pretty freely in the west of the island. (Cp. the lists

from Palaeokastro and Rhodhovani. I saw also a fair

number of the silver coins in dealers' collections in

Khania.)

There is, of course, no reason why coins of Bithymna
should not be occasionally found at Polyrenion, and in

fact two such are given in the list above, on the authority

of Svoronos. They are both examples of that figured in

his PI. XXX. 2.

,ZE. 17 mm. Young male head (Apollo) to 1. ;
hair in

fillet, and rolled behind.

Rev. Cretan goat to left, raising right forefoot
; PI over

back
; A between fore-legs, Y between hind-legs.

Eckhel assigned this coin to Elyros, assuming the loss

of E in front of the goat, and reading [EJAYPI ;
and

specimens in Berlin and in Paris are given under this

title. Another specimen in the Berlin collection is

assigned to Syros, and Mionnet attributed it to Ephesos.

Svoronos, who discusses the coin at length, refers it to

Bithymna, on the strength of a specimen found in Crete,

and now in the National Collection at Athens. He reads

PI for the town name, and takes AY as a magistrate's

mark. He does not, however, give the exact find-spot,

and considering the insignificance of Rithyinna in classical

times, and the extreme poverty of its coin series, it is not

likely that its bronze coins would have wandered so far

as Polyrenion ; nearly three days' journey by land, and

by sea involving the very awkward doubling of Cavo

Spada (Psakon). In spite, therefore, of the absence of

the E, which is confirmed on the specimens from Poly-

renion, there seems to be still some reason to assign the

coin to Elyros ;
the orthography of which will be again
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matter for comment further on. Elyros, though separated

from Polyrenion by lofty hills, is barely a day and a

half's journey from it, and the numerous coins of Poly-

renion found on its site prove the existence of regular

communication between the towns. The coins of Grortyna

probably followed the same route
; by sea to Seria, the

port of Elyros, and then across country to Polyrenion.

There are traces, however, of a road which would be

easier from Selino Kastelli (Phissos), up the valley of

Vlithias, where the defile is guarded by a watch-tower of

fine polygonal work.

With one exception the thirty coins of Polyrenion itself

call for no comment. The two drachmae are of the same

type.

Female head [Britomartis] full face, wearing collar and

pendant.

Rev. Apollo nude, standing three-quarter r., right hand
extended. POAYPH NlflN vertically up-
wards on either side of the figure. (Svoronos,
XXVI. 22.)

Among the bronze coins nearly all the usual tjipes are

represented ;
the commonest by far having a round shield

with bull's head in low relief, within a ring of prominent
dots.

Rev. Spear-head upwards, with varying legend y
noA noAY
YPH ( PHN '

Only one specimen occurs of the reverse tripod in

wreath, surrounded by Fl O A Y.

Two specimens, however, should be noticed, of the rarer

type.
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M. 16 mm. Boeotian shield in very high relief.

Rev. Cretan goat's head in low relief to r., with long
horns curved at the tips ; behind, a lance-head

upwards ; all in ring of dots. (Svoronos,
PI. XXV., 34.)

Both specimens are of very coarse thick fabric
;
the metal

is
"
underpoled," brittle, and spongy ;

and one of them is

badly mis-struck. The type is attributed by Eckhel to

Ismene, in Bceotia, and by Mionnet (Suppl. iv., 318, 155)

to Elyros. Svoronos gives it to Polyrenion, but does not

give detailed grounds for his view. He is supported,

however, by an inscription lately discovered at Palseo-

kastro, now in the possession of a doctor in Kissamo

Kastelli, and published by Doublet (Bull. Corr. Hell, xiii.,

1889, p. 68) ; which records the terms of a treaty between

Polyrenion and Thebes, at a period which suits the style

of these coins very well. It is perhaps also noteworthy

that the only coin from European Greece obtained on this

site, except the ubiquitous silver of Histisea and the

Achaean League, is a drachma of Thebes.

Boeotian shield.

Rev. Kantharos with Q H round the tall stem. Thun-
derbolt above.

The coins from Rhodhovani are 56 in number, and are

distributed thus : Roman, 11
; Greek, but not Cretan, 3.

Cretan :

^l M
Aptera .... 1

Elyros[HA] . . 6

Gortyna.... 9

Hyrtakina ... 3

Itanos . . . 1 Sp.

Kydonia. . . 1 Sp. 4.

Carried over 2 23
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Brought forward . . 2
fy>.

23

Phalasarna ... 2

Polyrenion . . . 10

Uncertain .... 5--56

The ruins, which lie ten minutes east of Rhodhovani,

are identified as Elyros by two inscriptions derived thence,

and built into houses in the modern village. I do not know

that they have been hitherto published. It is consequently

remarkable that no bronze coins occur here which bear

the ethnic EAYPION as it occurs on the silver coins of

the place (Brit. Mus. Cat., Crete, viii. 15). It appears

necessary, however, to assign to Elyros the small bronze

coins figured in Svoronos (PL XII. 14, 17).

JEi. 11-13 mm. Forepart of Cretan goat recumbent r.
;

head regardant 1. ;
in front, a broad arrow-head

pointing horizontally to its neck. H A in the

field above.

Rev. Bee seen from above
; H A (a) between wings

and abdomen
; (b) above wings.

One of the specimens with this reverse has the obverse

quite defaced. Compare No. 2 of the list of " uncertain
"

coins from Palaeokastro above, and the following from

Rhodhovani, reckoned to Elyros in the list :

JEi. 12 mm. Head of Cretan goat to L, with short

curved horns and conspicuous beard
;

doubtful

traces of <|> behind.

Rev. Bee
;
traces of H A above the wings.

This coin is given by Svoronos among uncertain types, and

is figured, PL XXXI. 17, from a worn specimen, on

which the reverse is struck so high that no letters appear.

"We have had occasion already to assign provisionally
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to Elyros a coin which does not show the initial of the

name
;
and here we have coins, found on the site in com-

parative frequency (over ten per cent.), and bearing on

both sides the types of the local silver coinage, which is

identified by the inscription EAYPION. The inscription

too differs only in the substitution of HA for EA.

Svoronos gives no find-spot for the specimens which he

describes, and offers the choice between four towns whose

sites are still undetermined. The new evidence supplied

by these six examples ought, I think, to give some sup-

port to the attribution of them to Elyros ;
and though the

difference of date between them and the silver coins can-

not be large, it may perhaps be great enough to permit us

to regard the substitution of H for E as a temporary

peculiarity.

Closely connected with these coins are three examples
of an apparently new type, of very similar character.

M. 13-15 mm. Goat's head to r., with very thick neck
and short curved horns, in ring of large dots.

Rer. Bee in incuse circle
;

border of dots
;

on either

side Y P, and behind the abdomen the mono-

gram ^.

I have no hesitation in assigning these coins, on the

evidence of the inscription YPTA, to Hyrtakos, or Hyr-

takina, a little mountain town on a prominent hill sur-

rounded with polygonal masonry, half an hour's ride up
the valley westward from Rhodhovani. The types of

its rare silver coins correspond closely with those of these

examples.

The " uncertain
"

coins from Rhodhovani are much

corroded, but may be described as follows :
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1. 16 mm. Bearded head to r.

Rev. In concave field, an armed warrior in chiton and
low helmet advancing to r. ; round shield raised

on left arm
; right arm raised behind head

;

(?) holding a spear. In the field, B A 4> and

thunderbolt.

Compare the style of the Athena reverse of Gortyna

(Svoronos, PL XYI. 21), a specimen of which was found

at Palseokastro. Apparently a Macedonian regal coin,

whose occurrence in Crete seems to suggest a derivation

for the native style and types which resemble it (BA<I>=
BafftXew? OfX/TTTroi; (vth) ; cf. Head, Hist. Num., p. 205).

The Gortyna coin closely follows the types of Antigonos,

whose treaty with Eleutherna, found on the site at Prines,

and now in the Museum of the Syllogos at Betimo, is

published in Bull. Corr. Hell, xiii., 1889, p. 47. One of

his tetradrachms found in the neighbourhood is in the

same museum, and there is another in the collection of

M. Trifilli, British Vice-Consul at Retimo.

2. 12 mm. Young head to r. ;
hair in narrow roll.

Rev* Wreath enclosing monogram. (?) ET; if so,

Latos-Etera.

Note that a coin of Etera occurs in the list from Palaeo-

kastro above. It is now in the British Museum, and is

of the type

M. 12 mm. Young male head r., hair hanging over

ear.

Rev. Large E in concave field, (cf. Svoronos, XX. 23.)

3. M. 15 mm. Female head to 1.

Rev. Bunch of grapes, and traces of inscription ; pro-

bably Kydonia.

4. J&. 11 mm. Young head to r. ; hair in roll.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. O
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Rev. Dove to r. (perhaps an "
eagle

"
; compare the coin

of Aptera, Svoronos, PI. I. 17, and the Kotvov

KprjTui' coin, id. PI. XXXIV. 40) above, crescent

to L, with a line drawn obliquely across it.

Obscure monogram in front; (?) j/\j
;

if so, the

coin is of Aptera.

5. ^E. 12 mm. Undecipherable.

One of the two Phalasarna coins from Rhodhovani is

of peculiarly rude fabric, and seems to have been simply

chiselled off square from a bar of metal, and then struck

carelessly with <|> on flat field
; reverse, a dolphin to right

in incuse circle. The other coin is of a similar type.

For the rest, the large proportion of Polyrenian,

Kydonian, and Gortynian coins from this site, is explained

by the necessary trade between the barren schistose hill

country of which Elyros is the centre, and the alluvial

cornland of the Messara valley, the territory of Gortyna ;

and again with the fertile wine-country along the north

coast. Wine is still brought in some quantity to Rhodho-

vani from the neighbourhood both of Khania (Ky-

donia), and Palseokastro Kissamon. Both at Rhodho-

vani and at Palseokastro the absence of coins of

Knossos is remarkable
; though two specimens of the

Gortyna-Knossos alliance-coin of (?) 220 B.C. have been

credited to Gortyna in the list from Palsookastro. This

is the coin figured in Svoronos, PL XY. 20, and Brit.

Mus. Cat., Crete, PL XI. 5. Compare Svoronos, VII. 10

12, for the reverse Europa on the bull, with extended

veil which is usually Knossian
;

but note that it also

occurs at Gortyna inscribed PoPTYNIflN (Svoronos,

PL XV. 27, 28), a specimen of which coin was found at

Rhodhovani.

Two other small coins, assigned to Gortyna in the
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Bhodhovani list, have apparently the usual obverse with

Europa head to right ;
but on the reverse, within a border

of dots, a curious object, which may be a dolphin, to right,

but which does not seem to be recognised among Gor-

tynian types. A similar representation occurs at Sybrita

(Brit. Mus. Cat., Crete, PL XIV. 3, and Svoronos s.v.)

so the coins may be of a joint issue, or perhaps are

wholly Sybritian. The goodwill of the latter place must

always have been of importance to Gortyna, because the

little hill town commands the passes on the direct road

to the northern plains of Mylopotamo, Retimo, and

Apokorona; and so to Khania and to the western

provinces overland.

The following find-spots in Kissamo-Selino are perhaps

worth recording :

1. Polyrenion. M. drachma: same type as those from

Palae6kastro bought at Papadiana, close to

Hyrtakos.

2. Large bronze coin defaced, apparently of Knossos (Svo-

ronos, VII. 24, 26). Agios Theodores in Selino.

3. Denarius. Head of Libertas r.

Rev. Ceres holding torches, in chariot drawn to r. by
two snakes ; symbol behind, oblong shield

;
in

exergue, M . VOLTEI . M . F. (Babelon,
II. 566) : Top61ia in Kissamo.

4. M. Cato. JR. Quinarius of last African series. Head of

Libertas r. M . CATO . PROPR.
Rev. Victory seated r., extending left hand

;
in exergue,

VICTRIX. (Babelon, II. 375.) BoughtatRoka
in Kissamo.

5. Quinarius. Portrait head to 1. CAESAR [PMP . VII.]

Rev. Victory above an altar, supported by snakes which
are intertwined below. (Mommsen, PI. XXXIV*
4.) Roka.
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6. Domitian. JE. About 27 mm. Good portrait head to

r.; AOMETIANOZ AYfOYZTOZ.

Rev. Eagle displayed, head to 1. AIOZ IAAIOY.
(Svoronos, PI. XXXIII. 22.) Bought at Tria-

lonia.

7. Trajan. Quinarius. Trajan head to r.

Bev. Ammon head to r. AHMAPX . EZOYZ .

YF1AT. Caesarea in Cappadocia. Bought at

Trialonia.

8. Kydonia. M. Name and head of Trajan.

Rev. Kydon suckled by bitch to r.
; above, KYAWN.

Now in Brit. Mus. (Svoronos, Kydonia 158.)

Bought at Trialonia.

Trialonia is a site about an hour south of Eoka, with

traces of prehistoric, Greek, and Roman settlements;

there is an extensive necropolis, but no inscriptions are

forthcoming which will give the town a name.

JOHN C. MYRES.
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MEDALS AND MEDALLIONS OF THE NINETEENTH

CENTURY, RELATING TO ENGLAND,
BY FOREIGN ARTISTS.

(Continued from Vol. XIIL, p. 335.)

(See Plate V.)

MANFREDINI, Luigi, the elder, Italian medallist. Born at

Milan, 1775
; Professor of Medallic Art in the Milan

Academy of Arts ; died 1840.

163. Belzoni's discoveries in Egypt, 1819. Described by
Grueber, Num. Chron., 1888, p. 62, No. 2.

164 6. Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire, small medalets

(1816 ?) described by Grueber, Num. Chron.,

1890, p. 94, Nos. 13.
167. Similar to No. 166, but reverse instead of Dante has

the bust of Virgil to right diademed. Com-
pare the bust by Gatteaux on the French medal

commemorating the capitulation of Capua, 1797,

Millin, PI. IV. No. 1.

55; struck; M (F.P.W.).

168. Lord Byron on his death at Missolonghi, 1824.

Obv. Head with bare neck to left. Signed L. M.

-Sw. MNHMA nOOY Sepulchral urn, inscribed

BYPON. In exergue, X (?).

6
; struck

;
M (M.B.), M (M.B.). (Num. Chron., 1888,

p. 260, 6.)
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169. Olv Same.

Rev. ErENEQHTQ <O2. Nude male figure (Pro-

metheus) leaning on a globe, regarding hand

holding torch above him. Signed L. M.

6
; struck; M (M.B.). (Num. Chron., 1888, p. 261, 7.)

170. Obv. Same.

Rev. DlS . ALITEE YISUM. Female figure wearing
mural crown, seated to left on a globe, holding
cornucopia? and tablet, inscribed C.T. (?) In

exergue, IX (?).

6
;
struck

;
1 (M.B.). (Num. Chron., 1888, p. 261, 8.)

171. Besides these small medalets of Byron, a still smaller

one is described by Grueber in Num. Chron.,

1888, p. 261 9, but the artist's signature

appears somewhat doubtful.

MAYER, Wilhelm, contemporary German medallist. He
is the owner of a medallic establishment at Stuttgart.

!7lA. German Exhibition at London, 1891. Prize medal.

Obv. WILHELM II DEUTSCHEE KAISEE. Bust
of the German Emperor to left. In an outer

circle is a long inscription : I FEEL ENCOUE-
AGED, &c., a quotation from the Emperor's
speech at the Guildhall, July 10, 1891. Signed
on the truncation W. MAYEE STUTTG.

Rev. GEEMAN EXHIBITION . LONDON . 1891.

Faqade of the exhibition. In exergue, PALMAM
QUI MEEUIT FEEAT. Below this are two

palm-branches and the inscription IOHN E .

WHITLEY GEUNDEE & OEGANISATOE
NATIONALEE AUSSTELLUNGEN IN
LONDON.

2-8; struck; M (F.P.W.).

17 IB. Et. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, Prime Minister, and the

House of Commons, 1893.

This large medal by Mayer is about to be published by
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Mr. J. Eochelle Thomas, having Mr. Gladstone's portrait

on the obverse and the names of all the members of the

House of Commons on the reverse.

I7lc. England and the Triple Alliance in Europe (1892?).

Obv.WILREIM II. FK. JOSEPH I. UMBEETO I.

Jugate hare heads of the Emperor of Germany,
the Emperor of Austria, and the King of Italy to

left. In front of them are branches of laurel

and palm with a small medallion head of Queen
Victoria to right, marked, VICTOEIA, on a,

ribbon.

Rev. Shields of Germany, Austria, Italy, and the royal
arms of England within ornamental border.

1-5 inches; struck; M (F.P.W.).

17 ID. Heligoland ceded to Germany, 1890.

Obv. WILHELM II. DEUTSCHEE KAISEE. His
bare head to right. Signed W. M.

Rev. DEUTSCHLANDS JUNGSTE EEWEEBUNG
1890. View of the island. In exergue: an
anchor and scroll bearing the inscription HEL-
GOLAND.

1-5
;
struck

;
M (F.P.W.). There is also a smaller size.

17 IE llli. Besides these there are medals by Mayer of

the Duke of Cumberland with his father, King
George V. of Hanover; of Dr. Emin Pasha
and German explorers in Africa

;
of Detective-

Inspector E. J. Child, of the City of London

police, on his retirement, 1891
;
of the Prince of

Wales on his silver wedding, 1888
;
and of Prince

Albert Victor (afterwards Duke of Clarence) on
his visit to India, 1890. Most of Mayer's medals

may be seen illustrated in his published plates
of medals. Some of them bear no artist's sig-
nature.

171K. Hygiene Exhibition in London, 1 893. Medal described
in the MonatsUatt der Num. Ges. in Wien, April,
1893, p. 224.
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MERLEN, a medallist of the beginning of the present

century, probably native of the Netherlands.

172. Napoleon crowned Emperor, 1804. Alarm of England.

Obv. BONTE DE TITUS SAGESSE DE M . AVEELE
GKENIE DE CHAELES M. The Emperor
Napoleon in his coronation robes standing on a

shield, held by four warriors. On the right a

many-headed monster vomits daggers. In

exergue, AU NOM DTJ PLUS GEAND DES
HEEOS FEEMIT L' HYDEE BEITAN-
NIQUE. Signed MEELEN F.

Rev. Ohronographic inscription within branches of

laurel, NAPOLEON BONAPAETE
LE TEES GLOKlEVX, &c.

1-75
;
struck

; M, &c. (Millin PL, XXXYI., 94
; Tresor,

PL III. 7.)

MERLEY, Louis (18151883), French medallist. Pupil

of Pradier, David d'Angers, and Galle. Awarded

the prix de Eome (for gem engraving) in 1843. In

the " Concours monetaire
"

of 1848 his gold piece of

twenty francs gained the first prize.

173. Treaty of commerce between France and England, 1860.

Obv. NAPOLEON III EMPEEEUE. His laureate

head to left. Signed L . MEELEY . F .

Rev NAPOLEON III. EEGNANT TEAITE DE
COMMEECE AYEO L'ANGLETEEEE . 23

JANVIEE 1860 ENQTJETE FA1TE PAE
LE CONSEIL SUPEEIEUE DIJ COM-
MEECE. England and France, standing, are

engaged in signing the treaty, whilst Minerva

standing, facing, behind them, rests a hand on

each. In the background ships and merchandise.

Signed L . MEELEY . F . M., the last letter

being a private mark.

2-3; struck; M (F.P.W.). Salon, 1863.
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This treaty was largely due to Richard Cobden and Mr.

Gladstone. The free trade principles of Sir Robert Peel

were furthered and many productions of France were

admitted free of duty in exchange for English manu-

factures.

174. Visit of Queen Victoria to Napoleon III., 1855.

Oh. NAPOLEON III. EMPEEEUE. His laureate

head to left. Signed L. MEELEY . F .

Rev.^VOYAGE EN FEANCE DE VICTOELA EEINE
DE LA GE . BEETAGNE. France standing
greets England ;

a Cupid flies towards England
and extends a ribbon inscribed "Soyez la bien-
venue." .Behind England is a ship with the

Eoyal Arms (incorrect?); behind France are the

Imperial Insignia of Napoleon III. In exergue,
VISITS A NAPOLEON III EMP . DES
FEANQAIS 18 AOUT '

1855. Signed L.
MEELEY . F .

3-0 inches
;
struck

;
M (F.P.W.). Salon, 1863. Eeverse

figured, PL V.

175. Prince Imperial, Louis Napoleon. Majority, 1874.

Obv. NAPOLEON NE A PAEIS LE 16 MAES 1856.
Bare head to left. Signed, L. MEELEY . F .

Rev. IS MAES 1874.

1-8; struck; JE (F.P.W.).

Issued when cadet at Woolwich (comp. Medal, No. 178s),

together with his manifesto stating that he awaited the

8th plebiscite.

MERTENS, A., modern German medallist. I hear from

Mr. E. Weigand that he is no longer living.

175A. The Crown-Prince Frederick (afterwards Emperor), and
Victoria, Princess Eoyal of England, on their
Silver Wedding, 1883.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES, p
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Obv. Their busts on a pedestal, jugate to left, en-

circled by four flying Cupids holding garland of

roses. Signed, G. LOOS D . W . TJHLMANN
SO. A . MERTENS F.

Rev. Inscription within open wreath : FRIEDR .

WILH. KRONPR . D . DEUTSCH .

EEICHES U. Y. PKETJSSEN . VICTORIA
KRONER . D . DEUTSCH . EEICHES U . Y .

EEEUSSEN PE. E. Y. GR. BETT .U JEL.
ZUE SILBEENEN HOCHZEIT 25 JANUAE
1883.

2-8; struck; M (F.P.W.).

175s. The Crown Princess of Prussia (Princess Eoyal of Eng-
land), Prize Medal of the Women's Industrial

Exhibition at Berlin, 1865.

0**. VICTORIA KEONPEINZESS . Y . PE . P .

EOYAL V . GR . BR . U . IEL. Her diademed
head to right. On the truncation is a monogram
of ST (for Prof. M. zur Strassen, who modelled
the medal). Signed G. LOOS DIE. A. MEE-
TENS F.

Rev. Wreath, with centre left for recipient's name.

Signed H. WITTIG FEC.

1-85; struck; M (Adolph Weyl, Lie Paul HenckeVsche

Sammlung, Berlin, 1876, No. 2710.)

MOLTEDO, an artist employed by Durand.

176. Thomas Sydenham, the "
English Hippocrates," as he

has been called in France. Memorial Medal in

Durand's Series. (Med. lllust., vol. i. p. 699,

101.)

MONTAGNY, Jean-Pierre, French medallist (1789 1862).

Pupil of his father, Clement Montagny, and his uncle,

Fleury Montagny, and Cartellier.

177. Yisit of Queen Victoria to Chateau d'Eu, 1843.

Obv. VICTORIA I REINE DE LA GRANDE
BRETAGNE. Her bust to left. Signed
MONTAGNY. F . 1813.
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Rev. Inscription: ENTEEYUE DE LEUES
MAJESTES, &o.

2-1
;
struck

;
M (M.B.).

178. 0iv. Similar, but signed MONTAGNY on the trun-

cation.

J&0.LOUIS PHILIPPE I EOI DES FEANgAIS.
Head of Louis Philippe with oak crown to

left. Signed MONTAGNY.
1-0; struck; M (M.B.).

MOREL, a medallist who worked in the first half of the

present century. I am not sure of his nationality.

178A. The Duke of Wellington (1815 ?).

Olv. MAESHAL DUKE OF WELLINGTON . KG.
His bust in military uniform to left. Signed
MOEEL F .

No reverse. Size 2-7
;
shell struck in thin metal, as if to

serve as top for a box
;
M (F.P.W.).

MOREL-LADEUIL, Leonard, French silversmith and worker

in metal, born at Clermont-Ferrand. He was a pupil

of Antoine Yechte (see medal No. 211), and excelled

in the same sort of work as his master. For a very

long time he resided in London, working for Messrs.

Elkington & Co., and sometimes exhibiting his works

at the Eoyal Academy in London and at the Paris

Salon. He died in 1888. Most of his works remain

in England. Perhaps his finest work is the famous

"Milton" shield (Paris Exhibition, 1867), now the

property of the South Kensington Museum. It was

for having made this that, in 1878, he was decorated

with the Legion of Honour.

178s. The Prince Imperial Louis Napoleon (1873 ?)

Obv. Bust of the Prince Imperial to left in the uniform
of a cadet at Woolwich. Signed on the trun-
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cation,
"
Morel-Ladeuil, 1873" (but the last

figure is doubtful).

No Eeverse. 5-0; cast; M (F.P.W.).

The Prince Imperial, Louis Napoleon, son of the

Emperor Napoleon III., was born on 16th March, 1856,

in the Palace of the Tuileries at Paris. On the French

Eevolution of 1870 he came with the Imperial family to

Chislehurst, and received a military education at the

Eoyal Military Academy of Woolwich. On the outbreak

of the Zulu War he was attached to the staff of Lord

Chelmsford in Africa, and was killed at Ulundi on the

1st June, 1879.

This medallion was cast by Mr. James Moore, of

Thames Ditton, from Morel-LadeuiPs plaster model.

The specimen in my collection is a cast from one of the

first bronze medallions.

NATORP, Gustav, contemporary sculptor. Born in Ham-

burg. A pupil of Prof. A. Legros.

I78c. Robert Browning. Cast bronze portrait-medallion.
R.A. Exhib. Cat., 1888, No. 1945.

OERTEL, Otto, the owner of a medallic mint at Berlin. He

died recently, but the establishment is being carried

on under the same name.

179. Island of Heligoland ceded to Germany, 1890, in compen-
sation for territorial concessions in Africa.

II. DEUTSCHEE KAISEE
KONIG V. PEEUSSEN. Head of Emperor
to right, in low relief.

JRev. EEWEEBUNG DEE INSEL HELGOLAND
9 . AUG . 1890. Female figure floating with

the German flag over an Island
;
the sun rising.

Signed OEETEL BEELIN. Edge, Milled.

1-5; struck; M (F.P.W.).
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179A. Obv. Similar.

Rev. Inscription is the same. The flag alone is repre-
sented. Unsigned. Edge, milled.

1-15
; struck; M (F.P.W.).

179s. Queen Victoria made Honorary Colonel in the German

Army, 1889.

Obv. VICTOEIA D : G : BEITT : EEGINA F : D :

Bust of Queen Victoria to left as on the English
"Jubilee" coinage.

Rev. I GAEDE DEAGONEE EEGIMENT KONI-
GIN VON ENGLAND . 2 AUGUST 1889.

A big letter V crowned. No artist's signature.

Edge, milled.

1-15; struck; M (F.P.W.).

On 12th August, 1889, Queen Victoria was gazetted, in

the German Reichsanzeiger, honorary Colonel of the 1st

Regiment of Dragoon Guards, to be in future known as

" The Queen of England's own."

I79c. Samoa Conference at Berlin, 1889.

Obv. Similar to No. 179, but no numeral after

WILHELM .

Rev. SAMOA CONFEEENZ . BEELIN . 1889. V.
ST. N. AMEEIKA . DEUTSCHLAND .

ENGLAND. The arms of Germany, Great

Britain, United States of America, and Samoa,
with names of the representatives at the
conference. Edge, milled. Not signed by the
artist.

1-5; struck; M (F.P.W.).

The Conference on Samoan Affairs at Berlin took place

29th April to 14th June, 1889. Sir Edward Malet, whose

name occurs on this medal, was plenipotentiary for

England.
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179D. Similar to last, but legend varied, and names of the

representatives not given. Edge, milled.

1-15; struck; .E (F.P.W.).

179E. The Naval Eeview and visit of the Emperor William II.

to England, 1889.

Obv. YICTOEIA D . G . QUEEN OF ENGLAND .

Her bust to left, as on the " Jubilee "
coinage.

Rev. THE NAVAL EEVIEW AT SPITHEAD 5

AUGUST 1889. The naval review. Below,
anchor between shields of Great Britain and

Germany. Edge, milled. Not signed by
medallist.

1-5; struck; JE (F.P.W.).

179F. Olv. WILLIAM II EMP. OF GEEMANY
ADMIEAL OF THE FLEET. Bust of the

Emperor to right, dressed as an English Admiral.

Rev. Same as 179E.

1-5; struck; M (F.P.W.).

OLESZCZYNSKI, Ladislas, a Polish medallist and sculptor,

who lived at Paris.

180. Eight Hon. Eobert Cutlar Fergusson, 1832, on his

advocacy of the Polish cause. Described by
Grueber, Num. Chron., 1891, p. 88. This medal
is signed WL . OLESZCZYNSKI . F .

The Polish insurrection of 1830 was totally suppressed

in 1831, and by an ukase, February 26, 1832, the Emperor
Nicolas incorporated Poland as a province of Russia.

Fergusson (afterwards Judge Advocate General), liberal in

all his views, was most eloquent and energetic in his

advocacy of Poland's cause. This medal of him was

exhibited in the Paris "Salon" of 1836 (official catalogue,

No. 2067,2). It is figured in the Catalogue of the Medals

of Scotland, by R. W. Cochran-Patrick, 1884, Plate 26,
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fig. 3, and also in the Cat. de la Coll. des Medailles et

Monnaies Polonaises du Comte Em. Hutten-Czapski.

Paris, 1871, vol. ii., PL IX., No. 139.

OUDINE, Eugene-Andre",
24 French sculptor and medallist

(18101887). Pupil of Galle, Petitot, and Ingres.

He married a grand-daughter of Galle. Got the prix

de Rome in 1831. He was one of the first medallists

to make struck medals (by the help of the reducing

machine) in the modern French style, having some-

thing of the "
soft

"
appearance of a cast medal.

181. Battle of Inkermann, 1854.

Obv. NAPOLEON III. EMPEEEUE. His bare
head to left. Signed E . A . OUDIN^ . F.

Rev. BATAILLE D'INKEEMANN. Two Victories

standing on a rampart and supporting the
Turkish ensign between them, with their other
hands are brandishing the English and French

standards, from which flashes of lightning
issue. Two warriors, bearing respectively the
Shield and Military Ensign of Eussia, flee from
the ramparts. In the distance, a fortress. In

exergue, 5 NOVEMBEE, 1854. Signed E . A .

OUDINfi . F .

2-9; struck; JE (F.P.W.). Salon, 1857. Eeverse

figured, PL V.

PAQUET, Anthony C., medallist. He was born in Ham-

burg, 1814, emigrated in 1848, and served as

assistant, 1857 to 1864, at the Mint of Philadelphia.

He died in 1882. A. C. Paquet was probably the

son of Toussaint Francois Paquet, a worker in bronze

at Hamburg. (Information received through Mr.

Edward Weber, of Hamburg.)

24 See Auguste Flandrin, Notice sur E. A. Oudine, Paris,
1888.
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181A. Medal awarded to Assistant Surgeon, Frederick Henry
Eose (18321873), of the Royal Navy, for ser-

vices to the crew of a U.S.A. ship, when dis-

abled with yellow fever in 1857. Described by
Dr. H. K. Storer in Am. Journ. Num., July, 1891.

PETIT, Louis-Michel, French sculptor and medallist

(17911844). Pupil of Simon and Cartellier. He
worked for Mudie's series and Durand's series.

182. Wellington, on the lines of Torres Vedras, 1811. Mudie's
National Series, No. 17, obverse.

183. Queen Elizabeth. Memorial Medal struck in France
about 1820. (Med. Ill, vol. i. p. 185, 195.)

184. Sir Isaac Newton. Memorial Medal in Durand's Series.

(Med. Ill, vol. ii., p. 471, 87.)

PIERINI, Carlo, Italian medallist.

185. Elizabeth, Duchess of Devonshire (1816?) Medalet
with reverse, a dog's head and a stag's head

couped. (Num. Chron.
{
1890, p. 95, 4.) It is

signed by the artist's initials only, 0. P., and
the attribution appears somewhat uncertain. I
can find out nothing about Carlo Pierini.

PISTRUCCI, Benedetto, Italian gem engraver and medal-

list. He was born at Borne, 1784, of good family,

and early acquired such proficiency in gem engraving
that his works were disposed of as antiques. His

celebrated " Flora
" was believed to be the fragment

ofan antique cameo by the English connoisseur, Payne

Knight, who, in spite of evidence, refused to acknow-

ledge it as the work of Pistrucci. Pistrucci came

to England in 1815, and in 1817 was appointed

chief Engraver to the Mint. He is the author of the

classical "St. George and the dragon/' the beautiful
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reverse type still used on our gold coinage and silver

crowns. From 18281849 he was Chief Medallist to

the Mint, and made several medals, the best known

of which is the " Waterloo medallion." He died in

1855. For more details of his life, see his autobio-

graphy, translated by Mrs. Billing, in the Science

of Gems, fyc., by A. Billing, M.D., London, 1867.

Although Mr. C. W. King, of Cambridge, included

him amongst English gem engravers, he was a true

Italian, and can well be included amongst foreign

medallists. During his lifetime, indeed, there was

an outcry on that account against his holding the

mint appointment.

186. The Waterloo MedaUion.

Olv. Jugate busts 1., laur., of the Prince Regent,
Francis II., Emperor of Austria, Alexander I.,

Emperor of Russia, and Frederick William III.,

King of Prussia
;
on either side, Justice 1., and

Hercules r., seated; above, the Sun in quadriga 1.,

preceded by Castor and Pollux, and followed by
Iris and Zephyrus ; beneath, Night in biga r.

;

before her, the Furies
;
behind her the Fates.

Signed PISTEUCCI.

Rev. Wellington and Bliicher on horseback 1., guided
by Yictory between them

; Wellington gallops
in advance, and Bliicher rushes to his aid

; above,

Jupiter in quadriga, facing, hurling thunder-
bolt at giants arranged in circle. Signed
PISTEUCCI.

Size 5-3
; copper electrotype (M.B.).

This medal was executed in pursuance of an order given

by the Prince Regent in 1819, who desired to commemo-

rate the battle of Waterloo by the production of a medal

of surpassing magnitude and beauty. It was intended

for presentation to each of the allied sovereigns as well as

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. Q
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to the two commanders, Wellington and Bliicher; but

this object failed, as Pistrucci, who was directed to execute

the work, did not accomplish the task till 1st January,

1849, and Wellington then alone survived. This medal

has not been issued, as the dies have never been hardened
;

but it has been reproduced by the electrotype process.

The description is taken from H. A. Grueber, Guide to

English Medals, 1881.

187. Frederick, Duke of York, on his death, 1827.

Olv. FEEDEEICK DUKE OF YOEK AND
ALBANY. His head to right. Signed III2-

TPYKKI AYTOHTHS EHOIEI, and bearing
name of the publisher, HAMLET.

Rev. Long inscription commencing : ADMIEABLE
AND EXEMPLAEY, &o.

2-4
;
struck

; N, M, M.

188. There are also miniature medals of the Duke of York,
on his death, 1827. Size, -325 inches. N
(M.B.). These were, perhaps, made to be
mounted in rings. They are signed under the

head, B.P.

189. The Duke of Wellington,
25 1841.

Olv. FIELD MAESHAL AETHUE DUKE OF
WELLINGTON. His head to left. Signed
PISTEUCCI.

Rev. NOVA CAOTAMVS TEOPJEA AUGUST
1841. A Greek helmet, elaborately ornamented

25 I have seen an example in bronze of this medal which
has Mr. W. E. Hamilton's name and motto stamped on the

edge, evidently a presentation copy from the artist. Mr.
William Eichard Hamilton (1777 1859), known in connec-

tion with the Elgin marbles and the Eosetta stone, was one
of Pistrucci' s first and firmest supporters in England.
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with figures of Hercules, &c., in relief; below, a
thunderbolt. Signed PISTBUCCI.

2-4
; struck; JE, M. Eeverse figured, PI. V.

190. Lord Maryborough, Master of the Mint, 1823.

Olv. His bust with bare neck to right. Signed
PISTEUCCI.

Eev. Long inscription, IN HONOEEM VIEI, &c.

2 inches; struck; M, JE (M.B.).

The Hon. William Wellesley-Pole (1763-1845), third

son of the first Earl of Mornington, was created Baron

Maryborough in 1821, and on the death of his brother in

1842 succeeded as third Earl of Mornington. He was

Master of the Mint 18141823, and Postmaster-General

1834 1835. Many of the coins issued at the Mint

during his tenure of office bear his initials "W.W.P. It

was for him that Pistrucci engraved the cameo, which

served as a model for Pistrucci's famous reverse-type of

St. Gfeorge and the Dragon on the English coins.

19.1. George IV., 1824.

oiv. rEopnos A MEr . BPET . BASIAEYS. His
head diademed to left. Signed IH2TPYKKI
AYTOI1THS EIIOIEI.

Rev. Trident between two Dolphins, dated AQKA.
2-4

;
struck

; N, M, JE (M.B.)

19lA. Sir Gilbert Blane, Bart., 1830. The "Blane" naval
medical medal.

Olv. GILBEET BLANE BAEONETTVS AECHI-
ATEVS AET LXXXI. His bare head to left.

Signed PISTEVCCI.

Rev. MENTE MANYQYE. Britannia, standing left,

holds a trident in right hand and places left

hand on a medicinal plant, which seems to be
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on a pedestal or altar, with the Aesculapian staff,

a coiled rope and an anchor grouped around

it; in front of Britannia a sailor supports a

falling comrade. In exergue, FOUNDED
MDCCCXXX.

1-5 inches; struck; N, M (proof in the Boyal Mint

Museum). Described by Tancred, p. 404
;
Dr.

H. Storer, Am. Journ. of Num., 1893, p. 83.

Sir Gilbert Blane, Bart. (17491834), naval me-

dical officer, was afterwards a physician in ordinary to

George IY and William IY. Whilst in the naval service

he distinguished himself by his personal bravery as well as

by professional capability. Chiefly owing to the exertion

of Lord Rodney he was elected in 1783 physician to St.

Thomas' Hospital. His counsels led in 1795 to the regula-

tions for the universal use of lemon-juice in the navy as a

preventive of scurvy ; and, after the medical disasters of

the Walcheren expedition, his advice was sought by the

Government. The above medal was founded by him in

1830, and specimens in gold are awarded every two years

to the two naval medical officers who produce the most

approved journals of their practice. The reverse of the

medal is unsigned and appears hardly good enough to be

Pistrucci's own work.

191s. Queen Victoria, Coronation, 1838.

Oh. ALEXAKDRINA VICTORIA. Her head with

draped neck to left. Signed BENEDETTO
PISTRUCCI CHIEF MEDALLIST ROYAL
MINT RUNDELL BRIDGE & C PUBL.

Rev. DA FACILEM CURSUM ATQUE ADNUE
COEPTIS 1838.

3-45; struck; M (F.P.W.), white metal (Royal Mint
Museum).
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192 194. He also made the official Coronation Medals of

George IV and of Queen Victoria, and according;
to Billing (p. 207), a large Medal of George IV
for Messrs. Rundell, Bridge & Co., most copies
of which were melted down again. The latter

medal I have never met with
; perhaps Dr.

Billing had really No. 191s in his mind and not
a medal of George IV at all.

194A 194AAA. He "directed" W. J. Taylor's Medal of Taylor
Combe, Keeper of Coins and Antiquities in the

British Museum, 1826. (Num. Chron., 1890, p.

69.) He likewise " directed" the Long Service

Military Medals of William IV and Victoria.

194B. In the British Museum is a wax medallion-model by
Pistrucci portrait of Matthew Boulton.

194c. Wax model with the portrait of Dr. Ant. Fothergill.
This was submitted as one of his designs for the

Fothergillian Medal of the Royal Humane
Society in 1837. Pistrucci, however, disagreed
with the Society on a question concerning the

design, and the Fothergillian Medal was ulti-

mately produced by W. Wyon, R.A. (Informa-
tion through Capt. J. W. Home.) What has
become of Pistrucci's model is not known.

PONSCARME, Francois Hubert Joseph, French medallist

and sculptor, Professor of Medallic Engraving at the

School of Fine Arts at Paris. He was born in 1827

at Belmont (Vosges), and studied under Oudine and

A. Dumont. He is best known for his portraiture on

medals.

1 94D. Adam Smith, the political economist. Memorial struck

medal with the portraits of Adam Smith and

Turgot. It is the property of the SocieU
d'Economie Politique at Paris (Salon, 1881).

194E. Miss H. Parker. Cast bronze portrait medallion, 1878.

HOGAT, fimile, a French medallist of Paris, who worked

chiefly after 1830.
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195. King Henry VIII. Medal in Durand's Series.

lllust., vol. i. p. 53, 56.)

196. Dr. William Harvey. Memorial Medal, perhaps designed
for Durand's Series. (Med. Illust., vol. i. p.

424, 65.)

197. King William III. Medal in Durand's Series. (Med.
Illust., ii. p. 226, 555.)

198. William Penn. Medal in Durand's Series. (Med. Illust.,

ii. p. 439, 41.)

199. Joseph Addison. Medal in Durand's Series. (Med.
Illust., ii. p. 444, 50.)

199A. Yisit of the French National Q-uards to London in Sept.,
1848.

199s. Medal of the Cercle Britannique at Paris, about 1834. It

has the jugate heads to left of Washington,
Kosciusko, and Lafayette. (J. R. Snowden,
The Medals of Washington. Philadelphia, 1861,
PL VI., No. 12.)

200. Battle of Waterloo, 1815.

Obv. NAPOLEON BONAPARTE. His laureate

bust to right with bare neck. Signed E.

ROGAT F.

Rev. WATERLOO, 18 JUIN, 1815. An Eagle attacked

by four vultures. Signed ROGAT.
1-65

;
struck ;

M (F.P.W.). Tresor, PL LXV. 8.

This medal is later than the revolution of 1830, when a

reactionary admiration for Napoleon set in.

ROTY, Louis-Oscar, Membre de Tlnstitut. Born at Paris,

1846
; pupil of Dumont and Ponscarme

; prix de

Rome in 1875. Amongst his cast and struck medals

are those of Dr. Leon Gosselin, of 1887; of Prof. Pas-

teur on his seventieth birthday, 1892
;
of the chemist,

Prof. Chevreul,
26 on his centenary birthday, 1886

;
of

26 Of Prof. Chevreul (17861889) there are also a medal

by A. Dubois, 1872, and a portrait medallion by David
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Madame Roty, with, the Latin verses ;
and of his son,

Maurice Roty, 1886. These can all, except the most

recent one, be seen at the Luxembourg Museum, at

Paris.

201. Sir John Pope Hennessy, 1888.

Olv. SIR JOHN POPE HENNESSY. His bust

to right. Signed
" 0. Roty."

Rev. A SIR JOHN POPE HENNESSY, K.C.M.G.
GOTJVEKNEUR DE L'lLE MAVRICE ET
BE SES DEPENDANCES LES MAVRICIENS
RECONNAISSANTS. XXII DECEMBEE
MDCCCLXXXYIII. A female half-draped

figure seated to left, scattering flowers and

watching a steamer leaving the pier. At her
feet the shield of arms of St. Mauritius. Signed
11 0. Roty."

2-75; struck; 2& (F.P.W.). Salon, 1891. Figured,
PLY.

This is not the least fine of M. Roty's beautiful medals.

It was struck by the Mauritians when Sir John Pope

Hennessy gave up his governorship of St. Mauritius.

202. Prof. Lewis Campbell, Emeritus Professor of Greek at

the University of St. Andrew's, 1893.

Olv. LEWIS . CAMPBELL . PROFESSOR . OF
GREEK. ST. ANDREWS . YNIY . 1863 .

1892. His bust to left. Signed
" 0. Roty."

Rev. TOI AEI EN EAAHNIKOI2 TKAMMA2IN
API2TEYONTI M.D.CCCXCIII. An antique

seat, bearing the names AlSX[Y]AOS 2O-
<I>OKLH2

;
on the seat are a laurel branch and

d'Angers, 1830. There are, as far as I know, no contem-

porary medals of other centenarians, that of the Englishman
Thomas Parr (Med. Ill, vol. i. p. 277, 79) being posthumous ;

probably the medal of Thomas Parr exhibited in the Museum
at Orleans is also posthumous.
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a scrinium with an unrolled manuscript of Plato.

In front of the seat grows an acanthus plant ;

on the right is a vigorous Delphic laurel with a

nightingale singing in its branches.

4-3 inches; cast; M (Mrs. Lewis Campbell).

This is the Campbell prize medal, and a specimen, cast

in bronze, is to be awarded annually to the best Greek

student at St. Andrew's. The above description was taken

from the specimen presented to Mrs. Lewis Campbell, on

14th October, 1893. The work on the medal is remark-

ably fine and the portrait is considered excellent.

SAGAU, Spanish medallist.

203. The Duke of Wellington, on the Battle of Vittoria, 1813.

(^.WELLINGTON DUQUE DE CITJDAD
RODEIGO. His profile head to left. Signed
SAGAU.

Rev. TEIUNFO DE^ VITOEIA. Victory on a column
inscribed ANO DE 1813. Behind, trophy of

flags and cannons. In exergue, A NOMBEE
D LAS COETES EL DIP. POECHAECAS.

1-8; struck; M (M.B.).

204. The Duke of Wellington, on the Battle of Vittoria, 1813.

Ohio. Same as that of No. 203.

Rev. TEIUNFO DE VITOEIA. Victory in a battle-

field to left, stepping over a Napoleonic standard.
In exergue, POE LA PEOV. DE CHAECAS
D . MAR EODZ OLMEDO ANO 1813.

1-8; struck; M (M.B.).

SAULINI, T ,
Italian gem-engraver.

205. George Townsend, D.D., Canon of Durham, 1850.
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Olv. GEOEGIUS . TOWNSEND D.D. MDCCCL.
His head with bare neck to left. Signed T.

SAVLINI F.

No reverse.

2*6
; copper electrotype in British Museum.

SCHARFF, Anton, the director of the School of Engraving
at, the Imperial Mint in Vienna. He was born at

Vienna, 10 June, 1845, and is the son of the medallist

Johann Michael Scharff,, who died in 1855. Anton

Scharff studied under the sculptor and medallist

Johann Daniel Boehm, father of the late Sir Edgar

Boehm, Bart., of London. His personal medals are

much admired throughout Austria and Germany.

Amongst them may be mentioned those of Prof.

Virchow; Gottfried Keller, the Swiss poet (1819

1890) ;
Theodor Gomperz, Prof, of Classical Philology

at Vienna, who helped in deciphering the manu-

scripts from Herculaneum ; Prof. Otto Hirschfeld, of

Vienna, on his leaving Vienna for Berlin in 1885 ;

the historian, Alfred von Arneth, of Vienna
;
Prof.

Theodor von Sickel, Director of the Historical Insti-

tute at Vienna, &c. I have also a cast oval medal

by Scharff, with the portrait of Herr Backofen von

Echt (1890), a great lover of works of art. Anton

Scharff's own portrait by his pupil, F. X. Pawlik,

appears on a beautiful little medal made for the

Vienna Numismatic Society in 1893. The following

is the only one of Scharff's medals which relates to

England.

206. The Queen's Jubilee, 1887.

Obv. EEGINA . 1837 . VICTOEIA IMPEEATEIX
VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. R
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1887. Jugate busts to left of Victoria as Queen
in 1837, and as Empress in 1887. Laurel sprig
in front. Signed

" A. Scharff."

Rev. ANNUS JUBILAEUS . 1887. Britannia,

facing, standing in a chariot ornamented with
the royal arms and an anchor, and drawn by two
lions. She holds a trident in her left hand,
whilst her right arm rests on a wheel (

? helm-

wheel). On the right stands a female figure,
who holds a globe and a mirror with long
handle and serpent coiled around it. On the

left is a figure of Justice holding sword and

scales, and in front of Justice a boy carries a

flaming torch. In exergue are the arms of the

City of London with supporters.

3-2; struck; JE (M.B. and Guildhall Museum).
Figured, PL V.

This medal is one of those privately issued by the cor-

poration of the City of London. Of the numerous medals

struck for the Jubilee, this and the Art Union medal, by
Alfred Gilbert, R.A. (elect), are the finest. It must be

acknowledged, however, that some of ScharfPs other

medals have been more successful than this one.

SCHNITZSPAHN, Christian, medallist at Darmstadt. He
was son of the Court jeweller, M. Schnitzspahn, and

was born at Darmstadt, 1829. One of his best works

is the medal of Th. Fuchs, Consul-General at Ant-

werp. At one time he worked with the Wyons in

London. His death took place several years ago.

207. International Exhibition at London, 1862.

Oto.TQ THE COMMEMOEATION OF HIS LATE
E.H. THE PEINCE CONSOET ALBEET.
Bust of the Prince Consort to left. Signed
SCHNITZSPAHN F.

Rev. INTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION 1862.
STAMPED IN THE BUILDING BY
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H. UHLHORN OF GBEVENBKOICH ,

PRUSSIA. View of the exterior of the Exhibi-
tion building. Signed J. WIENER.

1-6; struck; M silver-plated (F.P.W.).

208. He is said to have made a medal of the Duke of

Edinburgh, to commemorate the Duke's mar-

riage, in 1874, with the Grand Duchess Marie

Alexandrovna, daughter of the Czar
ander II.

SIMON, Jean Henri, medallist, of Brussels (1752 1832).

He worked in Paris for some time, but returned to

Brussels in 1816.

209. King William III. Memorial medal in Simon's series

of Illustrious Men of the Low Countries, issued
about 18201830. (Med. III., vol. ii. p. 226,

556.)

STAUDIGEL, F., German medallist.

209A. The Crown Prince of Prussia and the Crown Princess

(Princess Royal of England), 1858.

Obv. Two medallions, with their profile heads facing
each other; above, a crowned eagle holds a
festoon of oak-leaves

; below, arms, &c. Signed,
G. LOOS D. F. STAUDIGEL FEC.

^^.Inscription within wreath: PRETJSS.
|

FRIED .

WILH
|

VICTORIA
|
SCHUTZENFEST

|

D . BERL. BURGER
|

SCHUTZENGILDE
|

D . 28 . 29 . U . 30
|
JUNI 1858.

|

1*2
; struck, with loop for suspension ;

M (Adolph Weyl,
Die Paul HenckeVsche Sammlung, Berlin, 1876,
No. 2734).

209AA. The Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia (Princess

Royal of England). Birth of their eldest son

(now the German Emperor, William II.),

1859.
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Medal by Staudigel and Kullrich. See description

under KULLRICH, Wilhelm, No. 258, in ADDENDA.

STETTNER, Johann Thomas, born in 1786 at Niirnberg.

He was an engraver to the Bavarian Royal Mint.

209s. Successes of the Allies in 1813.

Obv. GEEECHTIGKEIT WEISHEIT .II : EINIG-
KEIT BEGLUCKEN . D : MENSCHEIT .

Justice, Minerva (for Wisdom), and Concord,

standing facing. Signed in exergue :
' ' Tho :

Stettner."

Rev. EINTEACHT UBEEWINDET ALLES . A
classical temple with shields of the Allies (a

harp for England) affixed to the columns and

bearing the inscription : HEIL EUCH VE-
EEINTEN . In the exergue : the date 1818.

Signed "8t:"

2-05
;
struck

;
white metal (F.P.W.). It is hollow, opens

like a box, and should contain coloured views
and accounts of the successes of the Allies at

Leipzig, Vittoria, &c.

STRASSEN, M. zur. See ZUR STRASSEN, M.

STUCKHART, F., a medallist at Vienna in the beginning of

this century. Some of his medals are figured in the

Tresor de Numismatique (volume of medals of the

first Napoleon).

209c. Wellington and Bliicher, on the Battle of Waterloo and
the fighting between the 16th and the 18th June,
1815.

Obv. HEEZOG VON WELLINGTON FUEST VON
BLTJCHEE. Arms and a broken Napoleonic
standard lying on ground, marked S . IOAN
and WATEELOO. Above, within a circle

adorned with trophy of flags, the heads of
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Wellington and Blucher. facing, with a laurel-

wreath above them, and, below them, the words
LA BELLE ALLIANCE . Signed F . STUCK-
HAET F.

Rev. A winged male figure in clouds, flying to left,

bears sword, laurel-branch, and shield. The
shield is ornamented with fasces, laurel-branch

and the words M. S. 10AN and WATEELOO .

Below this is an inscription in ten lines : DEM
ANDENKEN DEE FUE DIE VEEBUN-
DETEN HEEEE SO SIEGEEICHEN ,

FUE
EUEOPAS WOHL SO ENTSOHEIDENDEN
TAGE DES 16 : 17 : 18 : IUNI . 1815 .

Signed ST.

1-4; struck; M (F.P.W.). Tresor, PI. LXY., No. 10.

The battle of Waterloo was called by the French the

battle of Mont S. Jean, and by the Germans the battle of

La Belle Alliance. All three terms are used on the above-

described medal.

TASSET, Ernest-Paulin, contemporary medallist of Paris, a

pupil of Oudine. Perhaps one of Tasset's finest

works is his struck portrait medal of the French

geologist, Edmond Hebert, 1890, which may be seen

at the Luxembourg Grallery at Paris.

209D. Canadian Exhibition prize medal, 1876.

Olv. DOMINION OF CANADA. A winged figure
of Fame flying to right, holding palm-branch
and blowing a trumpet. Signed P. TASSET.

JRev. Crowned shield of arms of the Dominion of
Canada within a maple wreath, open at the top
and with a beaver at the part below shield.

1-6
; struck; N, M, M. E. W. MacLachlan, Canadian

Numismatics, 1886, No. CCCCLXXXIY.

This medal was awarded, in gold, silver, or copper, to
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the Canadian exhibitors at the Centennial Exhibition in

1876, and at one or two Dominion exhibitions since.

TOLSTOI, Count Feodor Petrovitch, Kussian sculptor and

medallist. He was born, 1783, in St. Petersburg;

served in the marines at first, but soon devoted him-

self to the fine arts
;
educated himself, forming his

style after ancient works of art
;
became Professor of

Sculpture and Medallic Art, and vice-president of the

Imperial Academy of Fine Arts at St. Petersburg.

He died at St. Petersburg, 1873.

Though only indirectly relating to England, his series

of medals on the French war (1812 1814) must be men-

tioned here. The medals are in classic style, and in

minuteness of execution some of them rival the works of

Pistrucci. See illustrations of some of them in the

Official Descriptive and Illustrated Catalogue of the great

Exhibition at London, 1851, vol. iii., Nos. 216219.

TRENTACOSTE, Domenico, contemporary sculptor, born in

Sicily, living in Paris.

210. Medallion portrait of Miss E. Burgess, 1892.

Obv. ETHEL MAEY BUBGESS. Head with draped
neck to left. Signed

" D. Trentacoste 1892."

8-1 inches
;
cast

;
M (Mr. J. B. Burgess, E.A.).

UHLMANN, Waldemar, contemporary sculptor at Berlin.

His name appears as the modeller on medal

No. 175A.

VECHTE, Antoine, French sculptor and goldsmith, born

in 1800 at Avallon, in Burgundy, died in 1868.
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He began his career as an ordinary smith at Paris,

but soon gained the opportunity of developing his

extraordinary talents for metal-work. During many

years he worked in London for Messrs. Hunt and

Roskell, of New Bond Street, just as his pupil, L.

Morel-Ladeuil (see Medal No. 178fi) did for Messrs.

Elkington & Co. One of his finest works is a vase,

which may be seen in the Louvre Museum. He
excels in very low relief, but this vase is remark-

able for all the grades of relief being skilfully

combined, the whole appearing in perfect harmony.
Some of the figures are worked out in bold relief,

almost in the round ; others are in lower relief,

and this fades away gradually so that at the foot

of the vase some of the work is mere engraving,

without any relief at all. In the Musee Conde at

Chantilly is an excellent low relief in silver, dated

1867, for the cover of a book. Much of his work

still remains in England. Of Vechte's two me-

dallions, the large one (diam. 6*2 in.) of the Virgin

Mary (with the head of Pope Pius IX below)

is marvellously beautiful, but though executed for

Messrs. Hunt and Roskell in gold, and described by
Cardinal Wiseman, it does not enter into the English

series
;

the other is the medallion awarded for

success in the yearly National Art Competition,

instituted in 1857, and open to all art schools in the

United Kingdom.

211. National Art Competition Medal (1857).

Olv. In the centre is a small medallion with a profile
head of the Queen to left, and the legend
YICTOKIA QUEEN BY THE GRACE OF
GOD, 1857. Around this central piece is a
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frieze of figures ; above, a vigorous male figure

striving onwards, with the muscles in violent

action, holds out the laurel wreath of success
;

a serpent-like monster in vain menaces him
on the left. Below, a resting figure of Time
supports a shield destined to bear the success-

ful competitor's name, and a flying Cupid on the
left helps to steady it. The rest of the frieze

is filled up by five nearly nude female figures

representing Truth, Science, the Arts, &c.

The first on the left is a floating figure of

Fame
;
another is seated with a drawing-board

and pencil (fine arts), and at her a satyr gazes in

amazement
;
a third one holds a pair of scales

(Justice) ;
another holding the mirror of truth

looks eagerly forward as if endeavouring to

pierce the darkness which surrounds the secrets

of nature; the last one is seated and holds a
book engraved "Art Science." The whole
device is surrounded by an ornamental border
with the legend FOE SUCCESS IN THE
NATIONAL AET COMPETITION. Artist's

signature is below the shield,
" A. Yechte."

ISTo reverse.

5-6 inches diam.
;

thick electrotype in JE (M.B.).
Figured, PL V.

This prize medal was only issued in electrotype. The

original, in silver repousse and chased, is exhibited at the

South Kensington Museum, together with electrotypes

taken before it was finally finished. There is also in the

South Kensington Museum what appears to be a first

study for it in wax. The medal was awarded in the

National Art Competition from its commencement in

1857 to 1865 inclusive. The specimen in my own collec-

tion (-ZE electrotype) has SPECIMEN engraved on the

shield.

VIVIER, Matthias Nicolas Marie, French medallist, born

1788, lived till about 1859. He worked for Durand's

series.
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212. Alexander Pope. Durand's Series. (Med. III., vol. ii.,

p. 584, 225.)

212A. John Milton. Durand's series. (Med. III., vol. i.,

p. 565, No. 231.)

VOIGT, Carl Friedrich, German medallist and gem-

engraver. He was born in 1800, at Berlin, and

studied at first with the goldsmith Yollgold, but

from 1820 till he left Berlin worked at the medallic

establishment of G. Loos (see under Loos, Gottfried

B.). Was in London 18251826, and worked under

Pistrucci
;
then he visited Paris and Home and came

to Munich in 1829, where King Ludwig made him

first medallist at the mint. In 1859 he settled in

Borne
;
died at Trieste 1874. Voigt's signature may

be seen on coins of Pope Pius IX, issued in 1870, the

last coins of the Papal series.

213. John Scott, Earl of Eldon, on his resignation of the

Lord-Chancellorship, 1827. 27

Olv. JOHN EAEL OF ELDON LOED HIGH
CHANCELLOE OF GEEAT BEITAIN,
1827. His bust as Lord Chancellor to left.

Signed C. VOIGT F.

^.Inscription, BOEN 4 . JUNE 1751, &c.

1*9; struck; M, M (M.B.). (Num. Chron., 1891, p.

73, 1.)

214. Olv. Same.

Rev. Oaken wreath. No inscription.

1-9; struck; 1 (M.B.). (Num. Chron., 1891, p. 74, 2.)

27 See Nagler, Kiinstler-Lexicon, vol. xx., p. 503. This
medal was completed by Voigt in Eome.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. S
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215. Entry of George IY into Hanover, 1821.

Ofa. GEOEGIUS IY. D . G . BEITAN . ET
HANNOY . EEX FID . DEF. His laureate

head to right with draped neck. Signed G.

LOOS DIE. C. YOIGT FEC.

Rev. FELICEM AYGYSTI ADYENTUM EEGNUM
HANNOYEEAN . CELEBEAT MDCCCXXI.
The king on horseback to right preceded by
female figure with cornucopise and caduceus.

1-6; struck; M (M.B.).

215A. J. Borthwick Gilchrist, the Orientalist. Memorial
medal.

Ofo. JOHN BOETHWICK GILOHEIST . BOEN
1759 . DIED 1841 . His clothed bust, facing,

slightly inclined to right. Signed, C . YOIGT.

Rev. A winged female figure, with a star above her
laureate head, is seated facing ;

she holds a
tablet and instructs three children, grouped
around her. In exergue, FIAT LYX.

2-25; struck; M (F.P.W.)

John Borthwick GHlchrist was born at Edinburgh in

1759. In 1783 he was appointed assistant-surgeon in the

East India Company's service, and was promoted to a

surgeoncy in 1794. He saw that to hold effective inter-

course with the natives Hindustani should be learned in-

stead of Persian. Clad in native garb he travelled through
those provinces where Hindustani was spoken in its

greatest purity, and also acquired good knowledge of

Sanskrit, Persian, and other Eastern tongues. In 1800

he was appointed head of the newly-founded Fort William

College at Calcutta. In 1804, owing to ill-health, he re-

turned home. After some time spent in Scotland, he

came to London, and was made, in 1818, Professor of

Hindustani to the East India Company. He died at Paris
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in 1841. (See Diet, of Nat. Biog.) Amongst his publica-

tions was the first dictionary of Hindustani.

The medal alludes to his interest in educational matters

and to the "
Gilchrist Educational Trust," a sum of money

which he bequeathed to be used for educational purposes.

The medal was made for the Gilchrist trustees, at the

instance of their chairman, Sir John Bowring, and a

specimen in bronze is awarded annually by the trustees

as a prize-medal, in conjunction with a scholarship, to

one of the pupils of the Royal Female School of Art
;

it is also awarded together with a book-prize to the best

female candidate in the annual London B.A. examination.

VRIES, S. DE, a contemporary Dutch die-sinker and

medallist, living at the Hague.

215s. The Battle of Waterloo, 1815. Memorial Medal struck

on the 50th anniversary celebration in Holland,
1865.

Olv. EENDRAGT MAAKT MAGT. Figures of

Liberty and Victory, standing, holding together
a wreath in their right hands

;
on the right are

the Netherlands' monument at Waterloo and a

trophy of arms
;
on the left is a lion, facing,

with broken fetters. In exergue, the dates

18151865. Signed, S . DE VEIES .

S'HAGE .

ev. Within a wreath decorated with the arms of

Great Britain, Prussia, Hanover, Holland, &c.,

is the inscription : PR . V . ORANJE .

SAXEN - WEYMAR . PERPONOHER .

BRUNSWYK-OELS . TJXBRIDGE . WEL-
LINGTON . PICTON . BULOW . ZIETHEN .

BLUCHER .
, Wellington's name occupying

the centre.

2-8; struck; M (F.P.W.).

Of the names mentioned on the reverse of this medal,
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that of the Duke of Brunswick does not strictly speaking

belong to Waterloo, since he was killed at the battle of

Quatrebras, which took place two days before Waterloo.

It may be mentioned that the Dutch General, Count Per-

poncher, had previously fought for the English in 1801 in

Egypt, and in 1809 in the attack on Antwerp.

215c. Geneva Convention of 1864. Dutch Ambulance Medal,
1870.

Olv. ANIMA . VULNERATORTJM . CLAMAVIT .

22 . AUGUSTUS . 1864 . The red-cross flag
of Geneva with the date 1870 above it, and
below it the reference JOB . XXIV . 12.

Rev. XXVI . OCT . 1863 . The arms of Geneva in

the centre, and around this the arms of twenty
states who joined the Convention, including
those of England, the "United States of America,
Prussia, France, Russia, &c. The arms of each
state bear the name of the state on a ribbon.

Signed, S . DE VEIES . LA HAYE .

1-7; struck; M (F.P.W.). Ch. Yan Peteghem, Medailles

de 1870-1871, Paris, 1889, p. 94, No. 1,012.

215D. Similar medal, but smaller and with loop for suspen-
sion. Signed S . D . V .

65
;
struck

;
2& (F.P.W.). It was to be worn with an

orange-coloured ribbon.

The international conference held on the 26th October,

1863, was largely due to the exertions of M. Henri Dunant

and the " Societe Genevoise d'Utilite Publique." The pro-

positions drawn up were ultimately accepted as an interna-

tional code by a congress which met at Geneva in August,

1864. The international " Red Cross Society," established

in consequence of these proceedings, did good service in

relieving the sick and wounded during the Franco-

German War of 18701871.
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WECKWERTH, Hermann, contemporary German medallist,

formerly employed at Oertel's medallic mint at

Berlin, where the following medals were struck. He
has likewise worked for Loos' mint.

215E. The Crown Prince Frederick (afterwards Emperor) and

Victoria, Princess Eoyal of England, on their

Silver Wedding, 1883.

Olv. FE . WILH KEONPEINZ . YICTOEIA
KEONPEINZESSIN D . DEUTSCH .

EEICHS . Their bare heads, jugate to right.

Signed, H . WECKWEETH .

Hev.ZUTi EEINNEEUNG AN DIE SILBEENE
HOCHZEIT D . 25 JANUAE 1883 . Shields

of Germany and Great Britain between branches
of laurel

; above, a crown
; below, a scroll with

the dates, 1858 . 1883.

1-2; struck; & (F.P.W.).

215r. Berlin Congress on the Eastern Question, 1878.

Obv. In the centre is a figure of Peace seated to left,

resting left forearm on a shield bearing the in-

scription, MIT VEEEINTEE KEAFT. Around
are seven medallion profiles of the representa-
tives of the different nations, with their names

(Lord Beaconsfield for England and M. W. H.

Waddington, afterwardsAmbassador at London,
for France). Signed H . WECKWEETH .

Rev. Inscription within ornamental border of ivy :

ZUE EEINNEEUNG AN DEN CONGRESS
IN BEELIN 13 JUNI 13 JULI 1878 . MOGE
EE DEN VOLKEEN DEN EESEHNTEN
FEIEDEN BEINGEN !

1-5; struck; M (F.P.W.).

21 5a. Same as last, but having inscription on reverse in

French.

The Berlin Congress on the Eastern Question was

opened on 13th June, 1878, and the agreement was

signed by the different representatives on 13th July.
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England was represented by Lord Beaconsfield and the

Marquis of Salisbury. Cyprus was placed under the pro-

tection of Great Britain, and on his return to England
Lord Beaconsfield said he brought

"
peace with honour."

The idea of the above-described medals is evidently

derived from Kullrich's medal on the Peace of Paris,

1856. (See medal No. 127).

WEIGAND, Emil, contemporary German medallist, born

in Berlin, 1837. From 1863 to 1866 he worked with

the Wyons in London. Since 1887 he has occupied

the position of chief medallist of the Royal Mint at

Berlin.

215n. Eichard Cobden. On his Death, 1865, and Jubilee of

the European Peace of 1815.

Olv. RICHAED COBDEN BOEN 1804 DIED 1865.

His clothed bust, three-quarter to right. Signed
on truncation, E . WEIGAND .

Rev. Inscription within open wreath : PEACE JUBI-
LEE . ANGLO-FEENCH WOEKING-CLASS
EXHIBITION LONDON 1865 . LAUS
LABOEI . Signed, H. BEOWN DIE . E .

WEIGAND F .

1-65
; struck; 2& (F.P.W.). Obverse figured, PI. V.

Richard Cobden, the politician, was born at Dunford,

near Midhurst, in 1804. His parliamentary career com-

menced when he was elected M.P. for Stockport in 1841.

He advocated with all his energy the Repeal of the Corn

Laws, and to him Sir Robert Peel gave all the credit of

this measure. His name will ever be remembered in con-

nection with Free Trade. In 1859 and 1860 he was en-

gaged in arranging the Treaty of Commerce between

France and England (see medal No. 173). He was
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opposed to Lord Palmerston's foreign policy, which he

designated as warlike. This medal was struck in the

Crystal Palace.

215i. The Crown Prince (afterwards Emperor Frederick) and
the Crown Princess Victoria. Sanatoria and
Sea-side Holidays for Children on the Baltic

Coast, 1884.

Obv. Jugate heads of the Crown Prince and Crown
Princess to left. Below, the date 1884. Signed
E . WEIGAND F.

Rev. Female figure (Hygieia ?) standing on the sea-

shore, places her hands on the heads of a boy
and girl, one on each side of her. In the back-

ground is the sea, with vessels on it. In exergue,
two serpents feeding out of a dish. Signed W .

KULLKICH I . E . F . (invenit et fecit).

2-0; struck; M (F.P.W.).

This was a "lottery-medal/
1

issued in 1884 by the

Society for the Furtherance of Sanatoria for Children, a

society under the patronage of the Crown Prince and

Crown Princess.

WIENER, Charles, medallist and sculptor of Brussels

(1832 1887). Was the younger brother of Jacques
and Leopold Wiener, and studied under his brothers

and the French medallist Oudine. After this he

spent some time at the Hague, at London, and at

Lisbon, but returned to Belgium in 1867, where, in

1880, he received the Cross of the Order of Leopold.

During his time in London (1862 5) he produced
some English pattern coins which bear his sig-

nature.

216. Eeception of the Czar Alexander II. at the Q-uildhall,
1874.
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Obv. ALEXANDER II RUSSORUM IMPERATOR.
Bust of the Czar to left. Signed CH. WIENER
BRUSSELS.

Rev. SERVORUM EMANCIPATOR LIBERAE
CIVITATIS HOSPES . LONDINI . XVIII
MAII MDCCCLXXIV. On the right a female

figure is standing, wearing mural crown and

having at her side a shield ornamented with

the arms of the City of London. Two Cupids,
one at either side of her, carry the mace and
sword of ceremony. She represents the City of

London and welcomes the Czar, who advances

towards her from the left. A winged female

figure who stands on a pedestal behind them
holds in right hand a laurel branch and in left a

cornucopise. At the back of the Czar is a

pedestal surmounted by the Russian eagle and
inscribed: EDICTUM IMPERIALS III

MARTII MDCCCLXI MANUMISSIO
SERVORUM. The reverse is signed CHARLES
WIENER.

3-5; struck; JE (Guildhall Library, M.B.).

This medal, like the following, is one of the medals

privately issued by the Corporation of the City of London.

The whole of the Corporation medals are described and

illustrated in a book by Mr. Charles Welch, F.S.A.,

shortly to be published.

217. Epping Forest opened to the public, 1882.

Obv. Bust of the Queen to left
;

border of roses,

thistles, and shamrocks. Signed CH.
WIENER FECIT.

Rev. IT GIVES THE GREATEST SATIS-
FACTION TO DEDICATE THIS BEAUTI-
FUL FOREST FOR THE USE AND
ENJOYMENT OF MY PEOPLE FOR
ALL TIME. EPPING FOREST . 6 .

MAY . 1882. (This legend is from the

Queen's Speech at her official opening of the

Forest.) View of Epping Forest
;
the Queen is
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seated on the right ;
on the left is a female

figure, standing, wearing a mural crown. She

personifies the City of London and is engaged
in breaking down the forest enclosures.

3 inches; struck; M (Gruildhall Library, M.B.). Eeverse

figured, PL V.

Epping Forest was acquired by the Corporation of the

City of London, and formally opened to the public by the

Queen, 6th May, 1882. This medal was made for the

Corporation of the City.

218. The Prince Consort on his death, 1861.

Obv. ALBEET PEINCE CONSOET, &c. His
head to left. Signed CHAELES WIENEE
EEC.

Jfcp. Within wreath, FOUNDEE OF THE INTEE-
NATIONAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1851

AND 1862.

2-7; struck; M (M.B.).

Another specimen in the British Museum has an in-

scription outside the wreath on reverse, commemorating
the inauguration of the Memorial of the Exhibition, 1851,

on June 10th, 1863 (M, M.B.). This is probably the com-

pleted medal, the last being from an unfinished die.

219. Alexander Herzen. Decennium of the Free Eussian
Press in London, 1863.

(Described by Grueber
in Num. Chron., 1892, p. 236).

2 19A. Sir Anthony van Dyck. Memorial Medal. For descrip-
tion see No. 223. The two medals are exactly
the same except for the signature, this being
signed by Charles Wiener, whereas No. 223 is

signed by his brother, Leopold Wiener.

2-7; struck; M ; (F.P.W.).

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. T
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219s. Jonas Webb, of Babraham. Memorial Medal.

WEBB. BORN NOVEMBER 10TH

1796 . DIED NOVEMBER 10TH 1862. (In
outer circle:-) WE SHALL NOT LOOK
UPON HIS LIKE AGAIN. His clothed
bust three-quarters to left. Signed, C.

WIENER.

Rev. FOUNDER OF THE BABRAHAM SOUTH-
DOWNS. A Babraham South-Down sheep
standing to right.

2-35
;
struck

;
M (Guildhall Library).

Mr. Jonas Webb (17961862) of Babraham, Cam-

bridgeshire, was a farmer and celebrated breeder of sheep.

WIENER, Jacques, of Brussels, eldest of the three brother

medallists, is still living. He was born in 1815, at

Hoerstgen, in the Rhenish provinces, and studied at

Aix-la-Chapelle, under his uncle Baruch Wiener.

After some time in Paris he settled in Brussels in

1839, and became later a naturalised Belgian. He
devoted himself chiefly to the medallic representation

of architecture, and his series of medals of cathedrals

is well known. The first postage stamps issued in

Belgium were engraved by him.

220. Sir Charles Barry, R.A. Memorial Medal issued by the

Art Union of London, 1862.

Obv. SIR C. BARRY R.A. ARCHITECT. ART-
UNION OF LONDON 1862. His draped
bust to right. Signed LEOPOLD WIENER.

Rev. View of Houses of Parliament. Signed J.

WIENER. In exergue, COMMENCED 1837
INAUGURATED 1847.

2-35; struck; M (F.P.W.) Figured, PI. V.

Sir Charles Barry, the architect of the Houses of Par-

liament, was born 1795, and died 1860.
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221 22 ID. These are medals of the English cathedrals, York,

Lincoln, "Winchester, "Westminster and St. Paul's.

Each medal has an exterior and an interior view
of the cathedral by J. Wiener. They were

published by Elkington & Co.

2-35; struck; M.

222. International Exhibition, London, 1862.

See description under No. 207. The reverse is

by J. Wiener.

222A. Obv. Same as reverse of No. 222.

Rev. View of the interior of the Exhibition building.

Signed, J. WIENER.

1-6; struck; M silver-plated (F.P.W.).

WiENER,28
Leopold, medallist and sculptor of Brussels

(1823 1891). He studied under his brother Jacques

Wiener, the French sculptor David d*Angers, and

the French medallist Barre pere. On the death

of Brsemt in 1864, he was appointed first engraver to

the Belgian mint. Amongst his chief medals may
be mentioned that on the death of the Queen of the

Belgians in 1850, and that on the twenty-fifth

anniversary of Belgian independence in 1855.

223. Sir Anthony van Dyck. Memorial Medal.

Ofo.-ANTOINE YAN DYCK . His clothed bust to

left. Signed LEOPOLD WIENER.

Rev. N A ANVERS 22 MARS 1599 . D^COED^ A
LONDRES 9 DECEMB 1641 . STATUE
ISRIGK&E A ANVERS 1856. The statue of

Van Dyck erected at Antwerp. Signed LEOP.
WIENER D'APRES L. DE CUYPER.

28 For biographical notices of the brothers Wiener see Mr.
Fred. Alvin's paper in theMagazine of Art, 1 891, also his papers
in the Revue lelgede Num. (1888 and 1892).
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2'7; struck; JE (F.P.W.). This medal was the conjoint
work of the brothers Leopold and Charles

Wiener, since, except for the signature, it is

exactly the same as No. 219A, which is signed
by Charles Wiener. The statue of Van Dyck
in front of the Museum of Antwerp was executed
and presented by the sculptor, Leonhard de

Cuyper, in 1856.

224. Obverse of the medal of Sir Charles Barry, described

under No. 220.

WITTTG, Hermann, modern German medallist. He died

about five years ago in Rome. His name appears as

that of the medallist on the reverse of medal No.

175B.

WOLF, B. A medallist, who worked in Paris at beginning

of the nineteenth century.

225. Charles James Fox. Durand's series. (Grueber in Num.
Ckron., 1891, p. 100, 13.)

226. Sir Anthony Vandyck. Durand's series. (Med. 111., vol.

i., p. 290, 104.)

227. George Frederick Handel, the musical composer. Medal
in Durand's series, 1823. (Med. III., vol. ii., p.
696, 424.)

WURDEN, Ch., a medallist of Brussels.

227A. The Brussels Conference, 1874.

Olv. The arms of Brussels surrounded by circle of
fifteen shields of arms, including those of Great

Britain, Germany, France, Turkey, Spain, &c.
Around them are four trophies of arms. In the

angles are the letters A.B. E.G. Signed CH.
WUEDEN .
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Rev. Long inscription with, the names of members of the

Congress, including that of General Sir Alfred

Horsford, dated 1874. There is an ornamental
Gothic border on both, obverse and reverse.

2-6
;
in ornamental shape, somewhat like a quatrefoil

with angular projections between the leaves;

struck; 2& (F.P.W.).

This international conference took place at the instance

of the Society for the Amelioration of the Conditions of

Prisoners of War. Baron Jomini from Russia was

president, and General Sir Alfred Horsford was delegate

for England. The conference lasted from 27th July to

28th August, 1874, but closed without important results.

ZAMBACO, Madame M. T., sculptor, a contemporary artist

of Greek parentage. She was a pupil of Professor

Legros. The following large medals by her are cast

in bronze. Nos. 230 to 234 were exhibited at the

summer exhibition of the New Gallery in 1888 (under

No. 331 of the official catalogue).

228. John Marshall, F.E.S., 1886.

Obv. JOHN MARSHALL F.R.S., F.E.C.S. MDCCC-
LXXXYI. His clothed bust to left. Signed
on the truncation,

" M. T. Zambaco fecit."

EJW. A group of books, &c. Above is a scroll, inscribed,
ABSQUE LABOEE NIHIL.

5-1; cast; M (M.B.).

Professor John Marshall, F.R.S., was born at Ely in

1818, and studied medicine at University College Hos-

pital. He was Professor of Anatomy to the Royal

Academy, President of the General Medical Council,
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and, at one time, President of the Royal College of

Surgeons. He died at Chelsea on 1st January, 1891.

229. Mrs. Marie Stillman, painter, 1886.

Obv. MAEIE STILLMAN MDCCCLXXXVI. Her
clothed bust to left. Signed on the truncation,
"M. T. Zambaco."

Rev. A lily with three flowers
;
the stem is crossed by a

scroll, inscribed, SINE MACULA.

5-3; cast; M (M.B.).

230. Prof. Alphonse Legros.

231. Thorn. Carlyle.

232. Cardinal Manning.

233. George Frederick Watts, E.A.

234. Mrs. Langtry.

ZUR STRASSEN, M., contemporary German sculptor. He
made models for medals produced at the establish-

ment of Loos in Berlin, and is now a professor at the

School of Art in Leipzig. The ST. on the truncation

of the head in the medal No. 175B is his signature.

234A. Victoria, Princess Royal. Betrothal to the Crown
Prince Frederick of Prussia (afterwards Ger-
man Emperor). 1857.

Olv. VICTORIA PR . ROYAL OF ENGLAND .

Her head to right. Signed, M . ZUR STRAS-
SEN . FEC . 1857 .

No reverse.

5 -5. This is a portrait medallion forming a pair with
the corresponding one of the Crown Prince by
the same artist. I have only seen plaster-
casts.
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UNCEKTAIN MEDALLISTS.

I have already given some medals, the attribution of

which is doubtful, namely Nos. 15A, 67, 68, 171, but for

the following I cannot even suggest an attribution.

235. King William I. of the Netherlands, 1829, on the settle-

ment of boundaries between England and the

United States.

Obv. WILHELMVS I NEEELANDIAE EEX
LVX . M . DVX . His bust facing.

Rev. Inscription within oaken wreath : AB ANGrLIS
ET AMEEICANIS SEPTEMTEIONAL . BE
TEEMING MOTO AEBITEE VOCATUS
1829.

1-65
;

struck
;
M (M.B.). M (F.P.W.). Obverse

figured, PL V.

This medal was designed by Prof. P. 0. van der Chijs

and executed probably in Germany. Owing to delay

caused by the Belgian revolution, it was not issued till

1834. (Information from Mr. J. Schulman in Amers-

foort.)

236. English assistance to Paris after the siege, 1871.

Olv Legend in outer circle, LIBEET^ - fiGALIT]E .

FEATEENITE . VIVE
t
LA E^PUBLIQUE.

Legend in inner circle, EEPUBLIQUE FEAN-
gAISE . VIVE LA FEANCE. Head of the

Eepublic to left. Signed, F. T. (for Frederic

Thouet, the issuer of this medal).

^.Inscription, DONPATEIOTIQUE DE L'ANGLE-
TEEEE A LA FEANCE, &c.

2-7 inches
;
struck

;
white metal gilt (F.P.W.).
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Several similar medals are described in Medailles de

18701871, by Ch. van Peteghem (Paris, 1889, p. 67).

There exist also various tickets used in the distribution of

the food provided by English charity. (See Yan Peteghem,

op. cit.
t pp. 129, 130.)

237. English assistance to Paris after the siege, 1871.

Olv. Arms of Paris.

Rev. Inscription within oaken wreath: EEPUBLIQIJE
FEANQAISE . LA VILLE DE PAEIS A LA
CITE DE LONDEES. TEMOIGNAGE DE
EECONNAISSANCE . FEYEIEE 1871 .

EAVITAILLEMENT DE PAEIS.

2-75 inches; struck; ^(Guildhall Library). JB(F.P.W.).
Described by Van Peteghem, op. cit. p. 66,
No. 712.

On 19th October, 1871, Mons. Leon Say, prefect of the

Seine, and Mons. Yautrain, president of the Municipal

Council of Paris, delivered an address, and in person pre-

sented this medal in gold, together with a bronze model

of the Hotel de Yille of Paris, to the Corporation of the

City of London, at a sitting of the Court of Common

Council.

238. Buenos Ayres. Expedition of the English, 1806.

Obv.LA. YEEDADEEA FE. The Holy Family.

Rev. DIYINAS Y HUMANAS LEYES EESPE-
TADAS, LIBEETAD PEESONAL Y PEO-
PIEDAD ASEGUEADAS, FEANCO COMEE-
CIO Y EXTENDIDO, POE LA GEAN
BEETANA PEOTEGIDO . BUENOS AYEES
EL 25 DE JUNIO 1806.

1 -35
;
struck

;
white metal (M.B.).
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General Beresford, on 27th June, 1806, landed with a

body of troops from a British fleet, under command of Sir

Home Popham, and obtained possession of the city of

Buenos Ayres. A French emigrant, Liniers, however,

collected an army from all parts of the country, with

which, on 12th August, he assaulted the city and forced

Beresford to surrender with his army, an event com-

memorated on medal No. 249. The reverse legend on the

present medal appears to refer to some English declara-

tion made after the English fleet arrived off Buenos

Ayres (on the 24th June). The medal was probably dis-

tributed in Buenos Ayres to bring the English into

favour.

239. English Volunteers received at Brussels, 1866.

Olv. S.P.Q.B. The arms of Brussels, crowned, between
branches of oak and laurel.

J^._B;ECEPTION DES TIEEUES ^TEANGEES
A L'HOTEL DE VILLE 11 . OCTOBEE 1866.

8*0 X 9*5
;
a small silver badge with loop for suspension.

This little badge was given by the Bourgmestre of

Brussels to the foreign riflemen, who were so cordially

received there in October, 1866. The return visit of the

Belgian Volunteers to London took place in July, 1867.

240. P. S. Murphy of Montreal. Prize medal, 1874.

This medal is figured in Leroux Le Medaillier du

Canada, Montreal (1888), p. 208, JSTo. 1101. It was made
in France, but refused, because the bust was not a good
likeness.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. U
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241. Battle of Austerlitz, or the three Emperors, 1805.

Two large "cliches" are figured in the Tresor, PL

LXX., Nos. 4 and 5, on which England is represented as

a leopard watching the conflict.

242. Death of the Prince Imperial of France in the Zulu

War, 1879.

Triangular plaque representing a bird of darkness cover-

ing with its wings the tombs of the four Napo-
leons. Van Peteghem, op. cit., p. 138, No. 1520.

243. Sir Richard Wallace. Benevolence during the siege of

Paris, 1870.

There are three medals with inscription on reverse :

" Sir Richard Wallace, noble cceur anglais a

donne pour etablir une ambulance 300,000 f., et

400,000 f. aux pauvres pour avoir du chauffage
27 . decembre 1870."

These medals are described in Medailles de 1870 1871,

by Ch. van Peteghem (Paris, 1889, p. 31, Nos. 283285).
Sir Richard Wallace (18181890) distinguished himself

by his benevolence daring the siege of Paris, and even

the Communists respected him. His popularity is attested

by the fact that a balloon which left Paris on 27th

January, 1871, was named after him; this balloon is com-

memorated on jettons (Van Peteghem, op. cit., p. 40, Nos.

416417). In 1879 he founded the " Hertford British

Hospital
"

in a suburb of Paris, and a boulevard in that

neighbourhood now bears his name.

244. Franco-German and Carlist Wars, 18701874. Aid of

English ladies to the sick and wounded.

Obv. Lady attending a wounded man.
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Rev. Wreath and inscription :

" Dedicated to the pious
ladies of Britannia in commemoration of their

noble devotion to the cause of the sick and
wounded during the Franco-German and

Spanish wars 1870 : 71 : 73 : 74."

2*0; struck; white metal. Ch. van Peteghem, op. cit.,

p. 96, No. 1035.

245. Queen Victoria's visit to Belgium, 1843.

Obv. LEOPOLD I LOUISE D' ORLEANS. Heads
of the King and Queen of the Belgians, jugate
to right, that of the King crowned with oak-

leaves.

Rev. Within wreath of roses and other flowers:

A LA EEINE VICTORIA . 13 . SEPTEMB.
1843. On the ribbon, with which the wreath
is bound up, is the legend, ELLE EST SANS

1-65; struck; M (F.P.W.). Compare medals Nos.
103 107 issued on the same occasion.

245A. Peace of Paris, 1814, and the Congress at Vienna.

Obv. Inscription, with the names and dates of the vic-

tories of the Allies in 1813. Figure of Victory,

facing, within a circle of fourteen laureate heads
of the sovereigns and generals who took part
against France.

Rev. SIEGS UND FRIEDENS MUNZE ZUM
WIENER CONGRESS OCTOBER . 1814. And
further inscription. A triumphal arch.

3-0
;

struck ; white metal (Adolph Weyl, Die Paul
HenckeVsche Sammlung, Berlin, 1876, No. 2192).
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ADDENDA ET COEEIGENDA.

ABRAMSON or ABRAHAMSON, Abraham, medallist at the

Prussian Royal Mint. Born at Potsdam in 1754,

died in 1811. His father, the medallist, Jakob

Abram or Abraham (17231800), was for over fifty

years in the employment of the Prussian Govern-

ment. Many of Abrahamson's medals are mentioned

in the Teutsches Kiinstlerlexikon, by J. Q-. Meusel,

1808.

246. Admiral Lord Nelson. His death at the Battle of

Trafalgar, 1805.

0fo. HOKATTVS NELSON . His bust to right.

Signed, ABEAMSON.

Rev. FAMAM QVI TEKMINAT ASTEIS. A rost-

rate column. In exergue, VINO . HISP . ET
GALL . CLASS CECIDIT D . XXI OCT .

MDCCCV.

1-55; struck; M (Messrs. Spink & Son).

ANDRIEU, Bertrand. Besides medals Nos. 1 and 2,

medal No. 15A, must likewise be attributed to

Andrieu. This medal, with the portrait of De Bosset

is of too early date to be the work of Antoine Bovy,
who was only born in 1803

;
the artist's signature is

EB , which is a remarkably concise monogram of the

Greek letters in Andrieu's name, BEPTPANA
ANAPI E. The medal was probably made shortly

after the fall of Napoleon in 1815, when French
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artists began to be much employed for medals relating

to England. Andrieu's name appears as that of the

medallist on the obverse of medals Nos. 248D and

248E.

BARRE, Desire Albert, French medallist (18181878).
He was the son of the well-known medallist, J. J.

Barre, and on his father's death, in 1855, succeeded

him as yraveur general at the Paris Mint. One medal

by the younger Barre may be described as bearing

some reference to England.

247. Emp. Napoleon III. International Exhibition of 1855
at Paris. Prize medal.

Olv. NAPOLEON III EMPEEETJE. Bare head of

Napoleon to right. Signed, ALBEET
BAEEE.

Rev. The Imperial Arms of France, surrounded by
branches of palm and laurel and ribbon bearing
the inscription : EXPOSITION . UNIVEE-
SELLE . AGEICULTUEE . INDUSTEIE .

BEAUX-AETS . PAEIS . 1855. Around the

whole is a circle formed by twenty shields with
the arms of various nations, that of England
being first

; the shields are chained to each
other and to a compartment, destined for

recipient's name, which completes the circle

below.

2-4
;
struck

;
M (F.P.W.).

In the International Exhibition opened in 1855 at the
" Palais de Tlndustrie

"
in Paris, England ranked next to

France in the number of articles exhibited.

BARRE, Jean Jacques. The following medals must be

added.
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246A, 246s. John Howard, the philanthropist. Two memorial

medals, by J. J. Barre, dated 1828 and 1829,
are described by Dr. H. R. Storer, American
Journal of Numismatics, October, 1893, p. 38,
Nos. 661, 662.

BOEHM, Sir J. Edgar, Bart., R.A. The following medal

has been omitted.

24 7A. Queen Victoria, 1887. Official Jubilee Medal.

0^. VICTORIA REGINA ET IMPERATRIX. Her
bust to left very similar to that on the " Jubi-
lee" coins. Signed on the truncation, J . E . B.

Rev. IN . COMMEMORATION . Female figure,

representing the British Empire, seated, facing,
on throne guarded by lions. On the right stand

Industry and Agriculture ;
on the left, a group

of three female figures impersonating Science,

Arts, and Letters
;
Commerce is represented by

Mercury reclining in front, and, facing him,
sits the winged genius of Electricity and Steam.
Above the central figure are garlands with the

initials, Y.R.I, supported by two winged
figures representing the years 1837 and 1887.

In the exergue are laurel branches with five

shields marked, EUROPE, ASIA, AFRICA,
AMERICA, AUSTRALASIA. Signed, F.L.,
for Sir Frederick Leighton, Bart., P.R.A., who
designed the reverse.

3*05
;
struck

; M, JE. See Seventeenth Annual Mint

Report, p. 21.

These are the official Jubilee medals which were struck

at the Royal Mint. Those in gold are similar but smaller

(diam. 2*3 inches), and have a corded border on reverse.

BONNARDEL, Pierre-Antoine-Hippolyte (1824 1856),

French sculptor ; pupil of Ramey and Dumont ;

second prix dc Rome in 1847. His name appears
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as designer on medal No. 70, and his model for it in

bronze was exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1851.

Bow, Jean Francois Antoine. Medal No. 15A, with the

portrait of De Bosset, is the work of the French

medallist Bertrand Andrieu. See under ANDRIEU in

the ADDENDA.

BRICHAUT, Auguste, a member of the Royal Belgian

Society of Numismatists, wb.o " directed
"

certain

medals, amongst which is the following :

247B. J. West Wilson, of Gothenburg, 1883.

Obv. EUEEKA! A winged boy standing on globe
with his arms raised towards the sun. In the

field, owl perched on cornucopise. Signed A.
BKICHATJT D* (direxit).

Rev. Below a wreath, the inscription : A JOHN WEST
WILSON DE GOTHEMBOURG SOUVENIR
SYMPATHIQUE DE SES ADMIRATEURS
LIEGE LE 6 MAI 1883.

1-5; struck; M, M, N. Rev. Beige de Numism., 1883,
PL XII.

John West Wilson, the son of Mr. Thomas Wilson, of

Hull, the founder of the " Wilson "
line of steamers, was

born in Hull, 8th October, 1816. At the age of twenty-

eight he settled in Sweden and founded the well-known

mercantile house of J. W. Wilson at Gothenburg. He
died at Gothenburg, 24th May, 1889. Mr. J. W. Wilson

was one of the founders of the Museum of Gothenburg, to

which he contributed much, and bequeathed his fine col-

lection of modern pictures and sculpture. On the occasion

of his large gift towards the Numismatic collection of the

Gothenburg Museum, the Royal Belgian Society of

Numismatists, on the 6th May, 1883, elected him a
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foreign associate of the Society. The above- described

medal was " directed
"
by M. Auguste Brichaut, a member

of the Society, and examples in gold, silver and copper

were presented to Mr. Wilson. (Information from Mr.

Gustavus Brusewitz, of Gothenburg, and from the Rev.

Beige de Numism., 1883).

CAQUE, Armand-Augustin. The following medals by

Caque must be added to those already described.

247c. The Crimean War, 1854.

Obv. Busts, jugate to left, of Queen Victoria, Napo-
leon III., and the Sultan Abdul-Medjid. Signed
CAQUfi . F.

Rev. Inscription within wreath: A LA NOBLE, A
LA PUISSANTE ET VICTOEIEUSE ALLI-
ANCE DE LA FEANCE DE L'ANGLETEEEE
ET DE LA. TUEQTJIE 1854. Signed, MAS-
SONET EDITEUE.

2-0; struck; M (F.P.W.).

247cc. French gold medal awarded to John Jones, captain of
the English ship Enterprise, for helping French
sailors in 1854.

COURIGUER. This artist was employed by the Court of

Naples, and there is a large cliche medallion with the

portrait of the Queen of Naples in 1820, signed by
him

; I cannot, however, find out what his initials

were.

DAEGE, EDUARD, German historical painter ;
born at

Berlin in 1805
; studied at Berlin under Prof. Wach,

and in Italy. Many of his paintings are on ecclesi-

astical subjects. In 1861 he became vice-director of

the Berlin Academy. Died in 1883. His name

appears as designer on medal No. 257.
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DAVID D'ANGERS, Pierre-Jean. It is probable that the

medallion No. 45, with the portrait of George

Canning, was made in allusion to the Treaty of

London, between Great Britain, Eussia, and France,

and to the death of Canning which followed so

shortly afterwards. Both events are referred to on

Galle's medal of Canning (No. 94). Canning was a

powerful supporter of the Greek cause, and the

Treaty of London, signed 6th July, 1827, was a great

step towards Greek independence. David d'Angers
himself was much interested in the whole question

(see note on his medallion of Lord Byron, No. 44).

DELOYE, Gustave, contemporary French sculptor. Born

at Sedan (Ardennes). Pupil of Jouffroy and Dantan.

247D. The Princess of Wales. Cast bronze[portrait-medallion
exhibited at the New Gallery, London, 1888, at

the first summer exhibition, in a case of medals

by this artist (No. 332 of the official catalogue).
See also Salon, 1888 (No. 4783 of the official

catalogue).

DESAIDE-EOQTJELAY, of Paris, a publisher of medals, the

father of M. Alphonse Desaide, the present publisher

of medals in the Quai des Orfevres, Paris.

248. Sebastopol taken by the Allies, 1855.

Obv. NAPOLEON III. EMPEEEQEDESFEANQAIS.
Head of Napoleon III to left crowned with oak
leaves. Signed DESAIDE-EOQTJELAY F.

Rev. Trophy of arms with the flags of England, France,

Turkey and Sardinia, with a shield m^ front

bearing the inscription: PEISE DE S^BAS-
TOPOL LE 8 SEPTEMBEE 1855; above the
shield is a crown ;

below the shield, a Napo-
leonic Eagle holds two branches.

1-85; struck; M (F.P.W.).
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DESFORGES, a medallist who worked in the first half of the

present century.

248A. The Duke of Wellington (1815?)

^.WELLINGTON GENEEALISSIME. His bust
in military uniform to left. Signed below
DESFOEGES F.

No reverse. Size 2*3
; shell, struck on a thin plate of

metal probably to serve as the top for a box
;M (F.P.W.). This was probably struck after

the peace of 1815.

DOMARD, Joseph Francois. The following medal is to be

added to those already described.

248AA. The French Admiral De Bigny and the Battle of

Navarino, 1827.

Olv. Inscription, with dates of Admiral de Bigny's
birth and death. His bare head to left. Signed,
DOMAED. F.

Rev. BATAILLE DE NAVAEIN XX OCTOBEE
MDCCCXXYII. Winged Victory, facing, stand-

ing on a ship. Signed, DOMAED.

2-05; struck; 2& (F.P.W.).

This medal was struck on the death of Admiral De

Rigny, in 1835, and the dies of the medals belong to the

French Government (Administration des Beaux-Arts).

DUBOIS, Fernand, and not Du Bois, is the name of the

contemporary sculptor and medallist of Brussels,

who made medals Nos. 84A and 84s. There is

another contemporary sculptor of the same name at

Brussels, whose signature, P. DUBOIS SO., appears

on a Belgian medal of E. and A. Solway, 1886.
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DUBOIS. The medals signed DUBOIS F. without initials

(Nos. 85 88) are the work of Etienne Jacques

Dubois, who obtained the second grand prix de Rome

in 1809. He is the author of two Napoleonic medals

on the crossing of the river Raab and the capture of

the town of Raab in 1809, both signed, DUBOIS F.

DENON D.

DURAND, Amedee. He may have been the medallist

whose initials, A. D., appear on medals Nos. 67 and

68, for, besides being an " editeur
"

of medals, he

apparently also engraved dies himself.

FISCH, Ant. It is the reverse of medal No. 92s, with the

date 1884, which is the work of this medallist; if not

of this date, it is the work of the same medallist who

made the obverse.

FISCHER, Ferdinand August, German sculptor and medal-

list. He studied in the Berlin Art Academy under

Schadow, and was afterwards professor there. Born

at Berlin, 1805, died there in 1866. The medals

Nos. 128 and 258 were designed by him. His

brother, Johann Karl Fischer (18021865) was a

medallist of Berlin, and worked for some time at

Loos' establishment there.

FURST, Moritz, a medallist of the first half of the nine-

teenth centurj^, who was employed at the Mint of

Philadelphia in the United States of America. He
was born in 1782 near Pressburg, in Hungary, and

studied in Vienna under J. N. Wiirth, and in Milan.
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In 1807 lie went to the United States of America,

and in the following year was employed at the Mint

in Philadelphia. (See "William Dunlap, History of

the Arts of Design in the United States, New York,

1834, vol. ii. p. 220. I am indebted for this refe-

rence to Dr. H. B. Storer.) In this paper on medals

by foreign medallists I have thought it better to ex-

clude medals by United States medallists, but have

mentioned those of Furst, because he was a Hungarian

by birth. The other American medals of the nine-

teenth century which relate to England will pro-

bably be found described in American works.

248s. Queen Victoria. Coronation, 1838.

DEI GEATIA BBITANNIABTJM
BEGINA FID : DEF : Her draped bust to

left. Signed, FUEST F .

Rev. ASCENDED THE THRONE 1838 . Britannia

armed seated to left holding trident and sprig
of laurel. In front, a lion

;
behind is a recum-

bent figure of the river-god Thames. Signed
F. F.

2-05; struck; M (F.P.W.).

248c and Series. Fiirst also made a series of twenty-

seven medals (size 2 '5 inches) commemorating American

successes during the war between England and the

United States, 18121815. These medals will be found

described in A Description of the Medals of Washington ;

of National and Miscellaneous Medals, by James Boss

Snowden (Philadelphia, 1861, 4to, pp. 69 to 74, and 79 to

88). They were struck by special resolution of Congress,

that of Major-General Alexander Macomb on the Battle

of Plattsburg, llth Sept., 1814, being of fair workman-

ship. There is also a smaller medal (2*25 inches) by
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Fiirst on Captain Perry's naval success on Lake Erie,

10th Sept., 1813 (Snowden, op. cit., p. 97).

GATTEAUX, Jacques Edouard,
"

fils," French, sculptor and

medallist. He was the son of the medallist N. M.

Gatteaux (q. #.), and was born at Paris in 1788.

Pupil of his father and Moitte. Prix de Rome in

1809. Was made Membre de VAcademie in 1845.

He died at Paris in 1881.

248D. Peace of Paris, 1814, and Eestoration of the Bourbons.

Oh. LVDOVICVS . XVIII FEANC . ET . NAV .

BEX . His bare head to right. Signed on the

truncation, ANDEIEU F.

Rev. IMPEEIA .LEGITIMA . FOEDEEE . SANCITA.
Louis XVIII. and the four allied sovereigns
stand about an altar, inscribed PACI OEBIS and
ornamented with a device composed of two hands

grasping each other. On the altar lies a par-

tially unrolled document, towards which the five

sovereigns stretch out a hand. Louis XVIII is

represented in the centre with King George III

and the Emperor Francis II of Austria on the

right, and the Emperor Alexander I of Eussia
and King Frederick William III of Prussia

on the left. In the exergue, XII . MAI .

MDCCCXIV. Signed, E. GATTEAUX F.

2-0
;
struck

;
M (F.P.W.). A similar medal, but with a

slightly different obverse, is described by Adolph
Weyl in Die Paul HenclceVsche Sammlung, Ber-

lin, 1876.

248E. Peace of Paris, 1815.

Obv. Same as No. 248D.

J&w. BEGNIS . EVEOPAE . CONOOEDIA . STA-
BILIENDIS. Two armed female figures, re-

presenting France and the Allied Powers respec-
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tively, stand facing each other, supporting the
standards of France and the Allies, and a shield

inscribed, GALLIA . ANGLIA . BOEVSS .

AVSTEIA . EVSSIA . SACEO FOEDEEE
IVNCTAE. In the background on the right is

seen the fore-part of a horse. In the exergue, AC-
CESSIT . GALLIA . NOVEMB. . MDCCCXV.
Signed, E. . GATTEAUX.

2-0; struck; M (F.P.W.).

GEEFS, Alexander. The medal No. 10lA has the bare

heads, not busts, of Sir Eobert Peel and Turgot,

jugate to left. Its diameter is 2 '2 inches (M :

F.P.W.). This medal, which was alluded to in The

Times of 23rd Sept., 1856 (p. 5), was struck on the

occasion of the International Free Trade Congress in

Brussels, September, 1856, a congress brought about

at the instance of the Belgian Association for

Customs Reform.

GEERTS, Edouard-Louis, the medallist of Brussels, who

made the medal No. 10 Ic, was a pupil of the sculptor

Van der Stappen. He died, aged forty-three, at

Ixelles, 24th November, 1889.

GRANDE, E., contemporary South American medallist.

249. Buenos Ayres recaptured from the English, 1806. Me-
morial medal, 1893.

Obv. POPHAM Y BEEESFOED GENEEALES
BEITANICOS DE MAE Y TIEEEA. Busts
of Sir Home Popham and General Beresford,

facing, with flags below, within wreath.

En. EN CONMEMOEACION DE LA GLOEIOSA
EECONQUISTA DE BUENOS AIEES.
Within a wreath: six stars, palm branches
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and inscription : MDCCCVI 12 DE AGOSTO
MDOCOXCIII LA JUNTA DE NUMIS-
MATICAAMEEICANA. SignedE . GEANDE.

Oval, 2-4 by 2-0 inches; struck; M (London Numis-
mismatic Society).

For the historical incident referred to on this medal see

under medal No. 238.

GRUEBER, H., a contemporary German medallist and die-

sinker, living in London.

250. Queen Victoria. Jubilee on the 50th year of her reign.
1887.

Obv. YICTOEIA EEG : 1837 . 1887. Her bust three-

quarters to left. Signed H. GEUEBEE LON-
DON.

No reverse. 3*0
;
shell struck in thin metal

;
^B.

251. The Prince and Princess of Wales. Silver Wedding,
1888.

Obv. TH. E. H. THE PEINCE AND PEINOESS
OF WALES. Their busts, jugate to left. Be-
low shields of arms between branches of laurel

and oak. Signed, H. GEUEBEE.

Rev. Inscription within open wreath of roses, thistles

and shamrock leaves : IN COMMEMOEA-
TION OF THE SILYEE WEDDING 10

MAEOH 1888 . Above inscription, the Crest

and Motto of the Prince of Wales. Signed,
H. GEUEBEE . 31 KING STEEET .

LONDON . E.G.

1-35; struck; M (F.P.W.).

HART, Laurent-Joseph. The following medal must be

added to those already described.

252. Conference held at London for giving Peace to Belgium,
November, 1831.
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Obv. The crown of Belgium within circle of stare,

outside which are the crowns of the five great

powers of Europe arranged on a wreath. With
the crowns are the names of the respective
nations, BELGIQIJE, FEANCE, ANGLE-
TEREE, PEUSSE, AUTEICHE, EUSSIE.
Signed HAET F.

Jfor. Within a circle : PAIX ET AMITl PEEPft-
TTJELLE and a partly open scroll, on which
is the date, XV . NOY . MDCOOXXXI .

Outside the circle are the names of Leopold I,

King of the Belgians, William IV, King of

England, and the four other sovereigns.

1-6; struck; Z& (F.P.W.).

A conference of ministers of the five great powers was

held at London, and the acceptance of twenty-four articles

of pacification was decided on, 15th November, 1831.

On Hart's fine medal of the painter Rubens no mention

is made of England, and it can therefore not be included

in the English series like the following two medals.

JOUVENEL, Adolphe- Christian, Belgian medallist, an en-

graver to the King of the Belgians. Born at Lille,

1798, died at Brussels, 1867. He was a pupil of the

sculptor Rude.

253254. Commemorative portrait medals of the painters
Eubens and Van Dyck with long inscription on
the reverses. These form part of a national

series of great men, by Jouvenel. Mention is

made of England in the inscriptions.

1*85 inches; struck; .2E (London Num. Soc.).

JUNKER, J. C., a modern die-sinker.

254A. Marriage of the Princess Eoyal of England with the

Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards theEmperor
Frederick), 1858.
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Obv. PEINZ FE . WIL . VON PEEUSSEN. His bust

in uniform to right. Signed, J. 0. JUNKEE F.

^. VTCTOEIA PE . EOIAL (sic?) OF ENGLAND.
Her bust to left.

1-8; struck; white metal (Adolph Weyl, op. cit., No.

2709).

KtiCHLER, Conrad Heinrich. In addition to those already

described, the following, signed K, have been attri-

buted to this medallist.

255. Trial of Queen Caroline, 1820.

Obv. CAEOLINA D : G. BEITT : EEGINA. Her
bust to left. Signed K.

Rev. COUNT B. BEEGAMI. His bare bust with
head to right.

1-6; struck; M (M.B.). Num. Chron., 1888, p. 66.

256. Count Bartolemo Bergami, 1820.

Obv. As reverse of previous medal.

Rev. Within wreath of laurel, united below by orna-
mented shield :-COUEIER TO HEE MA-
JESTY 1820.

1-6; struck; white metal (M.B.). Num. Chron., 1888,

p. 67.

The previous two medals refer to the reports circulated

respecting Count Bergami's relations to Queen Caroline,

reports which formed the grounds for the bill of divorce

brought by George IV in 1820. The Queen was, how-

ever, acquitted. Count Bergami died in Italy in 1841.

There are likewise two medals on the trial of Queen

Caroline, having the same obverse as No. 255, but with

different reverses. All four medals are probably too late

to be by Kiichler, though I do not know the precise year
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of his death. The K probably stands for P. Kempson, of

Birmingham, and the execution is not up to Kiichler's

standard.

K.ULLRICH, Wilhelm. On the reverse of medal No. 128 the

Minerva-like figure, who receives the bride and

bridegroom, has an eagle by her side and evidently

was intended by the artist to represent Prussia. (See

Ad. Weyl, op. cit. No. 2731.) The following medals

by Kullrich must be added to those already described.

257. Marriage of the Princess Royal of England with the

Crown Prince of Prussia (afterwards the

Emperor Frederick), 1858.

Olv. FEIEDE . WILH . PE . Y . PE . YICTOEIA
PE . E . V . GE . BE . U . I. Their bare

heads, jugate, to right. Signed W. KULLEICH
A . V . FEO. (ad vivum fecit).

Rev. The Prince and Princess kneeling facing each

other, the former in the act of putting a ring on
the latter's finger. Behind them stands an

angel, facing, in an attitude of benediction. In
the exergue are the two shields of arms with a

scroll, on which is inscribed : XXV . JANUAE .

MDCCCLVIIL Signed, E. DAEGE INV.
W. KULLEICH F.

2-0; struck; M (F.P.W.).

Some specimens of this medal were presented by the

Emperor to individuals of the Court,

258. The Crown Prince and Princess of Prussia. Birth of

their eldest son (now the German Emperor,
William II.), 1859.

Obv.R. WILH. PEINZ V. PEEUSSEN . VICT.
P. FE. W. V. PE. P.E.V.G.B.U.I. Their
bare heads facing each other on an orna-
mental tablet. Above, two cupids support
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a crown. Below is the Prussian eagle with

outspread wings. Signed G. LOOS DIE.
A. FISCHEE INV. E. STAUDIGEL EEC.

Rev. FEIEDEICH WILHELM YICTOE ALBEET
PEINZ Y PEEUSSEN GEBOEEN D. 27

JANUAE 1859. Angel holding baby. Signed
W. KULLEICH EEC.

2-1
;
struck

;
M (F.P.W.). Ad. Weyl, op. cit., No. 2735.

LANTERI, Edouard, contemporary sculptor, born in Paris,

1848. Pupil of the French sculptors, Aime Millet,

Guillaume and Cavelier. M. Lanteri is now Instruc-

tor in Modelling at the National Art Training School,

South Kensington. His cast portrait-medallions,

Nos. 258A, 258c, and 258D, were cast in bronze at

Mr. James Moore's Foundry, Thames Ditton.

258A. Sir J. Edgar Boehm, Bart., E.A.

Obv. SIE EDGAE J - BOEHM BAEONET E A
MDCCCLXXXXI SO. His clothed bust to

right. Behind, in the field, a sculptor's mallet

and chisel, with a sprig of laurel. Signed,
ED LANT&EI.

No reverse. 4-6
;
cast

;
2& (F.P.W.).

The profile on the above described medal was modelled

shortly before Sir Edgar Boehm's death, in December,

1890.

258s. S. B. Bancroft, actor, 1889.

Oh. S. B. BANOEOFT MDOOOLXXXVIIII. His
clothed bust, nearly to right, with eye-glass at

the right eye. Signed on the truncation, ED
LANTEEI.

No reverse. 3-5; cast; M. R.A. ExUl. Cat., 1890,
No. 2105.
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25 80. B. Bertrand, the fencing master.

Obv.B. BEETEAND MAITEE D'AEMES 1889.

His clothed bust to left. Unsigned.

No reverse. 2-8; cast; JE. R.A. ExJiil. Cat., 1890,
No. 2109. A variety has the legend, B. BEE-
TEAND FENCING MASTEE, without the
date.

258D. Mrs. Adelaide M. Moore, 1893.

Olv. MME ADELAIDE : M : MOOEE :

MDCCCLXXXXIII. Her clothed bust to

left. Signed,
" ED. Lanteri so."

No reverse. 5-3; cast; JE.

258E. George Morton, painter, Instructor in Painting at the
National Art Training School, South Kensington, 1889.

Olv. GEOEGE MOETON : 1889. His bare head to

left. Unsigned.

No reverse. 3-5; cast; M. R.A. Exliib. Cat., 1890,
No. 2110.

25 SF. Eobert Glassby, sculptor, 1888.

Olv. EOBEET : GLASSBY MDCCCLXXXYIII a 8

LIL His clothed bust to left. Signed, 3_.

No reverse. 4-0
; cast; M (F.P.W.) R.A. Exhib. Cat.,

1890, No. 2108.

258a. William Glassby, artist, son of Mr. Eobert Glassby,
1888.

Ofcv. WILLIAM GLASSBY MDCCCLXXXYIII
3VTAT S 21. His clothed bust to left. Signed,
3L-

No reverse. 3-3; cast; M. E.A. ExJiib. Cat., 1890,
No. 2107.

258n. Andreas Grass, sculptor, 1888.

Obv. AN DEE AS GEASS MDCCCLXXXYIII
MAECH. Clothed bust to left. Unsigned.

No reverse. 2-8; cast; JE. R.A. Exhil. Cat., 1890,
No. 2111.
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258i. Sir Augustus Harris, 1890.

Obv. AUGUSTUS HAEEIS . PANTOMIME :

OPEEA : THEATEE EOYAL DEUEY
LANE : TEAGEDY : COMEDY. Clothed

bust of Sir Augustus Harris to left. Signed,
ED. LANTEEI.

Rev. Winged figure of Victory, standing, holding

palm-branch and lyre. On the left, a Cupid is

flying to left, holding banner, on which is

inscribed, PALMAM QIJI MEEUIT FEEAT.
At the feet of the Victory are a laurel-branch

and the masks of Tragedy and Comedy. In the

background the sea is represented with a ship
on it.

1-9; struck; N, M, M. This medal is sometimes pre-
sented by Sir Augustus Harris to operatic and
theatrical artistes. The struck medal was pro-
duced from M. Lanteri's models, under the

direction of Messrs. Herning and Co.

LECLERCQ, J., Belgian medallist.

259. Felix, Comtede Merode, Belgian statesman. His letter

to Lord Palmerston, 1838.

Obv. FELIX COMTE DE MEEODE EEPEESEN-
TANT BELGE. His bare head to left. Signed
J. LECLEECQ F.

Rev. Inscription : LES DIPLOMATES, &c., extract

from a letter to Lord Palmerston, 7th June,
1838.

2-0
;
struck

;
JE (London Numism. Soc.).

LEGROS, Prof. Alphonse, was a pupil of M. Lecoq de

Boisbaudran. His first work exhibited at the

" Salon
"
was a painting, the portrait of his father,

in 1857. The following medallions, Nos. 259A to

259i, like those already mentioned, made during

the years 1881 and 1882, are all cast in bronze, and
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may be seen in the City of Manchester Art Gallery.

Nos. 259s to 259K are all studies from models.

259A. Cardinal Manning. His clothed bust to left, with
name. Unsigned. 4-5.

259B. Victor Surville. Clothed bust to left, with name. Un-
signed. 3-9.

25 9c. Jacob Moro. Clothed bust to left, with name. Un-
signed. 3 '8.

25 9D. Nicolas Blacas. Clothed bust to left, with name.

Unsigned. 4-0.

259E. Donato Capello. Clothed bust to left, with name. Un-
signed. 4- 8.

259F. Denis TJrbain. Clothed bust to left, with name. Un-
signed. 4-2.

259a. Jules Eaud. Clothed bust to left, with name. Un-
signed. 4 '4.

259n. Gil de Mesa. Clothed bust to right, with name. Un-
signed. 3 -6.

259i. A young girl's head in high relief facing. No name.

Unsigned. Cup-shaped medallion. 4-2.

259K and 259L. Besides the above, Professor Legros has
made a similar cast bronze medallion with the

portrait of a model, bearing the fancy name,
"Marquis de Bedmar," and another medallion

with the portrait of Mr. Constantine lonides.

LIALEN, L, Russian medallist.

260. Sir James Wylie, Bart., physician. 1840.

Obv. Bust to left with titles and artist's signature, the

latter in Russian characters.
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Rev. Long inscription with wreath of laurel : VIRO
ILLUSTEISS . &c.

2-1 ; struck; M (R. W. Cochran Patrick in Num. Chron.,

1888, p. 317).

Sir James Wylie was born in 1768. In 1798 he was ap-

pointed physician to the Imperial Court of Russia, and in

1812 became director of the medical department of the

Minister of War. In 1814 he was appointed physician-in-

ordinary to the Emperor Alexander I., and in that year

was created a baronet by the Prince Regent of England
at the Czar's request before leaving England. He died

in 1854, when the title became extinct.

LINDBERG, Adolf, the medallist of medal No. 156A, is

professor of drawing at the official school of art in

Stockholm. The medal of Madame Lind-Gold-

schmidt was made for the Royal Academy of Music

at Stockholm.

LINDENSCHMIT, Johann. This engraver of dies worked

more as a seal-engraver than a medallist. His

name should be familiar to all antiquaries on ac-

count of one of his sons, the late Dr. Ludwig

Lindenschmit, Hon. F.S.A., to whose untiring

energy the splendid collection illustrative of Teutonic

antiquities at Mayence owes so much.

Loos, Daniel Friedrich. The following medal must be

added to those already given.

261. Wellington and Bliicher. Entry of the English and
Prussians into Paris, 7th July, 1815.
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The obverse of this medal is the same as No. 158, but
the inscription on reverse is different. See

Tresor, PL LXVL, No. 8. Num. Chron., 1888,

p. 77, No. 9.

Medal No. 157 of the Duke of Wellington forms one

of a series of medals (size 1*1 inches) made by Loos in

1815 with portraits of commanders of the Allied Forces,

including Bliicher, York von Wartenburg, Gneisenau,

Schwarzenberg, the Duke of Brunswick, and Barclay de

Tolly. These, however, cannot properly be included in

the British series in spite of the Scottish and English

descent of Prince Barclay de Tolly and Count York von

Wartenburg respectively.

Loos, Gottfried B. The medallic establishment which he

founded now exists as the " Berlin Medallic Mint of

L. Ostermann, formerly G. Loos." G. Loos himself

died in 1843
; consequently medals Nos. 127, 128,

175A, 175s, 209A, 258, were really
" directed

"
by

his successors, though the name Gr. LOOS is retained

as the business name on the medals. Medal No. 215

is the only medal of the English series made at the

establishment of Gr. Loos during the lifetime of Gr.

Loos himself. There are medals with the portraits of

G. Loos and of his father D. F. Loos made by the

medallists C. Pfeuffer and Goetze respectively. Ac-

cording to the medal G. Loos was born in 1773, not

1774.

LOUIZI, an Italian medallist who worked for Durand's

series.

262. Pasquale de' Paoli, the Corsican patriot. Death at

London, 1807.
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Olv. PASCHASIUS PAOLI. His clothed bust to left.

Signed LOTJIZI F.

Rev. NATUS EOSLINO IN COESICA AN .

M.DCO.XX.YI. OBIIT INSULA MAJOEIS
BEITANNIAE AN . M.DCCC.YIL Below,
SEEIES NUMISMATICA TJNIVEESALIS
VIEOEUM ILLUSTEIUM MDCCCXLIV .

DUEAND EDIDIT.

1-7
; struck; M.

Pasquale, the son of Hiacinto de
j

Paoli, was born in

Corsica, 1726. The Corsicans made him, in 1755,

Captain-General of their forces and he succeeded in over-

throwing the Genoese dominion in Corsica. In 1769

Corsica was subjected to France, but in 1794, with the

assistance of Lord Hood, Paoli transferred the rule to

Great Britain, and in the following year retired to Lon-

don, where he resided till his death in 1807. He was

buried in Westminster Abbey.

MADRASSI, Luca, sculptor, born in Italy, living in Paris,

a pupil of Cavelier.

263. George Meredith, the poet and novelist. Portrait medal-
lion cast in bronze (Salon, 1892).

264. Lord Eonald Gower, F.S.A., author of " The Life of

Prince Eupert," and sculptor of the monument
erected in 1888 to Shakespeare at Stratford-

on-Avon. Portrait medallion, cast in bronze

(Salon, 1892).

265. Lord Beaconsfield (18051881). Memorial portrait

medallion, 1894.

266. Et. Hon. W. E. Gladstone, 1894. Portrait medallion,
1894.
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In conclusion it may avoid possible confusion, if I add

a few words of explanation concerning modern medals

as Nos. 8, 70, 175A, &c., where more than one name

occurs in the "
signature

"
of the same side. If the name

of the publisher or director be placed on a medal, it

properly appears without any word following the name,

as in medals Nos. 132, 133, 187, or else followed by such

words as EDIDIT, as in Durand's series, or DIR(EXIT)
as on medals Nos. 8, 79, 215. When the designer's name

appears it is followed by INV(ENIT), as on medals Nos.

70, lOlc, 128, or by DES(IGNAVIT) ;
when the design

is
"
after

" some work of a painter or sculptor, his name

is often given, followed by PINXIT or some equivalent

word
;
when the modeller is a different person to the

designer or medallist, his name is sometimes added and

followed by M., MOD., or the word S(CULPSIT), as on

medals Nos. 38 and 175A
; finally the name of the

actual medallist or graveur en medailles may appear alone,

but usually appears followed by the word F(ECIT) or

sometimes by IN(CIDIT) or SCULP(SIT).
In some cases, as in that of Pistrucci, the medallist

made the design and model as well as engraved the dies,

but in recent times, owing to the reducing machine, the

actual engraving of the dies has to a large extent become

simply mechanical, and in such cases the modeller's name

often appears followed by FECIT. In some respects this

modern method is an advantage, as it enables many good
artists to make medals, without obliging them to give up
the great amount of time formerly necessary for the

engraving of steel dies. Lastly, in the case of modern

cast medals, the modeller is naturally considered the actual

medallist, and the bronze-founder's name is often altogether

omitted.
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INDEX
OF PERSONS AND EVENTS RECORDED ON THE MEDALS.

The Numbers are those of the Medals, not the Pages. Medals Nos. 1 to 162

will be found in NUM. CHEON. 1893, pp. 286335. The numbers

within brackets are the dates.

Acre, defended by Admiral Sir

Sidney Smith (1799), 19

Addison, Joseph, 199

Albert, Prince Consort, 70, 109,

110, 207, 218

Albuera, battle of (1811), 22

Alexander I., Czar, visits England
(1814), 4

Alexander I., Czar, overthrow of

Napoleon (1815), 186, 248E
Alexander II., Czar, received at

the Guildhall (1874), 216

Algiers, bombarded by Lord Ex-
mouth (1816), 68, 102

Alma, battle of (1854), 9c, 13u, 15,

108

Almarez, success at the bridge of,

(1812), 98

Ambulance and Red Cross Medals,
215o, 215D, 244

Amiens, peace of (1802), 124

Amiens, treaty of, broken (1803),
113

Anglesey, Henry, Marquis of,

wounded at Waterloo (1815),
215B

Antwerp, English attack on (1809),
64

Antwerp, Queen Victoria at (1843),
107

Art Competition, National, 211

Austerlitz, battle of (1805), 241

B.

Baby, L. F. G-., of Montreal,
84A

Bacon, Francis, 35

Bacon, Roger, 99

Baden, Princess Mary of, mar-

riage with the Duke of Hamil-
ton (1843), 4U

Balaklava, battle of (1854), 108

Bancroft, Mr. S. B., 258u

Barry, Sir Charles, R.A., 220

Beaconsfield, Lord, English repre-
sentative at the Berlin Congress
(1878), 215r, 215&

Beaconsfield, Lord, Memorial, 265

Belgian Affairs, London Inter-

national Conference on (1831),
252

Belzoni's discoveries in Egypt, 163

Beresford, General, surrender at

Buenos Ayres (1806), 249

Bergami, Count (1820), 255, 256

Berlin, Congress on the Eastern

Question (1878), 215F, 215a

Berlin, Samoa Conference at

(1889), 179o, 179D

Berlin, shooting competition (1858),
209A

Berlin, Women's Industrial Exhi-
bition (1865), 175s

Bertrand, Mr. B., 258c

Blane, Sir Gilbert, Bart., 191A
Blockade of the British Isles (1806),

115

Bliicher, Marshal, 158, 186, 209o,

215s, 261

Boehm, Sir Edgar, Bart., R.A.,
258A

Bomarsund, fortress in the Baltic,
taken (1854), 9s, 13A

Bombay, settlement of British at,
74

Basset, Charles Philip de, 15A

Boulogne, army for invasion of

England at (1804), 111

Boulogne, army for invasion of

England leaves (1805), 28, 29

Boulton, Matthew, 93, 194s

Boulton, Matthew, his medal for

Trafalgar, 122
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Bowring, Sir John, 42

Bridgewater, Franc. Henry Eger-
ton, Earl of, 72

Browning, Robert, 178c

Bruges, Queen Victoria at (1843),
104

Brunei, Sir Isambart, 43

Brunswick, Friedrich Wilhelm,
Duke of, battle of Quatre Bras,
117A, 215B

Brussels, Queen Victoria at (1843),

106, 245

Brussels, International Congress
for Free Trade (1856), 101A

Brussels, reception of English
Volunteers at (1866), 239

Brussels, International Conference
at (1874), 227A

Buenos Ayres, in possession of an

English force (1806), 238
Buenos Ayres, recaptured from the

English (1806), 249

Burgess, Miss E., 210

Byron, Lord, 44, 168 to 171

C.

Camden, William, the antiquary,
34

Campbell, Prof. Lewis, 202

Canada, medals relating to, 38A,

38s, 84A, 84s, 120, 209D, 235,
240

Canning, George, 45, 94

Carlyle, Thomas, 10, 144, 231

Caroline, queen of George IV., on
her trial, and death, 40, 67, 255,
256

Cathedrals, English, medals by J.

Wiener, 221, 221D
Chateau d'Eu, Queen Victoria at

(1843), 177, 178

Child, R. J., of the City of London
Police, 171&

Clarence, Duke of (Prince Albert
Victor of Wales), visit to India

(1890), 171i

Cobden, Richard, 215n

Cockerill, John, 112

Codrington, Admiral Sir Edward,
Battle of Navarino (1827), 16

Combe, Taylor, numismatist and
archaeologist, 194A

Conferences, International, Berlin,

(1878), on the Eastern Question,
215r, 215a

Conferences, International, Berlin

(1889), on Samoan Affairs, 179o,
179D

Conferences, International, Brus-
sels (1856), 101A

Conferences, International, Brus-
sels (1874), 227A

Conferences, International, GTe-

neva (1864), 215c, 215D

Conferences, International, Lon-
don, on Belgian Affairs, 352

Conferences, International, Vienna

(1814), 245A

Congreve, William, the dramatist,
33

Corunna, death of Sir John Moore
at (1809), 41

Crimean War, 37, 108, 247o
Crimean War, Bomarsund taken

by the Baltic fleet (1854), 9s, 13A
Crimean War, battle of Alma

(1854), 9c, 13s, 15, 108
Crimean War, battle of Balaklava

(1854), 108
Crimean War, battle of Inkermann

(1854), 9D, 13o, 108, 181

Crimean War, battle of Tchernaya
(or Bridge of Traktir) (1855), 1 3D

Crimean War, siege and capture
of Sebastopol (1855), 9A, 64A,
248

Crimean War, Peace of Paris

(1856), 127

Cumberland, Duke of (187&?),
17lE

D.

Darwin, Charles Robert, 143

Devonshire, Elizabeth, Duchess of,

164167, 185

Disraeli, Benjamin. See Beacons-

field, Lord.

Douro, passage of the (1809), 86

Drayton Agricultural Society in-

stituted (1800), 125

Dublin, International Exhibition

(1865), 101B

E.

Eastern Question, Congress on the,
at Berlin (1878), 215r, 215o

Edinburgh, Duke of, 208

Egypt, evacuation of, by the
French (1801), 89

Eldon, Earl of, Lord Chancellor,

213, 214

Elizabeth, Queen of England, 183
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Elizabeth of York, queen of

Henry VII. of England, 159
Emin Pasha, Dr., 17 IF

Epping Forest opened (1882), 217

Exhibitions, Anglo-French Work-
ing-class, in London (1865), 215n

Exhibitions, Berlin, "Women's In-
dustrial (1865), 175B

Exhibitions, Canadian (1876), 38s,
209D

Exhibitions, Dublin International

(1865), 10lB

Exhibitions, German, in London

(1891), 17iA

Exhibitions, Hygienic, at London
(1893), 171K

Exhibitions, London International,

HA, 70, 92s, 207, 218, 222A

Exhibitions, New South Wales

(1862), I28A

Exhibitions, Paris International

(1855), 247

Exmouth, Lord, 17, 68, 102

F.

Fergusson, Rt. Hon. Robert Cut-

lar, 180

Flaxman, John, the sculptor, 46
Forth Bridge (1890), 139

Fothergill, Dr. Ant., 194o

Fox, Charles James, 225

Fox, General C. R., numismatist,
11

Francis II., Emperor of Austria,
on the overthrow of Napoleon
(1815), 186, 248B

Francis Joseph, Emperor of Aus-
tria, and the Triple Alliance,
171c

Franklin, Sir John, 47

Frederick, Emperor of Germany.
See Victoria, Princess Royal.

Frederick William III., King of

Prussia, visit to England (
1 8 14) ,

4

Frederick William III., King of

Prussia, on the overthrow of

Napoleon (1815), 186, 248E
Free Trade Congress at Brussels,

(1856), 10U
French National Guards received

at London in September (1848),

13E, 199A

G.

Geneva, Convention of (1864), Red
Cross Society, 215c, 2

George III., 9, 59. See also under

Napoleonic Wars.

George III., attempted assassina-

tion of (1800), 118

George III., Union of Great
Britain and Ireland (1801), 119

George III., Peace of Amiens

(1802), 124

George III., Buenos Ayres in pos-
session of the English (1806), 238

George III., Buenos Ayres recap-
tured from the English (

1 806) ,
249

George III., Peace of Paris (1814),

4, 25, 77, 88, 245A, 248D

George III., the English re-enter
Hanover (1814), 5

George III., war with the United
States of America (1812 to 1815),

248o, and series.

George III., Peace of Paris (1815),

25, 215H, 248E

George III., Algiers bombarded

(1816), 68, 102

George III., death (1820), 121

George IV., 8, 66, 191, 194

George IV., as Prince Regent, on
the battle of Waterloo, 186

George IV., coronation (1820), 90,
192

George IV., entry into Hanover

(1821), 215

George IV., battle of Navarino

(1827), 16, 248AA

George IV., settlement of boun-
daries with United States of

America (1829), 235

George IV., death (1830), 91

George V., King of Hanover, 171E

Ghent, Queen Victoria at (1843), 105

Gilchrist, John Borthwick, the

orientalist, 2 15A

Gladstone, Rt. Hon. W. E., 131,

147, 171s, 266

Glassby, Robert, 258F

Glassby, William, 258<j

Gower, Lord Ronald, 264

Grass, Andreas, 258n

Grattan, Henry, 96
Greek Independence, 16, 44, 45,

94, 168 to 171, 248AA

Grey, Earl, 162

H.

Hamilton, eleventh Duke of, mar-

riage with Princess Mary of
Baden (1843), 4lA
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Handel, George Frederick, 227

Hanover, French occupation of,

(1803), 113

Hanover, the English re-enter

(1814), 5

Hanover, George IV. in (1821), 215

Hanover, George V. of, 171E

Harris, Sir Augustus, 258i

Harvey, William, physician, 196

Heligoland, ceded to Germany
(1890), 171D, 179, 179A

Hennessey, Sir John Pope, 201

Henry VliL, King of England,
195

Herzen, Alexander, 219

Horsford, General Sir Alfred,

English delegate at the Brussels

Conference (1874), 227A

Howard, John, the philanthropist,
246A, 246s

Hudson's Bay Company, 120

Hygiene Exhibition at London

(1893), 171x

I.

Inkermann, battle of (1854), 9D,

13o, 108, 181

Invasion of England contemplated
by Napoleon (1804), 79, 111, 114,
116

Ionian Islands, constitution given

by England (18 17), 63

lonides, Mr. C., 259L

Irving, Henry, the actor, 132

J.

Janssen,P. C. Jules, astronomer, 81

Jenner, Dr. Edward, 161

Jones, Capt. John, 247cc

L.

Langtry, Mrs., 234

Launching of H.M.S. Royal Sove-

reign and H.M.S. Royal Arthur

(1891), 141

Leader, J. Temple, M.P., 52

Legros, Prof., 230

Legros, Prof., medallic studies by,
148 to 155, 259B to 259K

Leopold I., King of Belgium,
peace for Belgium settled at

London (1831), 252

Leopold I., King of Belgium,
Queen Victoria's visit to (1843),

12, 103 to 107, 245

Liards, bronze founders, notice

under medal No. 52
Lincoln Cathedral, 221A
Lind, Jenny, the celebrated vocal-

ist, 156A

Locke, John, the philosopher, 39

Lockyer, Norman, astronomer, 81

London, assistance rendered to

Paris (1871), 237

London, Belgian affairs settled by
an International Conference at

(1831), 252
London citizens congratulate Pa-

risians on the second French
Revolution (1830), 38

London, Corporation, medals issued

by, 206, 216, 217
London, Exhibitions, Anglo-
French working-class (1865),
21OH

London, Exhibitions, German
(1891), 17lA

London, Exhibitions, Hygienic,
1893, 171K

London, Exhibitions, Interna-

tional, 14A, 70, 92s, 207, 218,
222A

London, Greek Affairs, Treaty on

(1827), 94

London, National Health Society,
lOlc

London, opening of Epping Forest

(1882), 217

London,reception of CzarAlexander
II. at the Guildhall (1874), 216

London, reception of French Na-
tional Guards in September
(1848), 13E, 199A

London, Russian free press at, 219

London, St. Paul's Cathedral,
22lD

London, Theatre Royal, Drury
Lane, 258i

London, Westminster Cathedral,
221c

London, William II., German Em-
peror, visit to London (1891),
142, 17U

Longmore, Sir Thomas, 82
Louis XVIII., established on the

throne of France, 248D, 248s
Louis Philippe, King of France,

visit from Queen Victoria (1843),
177, 178

Louis Philippe, King of France,
visit to Queen Victoria (1844), 71

Luneville, peace of (1801), 78
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M.

Madrid, British entry into (1812),
23

Maitland, Captain, surrender of

Napoleon to (1815), 27

Malaga, naval engagement off, 100

Malet, Sir Edward, English re-

presentative at the Samoa Con-
ference (1889), 179c, 179D

Manning, Cardinal, 232, 259A

Marshall, John, F.R.S., 228

Maryborough, Lord (1823), 190

Mauritius, Sir John Pope Hen-

nessey, governor, 201

Medals, making of, note under
medal No. 84

Meredith, George, 263

Merode, Felix Comte de, Letter

to Lord Palmerston (1838), 259

Mill John Stuart, 146

Milton, John, 21 2A

Montefiore, prize-medal at Netley,
82

Montreal, Numismatic and Anti-

quarian Society (1887), 84A, 84s

Moore, Mrs. A. M., 258D

Moore, Sir John, death of (1809),
41

Morgan, Lady Sydney, 56

Morton, George, 258E

Murphy, P. S., of Montreal, 240

N.

Napoleon I. See also under Na-

poleonic Wars.

Napoleon I., crowned Emperor in

1804, alarm of England, 172

Napoleon I., British Roman Ca-
tholic college at Paris, 2, 97

Napoleon I. at Schonbrunn (1809),
64

Napoleon I., return from Elba

(1815), 26, 60

Napoleon I., surrender to Captain
Maitland (1815), 27

Napoleon I. at St. Helena, 30, 31

Napoleon I., his remains brought
to France (1840), 32

Napoleon III. See also under
Crimean War.

Napoleon III., visit from Queen
Victoria (1855), 174

Napoleon III., International Ex-
hibition at Paris (1855), 247

Napoleon III., Peace of Paris

(1856), 127

Napoleon III., Commercial Treaty
with England (1860), 173

Napoleon, Prince Imperial, 175,

178B, 242

Napoleonic Wars (18001815).
See also under Peninsular War.

Napoleonic Wars, Peace of Lune-
ville (1801), 78

Napoleonic Wars, evacuation of

Egypt by the French (1801)^89
Napoleonic Wars, Peace of Amiens

concluded (1802), 124

Napoleonic Wars, Peace of Amiens
broken (1803), 113

Napoleonic Wars, French occupa-

pation of Hanover (1803), 113

Napoleonic Wars, projected inva-

sion of England (1804), 79, 111,

114, 116

Napoleonic Wars, Armee d'Angle-
terre at Boulogne (1804), 111

Napoleonic Wars, Armee d? Angle -

terre leaves Boulogne (1805), '28,
29

Napoleonic Wars, battle of Tra-

falgar (1805), 75, 122, 246

Napoleonic Wars, battle of Aus-
terlitz (1805), 241

Napoleonic Wars, blockade of the

British Isles (1806), 115

Napoleonic Wars, English attack

on Antwerp (1809), 64

Napoleonic Wars, successes of the

Allies in 1813, 209s, 245A

Napoleonic Wars, Peace of Paris

(1814), and Congress at Vienna,
4, 25, 77, 88, 245A, 248o

Napoleonic Wars, the cent jours

(1815), 26, 60

Napoleonic Wars, British army in

the Netherlands (1815). 61, 130

Napoleonic Wars, battle of Water-
loo (1815), 62, 117A, 156s, 158,

186, 200, 209c, 215s

Napoleonic Wars, entry of the
Allies into Paris (1815), 261

Napoleonic Wars, surrender of

Napoleon (1815), 27

Napoleonic Wars. Peace of Paris

(1815), 25, 215n, 248B

Nassau, Frederick August, Duke
of, war-medal for Waterloo,
156s

National Health Society, London,
lOlc

Naval review (1889), 137, 179E,
179F
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Navarino, battle of (1827), 16, 248AA

Nelson, Admiral Lord, victories

and death, 75, 122, 246

Netley, Army Medical School,
Montefiore prize at, 82

New South Wales, Industrial Ex-
hibition of (1862), 128A

Newton, Sir Isaac, 184

O.

O'Connell, Daniel, 13a

Ohrdruf, Queen Victoria and the
Prince Consort at (1845), 110

Opie, Amelia, 48

Orange refugees aided by Great
Britain and Prussia, 160

Ostende, Queen Victoria at (1843),
103

P.

Palmerston, Lord, letter from the
Comte de Merode (1838). 259

Paoli, Pasquale de', the Corsican

patriot. 262

Paris, British Roman Catholic Col-

lege at (1802), 2, 97
Paris, Gercle Britannique at Paris,

199s

Paris, International Exhibition at

(1855), 247

Paris, Peace of (1814), 4, 25, 77, 88,
245A, 248D

Paris, Peace of (1815), 25, 215n,
248E

Paris, Peace of (1856), 127
Paris, reception of the English

visitors in April of 1849, 13r
Paris, Revolution of 1830, 38

Paris, siege of, benevolence of Sir
Richard Wallace (1870), 243

Paris, siege of, English assistance
after (1871), 236, 237

Paris, Society for the Suppression
of Piracy (1814), 68

Parker, Miss H., 194E

Parliament, Houses of, 220
Peel, Sir Robert, 101A
Peninsular War (1808 1814);

battle of Vimiera (1808), 3
Peninsular War, battle of Corunna,

death of Sir John Moore at

(1809), 41

Peninsular War, passage of the
Douro (1809), 86

Peninsular War, battle of Tala-
vera (1809), 129

Peninsular War, occupation of the
lines of Torres Vedras (1810), 87,
182

Peninsular War, battle of Albuera

(1811), 22
Peninsular War, bridge of Al-
marez (1812), 98

Peninsular War, British entry into
Madrid (1812), 23

Peninsular War, battle of Vittoria

(1813), 156, 203, 204
Peninsular War, capitulation of

Pampeluna (1813), 76
Peninsular War, battle of Toulouse

(1814), 24

Penn, William, 198

Pentland, John, naturalist, 55

Perponcher, Count, at Waterloo

(1815), 215s

Picton, General Sir Thomas, killed

at Waterloo (1815), 215s

Piracy, Society for the Suppression
of, 68

Polish cause, sympathy in Eng-
land for, 14, 180

Pope, Alexander, the poet, 212

Popham, Sir Home (1806,) 249

Postage, penny postage jubilee

(1890), 140

Priestley, Joseph, natural philoso-
pher, 36

Q.

Quatrebras, battle of (1815), 117A,
209c

R.

Red Cross, ambulance medals,
215c, 215D, 244

Richard, L., bronze founder at

Paris, notice under medal No. 52

Rigny, Erench Admiral De, 16,
248AA

Rivers, Lord (1834), 49

Rose, Surgeon F. H., 181A
Ross, Sir John, 50

Rubens, Sir Peter Paul, 253

St. Andrew's University, Camp-
bell prize medal, 202

St. Paul's Cathedral, London,
221D

St. Vincent, Cape, battle off (1797),
18
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St. Vincent, Lord, his medal for

the flagship Vilk de Paris (1800),
126

Samoa Conference at Berlin (1889),

179o, 179D

Sandhurst, foundation of the Royal
Military College, 20

Scheld, English army on the
Scheld (1815), 130

Scottish valour in the Napoleonic
wars, 85

Sebastopol, siege and capture of

(1855), 9A, 64A, 248

Shakespeare, William, 6, 7, 65, 123

Signatures of artists on medals,
note under medal No. 262

Smith, Adam, 194D

Smith, Admiral Sir Sidney, 19, 51
Solar atmosphere discovered, 81

Somerville, Mary, 57

Stillman, Mrs. Marie, 229

Stuart, Lord Dudley, 14

Sydenham, Thomas, physician,
176

T.

Talavera, battle of (1809), 129

Tchernaya (bridge of Traktir),
battle of (1855), 13n

Tennyson, Alfred, Lord, 133, 145
Torres Vedras, lines of (1811), 182

Toulouse, battle of (1814), 24

Townsend, George, D.D., Canon
of Durham, 205

Trafalgar, battle of (1805), 75, 122,
246

Turgot, the French statesman un-
der Louis XVI., 10U, 194D

U.

Uhlhorn's lever coining-press, 207,
222A

Umberto I., Zing of Italy, and
the Triple Alliance, 17lc

United States, America, war with
England (18 12 1815), 248c and
series.

United States, America, settlement
of boundaries (1829), 235

Uxbridge, Henry, Earl of, see

Anglesey, Henry, Marquis of.

V.

Vandyck, Sir Anthony, 219A, 223,
226, 254

Victoria, Princess-Royal, betrothal

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES.

to the Crown-Prince Frederick

(1857), 234A

Victoria, Princess-Royal, her mar-

riage (1858), 128, 254A, 257

Victoria, Princess-Royal, shooting

competition at Berlin (1858),
209A

Victoria, Princess-Royal, birth of

her eldest son (1859), 258

Victoria, Princess-Royal, Women's
Industrial Exhibition at Berlin

(1865), 175B

Victoria, Princess - Royal, her
silver wedding (1883), 92, 175A,
215B

Victoria, Princess-Royal, sanato-

ria for children in Germany
(1884), 215i

Victoria, Princess-Royal, and the

Crown-Prince succeed asEmperor
and Empress of Germany (1888),
135

Victoria, Queen. See also under
Crimean War

Victoria, Queen, coronation (1838),

19lB, 193, 248B

Victoria, Queen, marriage with
Prince Albert (1840), 109

Victoria, Queen, visit to Belgium
(1843), 12, 103-107, 245

Victoria, Queen, visit to France

(1843), 13, 177, 178

Victoria, Queen, visit from Louis

Philippe (1844), 71

Victoria, Queen, with the Prince
Consort at Ohrdruf (1845), 110

Victoria, Queen, visit to France

(1855), 174

Victoria, Queen, Peace of Paris

(1856), 127

Victoria, Queen, National Art
Competition (1857), 211

Victoria, Queen, commercial treaty
with France (I860), 173

Victoria, Queen, International Ex-
hibition in London (1862), 14A

Victoria, Queen, Berlin Congress
on the Eastern Question (1878),

215F, 215a

Victoria, Queen, opens Epping
Forest to the public (1882),
217

Victoria, Queen, jubilee on fiftieth

year of her reign (1887), 92A, 134,

206, 247A, 250

Victoria, Queen, Samoa Confer-
ence at Berlin, 1889, 179c, 179o

A A
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Victoria, Queen, her seventieth
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Konigliche Museen zu Berlin (Beschreibung der antiken

Munzen). Vol. III., Part I. Italy. Etruria to Calabria.

Berlin, 1894.

The Berlin Museum is to be congratulated on the completion
of another volume, the third, of its Catalogue of Greek Coins.

The first volume of the series, which appeared in 1888, con-

tained the coins of the Tauric Chersonesus, Sarmatia, Dacia,

Pannonia, Moesia, and Thrace
;

the second, which followed

promptly in 1889, comprised the coinage of Paeonia, Macedon,
and of the Macedonian Kings, down to, and including, Per-

diccas III. These two volumes were compiled by Dr. A. von

Sallet, the distinguished Director of the Berlin Coin-Cabinet.

The present volume is by his learned colleague and assistant,

Dr. H. Dressel. It consists of 315 pages of closely-packed

descriptions of an enormous number of specimens, interspersed
with frequent notes which add very considerably to the value

of the work. The numerous cuts in the text (89 in number)
are very carefully executed, as are also the 22 autotype plates
at the end of the volume. Although these latter are twice as

many as those in Vol. II., they are still far too scanty for the

proper illustration of such a magnificent collection of coins as

the Berlin Museum now possesses. They ought to be at least

twice as numerous. In this respect the Berlin authorities

might with advantage follow the example of the British

Museum.
The omission in this volume of the column devoted to the

indication of the source from which the coins were acquired, is

a distinct improvement as a saving of valuable space ; but we
still miss chronological headings, which, even if not absolutely
accurate, are of invaluable assistance to students of history who
are not thoroughly expert in the difficult art of fixing for them-
selves the approximate dates of coins by their style; more
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especially as, owing to the paucity of the illustrations, it is

frequently impossible to form any opinion as to style, even

from the most minute and careful descriptions.
To compare this work with the corresponding volume of the

British Museum Catalogue, which appeared more than twenty

years ago, and which was the first of the series, would be ob-

viously very unfair to the latter, which is in all respects, and

naturally, very deficient both in quantity and quality.

The Revue Numismatique, 1894, Part I., contains the follow-

ing articles :

1. REINACH (Tn.). On the date of Pheidon. This is a very
instructive and valuable contribution both to history and numis-

matics ; for both historians and numismatists have always been

sorely puzzled how to reconcile the statement of Aristotle that

Pheidon introduced coined money into Peloponnesus (which he

struck at Aegina), on the one hand, with the fact that none of

the Aeginetan coins can be assigned to an earlier date than the

seventh century B.C.
; and, on the other hand, with the state-

ment that Pheidon celebrated, in concert with the Pisatans, the

eighth Olympiad in B.C. 748, at least a century before the ear-

liest Aeginetan issues. The writer points out that Aristotle, who
was aware that the Aeginetan coins were the earliest struck in

Greece, must have been misled by an Argive tradition accord-

ing to which the o/SeA/cr/coi, dedicated by Pheidon in the temple
of Hera, were placed there to commemorate the abolition of the

old iron money and the introduction of the newly invented

silver coins. M. Reinach adduces the strongest reasons for

supposing that as a matter of fact Pheidon dedicated his

d^eAioxoi as official standards of the original system inaugurated

by him in the middle of the eighth century B.C. If this be so,

we must abandon the theory that silver coins were first struck

in Greece by Pheidon, although he is still to be credited with

the introduction of the weight-standard according to which the

earliest Aeginetan coins were struck about a hundred years
after his death. The statement of Herodotus (vi. 127) that a

son of Pheidon was one of the suitors for the hand of the

daughter of Cleisthenes of Sicyon, circ. B.C. 600 570, is rightly
dismissed by M. Reinach as an old wife's tale (conte a
dormir debout).

2. BLANCHET (J. A.). On an archaic tetradrachm of Syra-
cuse. This coin differs from all hitherto known specimens, in

that it is without the female head in the centre of the square on
the reverse. The incuse square on this coin is shallow, and

divided by narrow lines into four quarters. I confess that I
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am somewhat doubtful about the authenticity of this tetra-

drachm.

3. LA TOUR (H. DE). Gaulish coins collected in the district

of the Forest of Compiegne. Important for the localisation of

many uninscribed Gaulish types.
4. GENNEP (A. VAN). On a Merovingian gold Triens struck

at Aosta. The obverse of this hitherto unpublished coin bears

the inscription X. AVoQ TA FIT, and the reverse MAXOMIO
MONITARI, with the unexplained letters C E in the field.

5. PEOU (M.). On the erroneous use of the word " Fierton
"

to describe coin-weights. The author shows that this word

properly signifies the quarter of the mark, just as the English
word farthing, to which it is etymologically related, means the

quarter of the penny.
6. VIENNE (M. DE). Historical resume of the coinage of

Spain. (Conclusion.)
7. BORDEAUX (P.). On the six-denier piece of Navarre

struck in 1589 in the name of Henri IV. These base coins

were decried and destroyed in the following year. No speci-

mens are now known to exist, but an engraving of the coin has

been preserved in a decree of Henri IV printed at Tours in

1590.

8. CASANOVA (P.). On Arab leaden seals.

The part concludes with obituary notices of the two most

distinguished numismatists whom the nineteenth century has

produced Waddington and Cunningham.
The unrivalled cabinet of Greek coins of Asia Minor col-

lected by the former, during a period extending over more than

forty years, consists of about 100 coins in gold, 1,500 in silver,

and 5,000 in bronze, all well-chosen and valuable coins. It is

to be hoped, for the honour of France, that the Government (if

it is in their power) will not allow a collection of such supreme
scientific importance to be dispersed by public auction. Our
own Government secured a few years ago for the British Museum,

by a special grant for the purpose, the most valuable portion of

Sir Alexander Cunningham's collection, and the remainder of

his coins has also now passed into the National Collection. If

the French nation could secure the Waddington cabinet, the

few thousand pounds which it would cost would be well spent.
That Monsieur Waddington always intended his collection to

go intact to the Bibliotheque after his death was well known to

all his friends. In fact he has frequently told me that he

selected his coins with the express object of supplying defi-

ciencies in the National Collection. The acquisition of his

unrivalled cabinet, intact, by the Bibliotheque, would on this
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account alone be a wise step, as it contains hardly any dupli-

cates of coins which that cabinet already possesses.
When M. Waddington left England last spring he had just

completed in manuscript his great Corpus of all the known
coins of Asia Minor, comprising not only those in his own
cabinet, but every coin which had passed through his hands

in all the great public and private collections of Europe. It

is needless perhaps to insist upon the transcendent scientific

value of this great work, the publication of which without

delay is due t the memory of one of the most brilliant

scholars and numismatists of our age. M. Waddington, on the

occasion of his farewell visit to the British Museum, informed

me that his catalogue was then quite complete and ready to be

placed in the hands of the printer. The only question which
remained to be settled was that of the illustrations. The
historical commentary on the coins described in this first por-
tion of his work will, alas ! never see the light, although M.

Waddington had got together copious notes for the purpose.
We presume that the publication of the catalogue will soon be

entrusted to the editorship of some competent French numis-

matist. This is a duty which France and his family owe to

Europe, and we are confident that it will be fulfilled with as

little delay as possible. Bis dat qui cito dat.

The posthumous work of the late Sir Alexander Cunningham,
on the Native Coinage of Medmval India, has been entrusted

by Col. Allan Cunningham, his son and executor, to the able

editorship of Mr. Eapson, who will bring it out almost imme-

diately.
BARCLAY V. HEAD.

Britomartis la soi-disant Europe sur le Platane de Gortyne

(Eevue Beige de Numismatique, 1894), par J. N. Svoronos.

In this interesting paper M. Svoronos has at last given us his

long-expected interpretation of the famous type of the coins of

Gortyna, in Crete, the nymph seated on the trunk and amid the

branches of an old tree, which is sometimes bare and some-

times clothed with foliage. On some specimens an eagle sits

beside her on a branch of the tree, on others she is seen in

co'itu with the eagle, after the manner of Leda with the swan,
with the addition sometimes of a bull's head beside the trunk

of the tree. The hitherto almost universally accepted expla-
nation of these types has been that the nymph is Europa
seated on the far-famed plane-tree of Gortyna, which even in

winter never shed its leaves, and that the eagle is Zeus who,
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according to Theophrastus and Pliny, accomplished his union

with Europa either on (eTrt)
or under (VTTO) the plane-tree, after

carrying her off from Phoenicia to Crete on his back in the

form of a bull. There can be no doubt that this interpretation
of the Gortynian coin-types seems at first sight indisputable.
The legend of the rape of Europa and the localisation of the

union of the god with the nymph on or under the Gortynian

plane-tree, was so renowned in antiquity, that its representation
under various aspects on the coins of Gortyna suggests itself at

once to the mind of the student of mythology when the coins of

Gortyna are placed before him. On some of the coins of this town
there cannot be the slightest doubt about the matter, forEuropa is

seen seated on a rock and caressing the bull as he approaches her,

or actually riding on his back. The type of the nymph in the

tree is certainly far less characteristic of the myth, as it has

been handed down to us, and M. Svoronos has adduced a

number of cogent arguments against the identification of this

nymph or goddess with Europa. He points out, for instance,
that the tree resembles an oak rather than a plane-tree, that it

is frequently bare of leaves, and that the type also occurs on
the coins attributed by him to the town of Tityros, or Tisyros,
as well as on those of Gortyna. Following out these indica-

tions he cites a passage from the Alexandrian poet Callimachus

(Hymn to Artemis, v. 189 sqq.), who tells how the Gortynian

nymph Britomartis, or Dictynna, was pursued by Minos, and
how she fled from his unwelcome embraces into thick groves of

oak and craggy mountain paths, until, at last, driven to despe-
ration, she leaped from a cliff into the sea, whence she was
rescued by the nets (SucTua) of fishermen. Hence the surname

Dictynna, under which she was worshipped not only on the

Dictaean mountain at Tityros but in other parts of the island.

Fully admitting, as I do, that M. Svoronos has pointed out

several discrepancies between the coin-types and the story of

Europa, I must still confess that I am not convinced by his

arguments in favour of identifying the nymph in the tree with

Britomartis, and of the eagle and bull's head with Minos.

Granting that Minos may have metamorphosed himself, like

Zeus, into an eagle or a bull, which metamorphosis is, by the

way, nowhere related, we have still to face the difficulty of the

willing consent with which the maiden welcomes his approaches.
The very evident gratification of the nymph as she submits to

the embraces of the eagle seems to be entirely foreign to the

character of so chaste a goddess as Britomartis
; unless, indeed,

we are prepared to admit, with M. Svoronos, that the old

Cretan form of the myth was very different from that which
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has been handed down to us'by Callimachus, in which case we
may be also permitted to suppose that the Europa myth may
have been also divergent in some respects from the version as

related by Theophrastus and Pliny. The occurrence of the

Gortynian type on coins with the inscription 8O^YM2T
( Tio-vpoi) maybe simply due to the imitation of the coin-

types of one city by another for purely commercial reasons a

custom which was very prevalent in antiquity, and especially so

in Crete.

Les Monnaies grecques, par Adrian Blanchet. Petite Biblio-

theque d'art et d'archeologie. Paris, 1894.

This is a very beautifully got-up and useful little Guide to Greek
Coins. It consists of a brightly- written and interesting outline

sketch of the origin of the art of coining, of the organization of

the mints among the ancients, of the rights of coinage, of coin-

types and their modifications and developments, and of the

growth, bloom, and decadence of art as exemplified on Greek
coins

;
to which is appended a list of all the engravers' names

which have been handed down to us.

In the chapter on art the author has adopted, with slight

modifications, the divisions into epochs as given in my Historia

Numorum, and in my Guide to the Coins of the Ancients. The
least satisfactory portion of this, in other respects pretty and
useful little work, are the twelve photographic plates, executed

by the "
glyptographic

"
process. The figures are much too

faint both in outline and in shadow, so that it is somewhat
difficult to make out the minuter and indistinct details both of

type and lettering.
BARCLAY V. HEAD.

The Copper, Tin, and Bronze Coinage, and Patterns for Coins

of England, Sc. By H. Montagu, F.S.A. Quaritch, 1893.

2nd ed.

The fact that this work has passed so soon to a second

edition is the best recommendation that it can have. In

issuing this new edition the author has somewhat changed its

form. The original work was in large octavo, and was pub-
lished by Messrs. Rollin & Feuardent

;
the second edition is in

ordinary octavo, and being published by Mr. Quaritch has been

made to match in style and binding with other numismatic

works issued by that publisher, viz., Hawkins's Silver Coinage,

Kenyon's Gold Coinage, Atkins's Colonial Coinage, &c. The

new edition of Mr. Montagu's work is not altogether a reprint
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of the first one. Somewhat unexpectedly the author found it

necessary to make amendments and additions, and, to use his

own words, they are far more numerous than he had at the

outset considered either probable or possible. As the original
work received such full notices from the press, it is not necessary
to give any further account of it, especially as it is now so well

known to all collectors of English coins in this country. We
need only say that if the work as first issued was considered

good, then this second edition is better. In describing the

various coins, Mr. Montagu always quotes some collection or

collections where such pieces are to be found, such as the Na-
tional Collection, his own, that of Mr. Hoblyn, &c. Since the

publication of the first edition the Brice collection has been

incorporated into that of the author, consequently under this

heading alone numerous emendations had to be made.
H. A. GKUEBER.

MISCELLANEA.

NOTE ON A GOLD COIN OF TAGHLAK SHAH (No. 242, British

Museum, Sultans of Delhi). This coin, which has as its reverse

legend al-Mutawakkal 'Ali Allah abu al-Muzaffar Taghlak
Shah, was described as then new to me in the Bombay Asiatic

Society's Journal, Vol. xv. 1882; and attributed to Ghiyas
ad-Din Taghlak I. (A.H. 720-725).
In 1884 the British Museum Catalogue was published giving

the same attribution (p. 51, 242).
In 1885 (Num. Chron. p. 220), Mr. Gibbs described it as "an

unpublished
" one of Taghlak I.

In the Bengal Asiatic Journal 1889, p. 32, Mr. Hoernle figured
it as " to the best of his knowledge unique or at least having
never been noticed or published," and arguing from the fact

of its bearing the title al-Mutawakkal 'Ali Allah, a name of

the Egyptian Khalif who began to reign A.H. 763, and whose
other name Abi 'Abdullah is found on a coin of Taghlak II.,

came to the conclusion that this must be one of Taghlak II.

(A.H. 790-791).
Mr. Hoernle's view was generally accepted, and the ticket

in the British Museum Cabinet was altered accordingly.
Neither of the above specimens had enough of the marginal

legend to show the exact date or the mint name. But I have lately
been shown another specimen, which was given to the late

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. B B
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Duke of Buckingham when Governor of Madras, and has so

much of the margin : dxxJj L.X1-* ,3 Ax*J^ *A&
^-r^r*

* *
*,jjl <Ua 2.0. whatever the rest of the date may be, some

years before or after the date of Taghlak II., who reigned only
a few months in A.H. 790 and 791.

Having a note that Talinga is a Mint of Taghlak I. I looked

up the reference andfound that in the Bengal Asiatic Journal 1875,

p. 126, Mr. Delmerick describes one of this same variety with

the full date <Lt**-w^ ^^Ls.^ (j***^ and in the same Journal

1879, p. 179, Mr. C. J. Eodgers mentions another exactly
similar to the one I have lately seen, of Talinga A.H. xx^.

The attribution must therefore be to Taghlak I.
;
but it is

curious that there should be on a coin of his as a title one

of the names of the Egyptian Khalifs who reigned 40 years

later, and whose other name, Abi 'Abdullah, is found on the

coins of Taghlak II. his contemporary Sultan of Delhi
;
and

it is not to our credit that so many of us overlooked the notices

of previous writers.

0. CODRINGTON.

H<YLF AND QUARTER OBOLS OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT.

Common as are all the larger sizes of the silver coinage of

Alexander the Great, it is well known that his obols are very
scarce. Miiller only catalogued eight varieties of them in his

great, if somewhat ill-arranged, work.

That half-obols existed does not seem to have been known
till Dr. Imhoof-Blumer published one in his well-known

Monnaies Grecques only ten years ago. I have not seen any
further varieties of them mentioned as appearing since that date.

But it has just come under my notice that there exist not

only half-obols but also quarter-obols of the " Great Emathian

Conqueror." Mixed with a few of his obols and a quantity of

other small silver of the fourth century mostly of Cilician

provenance there came to me the following minute coin, obvi-

ously a quarter-obol of the same coinage as the well-known
obol and the very scarce half-obol.

Obr. Head of Herakles in lion-skin to the right, as on all

the coins of Alexander.

Her. Two clubs in reverse directions : between them
AAEZAN : above upper club A in field.

The weight is 1'75 grains, somewhat light for a piece which is

in very fair condition, and ought to weigh 2*5 grains at least
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to correspond to the average of Alexander's obols. But it is

well known that these very small denominations are often far

too light in proportion to their multiples.
The type of the two clubs seems new for Alexander ;

it

somewhat reminds me of the club in conjunction with a Hera-

kles-type at Thebes in the copper coinage of the period, 370

340. (See Head's Coins of Bceotia, p. 246.)
Almost at the same time that I acquired this new type and

value of the coinage of Alexander, there came to me from

another source two of the very scarce half-obols. One is exactly
the type described by Imhoof-Blumer in his Monnaies Grecques,
No. 67, p. 122. The other, however, differs somewhat from

the known variety, and may be worth describing. It is

Obv. Head of Herakles to right in short lion-skin, not tied

under the neck in the usual fashion.

Hev m Bow in case and club : between them AAEZANA:
below, in field, the monogram Pf

The weight is exactly 5 grains, and the coin is in very perfect
condition. The monogram is known on obols and on large

pieces also. M tiller knew it, and put it down as the mark of a

town unknown in his European section of Alexander's coins.

But no doubt it forms some magistrate's name, perhaps Deme-

trius, and has no reference to any mint.

The company in which both half and quarter obols came to

me suggests a Syrian or Cilician origin. They arrived from the

Levant in company with a quantity of small coins of Tarsus,
a few of Tyre and Cyprus, six or eight sigli of the later type,
and one or two obols or diobols of Miletus, Samos, and Cyzicus

the last much worn and in bad condition.

I do not remember to have seen it noticed in print that a

very large proportion of the obols (as also of the triobols) of

Alexander the Great bear the Seleucid anchor and very compli-
cated monograms composed of numerous letters. May we con-

clude that these small pieces were more used in the Syrian
Cilician districts than elsewhere, and that the coinage of the

still smaller half and quarter obols in the same region, points
to the fact that they were required by a population accustomed
to use the very minute currency of Tarsus and its neighbour-
hood the coins I mean are those with the seated Zeus Tarsios

and the heads of Hermes and Pallas ? Some of the latter, like

the little Alexander which I have noticed above, only weigh
1*75 grains.

C. W. C. OMAN.
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AN UNPUBLISHED MEDAL OP HENEIETTA MAKIA, QUEEN OF

CHARLES I. The following is a description of a medal bearing
the portrait of Henrietta Maria, daughter of Henry IV of

France, and wife of Charles I. It belongs to Mr. C. J. Spence,
of North Shields, who has kindly given nie permission to bring
it under the notice of members of the Numismatic Society.

Obv. Bust facing, head in profile to left ; her hair, in curls in

front, is collected into a large flat knot at the back of the head,
and bound with string of pearls. She wears pearl earring, also

necklet of pearls, and a large chain of the same jewels over her

shoulders. Her dress is embroidered and open in front, show-

ing a rich bodice. Over her shoulders falls a deep lace collar.

Lee,. HENRIETTE MAR. FILLE DE FRANCE. Below
1624

No reverse.

Oval. 2-1 x 1-7 inches. M.

This interesting medal presents us with a younger portrait of

Henrietta Maria than any previously known on medals. The
date 1624 shows that it was made before her marriage, and

probably before her betrothal to Charles I. Her dress differs

from that on any of her marriage medalets, on which she is

always represented wearing a high lace ruff, and on which her

hair is more elaborately treated. On this medal the portrait is

singularly pleasing, the profile showing remarkably refined

features, and the simple treatment of the hair adds to their

beauty. The crisp short curls over the forehead contrast well with
the otherwise simple arrangement of the hair, which is repre-
sented by fine wavy lines, and is collected into a simple knot
at the back. Later in life Henrietta appears to have worn her
hair in loose curls falling over the shoulders, and the curls in

front nearly concealed her forehead. Though unsigned, it is

most probable that the medal was made by Nicholas Briot,
whose work it generally resembles. Briot came to England in

1625; previous to which date he had acted as one of the chief

engravers to the Royal Mint at Paris. I have examined the

portraits of Henrietta Maria in the Department of Prints and

Drawings in the British Museum, but do not find any which

represent her between the period of actual infancy and her

marriage. Mr. Spence, however, informs me that he has met
with two portraits, which are young enough to have the same
turn of profile. One is in the Stafford House collection, and the

other a miniature in the Rijks Museum at Amsterdam.
H. A. GRUEBER.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO SICILIAN NUMISMATICS.

(See Plates VI. VIII.)

L ON THE RECENT DISCOVERY OF A DAMARETEION

FROM A NEW DlE.

THE number of known specimens of the Damareteion is so

small, and the place which this early
" Medallion

"
of

Syracuse occupies in the history of numismatic art is so

unique, that archaeologists may be glad to have an oppor-

tunity of studying a fresh example which was discovered

last year at Lentini, in Sicily. The place of discovery is

not without interest, since from the parallel reverse of a

contemporary tetradrachm of Leontinoi with the same

passant lion below it, it is evident that, about the date

when the Damareteion was struck, the citizens of Leon-

tinoi were in close alliance with the Syracusans under

Gelon. Leontinoi at a somewhat earlier date, under its

tyrant ^Enesidemos, had been in a state of subject alliance

with Hippokrates of Grela. 1 It looks as if Gelon, when he

took over Hippokrates' dominion, had been able to pro-

long the suzerain relation with the Leontines. 2

1 Herod, vii. 154; Pausanias v. 22, 7; and cf. Freeman,
Sicily, ii. 106.

2 See below, p. 214.
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A comparison of the present coin (PI. VI., 2), which

weighs 667 grs., with the specimen in the British Museum

at once revealed the fact that it was on both sides from a

different die. This phenomenon suggested the desirability

of comparing all the known examples of the Damareteion.

Of these I have indications, in all, of ten specimens.

One is in the Hunter Museum at Glasgow ;

3
another, a

brilliant specimen formerly in the Fox collection, is in

the Museum at Berlin
;
a third is in the De Luynes col-

lection, in the Cabinet des Medailles, Paris
;
and a fourth

was bought by M. Hoffmann, at the Bompois sale, and had

formerly been in the Collection Dupre ;

4 a fifth, which I

cannot now trace, is engraved in the Monumcnti inediti

as forming part of the De Luynes Collection 5
;
a sixth,

also formerly in the Dupre collection, passed into that of

Sir Edward Bunbury ;
a seventh is in the Imperial

Cabinet at Vienna. 6 The specimen in the British Museum

3 Museum Hunterianum, PI. 52, x.
4

Catalogue Ferdinand Bompois (1882), PI. 2, 477, and p. 37.

This coin is also engraved by the Due de Luynes, Choix des

Medailles Grecques, PL VIII. 1. It looks as if it had once

formed part of the Duke's collection, but this is not expressly
stated

; and, on the other hand, the coin is from a different die

from that engraved as his in the Monumenti inediti, I. Tav. XIX. 1.

Though badly preserved, it was sold, in 1882, for 8,000 fr. at

the Bompois sale.
5 Vol. i., Tav. XIX. 1. The specimen at present preserved

in the De Luynes collection, in the Cabinet des Medailles, is of

a die different both from this and from that engraved by him in

his Choix de Medailles Grecques (PI. VIII. 1), which afterwards

passed into the Dupre collection (see above note 4

).
M.

Ferdinand Bompois, in his remarks in his catalogue, p. 47, on
the number of Damareteia known to him, says that two

specimens then existed in the French Cabinet, one De Luynes,
and one in the old collection. I am informed, however, by M.
Adrien Blanchet, that the only specimen possessed by the

Cabinet de France is that of the De Luynes collection.
6 I have to thank Dr. Friedrich Kenner, of the Imperial
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and the Lentini coin, now in my own collection, make up
the eighth and ninth, and a tenth, badly preserved, is said

to be in private hands in Sicily.

The types represented are as follows :

Obverse.

Type A. Legend, ^Y fcA KO3 ION. B. M.

Hunter. Coupled with reverse type A.

Type B. ^Y fcA KO3 IO/V. N more slanting,

and letters somewhat differently placed, the K,
for instance, being nearer the dolphin's tail. A
peculiarity of the head of this die is the appear-
ance of the outline of the further eyebrow.
Berlin

;
Paris

;
with reverse type A. (See PL

VI., 1, Berlin.)

Type C. ^Y fc AK O3 IO/V. K as often on tetra-

drachms. The tuft of hair on this die is longer
and more pendent. A. J. E. (from Lentini).-

Coupled with reverse type C. (PI. VI., 2.)

TypeD. ^Y fcAK [O] 3IO N. The O is almost

obliterated owing to a flaw in the die. The
lowest dolphin is quite near the neck, leaving no

space for letters above it. In this respect this

type differs from all the varieties, upon each of

which the letters IO/V are inserted between the

neck and dolphin. Vienna ;

7

Dupre-Bompois.
Coupled with reverse type B.

Cabinet at Vienna
;

Dr. Von Sallet, of that of Berlin
; M.

Babelon, of the Cabinet des Medailles at Paris ; and Dr. John

Young, Curator of the Hunter Museum at Glasgow, for their

kindness in supplying me with casts of the specimens under
their several charges.

7 Dr. Friedrich Kenner, who kindly supplied me with a cast

of the specimen in the Imperial Cabinet at Vienna, was inclined

to think that this coin had been overstruck on another. For

myself I prefer to attribute the marks near the dolphin (which
led him to suggest this explanation) to flaws in the die. They
recur on the Dupre-Bompois specimen from the same die. The
coin is unfortunately badly preserved.
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Reverse.

Type A. Nike holding wreath above hindmost horse's

head. Heads of first and second horse slanting
from one another at an angle of 45 degrees.
Seven front legs traceable and six hind legs ;

two
tails. B. M. and Hunter, with obverse A ;

Paris

and Berlin, with obverse B. (See PI. VI., 1.)

Type B. Nike in a more upright position, less stiff and

with more flowing drapery. The head of the

second horse somewhat more raised than in type
A. Seven front legs and seven hind legs traceable ;

two tails. Vienna
;
and perhaps Dupre-Bompois.

Coupled with obverse D.

Type C. Nike actually placing wreath on forehead of

hindmost horse. Nose and forehead of two front

horses parallel, as on earlier class of tetradrachms.

Six forelegs traceable and five hind legs ;
three

tails, one between horses' legs. A. J. E. (from

Lentini) with obverse type C. (PI. VI., 2.)

The comparisons above instituted lead to the remark-

able conclusion that, among the few known examples of

this historic piece, no less than four obverse and three

reverse dies are represented.

Amongst these the Lentini specimen (PL VI. fig. 2),

which is on both sides from hitherto unknown dies, shows

certain archaic characteristics, such as the parallel arrange-

ment of the frontal lines of the two foremost horses

and the fewer number of legs indicated. On the other

hand, the reverse of the type exhibited by the Vienna coin

and apparently the Dupre-Bompois specimen seems

somewhat more advanced than the other. The Nike,

with its more upright position and more flowing lines of

drapery, shows a nearer approach to that which appears

above the horses on the tetradrachm of Hieron's time,

with the "
pistrix

"
below. The greater elevation of the

head of the second horse and the increased number of legs
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distinguished, may also be regarded as later character-

istics. These differences, however, are, after all, very

slight, and when taken in connexion with the ups and

downs of art on the tetradrachm coinage of the same

period do not necessarily imply any real discrepancy of

date. It is evident, for example, that the figure of Nike

on the tetradrachm coinage of a slightly earlier date than

the Damareteion, and on which the more archaic epi-

graphy ^VRA9O^IO/V is still preserved, is far more

freely executed than those of a considerably later date.

The general style of the engraving is so uniform on all

the existing varieties of the Damareteion that we must

continue to regard them as having been struck contem-

poraneously.

The fact that the Damareteion issue was sufficiently

abundant to require several dies and we may reasonably

infer that future discoveries will increase their number

has an important bearing on the historic records that have

been preserved regarding this exceptional coinage.

According to Diodoros,
8 the Damareteion was struck

out of the proceeds of the gold wreath, valued at 100

talents, presented by the Carthaginians to Damareta, the

consort of Gfelon, for her good offices in procuring them

acceptable conditions of peace after their great defeat at

Himera in 480 B.C. In my Syracusan Medallions I have

already endeavoured to combat Hultsch's idea that the

talents referred to were simply the small Attic talents of

six gold drachmse, and that consequently the total number

8 Lib. xi. c. 26. The account of Diodoros is to be unhesi-

tatingly preferred to the version of the later grammarians

Hesychios (s. v. Ary/Aapertor) and Pollux (Onomasticon, lib. ix.

85). See Syracusan Medallions, by the present writer, p. 123,

seqq.
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of Damareteia struck could not have exceeded seven

hundred and eighty. I there suggested that the talents

referred to by Diodoros were Sicilian gold talents of 120

gold litres, calculated, that is, on the same system as the

Sicilian silver talents
;
and that the silver value of the

wreath would therefore have amounted to 3,600 pente-

kontalitra. It will, I think, be admitted that the exis-

tence of several dies makes the larger figure the more

probable of the two, but we may well ask ourselves

whether even this larger figure is sufficient to explain the

number of dies used.

In the work already referred to attention has been

called to the parallelism existing between the gold tripod

dedicated by Gfelon and his brothers as a thank-offering

to Apollo in his Delphian Temenos, and these commemora-

tive coins on which, as beneath the head of the same God

on the contemporary coinage of Leontinoi, there appears

his symbolic animal, a guard-ant lion. It is further to be

observed that in the dedicatory verses by Simonides,

inscribed on the Delphian tripod, the whole amount of

the prize-money, from a tenth part of the tithe of which

the tripod itself was erected, is described as " Damaretian

gold." It looks, then, as if, in addition to the value of

the wreath itself, the share of the Carthaginian loot

received by Grelon and his brothers, with the exception of

the tenth part reserved for the votive tripod, may have

been devoted to the coinage of the Damareteia.

The value of the gold tripod, according to the above

reckoning of the Sicilian gold talent as 120 gold litrae,

was 1,220 gold drachmae. The amount of prize-money

ex hypothesi devoted to the special coinage would have

been nine times that amount, or 10,980 gold drachmae.

Taking the proportion of gold to silver at 15 to 1, this
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would give us 164,700 silver drachmae, or 16,470 deka-

drachms or pente'kontalitra. If we now add to this the

value of the wreath, estimated above at 3,600 pentekonta-

litra, the total number of D&mareteia struck would have

been 20,070. In view of the number of dies known, this

will not seem to be an excessive estimate. It must indeed

be borne in mind that tetradrachms were also struck of

the same type as the Damareteion,
9 and that these too

ought certainly to be regarded as having formed part of

a votive or commemorative coinage. These tetradrachms

are also of great rarity.

II. THE PLACE OF THE DAMARETEION IN THE

SYRACUSAN SERIES.

In connection with the preceding paper a few words on

the genesis of the principal type of the Damareteion may
not be out of place. The style of the head stands in very

close relation to a fine type of the immediately preceding

period (PI. VI., fig. 4),
10 on which is represented a female

head with falling hair. But the two types are linked by
a still more remarkable feature the faintly indicated

circle which in both cases surrounds the head like a

halo.

The origin of this ring in the case of the tetradrachm is

not far to seek. The beautiful type in question, as may
be seen from a comparison of the head with the falling

beaded tresses, stands in a very close relation to the

9
Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. I. 11.

10 From the Villabate Hoard. See, too, Head, Coinage of

Syracuse, PI. I. 3. This coin is perhaps the earliest of the new
series on the reverse of which Nike is seen crowning the horses,
and may therefore date from about the year 488 B.C., when
Gelon won the chariot race at Olympia (see op. cit., p. 7).
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earlier Syracusan coinage on which a similar head is seen

within a round incuse field on the reverse (PI. VI., fig. 3).

The circle that surrounds the head on the tetradrachm, as

later on the Damareteion, thus explains itself. It is the

survival of the circular margin enclosing the earlier incuse

type, partly, no doubt, preserved because it served a useful

purpose in defining the outlines of the head. Traces of

similar rings are in fact visible round the heads on some

Homan coins, the die-sinker in this case having failed to

erase his compass mark
;
and evidence of a similar pro-

cedure has been found on the faces of archaic Greek

statues. In the present instance, however, the ring is

designedly left as the equivalent of the circular margin of

the incuse types. It is, in fact, a piece of artistic

"survival/'

But this evolution leads us a step further. On the

archaic coins in question the central circle is surrounded

with the four windmill-like depressions so usual on the

early incuse coinage. Of these, as a rule, the corners

only are well preserved, giving the appearance of the

limb of a swastika running out from a central circle.

There can, I think, be little doubt that the same con-

servative instinct that led the more advanced engraver to

preserve a reminiscence of the round incuse field, led him

also to adhere to the quadruple arrangement of its sur-

roundings. Four dolphins were introduced, at first in a

highly symmetrical fashion,
11

answering, with the neces-

sary allowance of curvature, to the limbs of the swastika.

In this way the Damareteion, standing on the borders of

the more archaic period of Syracusan monetary art, pre-

11
See, for instance, the types from the Yillabate hoard, PL

VI., figs. 4, 5, 6.
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serves a double record of the earlier incuse coinage.

What is now the principal side of the coin is at the same

time marked as having been originally the reverse.

The parallelism between the Damareteion and the

beautiful early type (PI. VI., fig. 3) with the legend

^VfcA9O^IO/V above referred to, is not by any means

confined to the appearance in both cases of the circle

round the head. The style of the head is strikingly similar

on the two coins, though the exquisite modelling of the

archaic features as seen upon the earlier die may be even

thought to surpass that of the celebrated "
medallion,"

and recalls some of the finest heads of the prse-Persian

figures discovered on the Akropolis at Athens. To me,

however, this earlier coin and the obverse of the Dama-

reteion and its contemporary tetradrachm type seem to

be by the same artist, though the superiority of the Mke
who, in the first-named example, steps so lightly on to

the yoke of the horses, to that of the later designs is so

great, that there is some difficulty in recognising the

same hand upon the reverse types.

Be this as it may, the approximation of style and

design between the Damareteion and this earlier piece is

very noteworthy, and agrees with certain chronological

data derived from other sources. The early non-incuse

tetradrachm type, signalised by the first appearance of the

Nike above the horses, has been reasonably brought into

connection with Gelon's victory in the chariot-race at

Olympia in 488 B.C.
12 The Damareteion was issued in

479 ;
and this interval of nearly ten years is about

what is required for the development in style perceptible

12
Poole, Trans. R.S. Lit. x., Pt. 3, N.S. ; and cf. Gardner,

" Sicilian Studies," Num. Chron., 1876, p. 7.
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on it. Our next landmark is the coinage of Hieron

with the "pistrix," in which Dr. Head has recognised a

record of his naval victory over the Etruscans off Cumse

in 472 B.C.

But the fixed chronological points thus indicated sug-

gest a real numismatic puzzle. If the main monetary

types of Grelon's reign, as of that of his successor, are

thus accounted for, where are we to place the more ordi-

nary Syracusan types of the first half of the fifth century,

which form an overwhelming proportion of the currency ?1S

These types are referred by Dr. Head to Grelon's reign,

and there is no good reason for questioning this attribu-

tion. Only, how are they to be fitted in to the series ?

Many of them at first sight seem much more archaic than

the Damareteion, and the number of existing varieties

would naturally lead us to infer that their dates of issue

extended over a considerable period of years.

But a closer study will serve to modify these conclu-

sions. The Damareteion, as we have seen, fits on imme-

diately to the coinage on which the Q of the archaic

epigraphy is still preserved. But of the common types in

question not one exhibits this early characteristic, nor do

any of them show the ring surrounding the head, as

seen on the early non-incuse issues. On the other hand,

when we come to examine them in detail we find that the

bulk of them display exactly the same fashion with regard

to the binding of the back hair as is seen on the Damare-

teion, and as that fashion was perpetually changing, there

is here at least an index of comparative contemporaneity.

The real point in which they seriously differ is in the

style of execution, which is comparatively rough, and

13 See Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. I.
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even barbarous. They thus present the appearance of

being more archaic than they really are.

The conclusion which I venture to draw from these

phenomena is that, in addition to the special votive issue

which commemorated the great victory over the Cartha-

ginians, representing the tithes of the spoil that fell to

the share of Gelon and his family, the huge booty then

acquired by the Syracusan State or private individuals

was largely converted into silver currency. As to the

extent of the loot, reckoned in gold talents, the dedica-

tory inscription of Simonides inscribed on the Delphian

tripod gives us a basis of calculation. It was set up out

of a tenth of the tithe of the spoil in other words, the

hundredth part of the spoil that fell to Gelon and his

three brothers. The gold tripod weighed, as we have

seen, 1,220 gold drachmae, which raises the value of the

whole share that fell to the Syracusan princes to 122,000

gold drachmae. From this we may infer that the total

amount divided amongst the Syracusans and their allies

must have amounted to a much larger sum.

A wholesale coinage, such as Syracuse had never before

seen nor was ever to see again, was the result of the

large influx of specie. But one consequence of the vast

scale on which this new coinage seems to have taken place

was that the ordinary machinery of mintage was neces-

sarily found insufficient. For the special votive coinage

the services of the best living monetary artists would

naturally be employed. But the number of new dies

simultaneously required for the ordinary coinage now

issued en masse made it necessary to call in die-sinkers, or

even perhaps apprentices of such, of the most second-

er third-rate qualification. The result was what can be

only described as a wholesale artistic debasement of the
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Syraeusan coinage ; while, on the other hand, the currency

attained a volume hitherto unprecedented in Sicily, or

perhaps in the Hellenic world.

The limits of date are here so absolute that no other

hypothesis but that of a wholesale coinage such as that

suggested can explain the phenomena with which we have

to deal. And this result has a great interest even outside

the field of numismatics in the side-light it throws on the

chronology of Greek artistic types. The falling off from

the types of the immediately preceding years and the

disparity with the contemporary Damareteian coinage is

most striking. In particular the Victories above the

horses are in many cases mere scarecrows, immeasurably

inferior to the beautiful designs of the artist who executed

the first non-incuse dies in 488 B.C. "What at first sight

appears more archaic in this case is simply rude. It is

possible even that when, as in some examples, we have to

deal with a style of coiffure which seems earlier than that

of the Damareteion, it should be accounted for by the

old-fashioned notions of individual engravers, who in this

respect were as little up to date as in their artistic training.

It is probable that some at least of the numerous dies

now executed remained in use for many years. This,

indeed, seems to be shown by the contents of a recent find

at Yillabate, near Palermo, to be described in the succeed-

ing section. This hoard, as I hope to show, was deposited

about 450 B.C. But in it, side by side with the coins of

Hieron, were numerous specimens of the rough earlier

class in a condition so brilliant that it is impossible to

suppose that they had been struck many years when the

hoard was withdrawn from circulation. Others, again, of

identical types had been evidently some time in circula-

tion.
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III.- ON A HOARD OF ARCHAIC AND TRANSITIONAL

SICILIAN COINS RECENTLY FOUND AT YILLABATE,

NEAR PALERMO.

The detailed accounts of Sicilian hoards are still so

scanty, that the following description of a recent find of

early silver pieces made in the neighbourhood of Palermo

may not be without interest. The spot where the coins

were discovered is a large quarry near the village of

Yillabate, which lies about five kilometres distant to the

east of Palermo. The coins were contained in a "
rustic

"

vase, and were immediately divided among four peasants,

who were working together at the time. They consisted

exclusively of tetradrachms dating from the archaic and

transitional periods, and belonging to Syracuse, Gela,

Leontinoi, Akragas, Himera, and Messana, with a single

specimen from Rhegion. It is worthy of remark that

this is the third hoard of similar composition that has

been found on this spot during recent years.

The site itself is of some strategic importance, lying in

a dominant position on a line of pass that leads from the

south-western parts of the island into the rich valley in

which Palermo stands, and it is possible, therefore, that

the series of contemporary deposits may connect itself

with a definite historic event. About two hundred and

fifty coins are said to have been found in all. Some of

these passed into the hands of dealers and local collectors,

and a small selection was acquired by Professor Salinas

for the museum at Palermo, who kindly allowed me to

look through them. Another larger selection including

some coins of special interest fell to the share of the Cav.

Ignazio Yirzi, to whom my warmest thanks are due for
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placing them at my disposal. In all, about one hundred
and forty-seven pieces passed through my hands,

14 and the

summary description of these that I have thus been

enabled to draw up will give a fair idea of the composition
of the whole deposit.

YlLLABATE HOARD.

SYEACUSE.

No. of Coins.

1. Obv. VRA. Male charioteer in quadriga to r.

Rev. Female head in incuse circle within quartered
square . . . . .

"

. .2
(B. M. Cat., No. 1.)

/VRA9O
2. Obv.

^ |Ojsj
Same.

Rev. Same ........ 1

(Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PL I. 1. B. M. Cat., No. 2.)

(PI. VI., 8.)

3. Obv. 3V-RA9*O3IO/V. Diademed female head

with stephane r.
;
beaded hair falling about

neck
;
within linear circle. Four dolphins

round.

JRev. Male charioteer in quadriga r. Winged Nike

alighting on yoke. ..... 1

(Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. I. 3. B. M. Cat., No. 4
)

(PI. VI., 4.)

4. Obv. ^VR A9O 31 ON. Female head to L

with globular earring and beaded hair, circled

above by a fillet or diadem, falling about the

neck. Four dolphins round.

14 I am not sure whether No. 4 of the Syracusan series be-

longed to the hoard. As, however, it presented the same

appearance as other specimens from the deposit, I have included

it in my list.
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No. of Coins.

Rev. Quadriga 1., with youthful charioteer crowned

by flying Nike, with long wing-like folds, and

her chitdn falling from her upper arms. In

exergue, ^VRA . 2

(PI. VI, 5.)

5. Obv. ^VR AK O^l ON. Diademed female

head with stephane 1.
;
beaded hair falling

behind, tied near to end. Four dolphins.

Rev. Quadriga with male charioteer r., horses

crowned by flying Nike, with long upper
folds of chiton falling down from her shoulders 1

(B. M. Cat. 10.) (PI. VI, 6.)

6. Obv. ^VRAKO ^ I O N. Female headr., crowned
with beaded diadem, and wearing necklace

;

hair falling down the neck, and tied at the

extremity. Four dolphins round.

Rev. Male charioteer in quadriga r., the horses

crowned by a Nike with one wing spread on

either side of her 4

7. Obv.-*-3VRA KO3 IO N. Similar, but larger
head.

Rev. Similar

8. Obv. ^V LPAK] O^l ON. Female head to r,
crowned with olive, and wearing earring
and necklace, the hair gathered up behind
and tied with double cord. Round the head
a linear circle and four dolphins. (Dama-
reteion type).

Rev. Similar, but male figure perhaps not bearded,
and Nike with wings behind her. (There is

nothing in the exergue) ....
9. Obv. ^VRA KO ^1 ON. Female head to r,

her hair caught up behind by beaded diadem.
Four dolphins round.
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No. of Coins.

Rev. Male charioteer in quadriga to 1. ; horses

crowned by flying Nike with both wings
visible ....... 2

10. Obv. $VPAK O^l ON. Similar, but the hair

bound up with two cords.

Rev. As No. 4....... .1
11. Obv. ^VR AK O^ \ON. As No. 8.

Rev. Male charioteer r., Nike with wings behind her. 1

12. Obv. 3VPA KO3IO N. Similar.

Rev. Similar ........ 1

13. Obv. ^VRVK O^ I CM. Similar, but with

earring.

Rev. Similar ....... 2

14. Obv. ^VRVKO 3IO V\. Similar; earring.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

15. Obv. ^YRAKO ^IO W. Similar; no earring.

Rev. Similar ..... .2
16. Obv. ^VR AK O^ I ON. Similar; no ear-

ring.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

17. Obv. ^V RA KO ^1 CM. Similar; earring.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

18. Obv. % VRA KO3 ION. Similar; earring.

Obv. Similar ....... 1

19. Obv. ^V RA K O^l OV\. Similar; earring.

Rev. Similar . . . . . . 1

20. Obv. ^VRVK O^ I OW Similar; earring.

Rev. Similar
; but Nike showing both wings . . 1
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No. of Coins.

21. Obv. ^VRA KO3 IO N. Similar; no ear-

ring.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

22. Obv. ^VRAKO^IOW. Similar; no earring.

Rev. Similar ....... 2

28. 060. ^VRAK O^IOIM. Similar; but hair

bound with broad tcenia.

Rev. Similar
;
but Nike with wings behind her . 1

24. Obv. $VRAKO3 iO N. Female head to r.,

hair caught up by beaded diadem : earring
and necklace; around, four exceptionally

large dolphins.

Rev. Youthful charioteer crowned by flying Nike

driving quadriga r. In exergue, pistrix . 1

(Of. B. M. Cat., No. 68.)

25. Obv. % V RAKO-51 O/V. Similar head, but

larger and in finer style. The dolphins
smaller and more animated, and the whole

design enclosed in a linear circle.

Rev. Youthful charioteer driving quadriga r., the

horses crowned by flying Nike. In exergue,

pistrix ....... 2

(Cf., Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. II. 2.)

(PI. VII., 1.)

26. Obv.- 3VRAKO3I O N. Similar, but smaller

head.

Rev. As No. 23 1

27. Obv. ^VRAKO^IO/V. Female head r., with

waved hair and beaded diadem ; earring and
necklace. Four dolphins round.

Rev. Similar to No. 24 1

(Cf. Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. II. 9.)

(PI. VII., 2.)

VOL. XIV, THIRD SERIES. E E
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28. Obv. 3VRAKO3I ON. Female head r., a fillet

visible round fore part of the hair, the back
hair turned up ; earrings and necklace. Four

dolphins round.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

Syracuse, various, as Nos. 8 22 . . . .38

GELA.

1. Obv. ^A A 3 D below fore part of man-headed bull

swimming r.

Rev. Male charioteer driving quadriga r.
;
the horses

crowned by flying Nike ....
(B. M. Cat., No. 3.)

2. Obv. Similar.

Rev. Similar, but Nike with long ends of chiton hang-

ing down . .....
3. Obv. CEAA^ above fore part of man-headed bull

to r.

Rev. As No. 1

(B. M. Cat., No. 5.)

4. Obv. Similar, but design of larger proportions, and
on coin of larger module.

Rev. Charioteer driving pacing quadriga r. Behind
the horses rises an Ionic column (ineta). In

exergue, ear of barley. (Two varieties.)

(PI. VII., Fig. 3.)

5. Olv. CEVA^ (the V blundered, originally an E)
beneath head of man-headed bull, crowned
above by small Nike flying r.

Rev. Male charioteer driving pacing quadriga 1.,

behind which rises an Ionic column. In

exergue, pistrix .....
(PI. VIL, Fig. 4.)
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6. Obv. CEAA^ above fore part of man-faced bull of

somewhat later style.

Rev. Similar ; Ionic column, &c.
;
but chariot to r.

Nothing in exergue ..... 1

(B. M. Cat., 10.)

7. Obv. Same, but in fine style.

Rev. Male charioteer driving pacing quadriga r.

The horses crowned by Nike flying r. In

exergue, anthemion ..... 1

(B. M. Cat., 36. PI. VII., Fig. 5.)

8. Obv. CEAA[^] below a complete figure of a man-
faced bull swimming and with its tail raised

over its back. In a fine transitional style.

Rev. Naked horseman in Phrygian cap galloping r.,

and with lance pointed in front of him . 1

(PI. VII, Fig. 6.)

Gela, various 4

LEONTINOI.

1. Obv. WO WIT WO 3A. Female head r., crowned
with wreath, perhaps of olive, and the hair

caught up behind. Around, outside inscrip-

tion, four barleycorns.

Rev. Male, apparently youthful, charioteer driving

pacing quadriga r., the horses' heads crowned

by flying Nike. In field to r. in front of the

horses ^j A. In exergue, lion running r. .

(PI. VIL, Fig. 7.)

2. Obv. Lion's head surrounded by four barleycorns.

Rev. Similar. In exergue, AEO/VTI/VO/V

(B. M. Cat., No. 4.)

3.' Obv. WOW I T/VO 3A. Similar type.

Rev. Similar, but Nike with wings expanded. No-

thing in exergue .....
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4. Obv.N O /VI1NO3A. Similar type.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

5. Obv. Similar.

Rev , Similar, but Nike with wings behind her . 1

6. Obv. AEOWTIWO. Similar type.

Rev. Similar . . . . ... 1

7. Obv. AEO/VTI/VOW. Similar type.

Rev. Youthful charioteer L, horses trotting, crowned

by Nike flying r.

(Cf. B. M. Cat,, No. 1.)

Leontinoi, various 4

HlMEKA.

1. Obv. |M ER AIO N. Facing figure of Nymph
Himera in sleeved Ionic chiton and hima-

tion, her head turned to 1., towards altar,

over which she holds a patera ;
to r., ithy-

phallic Seilenos seen in profile, bathing
beneath lion-headed spout.

Rev. Bearded charioteer (Pelops) driving pacing

quadriga 1., and crowned by Nike flying r.

In exergue IMERAIO/V . ... 2

2. Obv. Similar, but no inscription ;
finer style.

Rev. Similar . ..... 1

(PL VII., Fig. 8.)

3. Obv. [IM]E RAI CW. Similar, but from smaller

die. Seilenos not ithyphallic, seen in profile

as before.

Rev. Similar, but from smaller die. No inscription

in exergue . . . . . .4
(PI. VII., Fig. 9.)

4. Oto. IMERAION. Similar
; larger die. Seilenos

slightly less in profile.
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Rev. As No. 1, but Nike with ends of himation hang-

ing down . ..... .2

AKRAGAS.

. Obv. EaSIe with closed wings

Rev. Crab ...... v ..; 6

(B. M. Cat., 38.)

2. Obv. Similar
; eagle on dotted base.

Rev. Same, but beneath crab a barleycorn . . 1

(B. M. Cat., 40.)

3. Obv. Similar.

Rev. Beneath crab a rosebud with spiral spray on
either side. Two varieties.... 8

(B. M. Cat., 42.)

4. Obv. AKRAC AWTO3. Similar type.

Rev. Similar ....... 1

(B. M. Cat., 43.)

AKRAC
5. Obv. QOTNA Ea^e w^ c^ose(^ wings standing

on Ionic capital.

Rev. Beneath crab an eight-rayed star ... 1

(PL VII., Fig. 10.)

Akragas, as above, various ... . . 6

MESSANA.

1. Obv. ME<?E N \ON. Hare running r.

Rev. Bearded male charioteer driving biga of mules

(apene) walking r. In exergue, olive leaf . 1

(B. M. Cat., 11.)

2. Obv. WOIW 3?3M. Similar.
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Rev. Similar. In exergue, olive leaf and berries .. 1

(Of., B. M. Cat., 15.)

3. Obv.MEZZAN I O/V. Similar type ; above, D.

Rev. Similar, but Nike flying r., and crowning
mules. In exergue, olive leaf and berry . 1

4. Obv. ME^A N I ON. Similar; above head
a small olive leaf and berry.

Rev. Similar. . . . . . .1
Messana, as above, various ..... 9

RHEGION.

1. Obv. Lion's scalp.

Rev. RECI NOS. Bearded male figure, naked
to waist, seated to 1., resting on staff. The
whole in olive wreath .... 1

(Of. B. M. Cat. 8. PI. VII., Fig. 11.)

ANALYSIS OF THE COINS DESCRIBED.

Syracuse ...... 79
Gela 17
Leontinoi ...... 10
Himera ...... 9

Akragas ...... 18
Messana . . . . . . 13

Rhegion 1

147

The composition of the Villabate hoard is suggestive in

many ways. The predominant position of Syracuse in

the island is well attested by the fact that of the coins

discovered somewhat more than half belonged to that city.

The tetradrachin issues of Segesta and the still rarer pieces

of the neighbouring Panormos were as yet unknown
;

the earliest tetradrachms of Motya, if already struck, were,
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at any rate, unrepresented in the deposit. On the other

hand, the exceptionally brilliant condition of the coins of

Himera clearly indicates that the first tetradrachms bearing
the name of that city had only very recently been issued

from its mint at the time when the hoard was deposited.

From the proximity of the site of Himera, negative

evidence is in this case of considerable importance, and it

is worthy of remark that only the very earliest tetra-

drachm types, with the Seilenos in profile, and, in some

cases, in his more bestial aspect, are represented in the

present find.

In this fact we have a clear chronological indication.

The government of Theron at Himera is sufficiently

marked by the didrachm series which couples the cock,

the canting badge of that city, with the crab of Theron's

own city of Akragas. In 476 B.C.,
15 after the abortive

insurrection against the oppressive rule of Theron's son,

Thrasydaeos, had been put down by Theron with great

severity, the now depopulated city was recolonized with a

body of Doric citizens. In 472 Theron died, and shortly

after Thrasydseos was expelled from Himera. In 466 B.C.

Himera appears, as an independent city, aiding the Syra-

cusans to throw off the yoke of Thrasydseos, and it is

approximately to this date that the first issue of the

Himersean tetradrachms must be referred. The slight

development in the type of these, visible in the specimens

preserved among the Yillabate coins, may incline us to

bring down the date of the present deposit to about the

year 450 B.C.

This date squares well with the evidence supplied by

15 See Bunbury s. v. Himera, in Smith's Dictionary of Anti-

quities.
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the latest Syracusan coins of the hoard. These coins,

Nos. 23 28 of my list, show the pistrix in the exergue of

their reverse types, the introduction of which on the

Syracusan dies Dr. Head has reasonably connected with

Hieron's great sea victory off Cumge, of 474. From the

considerable advance in style observable on some of these

coins, it is evident that they continued to be issued at

least to 467, the year of Hieron's death. Indeed, from

the variety and abundance of these types, I am inclined

to go still further than Dr. Head, and to suggest that the

symbol of sea-power survived on the issues of the Syra-

cusan democracy for another two decades or more. It is

noteworthy that the most advanced of the types in ques-

tion, that, namely, on which the horses are represented

as galloping,
16

together with some others, did not occur

in the Yillabate hoard.

One of the novelties supplied by the present find is the

appearance of the same sea-monster in the same exergual

position on a coin of Gela (PL VII., fig. 4). From the

early style of this coin, the fabric of which is somewhat

barbarous, it must be referred to about the same date as

the earliest of the Syracusan coins presenting the same

symbol. It may, therefore, be reasonably brought into

connection with the same historical occasion, and may be

regarded as a complimentary allusion to the great citizen

of Gela who now ruled at Syracuse. It is possible that

a Geloan contingent participated in the naval victory over

the Etruscans : the victorious occasion of the present

piece is, indeed, accentuated and brought into direct rela-

16 Head, Coinage of Syracuse, PI. II. 12. Nos. 10 and 11

of the same Plate were also unrepresented in the Villabate

deposit.
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tion with Grela itself by the obverse design, on which,

almost alone among the coins of this city, a flying Nike

is seen crowning the head of the River-God. 17

A still more remarkable specimen of the Geloan coinage

supplied by the present find is the piece described under

No. 8, exhibiting, on the obverse, the whole figure of the

man-headed bull (PL VII., fig. 6). This type is quite

unique, the nearest approach to it being that published

by Baron Hirsch,
18 on which a man-headed bull of more

archaic type is seen in the act, apparently, of galloping.

On the present coin the personified river is of more

advanced style, and it is clearly intended to be swimming.
The reverse design of the horseman in a Phrygian helmet

is the same in both instances, and is common enough on

the didrachms of this period. Of the other coins of Gela,

No. 4 (PI. VII., fig. 3), with the ear of barley in the

exergue of the reverse, is seemingly an unedited varietj^.
19

The latest and finest type represented, No. 7 (PL VII.,

fig. 5), is in brilliant preservation, and must have been

freshly minted at the time when the hoard was with-

drawn from circulation. It would thus appear that this

magnificent representation of the tauriform River-God

dates as early as 450 B.C.

A new feature of considerable interest is revealed by
the very rare tetradrachm of Leontinoi, No. 1 (PL VII.,

fig. 7), exhibiting on the obverse an archaic female head
v

surrounded by four barley-corns. Upon the reverse of

this coin, the design of which, with the lion in the

17 For another example of the bull crowned by Nike see

Castelli, Sicilia Nummi Veteres, Auct. T. IV.
18 Num. Chron., 1883, PL IX. 3, p. 166. The man-headed

bull is there described as "
prancing."

19 A variant of this, however, with a Nike" above the meta

was known to Castelli, see op. cit., PI. XXXI., 10.

VOL. XIV. THIltD SERIES. F F
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exergue, corresponds in every respect with the Damare-

teion, there are seen immediately before the horse's breast

the two letters 1A.
20

According to the analogy of later

Sicilian practice these letters would refer to the name of

the engraver, and, in this connexion, one may particu-

larly recall the first three letters of Kimon's name written

backwards in the field above the horses on one of his

" medallions." 21 The identity of the reverse type of this

coin, both in style and design, with that of the Damareteion,

shows that it belongs to the same date, and it seems,

therefore, that we have here an instance of an engraver's

signature as early as 479 B.C. The style of the obverse

of this coin is decidedly inferior to that of the D&mare-

teion. On the other hand, the reverse is of exceptionally

fine execution, and far surpasses that of any other Leon-

tine coin of that period. The handiwork, in fact, so

closely approaches that of the Damareteian types, that it

is difficult not to believe that it is by the same engraver.

Certain minute characteristics, such as the twisted tails

of the horses and the very fine, almost invisible, spokes of

the chariot-wheel, make the general correspondence the

more striking ; and, considering the close political depen-

dence in which Leontinoi at this time stood to Syracuse,

the collaboration of a Syracusan engraver on a Leontine

die, itself commemorative of Grelon's triumph, would be

likely enough.

Of the other coins of Leontinoi, showing the lion's head

20 On the specimen of this type in the British Museum the

same letters may be detected, though, from the indifferent pre-
servation of this part of the coin, they had hitherto eluded

observation. The coin is, in fact, from the same die as that

from the Villabate find.
81

Syracusan Medallions, p. 200.
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on the obverse, one of the most developed presents the

horses of the quadriga galloping. On the other hand,

the common Leontine type of the immediately succeeding

series, the obverse of which bears the laureate head of

Apollo, was entirely absent from the Yillabate hoard. It

looks, then, as if this later series began not earlier than about

450 B.C. The parallel coins of Katana with a very similar

head are also absent from the find, no tetradrachm of that

city occurring in the deposit. It is true that the non-

appearance of the early Kataneean types with the man-

headed bull in itself proves little, as these coins are of

extreme rarity ;
but had the abundant tetradrachms with

Apollo's head been already in circulation at the time when

the present hoard was deposited, it is dimcult to believe

that not a single specimen would have been found. It

follows that the beginning of the Apolline coinage at

Katana, as at Leontinoi, took place after the approximate

date, 450 B.C. For myself, I will venture to express a

suspicion that the earliest tetradrachms of Katana, exhibit-

ing the man-headed bull, date no farther back than the

restoration of the city after the expulsion of the JEtnseans

in 461 B.C.

The coins of Akragas present few special features of

interest, but the type (PI. VII., fig. 10) with the eight-

rayed star beneath the crab appears to be a novelty. The

coins described may be taken to belong to the age of

Theron, who died in 472 B.C., and to the early days of the

democracy which then succeeded. Among the coins of Mes-

sana that with the D above the hare (No. 3) supplies a new

variety, and affords, at the same time, a solitary instance

of the occurrence of this Chalkidian letter-form on an

issue later than the archaic pieces of Zankle. It must be

taken in connection with two other types (B. M. Cat., 16,
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19, 20) in which A and B, or 9, appear in a similar

position, above or below the hare. The latest Messanian

piece described above (No. 4), bearing the legend

ME^A/VIOW, is somewhat worn, and must have been

some years in circulation at the time when the hoard was

deposited.

IV. SOME NEW LIGHTS ON THE MONETARY FRAUDS OF

DlONYSlOS.

In my Syracman Medallions a variety of reasons have

been given for believing that the prolific tetradrachm

coinage of Syracuse ceased early in the reign of Dionysios

the Elder. This remarkable numismatic phenomenon must

naturally be taken in connection with the various financial

expedients to which Dionysios was reduced, and in par-

ticular with his attempts, recorded by Aristotle and Pollux,

to tamper with the Syracusan coinage such as his alleged

doubling of the value of silver pieces by means of a

countermark and his issue of tin money.
The brilliancy of Dionysios' reign and the commanding

position that he occupied must not blind us to the fact

that he was in continual financial difficulties. Great as

was the power of Syracuse under his government, it must

not be forgotten that it rose amidst the ruins and on the

ashes of the other cities of Greek Sicily. The overwhelming

Carthaginian invasions of 409 and 405 had wiped out or

reduced to a shadow of their former greatness the cities

that stood next to Syracuse in wealth and power. Akragas,

Himera, Selinous and Messana had been utterly over-

thrown, Gela and Kamarina reduced to Punic subjection.

Dionysios himself had desolated Naxos and Katane and

transported to Syracuse the old inhabitants of Leontinoi.

By his capture of Motya, a principal centre of Sicilian
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industry and commerce, which though itself Phoenician

in origin, had become by this time largely Hellenized,

was wholly annihilated, and the capture of Rhegion,

Kaulonia and Kroton spread devastation beyond the straits.

But amidst this ever-widening circle of ruin the needs of

Dionysios himself were always growing. His continual

wars, his elaborate equipment and artillery, the colossal

development that he gave the Syracusan navy, his public

buildings, and vast schemes of fortification, the gorgeous

"theories" with which he sought to dazzle the rest of

Greece, and, above all, the needs of his motley host of

mercenaries, involved a constant drain on the tyrant's

treasury.
22

It is not then surprising to find that Dionysios was

reduced for the most part to live on his capital. He

swept into his coffers the hoarded wealth of the cities that

he destroyed and of the citizens that he plundered, but his

own actual mintage was reduced to a minimum. The

fine pentekontalitra, and to a certain extent his gold

coinage, served for the natural gratification of his pride

and for the exaltation of his prestige among his mercenary

bands, who at any rate required their payment in hard

cash. But, saving these exceptional pieces, the Syracusan

treasury was filled with the coinage of more prosperous days

with the issues of cities that now no longer existed, and

with the imported
"
pegasi

"
of Corinth and her colonies,

or even the "
Camp-coinage

"
of the Carthaginians.

The proof of this is to be found in the composition of the

great Sicilian hoards of Dionysios' time, such as those of

22 I have more fully stated the ruinous financial effects of

Dionysios's career in my third Supplement to Freeman's

Sicily, vol. iv., p. 230 seqq. ,

" The Finance and Coinage of

Dionysios."
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Contessa23 and of Santa Maria di Licodia. 24 In the latter

hoard, it is true, the dekadrachms predominated, but there

were also many "pegasi" as well as early tetradrachms.

At Contessa, although the dekadrachms by Evsenetos

showed that the deposit took place in Dionysios' reign,

the Sicilian Greek tetradrachms belonged as their style

alone would have been sufficient to prove to an earlier

period ;
and here again, as in a very similar hoard from

near Piazza Armerina, of which I lately obtained cog-

nizance, the "
pegasi" predominated. As far as we can

judge, the most abundant currency of Dionysios' time at

least, of the later part of his reign consisted in these

imported Corinthian "pegasi" or staters of ten litras,

which form indeed the exclusive contents of many Sicilian

finds belonging to this period.

One of the best proofs of the cessation of the tetra-

drachm coinage at Syracuse in the last years of the fifth

century is to be found in the fact that with the exception

of one unique piece,
25 no tetradrachms of this period exist

as late in style as the dekadrachms of Evsenetos. Some

of Kimon's earlier
" medallions

" were also struck in the

tetradrachm form. But his latest type does not appear in

the lesser module. And though Evaenetos was employed
to engrave tetradrachm dies for Syracuse at an earlier

date and in an earlier manner, yet in the latest days of

23
Syracusan Medallions, p. 160 seqq., and Salinas, Ripostiglio

Siciliano di Monete antiche di Aryento, in Notizie degli Scavi,

1888.
31

Syracusan Medallions, p. 13, seqq.
25 Carfrae collection, Catalogue No. 68, PI. III. 12. It shows

a globule beneath the chin of Persephone, and is executed in

the style of Evsenetos' earliest dekadrachm types with the

cockle-shell behind the head. As in the case of these earliest

dekadrachms, there is no signature.
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his activity, when he was still executing die after die for

his noble pentekontalitra, he never seems to have been

employed for a single tetradrachm type.

This cessation of the tetradrachm issues early in Diony-

sios' reign may be reasonably connected with a notice of

Aristotle26 and Julius Pollux,
27 to the effect that Dionysios

"
being in want of money

"2* and having levied a forced

loan for the equipment of his fleet this no doubt refers

to the colossal armament of 402 B.C. repaid it by for-

cing on his creditors tin coins of the nominal value of four

drachmae but which in reality were only worth one. No
tetradrachms of tin or debased metal are now known,

though this notice may give us some historical warrant

for regarding the year 402 B.C., the moment of

Dionysios' most exhaustive financial effort, as the date

when the issue of silver tetradrachms definitely breaks off".

But a recent discovery tends to show that whether or not

tin tetradrachms were actually struck, Dionysios about

this very period had recourse to a debased dekadrachm

issue.

I am able to lay before the Society a remarkable coin

(PL VIII., fig. 1) of the type and module of the ordinary

silver
" medallions

"
of Evsenetos, but of bronze, originally

coated with a white metal, minute grains of which are

still visible on the surface of the coin.

The fine style of the coin proclaims at once the hand of

Evsenetos. The portrait of the Kor is indeed identical

with that on some of his earliest dekadrachm types, and

the arrangement of the quadriga on the reverse belongs
to this artist and no other. It is, however, difficult to

28 (Econ. ii. 20.
27

ix. 79.
28 " OVK V7ropwi> apyvpiov."
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eay whether in this instance there are traces of Evsenetos*

name beneath the dolphin under the head.

But the most significant feature about the coin remains

to be described. "We have not here, as is so often the

case, to deal with a plated replica of a known silver type,

but with an impression from a wholly new die, specially

engraved by the great Syracusan artist. The obverse of

the present piece differs in two particulars from any
known dekadrachm of Evsenetos. A small pellet or

globule, which on other examples is often seen beneath

the neck, occurs here behind the head, as is the case on

some early gold coins of this artist. There is at the same

time no trace of the usual dolphin behind the head.

Another peculiarity is still more remarkable. The form

of earring used is of the floral kind chosen by Kimon for

his earliest " medallion
" 29

(Type I.), but which is alto-

gether unknown on those from the hand of Evaenetos,

though, to judge from a Segestan coin that I have else-

where ventured to refer to the latter artist, the type itself

does not seem to have been unfamiliar to him. Both from

this peculiarity and the bold style of the head, the

present coin must be taken to fit on to the earliest silver

dekadrachm issues of Evsenetos, and belongs therefore

to an approximate date which agrees very well with 402

B.C., the time of Dionysios' most pressing necessities and

at the same time of his most shameless monetary devices.

Owing to the microscopic character of the particles of

white metal which may be detected here and there in the

hollow parts of the relief, it has been extremely difficult

to submit it to satisfactory analysis. A small scraping of

the surface led to purely negative results, and risk of

29 See Syracusan Medallions, p. 79.
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injuring the coin made it undesirable to submit it to a

further process of this kind. At my request, however,

Mr. "W. "W. Fisher, the Aldrichian Demonstrator at

Oxford, kindly undertook to touch the largest spot of

white metal that could be found on the surface of the coin

with nitric acid applied with a fine point, and, after allow-

ing the acid to act on it for a short time, analysed the

resulting solution. The spot of white metal was visibly

diminished by the process, and the analysis gave the im-

portant negative result that no trace of silver was discover-

able. The small amount of the deposit made an exhaus-

tive analysis unattainable, but Mr. Fisher sums up the

result of his examination as follows :

" The metallic coating

does not contain silver, but is probably tin. I consider

the absence of silver sufficiently demonstrated." Such

indeed is the almost necessary conclusion.

The issue of plated coins was, as is well known, a not

infrequent practice of the Greek mints, and such coins

must in most cases be regarded as part of the normal civic

issue, and not as private forgeries, for they are struck

from the same dies as the ordinary coinage. Dr. Head,

indeed, is of opinion that this was one of the ways in

which the ancient moneyers recouped themselves for the

expenses of mintage, a certain proportion of the coins of

a given silver issue being plated over a bronze core. But

the evidence before us in the case of this Dionysian coin

warrants the supposition that we have before us the evi-

dence of a quite exceptional procedure. For, as already

pointed out, we have not here to deal with a plated piece

struck from one of the ordinary dekadrachm dies. In

the course of my special researches in this branch of

numismatics I have had occasion to examine some hun-

dreds of Syracusan "medallions," both in the great Euro-

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. G G
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pean cabinets and from the large hoard recently discovered

at Santa Maria di Licodia in Sicily, and have had the most

ample grounds for assuring myself that the dekadrachms

of Evsenetos fall into a comparatively limited number of

well-known varieties with their characteristic mint-marks

and signatures. But the present coin belongs to none of

these. It represents a distinct and hitherto unknown

type, differing in certain minute but significant points

from all the true silver issues. A special die was engraved

for it by Dionysios' great monetary artist. Nor was it

an ordinary silver-plated coin. It was washed over, as

far as can be gathered from the existing traces, with a

coating of tin.

All this points clearly to the conclusion that, in the

present piece, we have before us a product of a more

wholesale falsification than that exemplified by the small

percentage of plated pieces issued with the ordinary cur-

rency.
30 The washing with tin instead of silver is itself

a much more unblushing procedure. And the question

inevitably suggests itself, have we not here an actual illus-

tration of the monetary expedient of Dionvsios recorded

by Aristotle and Pollux ? It is true that these authorities

speak of tin tetradrachms. But the cessation of the tetra-

drachm issue at the beginning of Dionysios' reign, of

which we have other irrefragable evidence, makes it more

probable that if coins in base metal were struck by the

tyrant they were dekadrachms rather than pieces of a

lesser denomination. And between tin coins and bronze

coins coated with tin the difference is slight enough to

render confusion easy.

30 I have never myself met with plated dekadrachms of the

ordinary issues.
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Another monetary expedient of Dionysios is recorded

about which numismatic evidence has been hitherto lack-

ing. Aristotle31
says that having on another occasion

borrowed money from the citizens, he countermarked the

coins in such a way as to double their legal value, and

repaid his debt in the newly-stamped coins, every drachm

of silver thus standing for two.

From another notice of Aristotle 32
it appears probable

that it was in Dionysios' time that " the old Sicilian

talent
"

of twenty-four noummoi was reduced to twelve.

This passage has given rise to very various interpretations.

Mommsen,33 on the strength of Pollux' assertion that the

noummos was equivalent to one and a half obols, assumes

that the Sicilian noummos was identical with the litra

which Pollux 34 elsewhere equates with the -ZEginetan

obol (= one and a half Attic obols}. But inasmuch as

the Sicilian talent is known, both from Diodorus 35 and

the great Tauromenitan Inscriptions,
36 to have contained

120 litras, Mommsen concludes that Aristotle's " old

Sicilian talent
"

of twenty-four noummoi had been pre-

ceded by an earlier talent of 120 noummoi
;
and that,

therefore, a reduction of the talent to one-fifth had already

taken place. Finally, he brings Aristotle's reference to

the reduction of the tetradrachms by Dionysios to one-

quarter of their value, by his issue of base metal coins, into

31 (Econ. ii. 20.
33

Poll. ix. 87. : TO /xeVroi ^LK\IKOV raXavrov eXa^tarov
TO /iev dpxaiov, d)S 'AptcTToreXr^s Af'yei, Terrapas KCU eit/coo"i TOUS

vov/x/xous, TO Se vo-Tpov 5uc68e/ca, SvvacrOaL Se TOV vovjJLpov Tpi'a

33 Gesch. des rom. Munzwesens, 50
;
Ed. Blacas, i. 108.

34 Pollux ix. 80.
35

xi. 26.
36 C. I. G. 5640, 5641.
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direct relation with this reduction of the talent. In this

he is followed by Hultsch,
37 Head,

38 and others.

But, as Holm justly points out,
39 the two passages in

Pollux, ix. 79 and ix. 87, refer to quite different transac-

tions, and the coinage of " tin
"
tetradrachms one-fourth

the value of the silver can, in any case, have nothing to

do with a supposed reduction of the silver talent to a fifth

of its former value.

To suppose, indeed, that by the " old Sicilian talent
"

Aristotle could have simply meant a greatly reduced

talent which only lasted a few years of Dionysios* reign,

is to place an altogether unwarrantable construction on

his words. We have simply to deal with a reduction

of the old talent by one-half, namely, from twenty-four to

twelve noummoi, and it is only the statement that the

noummos and litra were identical that is at fault. The

Sicilian talent, as we know from other sources, originally

contained twenty-four drachmae, and it seems preferable,

therefore, to conclude that the noummos of Syracuse was

at this time a drachm.

The statement of Pollux and Aristotle, then, amounts

to this, that whereas the Sicilian talent had hitherto con-

tained twenty-four drachmae, it was now reduced to

twelve or to one-half its former value. But we know from

the great Tauromenitan Inscriptions that, for purposes of

reckoning, this reduced talent continued to be divided into

120 litras of account. A drachma therefore contained

ten litras of account, though it still represented only five

silver litras.

37 Gr. u. rom. Metrologie, 663.
38 Coins of Syracuse, p. 13.
39 Gesch. Siciliens, ii. 445.
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This reduction of the Sicilian talent, which there is every

reason to refer to Dionysios, though it has nothing to do

with his debased tetradrachm coinage, corresponds very

closely with the monetary expedient already referred to

by which the nominal value of every drachma was doubled.

The reduction of the talent to half its former value would,

as we have seen, have had precisely this effect. And in

view of this coincidence of cause and effect, it seems pos-

sible to attach a new meaning to Aristotle's statement

that Dionysios, having stamped the coin in a certain way,

repaid his creditors in coin, every drachma of which had

acquired the fictitious value of two drachmae. For we

have seen that the coinage ofSyracusan tetradrachms had

been stopped by Dionysios, and, as a consequence of this,

the Corinthian staters of ten litras each equivalent to an

Attic didrachm became the almost exclusive currency of

Syracuse and Greek Sicily. Supposing, then, that Dio-

nysios had borrowed money of the old Syracusan stamp,

and, after reducing the value of the talent by one-half,

had repaid his creditors in imported
"
pegasi," which,

though only didrachms, now had the same legal value as

was formerly possessed by tetradrachms, a very slight per-

version of the transaction would explain Aristotle's state-

ment. And in the absence of any countermarked Syracusan
coins of this period, such as Aristotle's words, taken

literally, seem to imply, we are almost bound to look for

some such explanation.
40 Actual "

pegasi," indeed, do not

seem to have been struck by the Syracusan mint itself till

Dion's time,
41

but, as we have seen, they were at this time

10 The above argument has been also stated by me in
"Finance and Coinage of the Elder Dionysios," contained in
Freeman, Sicily, vol. iv. (see pp. 227, 228).

41 See Syracusan
" Medallions

" and their Engravers, p. 157.
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imported in such, numbers from Corinth and her colonies

that, by the end of Dionysios' reign, they had become the

chief currency of the island.

V. THE EFFECTS OF THE DIONYSIAN FINANCE ON THE

SILVER SYSTEMS OF ETRURIA AND ROME.

The results arrived at in the preceding section seem to

me to be of great importance in their bearing on the later

Etruscan and early Roman silver system. The identifi-

cation of the Syracusan noummos with the drachma

instead of the litra at once explains in the simplest way
Aristotle's statement that there were twenty-four noummoi

in the old Sicilian talent, and there is no further need for

elaborate hypotheses involving large previous reductions

of the talent, about which we know nothing. The finan-

cial expedient of Dionysios, by which the value of every

drachma or noummos was now doubled, resulted in its

being worth ten litras of account, in place of its real silver

value of five litras, and so, as has been already remarked,

in the Tauromenitan Inscriptions we find the now reduced

talent of 12 drachmae or noummoi still worth 120 litras of

account.

Many of the earliest silver coins of Etruria are, as is

well known, struck on the Syracusan standard,
42 and their

unit is a coin identical in weight with the silver litra

(13*5 grains). What we may call the Etruscan didrachms

or dekalitra of this class exhibit the denarial sign X,
indicative of their division into ten litras.

At a certain epoch, however, this Sicilian standard in

Etruria is reduced by one-half. The denarial mark,

43
Cf. Head, Hist. Num., p. 11.
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representing 10 litras, now appears upon the drachm,

while the former didrachm bears the double stamp, XX,

showing that it has become, for purposes of account, at

least, a piece of 20 litras, the equivalent, that is, of the

old tetradrachm. This is a process obviously identical

with that by which, as pointed out above, Dionysios trans-

formed the current "
pegasi

"
or staters of ten litras into

coins of the legal value of tetradrachms. "With regard to

the date of this sudden change in the Etruscan silver

standard, the evidence of style, as Dr. Head has shown,
43

indicates that it took place in the first half of the fourth

century B.C.
;

in other words, in the latter part of the

reign of Dionysios. Can it be doubted that we have here

before us a direct result of Dionysios' monetary coup ?

The origins of the Roman silver system are deeply rooted

in those of Etruria the principal marks and divisions

were, in fact, simply taken on. On the other hand, the

evidence is not less clear of a connection between the system

of silver calculation in use at Rome and that of the Sicilian

Greeks. That this Sicilian influence may in the main

have been derived indirectly through Etruscan channels

does not really invalidate the broad statement of Varro

and others as to the Sicilian origin of the Roman
nummus.44

According to the Roman system as it first emerges in

the light of history, the drachma of Greek Sicily found its

equivalent for purposes of calculation in the nummus

denarius, the tenth part of which, namely, the new

triental As, was known as the libella, the Latin equivalent

43
Op. tit., p. 12.

44
Varro, De Lingua Latina, v. 173; Festus s. v., and cf. Pollux,

ix. 79.
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and translation of the reduced Sicilian litra of account.

Nothing can be clearer than Varro's words 45
:

" Nummi
denarii decuma libella," though the latter part of his

statement,
"
quod libram pondo As valebat et erat ex

argento parva," has caused much discussion.46 And even

the supposed difficulty occasioned by the fact that no

silver coin of the value of this reduced litra exists, seems

to be susceptible of a rational explanation. The denarius

of Roman silver reckoning, referred to by Yarro, answered

to a coin which was actually in existence in Etruria, and

the distinguishing mark of which was, indeed, taken over

to the dies of the Roman denarii when they were first

struck in the temple of Juno Moneta. But this Etruscan

denarius of a drachm weight had, as we have seen, been

preceded by an earlier coin, equivalent to a Greek

didrachm, and we have a right to infer that the earliest

nummus denarius of Roman silver calculation answered

to the unreduced Etruscan prototype. It follows, there-

fore, that if Varro's words are taken to refer to this earliest

form of the denarius, the concluding part of his sentence

is literally true. In Etruria, at least, it was a coin divided

into ten litras or libellse, each of which, according to

Sicilian analogy, represented the silver value of a pound
of bronze, or, in other words, of the original Roman As.

The historical Roman denarius, on the other hand, like

the later Etruscan coin with the same denarial mark,

answers to the Syracusan drachm of ten litras of

account, as introduced by the financial dictatorship of

Dionysios.

The term nummus by the Romans was thus originally

45 De L. L. v. 174.
46

Of. Hultsch, Metrologie, 275.
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attached to the denarius.47 It was only later that, owing
to the conservative traditions of Roman finance, which

clung to its old copper reckoning, the sestertius, as repre-

senting the value of the old libral As, became the recog-

nised silver unit, and, in consequence of this, the name

nummus was exclusively attached to it, the libella at

the same time sinking to a tenth of the sestertius instead of

the denarius. And it is this new arrangement which Pollux

evidently had in view when he added the words which,

as we may suppose, represent Aristotle's original state-

ment describing the reduction of the Sicilian talent from

24 noummoi (or drachms) to 12, that the noummos was
" worth an obol and a half/' An obol and a half Attic,

or an JEginetaii obol, is, in fact, Pollux's own inaccurate 48

estimate of the value of the unreduced Sicilian litra, and

what he apparently had in his mind in stating that the

noummos possessed that value was the Roman nummus

sestertius, the Latin representative of the litra, being

itself the silver equivalent of the libral As, just as the litra

was of a pound of copper. In short, Pollux's account of

the Sicilian noummos seems to have been based on the

later Roman nummus or sestertius. But the "nummus

denarius
" was that to which the original statement of

Aristotle really applies.

It will be seen that the conclusion to which we have

been led by a study of Dionysios' financial expedients

greatly simplifies the vexed question of the origin of the

Roman nummus from the Sicilian. If the Syracusan

noummos was the drachma, now divided into ten litras of

account, and if, as seems certain, the earlier Roman

47
Cf. Hultsch, Metrologie, 276.

48 ix. 80. A Sicilian litra really = 1$ Attic obols.
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nummus of silver calculation was the denarius, also

divided into ten libellae or "
little litras

"
; if, in addition

to this, we have the clearest evidence both from the state-

ments of ancient writers and the symbols employed for

numeration, that the Roman system partly, no doubt,

through Etruscan mediation was of Sicilian Greek origin,

there can be no reason left for hunting after less obvious

.sources. Those who, like Mommsen and Hultsch, en-

deavour to identify the noummos with the litra, have been

reduced to the most complicated hypotheses to explain the

outgrowth of the Roman system from the Sicilian. Ac-

cording to Mommsen's view, the value of the Syracusan
talent was reduced by Dionysios, first to a fifth and then

to a tenth of its former value an extraordinary and surely

unheard-of form of bankruptcy though this hypothesis is

required by the theory that the Sicilian litra, which he

identified with the noummos, was finally divided into

ten litras of account. But, as has been shown above, there

is no real authority for supposing either of these immense

reductions to have taken place. On the other hand, all

that is required to obtain the exact results with which

we are confronted is a single reduction of one- half. And
it is for such a reduction only, the reduction, namely, of

the "old Sicilian talent" from 24 to 12 drachmse, or,

stated in a different way, the doubling of the legal value

of every single drachm from 5 to 10 litrae, that we have

any historical warrant.

But the fact which seems clearly to emerge from the

above considerations, that the original Roman nummus was

the denarius, leads us to a further interesting result. As

already noticed, the Etruscan denarius, the coin that is

marked by the denarial sign afterwards taken over by the

Romans for their mintage, had been the equivalent of a
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Sicilian Greek didrachm, and divided like it into ten

litrce each answering to the silver value of a pound of

bronze. There is, moreover, a high probability that the

oldest Roman system of silver calculation fitted on like the

later to the Etruscan practice, and that, therefore, the

original nummus denarius of Roman reckoning was

equivalent not to one but to two silver drachms. The

form "
libelfa," instead of " libra" applied to the tenth

part of the denarius may, perhaps, even be regarded as

itself containing a record of this reduction. For the

Sikel form "litra" would be literally translated by its

Latin equivalent "libra," as the value of a full pound
of copper

"
libella," on the other hand, would, in strict

propriety, be applied to the reduced litra or libra.

The original nummus, par excellence, of ancient Rome
would thus answer to the principal coin in circulation

among the Greek cities of Italy the didrachm, or to the

Corinthian staters of ten litras, the "
Pegasi," which

towards the close of the fifth century B.C. gained such a

wide-spread currency in the West. On the other hand,

there is a piece of direct evidence that the didrachms

issued by the Italiot Greeks were, in the case at least of

one great city, known as VOJJLOI or nummi. Pollux quotes

Aristotle for the statement that the Tarentines had a

coin called a "
noummos," and upon which was repre-

sented a figure of Taras riding on a dolphin.
49 This

Tarentine nummus or
VO/JLOS,

as I have elsewhere pointed

out,
50 can have been nothing else than the ordinary

didrachm of Tarentum, which is distinguished by the

19
ix. 80. 'Apio-roTeA?;? iv Ty Tapavrivwv TroXtrcta /ca\t<r0cu,

crt vd/uoyxa Trap' avrois vovfji/JLov e0' ov evTervTraxr^ai Tapai/ra rov

SeA0u/t -.
Horsemen of Tarentum, pp. 9, 10; Num. Chron., 1889,

pp. 9, 10.
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representation described, and in the same way the

of the neighbouring and allied city of Herakleia seems to

have been a coin of the same denomination. 51

Another fact that makes the Tarentine comparison

specially valuable is that at Taras, too, the nummus was

divided on the Sicilian system into ten litras.

The existence of an original nummus of ten litras at

Tarentum is in complete harmony with the appearance of

the older class of Etruscan "
denarius," with the same

weight and the same division, and both, as the litra unit

shows, are based on the Sicilian system as found at

Syracuse in prse-Dionysian days. Even without the direct

warrant that may be drawn from the statement of Yarro

we should, in face of this striking conformity, have a

right to assume that at Rome, too, the original value of

the nummus was of the same amount. And at Rome,

too, as in Etruria, the same cause produced the same

effect in the reduction of the " nummus denarius
"

to the

value of a single drachm. That cause, as I hope to have

shown, was the financial coup of Dionysios.

It seems probable that at Syracuse, also, previous to

that event, the didrachm or stater of ten litras in other

words, the "
Pegasos

"
may have borne the title of

"noummos," which after the reduction changed to the

drachm. Such an hypothesis would go far to explain

the origin of the name VOJJLOS ;
a stater of ten litras

would have been exactly one-twelfth of the old Sicilian

talent, and the legal unit (or VOJJLOS) of reckoning for

higher values in silver. The " old Sicilian talent," then,

of Aristotle would have been a " talent
"
of twelve noummoi

51 See op. cit., p. 9, note 15. The nomos of the Herakleian

Tables is probably the same as the Tarentine noummos.
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or staters of ten litras. The reduced talent of Dionysios, on

the contrary, was 12 noummoi of 5 litras. It was there-

fore natural that Aristotle, in speaking of the old Sicilian

talent, should carry back to it the later usage of the

term noummos as meaning a drachm only, and should in this

way describe it as an equivalent to twenty-four noummoi.

VI. THE OMEN OF THE KRIMISOS ON COINS OF

HERBESSUS AND MORGANTINA.

Amongst the numerous coin types struck by the Sicilian

cities in alliance with Timole6n, none are more beautiful

than those of Herbessus. These coins are generally over-

struck on the Syracusan bronze pieces
52 with the head of

Zeus Eleutherios and the free horse, the types of which

are by themselves a clear indication of the revived demo-

cracy of Timoleon's time. From their fine art they cannot

themselves be much later in da.te than the Syracusan
coins on which they are struck, and the myrtle-crowned

head of Sikelia 53 that they exhibit fits on to the series of

similar heads of personified Sicily that at this time appear

on the coins of the allied cities with the legends ^ IKEA IA
and^YMMAXIKON.54

These large brass coins of Herbessus are accompanied

by two reverses. On the commoner class there appears the

bust of a man-headed bull. Upon the other type (PL VIII.,

fig. 3) an eagle is seen standing to the right and looking

back at a serpent which he appears to be about to seize.

On a contemporary bronze coin of Morgantina presenting

an identical head of Sikelia occurs a variant of the same

52 See Imhoof-Blumer, Monnaies Grecques, p. 19.
63

Head, Hist. Num., p. 125. It appears in an identical

form on coins of Adranum.
51 See Head, Coinage of Syracuse, p. 37.
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design, in which the eagle is seen opening his wings and

with the serpent actually in his talons (PL VIII., fig. 2).

That these two pieces were struck at a time of close

alliance between Herbessus and Morgantina there can be

no doubt, and they are in the first place interesting geo-

graphically as bringing these two cities into close relation.

No certainty has as yet been obtained as to the exact site

of either town. Of Morgantina we know that it was at

one time a dependency of Kamarina,
55

while, on the other

hand, various episodes bring it into the same Sicilian

region as Agyrium (S. Filippo d' Argiro) and Menaenum

(Mineo). In the time of Dionysios the Elder we hear of

Magon encamping in the Agyrian territory,
"
by the river

Chrysas and near the road leading to Morgantina.^
56

The Chrysas is the modern Dittaino, and even assuming

that Morgantina lay to the south of Agyrium we are still

a long way from Kamarina.

The best light on the site of Herbessus is thrown by a

corrupt passage of Vibius Sequester, which brings it into

connection with the river Heloros,
57 otherwise we only

know that it lay on the borders of the territories of Syra-

55 Thuc. iv. 65.
56 Diod. xiv. 95. KaTecrrpaTOTre'Sfvo-ev ei/ rrj run/

'

Ayvpwauav
\wpa Trapa rov Xpucrai/ Trorapov eyyvs TTJS odov 7*75 <f)epovo"r)<s ets

Mopyavrivav. This notice gains a special value from the local

knowledge of Diodoros, who was a native of Agyrium.
57 See C. Miiller's note to the Paris edition of Ptolemy, p.

403
;
and cf. E. Pais : Osservazioni sulla storia e sulla amminis-

trazione delta Sicilia durante il dominio romano, p. 48, note.

Vibius Sequester's words are,
" Herbessus qui et Endrius

(i.e.

Helorius) ab oppido Alorino
(i.e. Elorino) decurrit per fines

Helori." This places Herbessus near the head waters of the

Tellaro, and Pais (loc. cit.) suggests that its site may have been

at Buscemi, where an ancient necropolis was discovered about

1870. Dr. P. Orsi, on the other hand, has identified the

important remains at Pantalica with Herbessus (Arch, pre-
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cuse and Leontinoi, and that Ptolemy places it between

Leontinoi and Netum (old Noto). The close connection in

which Herbessus and Morgan tina stand on these coins, and

the further historic link between Morgantina and Kama-

rina, tend to show that both lay on a line of passes between

the Kamarinaean littoral and the valley of the Chrysas or

Dittaino. The position of Herbessus near the source of

the Heloros, at Pantalica, for example, would be consistent

with such a theory.

Whatever special interests threw these now thoroughly
Hellenized cities together, the fact that both adopted as

their obverse type the head of Sikelia, which stood as a

still wider federal badge in Timoleon's Sicily, shows that

they had shared in the common movement against Car-

thaginian and domestic tyranny. The reverse type of

the eagle and serpent which appears on the coins of

both cities may lead us to the further still more definite

conclusion that both Herbessus and Morgantina claimed

to have taken part in Timoleon's victorious expedition

into the Carthaginian Dominion in the west of the island,

which ended in the crowning victory of the Krimisos.

The " Minister of Zeus
"
destroying the noxious reptile

was, according to Greek ideas, a symbol of Victory. But

it looks as if, in this case, we had something more than a

general reference to the overthrow of the Punic enemy.
It seems to me not unreasonable, considering the circum-

stances from which, on other evidence, we must suppose

these coins of Herbessus and Morgantina to have been

struck, to trace an actual reference to an omen of the same

ellenica Sicula, 1891, p. 166), and this does not seem incon-

sistent with the evidence derived from Vibius Sequester, since the

Hel6ros would have been near enough to have run through the

territory of a town situated there.
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kind, which, according to Plutarch, actually preceded the

battle of the Krimisos. Plutarch relates that, on the eve

of the fight, the soothsayers who accompanied Timoleon's

army pointed out to the host two eagles, one of which

held a serpent in his claws and screamed triumphantly
as if presaging victory.

58 There can be no reason for

doubting that the men whose profession it was to aid the

general by the interpretation of signs and wonders seized

on some incident of the march to spread about this story.

This omen of victory was itself of a very well-known

kind, and will be familiar to readers of the Iliad.59 In a

similar guise we find it on the coins of Elis, and, in

another form two eagles seizing a hare it had supplied

the design for the most splendid coins of Akragas,
60 and

had inspired .^Eschylos with a noble passage in the

Chorus of the Agamemnon.
61

The head of Sikelia upon these alliance pieces of Her-

bessus and Morgantina is seen in a variant form on the

coins of Hadranum, and, as already mentioned, on the

League coinage, probably struck at Alcesa, accompanied

in this latter case with the legend, ZIKEAIA. In these

cases the hair of Sikelia is caught up behind in a

sphendone, while on the coins before us the tresses are

unconfined, but in all versions alike the head is crowned

with a myrtle-wreath, and is no doubt intended to repre-

sent the same personification.

68 Plut. Tim. xxvi. 6t Se /ACU/TCIS KcmSovTes aerous dvw Trpocr-

0epo/xevoi>s, wv 6 /xev SpaKOj/ra rots ovv^iv e'0epe otaTreT^apyLtei/ov, 6

Se tTrraro Ke/<A,aya)S /if'ya
/cat ^appaAeov, eTreSaWevoz/ TO<C o-rparico-

rais, Kai Trpo? evicts $a>v /cat ava.K\rj(ri<s erpctTrovro Traj/res. This

omen immediately succeeded that of the wild celery

commonly called "
parsley."

59
xii. 200, seqq.

60 See Head, Hist. Num. 105.
01 Aain. 1. 110, seqq.
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This head of personified Sicily is itself of great his-

torical importance, as showing how the common interests

of Hellenic and Hellenized Sicily as against the Cartha-

ginian stranger and the mercenary and barbaric hordes of

the tyrants of individual cities, were now giving birth to

a new and wider form of insular patriotism, as opposed

to local particularism. The idealised image of Sikelia,

under the guise of a Greek Nymph, was itself a protest

against the prophesied iicfiapfiapwais of the island 62 which

had seemed so near its fulfilment at the time of Timo-

leon's landing, when Greek itself was to die out in Sicily,

and Punic or Oscan was to take its place. But it is

worth while pointing out that, if we may judge from the

numismatic evidence, it was the now Hellenized descen-

dants of the aboriginal inhabitants from whom the island

derived its name who took the lead in this national

Sicilian movement. At the purely Greek cities, whose

coinage was revived by Timoleon's work of liberation, the

types, except so far as they adopted the free horse as the

emblem of restored democracy> remained local, the crab

at Akragas, the head of Athene at Kamarina, of Helen

at Tyndaris, of Poseiddn at Messana. It is not till the

time of Agathokles that the triskele appear on the coins

of Syracuse as the symbol of dominion over all Trinakria.

In the Greek colonial foundations local pride and par-

ticularism were stronger than in the Hellenized native

communities. And after all, the Sicilian name belonged

to the kinsmen of Ducetius and not to the Greeks.

VII. THE AFRICAN GOLD STATER OF AGATHOKLES.

The most remarkable monument of the second period

62 Plat. Ep., viii. p. 353 F.
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of AgathokleV coinage that period marked by the first

introduction of his name, though still without the kingly

title on the Syracusan dies 63 is unquestionably his

African gold stater, hitherto only known through the

single specimen preserved in the Imperial Cabinet at

Vienna. 64 The kindness of Dr. Friedrich Kenner has

now enabled me to give on PL VIII., fig. 6, a phototypic

representation of this interesting coin.

The obverse of this coin, which is of the Attic standard,

exhibits a youthful head coifed in an elephant's skin
;
the

reverse is a winged Pallas with an owl at her feet, accom-

panied by the legend AFAOOKAEO^. The reverse

type of this coin has been brought into connection with

the story of Agathokles letting fly the owls in the face of

the Carthaginians on the occasion of his victory near

Tunis over Hannon and Bomilkar 65 in the course of his

first African campaign, which began in August, B.C. 410.

So many of Agathokles'
"
stratagems," however, are so

manifestly due to the lying invention of the historian

Douris, that Schubert, in his recent work on Agathokles,

lias dismissed the whole story on that score,
66 and certainly

63 For the periods of Agathokles' coinage, see Head, Coinage

,of Syracuse, p. 42, seqq. I have discussed the subject in " The

Despot's Progress on the Coinage of Agathokles," in Freeman's

Sicily, vol. iv., p.p. 487 seqq. (Supplement V.).
64 It has been previously described and engraved by Imhoof-

Blumer, Num. Zeitschr., i., p. 43 and PL V. 2. Cf. Head, op. cit.

pp. 46, 47. I learn that another example exists in private
hands.

65
DiodorGS, 1. XX. C. 11. d0^/cev et? TO o-TpctToVeSov Kara

7rXetoi/as TOTTOVS yXau/cas, as e/c ^povov Trapea Kf.va.a-a.ro Trpos ras

AOvfJiias TWV TroXXaii/. auTcu, Se Sta r^s 0aXayyos Trera/xevat, /cat

'TrpocTKaOl^ovtrai rate acrTT/'cri /cat TOIS /cpave<riv v@apcrL<s eTTotow

Toys o-Tpanarras. K. r. X.
66 Gesckichte des Agathokles, p. Ill ; and see my note, Free-

man, Sicily, iv. p. 410.
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the picture of Agathokles inarching against the Cartha-

ginians with a good provision of owls somewhat taxes our

faith in the narrator. It is, however, always possible that

some real omen drawn from the bird of Athene suggested

this
"
flight of fancy

"
to the picturesque historian, and,

taken in connection with the anecdote, the occurrence of

the owl on the African gold stater of Agathokles may
well cover a genuine allusion.

From another point of view, however, this African

type of Agathokles suggests a significant comparison.

It appears, namely, that the Sicilian tyrant had in this

case simply adopted as his model the tetradrachm type

of his Egyptian contemporary, Ptolemy Soter, struck

from c. 311 to 305 B.C. On the coin in question (PI. VIII.,

fig. 4) the head of Alexander the Great, covered with the

elephant's skin, is coupled with a similar figure of Pallas

Promachos on the reverse, though in this case she is wing-

less, and an eagle on a thunderbolt the Ptolemaic badge

appears at her feet in place of the owl. 67 It is by no

means certain who is intended to be portrayed by the

youthful head on the Agathokleian piece, but the paral-

lelism between it and the Ptolemaic type is in any case

obvious.

What was it, then, that led Agathokles to assimilate

his African gold coinage to that of the representative of

Macedonian empire in Egypt ?

It seems to me that the most natural deduction to be

drawn from this approximation to the Ptolemaic model is

that the gold stater of Agathokles was struck after the

junction of the Kyrensean contingent, under Ptolemy's
officer Ophelias, with Agathokles'

"
Army of Africa," in

67 B. M. Cat., Ptolemies, PI. I.
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408 B.C. 68 On the murder of Ophelias, Agathokles, as

regards at least one part of his forces, usurped the autho-

rity of a successor of Alexander. The constant aim of

Agathokles, during the latter part of his career, was

indeed to claim recognition as an equal, and finally as a

royal brother, amongst the family of Macedonian princes

now springing up in the three continents. It was in the

wake of their example,
69

probably some time after the

close of 305, when Ptolemy assumed the royal style,
70 that

Agathokles, too, took the title of king. With Ptolemy
himself he entered into a family connection by marrying

Theoxena, an Egyptian princess.
71 Later we find him

allied to Demetrios.

The introduction of his own name by Agathokles on

his African stater seems to have been equally suggested

by a Ptolemaic precedent. About 311 B.C., Ptolemy had

introduced on one, at least, of his Egyptian dies, in

place of the earlier AAEEANAPOY, the bolder inscrip-

tion AAEZANAPEION HTOAEMAIOY,72 and on his

Kyrenaean gold staters, struck between 308 and 305 B.C.

(PL VIII., fig. 5),
73 his name is coupled with that of the

Kyrenaeans in the Doric genitival form flTOAEMAIfl.
This last parallel is peculiarly pertinent to the case of

the African gold coinage of Agathokles.

The fact that during this very period he struck a gold
stater of the same Attic standard as the Kyrensean, insert-

68 Died. xx. 42.
69 Diod. xx. 54.
70

Droysen, Gesch. d. Hdlenismus ii. 140, n. 1.

71 Justin xxiii. 2. Droysen makes her out to be a daughter
of Ptolemy's wife, Berenike, by her first husband.

72
Poole, Ptolemies, Kings of Egypt (B. M. Cat.}, p. xxi., and

PI. XXXII. 3.
73

Op. tit., pp. xx., xxi., and PI. XXXII. 1.
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ing his name in the same Ptolemaic style, points strongly

to the moment when Agathokles, after the murder of

Ptolemy's officer, had succeeded to the command of his

Kyrensean contingent, and, with Carthage at his feet,

might deem himself to be assuming on African soil the

position of a Diadochos.

In its
" Macedonian "

character the gold stater of

Agathokles stands apart from his other coinage, and it

may even be suggested that it was engraved by some

Kyrenaean die-sinker in 4;he following of Ophelias. The

silver types by which Agathokles commemorated his

African victories are of a very different style (PI. VIII.,

fig. 7). The inscription APAOOKAEIO^ beside the

trophy on the reverse may indeed be compared with the

AAEZANAPEION of the Ptolemaic coins,
74 but the

character of the design and engraving is thoroughly

Sicilian. The beautiful head of the Kore on the obverse,

with her long falling tresses, is a creditable attempt to

revive one of the finest of all the Syracusan coin-types of

the last decades of the fifth century.
75 The standing Nike

on the reverse is the younger sister of the Victories that

float above the chariots of Evaenetos.

Besides these masterpieces of the Syracusan mint, there

exists, however, a ruder class of tetradrachms with similar

types (PL VIII., fig. 8), which are justly regarded as

having been struck in the African camps of Agathokles.
76

The contrast that these latter present to the fine fabric of

74 If this comparison holds good we should rather connect

the adjective with the coin itself, e.g., Storcmj/), than with the

Ni/o; expressed in the type, as has been suggested by Dr.

Kenner (Munzsammlung des Sti/tes St. Florian, p. 15 ; Head,
op. cit., p. 47).

75
Coinage of Syracuse, PI. V. 4.

76 See G. Romano, Sopra alcune monete scoverte in Sicilia, <&c.
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the gold stater lends some support to the suggestion that,

in the case of this coin, Agathokles may have had recourse

to a Kyrenaean Greek engraver of Ophelias' following. It

was essentially a coinage made by Greeks for Greeks.

His own troops were for the most part barbarian merce-

naries, and, rough as were his "
camp pieces/' they were

doubtless good enough for such art critics.

In connexion with the present subject, it is interesting

to observe that if Ptolemaic models reacted on the design

of the African gold staters of Agathokles, the tine tetra-

drachms, by which his Syracusan engravers celebrated his

African victories, received the flattery of imitation at the

hands of another of the Diadochoi. There can be no rea-

sonable doubt that the design of Nike crowning a trophy,

which appears on the tetradrachms of Seleukos Nikator,
77

struck in all probability to commemorate the part he

played in the victory at Ipsos in 301, was suggested by
the noble tetradrachm type of Agathokles.

ARTHUR J. EVANS.

77 B. M. Cat., Seleucidce, PI. I. 11.
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EPHTHALITES, OR WHITE HUNS.

(See Plates IX. XII.)

THE earliest notice that we possess of the great horde of

Ephthalites or White Huns, who took Khorasan from the

Sassanians and overran Northern India, is by the his-

torian Priscus. It was in the camp of Attila, in A. D. 448,

that he first heard of the Qvvvoi KtBapiVcu. The next

notice is by Kosmas Indikopleustes, who in A.D. 530

mentions Gollas, king of the AevKoi OuVvot, on the west

bank of the Indus. He calls their country Qvvvta, again

giving the name without the aspirate. Procopius also,

who died in 665, calls them Qvvvow Aeu/rou? and

'E<0aAmi9. Theophanes, too, calls them White Uns and

Nephthalites. The aspirate, however, is given by the

Armenian writers Elisha and Lazarus, who speak of the

Hunk and Kushank, or Suns and Kushdns. They are de-

scribed by the Chinese pilgrim Sung-yun in A.D. 520

under the name of Yetha, which is only a shortened form

of Ye-tha-i-li-to, the original of the Greek 'E^oA/rat
and of the Muhummadan Haiathelah of Firdausi and later

1 This paper was read at the Oriental Congress of 1892 and a

portion of it has appeared without illustrations or descriptions
in the Transactions of the Congress.
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writers. As Sung-yun's description of the Tetha tallies

exactly with Hwen Thsang's account of the Himatala in A.D.

640, we see that this is also a variant form of Ephthala.

By the Indians they are always called Huna or Ham Huna.

It seems probable that their Chinese name of Yuan- Yuan

may have been the original of the Indian Huna.

The earliest Indian notice of the Hunas is in the Bhitari

inscription of Skanda Gupta, A.D. 450 to 480, where

the king is said to have "joined in close conflict with the

Hunas" 2
According to the pilgrim Sung-yun, who was

in Gandhara in A.D. 520, two generations had already

passed away since the Huna conquest, when the Yethas

set up Lae-lih as king.
3 As the accession of Mihirkul,

who was then reigning, is now generally accepted as about

A.D. 515, the conquest of Gandhara and the enthronement

of Lae-lih must be placed about fifty years earlier, or in

A.D. 465 to 470, or towards the end of Skanda Gupta's

reign. As Skanda Gupta possessed Malwa and Gujarat,

the Hunas probably came into conflict with the Indians

on the Lower Indus.

According to the Chinese writers, the White Huns first

appeared in the countries on the Oxus in the beginning of

the fifth century, when Shelun, the son of the Tsanyu (or

Shanyu) of the Jwan-jwan (or Yuan-Yuan), retired to the

west with his brother. After defeating Payekhi, the king
of the Hiungnu, he gave up the title of Tsanyu and

assumed that of Kieu-teu-fa Khakan. In 410 A.D. he was

defeated by the Wei Tartars, and died during his flight.

His brother Hulu succeeded him, and was followed in 414

by his nephew Puluchin, who was killed by his cousin

2 Fleet's Inscriptions of the Guptas, p. 56.
3
Beal's Chinese Pilgrims, i. 100.
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Tdtdn in 425. The new king began his reign by the

invasion of the north-east provinces of Persia
; but, being

vigorously attacked by the Sassanian king Varahran F".,

he was defeated and killed near Merv in 428 A.D, His

whole camp, with his queen, the JThdtun, and his rich

crown set with gems, all fell into the hands of the con-

queror.

Tdtdn was succeeded by his son Uti, who took the title

of Solien Khan. He would appear to have been the

real founder of the Ephthalite power, as he received a

Chinese princess in marriage and gave his own sister to

the Emperor of China. He carried on a nine years' war

with Isdegerd II. of Persia, from 443 to 451 A.D., and

eventually, about 456, forced him to retire to his own

dominions to the south of the Oxus. From this time the

empire of the White Huns became very powerful until

554, when Solien-teu-fa Khan was defeated by Tumen, the

"Grand Shahu" of the Turks. During this century of

their prosperity the dominion of the White Huns was

extended on all sides, until, as described by Sung-yun in

520, it embraced all the countries lying between Persia on

the west and Khotan on the east to Tieh-li on the south.

Tieh-li I would identify with Dahal or the kingdom of

Chedi on the Narbada, over "which Mihirkul must have

held sway in succession to his father Toramdna. During
this century about a dozen different kings ruled over the

Ephthalites on the Oxus. I now give their names on

Chinese authority,
4 as I think it probable that hereafter

we may be able to assign to them some of our numerous

unread coins.

4
D'Herbelot, BibUotlieque Orientale.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. K K
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I. Sung-yun, Chinese pilgrim, A.D. 520.

In A.D. 520 Sung-yun entered Gandhara, where he found

that the reigning king was an Ephthalite (Ye-tha-i-li-to)

who did not believe in Buddha. He was warlike, and kept

700 war-elephants.
5 Peshawur was on his frontier, and he

had been at war with Kipin for three years regarding his

boundary. The pilgrim adds that "
it was formerly called

the country of Yepolo," and that since the conquest by the

Yethas, who set up Lae-lih to be king, two generations

had passed away.

II. Kosmas Indikopleustes, A.D. 522 530.

" In India further up the country, i.e., further north,

are the White Huns. The king, named Gollas, 'tis said,

goes forth to war with not less than 1,000 elephants,

besides a great force of cavalry. This ruler tyrannizes

over India. Once when he laid siege to a certain inland

city of India, protected all round by water ... his army
drank up all the water, and he took the city."

III. Hwen Tshang, Chinese pilgrim, A.D. 630.

In the old town of She-kie-lo [Sakala or Sangala]

formerly reigned King Mihirakula. He ruled over India,

and conquered the neighbouring provinces. Baladitya,

king of Magadha, having refused to pay tribute, Mihira-

kula invaded his kingdom. Baladitya retired to a morass.

The invader was taken prisoner, and afterwards released.

As his brother had established himself in Sakala,

Mihirakula went to Kashmir, where he killed the king,

5
Beal, vol. i. p. xcix.
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and afterwards did the same in Gandhara. He perse-

cuted Buddhists, overthrew stiipas, and demolished

monasteries.

IY. Tdrandth, History of Buddhism in India.

In the time of Dharmachandra, king of Magadha, a

Turushka ruled in Kashmir, and Hunimanta, king of

Persia, ruled over Lahore and Multan. One day, seeing

on his queen's dress the footprint mark of the king of

Magadha, he was affronted, and invaded the country of

Magadha, where he demolished the temples of Buddha.

Then Buddhapaksha, Raja of Benares, with the aid of

other princes of West and South India, attacked Huni-

manta, and killed him, and re-established the religion of

Buddha.

V. Raja Tarangini, History of Kashmir.

I. 289. Mihirakula, son of Mukula, on seeing the

golden footprint of the king of Ceylon on his wife's dress,

invaded Ceylon and killed the king. He was as cruel as

death (Tamo). He persecuted Buddhists, and built a

temple to the sun as Mihireswara.

VI. Chach-Ndma, History of Sindh.

After the capture of Multan by Muhammad Kasim in

A.D. 173, he was informed that " in ancient times there was

a chief in this city whose name was Jibawin [or Jabuin,

^r^r], and who was a descendant of the Rai of

Kashmir. . . . He made a reservoir on the eastern side

of Multan. In the middle of it he built a temple . . .

(which contained) an idol made of red gold. This was
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the famous temple of the sun-god, which was a great

object of worship for many centuries. The popularity of

the sun-god of Multan is vouched for by Al Beruni

(Sachau, ii. 148, 184). The Sahis are said to have reigned

for 137 years.

Inscription of TORAMANA from Kyura, Panjdb.

In this inscription from the Salt Range in the North -

"West Punjab the king is called Maharaja TORAMANA

Shaha JAUVLA. The title of Jaiivla occurs twice. I

notice this because on my silver coins it is spelt Jabubla

or Jabuvla. The date of this inscription is unfortunately

too much injured to be readable.

Inscription of TORAMANA from Eran in Mdlwa.

The inscription is dated in the first year of Maharajadhi-

laja TORAMANA.

Inscription of MIRIRAKULA from Gwalior Fort.

This inscription was found by myself in 1844, built

into the wall of the fort of Gwalior, near the Suraj-kund.

Mr. Fleet describes it as a record of the building of a

temple of the sun in the fifteenth year of the reign of

MIHIRAKULA, the lord of the earth, the son of TORAMANA.

Inscriptions of YASODHARMANfrom Mandasor in Mdlwa.

In these inscriptions it is recorded that Yasodharman

possessed countries which "not even the Guptas and

Hunas could subdue . . . and that homage was done to

him by even the famous King MIHIRAKULA." One of
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the inscriptions is dated in the Mdlava year 589, or A.D.

532.

Jyotirvidabharana, xxii. 17.

" In a great battle he [Vikrama of Ujain] conquered
the king of Sakas in Ruma, paraded his royal prisoner in

Ujjayini, and afterwards set him free/' As this Yikrama

of Malwa is said to be the contemporary of Varaha Mihira

and the " Nine Gems," we learn that his date was the

first half of the sixth century A.D.

Raja Tarangini, iii. 125128, 330.

125. " At the same time [when Pravarasena was young]
Sriman Vikramaditya, also named Harsha, ruled in

Ujjayini as Emperor of all India."

128. "
Having first destroyed the Sakas," &c.

330. " He [Pravarasena] restored to his father's throne

the son of Vikramaditya of (Malava), who was named

Pratapasila by some, and Siladitya by others.'*

Hwen Thsang, Chinese Pilgrim, 629642 A.D.

"
Sixty years ago flourished Siladitya [King of Ma-

lava]." As the pilgrim visited Malwa in A.D. 640,

Siladitya's date must be 580 A.D., and his father Vikrama-

ditya's date the first half of the sixth century. The

pilgrim also visited Sindh in A.D. 641,
6 when the king

was a Shu-to-lo or Sudra. But as we know from Sung-

yun and Kosmas that the White Huns were then ruling

on the Indus, I would suggest that the first syllable, shu,

6 See Ancient Geography of India, p. 666, for this date.
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may be a mistake for fay
as these two characters are so

much alike that they are frequently mistaken. This

change would make the name Fa-tu-lo, which might be

accepted for Ephthala. It is, however, quite possible

that the pilgrim may have looked upon a White Hun as

a Sudra.

Albiruni, A.D. 1030.

In his account of the Vikrama and Saka eras, Albiruni

gives his opinion that the Vikramaditya, from whom the

era got its name, was not identical with that one who

killed the Saka king, but only a namesake. I came to

the same conclusion myself when I found at Gyarispur
the first inscription dated in the " Era of the Malavas

"

(936 of the Malava Kala), which I at once presumed to

be the same as the famous Vikram&ditya era (Archceol.

Survey, x. 34, and Plate XI.). At the same time I

hazarded the conjecture, which I communicated to Mr.

Fergusson, that the name of Vikramaditya must have

been given to the era by the later king of that name, the

patron of the " Nine Gems," who reigned in the first half

of the sixth century A.D. But Mr. Fergusson went beyond

my conjecture, and attributed the original foundation of

the era to that king.

TORAMANA.

From a comparison of all these authorities I gather the

following facts regarding TORAMANA and his son MIHIRA-

KULA.

The leader of the Hunas, who established himself on

the Indus towards the end of the fifth century A.D., was

Lae-lih, to whom I would assign the silver coin with the
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title of Udayaditya. His son was TORAMANA, called also

Shaha Jaiivla, or Jabuvla, or .Tabula. He was the Jabula,

reading J^^r for &~&r, or the first of the Shahis, who

built the Temple of the Sun in Multan in A.D. 505. This

date is established by deducting the duration of the Shahi

rule in Sindh, 137 years, from A.D. 642, when Chach

Brahman rebelled and became king of Sindh. In Sep-

tember, 641, when Hwen Thsang was in Sindh, the king
was a Shu-to-lo, or, as I have suggested, a Fatulo or

Ephtkalite, or perhaps the Chinese pilgrim looked upon
him as a Sudra.

Some time later, or about 510 A.D., Toramana had

extended his rule to Malwa. We know certainly that

Budha Gupta was still reigning in 165 and 174 of the

Gupta era. The former date is on the Eran pillar, and

the latter is the date on one of my silver coins. They

correspond with 483 and 492 A.D. The inscription of

Bhanu Gupta is dated in A. Gupt. 191, or A.D. 509. The

colossal boar at Eran was set up in the first year of Tora-

mana, some time after Budha Gupta.

The small silver coins of Toramana of the Gupta type

are dated in 52 of some unknown era. The only era that

seems possible is that of Saka, which a Scythian might be

supposed likely to adopt. By adding the omitted hun-

dreds to make 452 Saka, we get 530 A.D., which is a pos-

sible date, although I should have preferred an earlier

one. The only remarkable date in the history of the

White Huns which I can suggest is the final expulsion

of the Sassanians from the countries to the north of the

Oxus by Gnu-khan in A.D. 456 or 457. If the year 52

be reckoned from this point, we get A.D. 508 or 509 for

the establishment of Toram&na's rule in Malwa.

ToramanVs preference for solar worship is shown by
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his building a temple to the sun in Multan, and by nam-

ing his son Mihir-kul.

The silver coins of Toramana are of two distinct classes

(1.) Broad thin pieces of Sassanian type, bearing the

king's head on the obverse, with a club in front of the

face. The legend is in Indian letters of Gupta type,

Shdhi Jabublah, and also Jabula on others. Reverse,

traces of fire-altar and attendants. (2.) Small silver

hemidrachms, like those of the Guptas, with the king's

head on the obverse, and a peacock with expanded tail on

the reverse. The king's face is turned in the opposite

direction to that of every one of his Gupta predecessors.
7

In front of the face is the date of 52, which I have pre-

viously noticed.

The small copper coins attributed to Toramaria are

found both in the Panjab and in the country between the

Satlej and Jumna. Their attribution is based on the type

of the sun with the abbreviated name of Tora in large

letters. The same sun-type is found on the copper coins

of Mihirakttla, of which a few specimens show the bull

struck over the sun emblem.

7 Mr. Thomas has drawn attention to this change in the

direction of the face, which he considered to be intentional

(Dynasty of the Guptas, p. 51, note). I have also noted it as

denoting the change of dynasty. But Mr. Vincent Smith thinks

that the change is a mere accident, because on the gold coins

the horsemen face the right as well as the left. He has over-

looked the fact that every single silver coin of the Guptas has
the face in the same direction. He has also overlooked the fact

that the silver coins were the produce of the Malwa mints, while
the gold coins were the produce of the Gangetic mints. I would

suggest also that where the archers and riders hold the bow or

the bridle in the right hand, the change must have been due to

the carelessness of the die-sinker, and not the ambidextrousness
of the kings.
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As Toramana was the successor of Budha Gupta in

Malwa, and also the father of Mihirakula, the contem-

porary of Baladitya (Narasinha Gupta), his date must

certainly fall ahout the end of the fifth and the beginning

of the sixth century, or from 490 to 515 A.D., allowing

perhaps a few years either way.

MIHIRGUL or MIHIRAKULA.

The career of Mihirgul or Mihirakula may be briefly

sketched from a comparison of the different authorities

which I have previously quoted.

Hwen Thsang. He was the Raja of Sakala, in the Pan-

jab. Having attacked Baladitya, king of Magadha, he

was taken prisoner, but was afterwards released. On

returning to Sakala, he found his brother on the throne.

He then went to Kashmir, of which he became king by

treachery, and afterwards occupied Gandhara.

Tdranath. ITunimanta, the foreign king of Lahore and

Multan, invaded Dharmachandra of Magadha, but was

defeated and killed by the combined troops of Central and

Southern India. I take Hunimanta to be the leader of

the Hunas, and I would identify Dharmachandra with

Raja Yasodharman of Malwa, who records that Mihirakula

had paid him homage before A.D. 532.8

Raja Tarangini. Mihirakula is recorded as having suc-

ceeded his father on the throne of Kashmir, and the inva-

sion of Mlecchas during his father's reign probably refers

to the Hunas. He is also recorded as being a persecutor

of Buddhists and a worshipper of the sun, to whom he

8 See inscription from Mandisor.
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dedicated the temple of Mihireswara. During the reign

of his father Kashmir was invaded by Mlecchas. His

father is variously named as Mukula or Vdsukula or

Vdmakula.

Kosmas Indikopleustes, who travelled in A.D. 522

530, names the king of the White Huns Gollas, whom I

would identify with Mihir-gul.

In all these different authors I find the record of a

great foreign conqueror in the end of the fifth and begin-

ning of the sixth century A.D., who ruled over the Panjab,

and invaded Northern India, where he reigned for up-

wards "of fifteen years, as the Gfwalior inscription of his

minister from the temple of the sun is dated in the fif-

teenth year of his reign.

As I have already identified his father, Toramdna, with

Jabuna or Jabula, the first Scythian king of Sindh, who

built the temple of the sun at Multan, so I would now

identify his son Mihirkul with Jabula's successor, who in

the Chach-Nama is called Sihiras. As the original Chach-

Nama must have been written in Indian characters, in

which the letters s and m are so much alike as to be fre-

quently interchanged, I think it very probable that the

name of this second Scythian king of Sindh was really

Mihira, and that he was the Mihir-kul of our coins and

inscriptions.

All the accounts of Mihir-kul agree in the main points

of his career :

1. He was a foreigner, a Mleccha or Huna.

2. He invaded Northern India, at first with success, as

we learn by his inscription from Gwalior ;
but latterly,

after at least fifteen years, he was defeated and obliged to

retire.

3. He persecuted Buddhists and patronised Brahmans
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and their gods, as we see by the bull of Siva and the

Vrisha-dhwaja, or "
bull-ensign," on his coins.

4. His rule generally covered the second quarter of the

sixth century, or from 515 to 545 or 550 A.D.

The coins of Mihir-kul are of several different types.

The silver money is of Sassanian fabric, with the king's

head on the obverse and the legend in Indian letters,

Jayatu Mihirkula or Jayatu Vrisha-dhivaja. In front of

the face is the Saiva standard, the Vri&ha-dhwaja, a "
re-

cumbent bull on the top of the staff." On the reverse is a

rude fire-altar with two attendants.

The small copper coins which are found in the Eastern

Panjab and in Rajputana are also of Sassanian type. On
the obverse is the king's head with the legend in Indian

characters Sri Mihirakula
;
on the reverse a humped bull

with the Indian legend Jayatu Vrisha,
"
May the bull be

victorious."

The middle-sized copper coins are copies of the previous

Kushan types the king standing with a spear in left

hand, and right hand held downwards over a small altar
;

legend in Indian letters, Shdhi Mihira-gula, or simply

Mihira-kula; reverse, the goddess Lakshmi seated with

cornucopise.

The large copper coins present the Raja on horseback

with the Indian legend Miliirakula ; reverse, the goddess
Lakshmi.

With regard to the supposed identity of the Toramanas

of Eran and Gwalior with the Toramana of Kashmir,

which was originally advocated by Rajendradaland Bhau

Daji, I may say that I cannot conceive it to be possible

for the following reasons :-

1. The Toramdna of Kashmir, according to the Raja

Tarangini, was never a king, but died in the prison where
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he was put by his brother for striking the coins which we

now possess. The Scythian Toramana was a powerful

king, who ruled over the valley of the Indus, both Panjab

and Sindh, and afterwards conquered Malwa, where small

silver coins of Gupta type were struck in his name and

a colossal boar set up in the first year of his reign. Even-

tually he left his kingdom to his son Mihirkul, who held

it for at least fifteen years.

2. The son of the Kashmir Toramana was Pravarasena,

who is also described as a great conqueror ;
but if the two

Toramanas were the same person, then Pravarasena must

have been Mihirakula himself. But there is this diffe-

rence between the two, that Mihirkul was eventually

defeated by Yasodharma, king of Malwa, whereas Prava-

rasena re-established on his throne Siladitya, the expelled

son of the king of Malwa.

3. The coins of Pravarasena, both in gold and silver,

show him to have belonged to the Kiddra Kushans, as

they present the name of Kiddra in beautifully-formed

letters written perpendicularly, as on all the Kidarite

coins. Lastly, I may observe that the earlier Toramana,

like all the White Huns, has his hair cut short, while the

Kashmir Toramana has bushy hair like his ancestor

Kiddra, as copied from the Sassanian kings.

4. I may note also that the characters of the Kashmir

coins are of a later date than the others. This is most

clearly shown in the attached d and 0, which are simple

prolongations of the mdtras of the t and m, instead of

marks placed above those letters, as in the Kyura and

Eran inscriptions of the other Toramana. I note also

that the letter r has a turn up at the foot on the Kashmir

coins of Toramana and his son Pravarasena, which is not

found on the others. These differences are clearly shown
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in the plate of inscriptions under the head of TORAMANA

A and c.

The great Indian empire of the Hunas, under Mihirkul,

would appear to have been overthrown by a combined

attack of the Hindu princes under Yikramaditya of Malwa

and Baladitya (Nara Sinha Gupta) of Magadha. The

scene of his defeat is placed in Rtima, in the traditionary

account which is attributed to Yaraha Mihira, and he is

said by Al Beruni to have been killed in his flight
" in

the region of Karur, between Multan and the castle of

Loni." 9 The castle ofLoni is a small fort close to Delhi,

which was besieged by Timur, but it is so close to Delhi

that the natural description of the position of Karur

would have been between Multan and Delhi. I conjecture

the river Loni, or the " Salt Stream/' was really intended,

because it rises in the country of Ruma, or the salt dis-

trict of Sambhar, in which the battle is said to have taken

place. Kahrur is a large town to the west of the Satlej,

between Multan and Bahawalpur. If Mihirkul was de-

feated near Ajmer in the Ruma country, he would natu-

rally have fled towards the strong fortress of Multan.

TRIBAL NAME.

The first notice of the tribal name of the White Huns

of India I take to be the Ye-po-lo of the pilgrim Sung-

yun, who says that Gandhara was formerly called " the

country of Ye-po-lo" over which the Yethas had placed

Lae-lih as king two generations before his time. 10 As the

king then on the throne had been reigning for at least

9 Sachau's Albiruni, ii. 6.
10 Beal's Chinese Pilgrims, I., Introd, p. xcix.
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three years, his accession may be fixed about A.D. 515,

and that of Lae-lih at fifty years earlier, or 465 A.D. I

suppose that on this occupation the country was first called

after the name of the conquerors Jabula
( Ye-po-lo),

which was either the name or the tribe of Toramdna, as we

learn from the Kyura inscription found in the Salt Hange
of the Panjab. In this inscription Toramana is called

Maharaja TOK,AM!NA Shdha Jauvla. On my silver coins

the name is spelt Jabubla and Jabula, each preceded by
the royal title of Shdhi. This at once recalls the name of

Jabun or Jabul, the first king of Multan, who built the

temple of the sun. 11 As he was not a Brahman, he must

have belonged to the Shahi dynasty, which preceded the

Brahman Chach. As his date is fixed by subtracting the

137 years of the Shahi dynasty from A.D. 642, the date of

Chach's accession, we get A.D. 505 for the accession of

Jabul, the builder of the temple of the sun, who must

therefore be the same person as Diwaij, the founder of the

Shahi dynasty in Sindh. But as Toramdna Jabula Shahi,

the father of Shahi Mihirkul, was reigning at that very

time, I have no hesitation in identifying him with the

Jabula Diwaij of Multan. To this tribe also I would

assign the name of Zdbulistdn of the early Muhammadan
writers. In fact, on several of the later coins of the Eph-
thalite rulers of Arachosia the name of Zaulistdn is found

in the marginal Pahlavi legends. The people of Zabu-

listan spoke a language of their own called Zdiili, which

was distinct from the Hiriwi of Herat, from the Sakzi of

Sejistan or Sakastan, and from the Sughdi of Sughd or

Sogdiana.

11 Elliot's Muhammadan Historians, by Dowson, i. 205. The
name is variously written as Jabun and Jabur, for which I

propose Jabul. The change is very slight in Persian characters.
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The great power of the White Huns in the countries

to the north of the Indian Caucasus lasted for just one

century, or from A.D. 455, when they drove Isdegerd II.

to the south of the Oxus, down to A.D. 554, when they

were subjugated by TUMEN, the Khakan of the Turks.

But they had already established a vast empire over all

the countries to the south of the Caucasus, from the shores

of the Caspian to the banks of the Satlej, and for a short

time even to the banks of the Ganges. The great western

extension of their power began with the defeat and death

of the Sassanian king, Feroz, in A.D. 483, and lasted until

the conquests of the Muhammadans in the eighth century.

The White Huns have been described by Gibbon12 as

"a polite and warlike people, who possessed the com-

mercial cities of Bokhara and Samarkand, who had van-

quished the Persian monarch, and carried their victorious

arms along the banks, and perhaps to the mouth of the

Indus.
" The doubt of our great historian is now cleared

away by the discovery of coins which declare that the

White Huns possessed the great cities of Multan and

Bahmana in Sindh. From the same source we learn that

they also possessed the neighbouring countries of Zabu-

listan and Khorasan. The western extension of the

Ephthalite dominion to the shores of the Caspian is con-

firmed by the historian Procopius, who, writing in A.D.

550, states that they held the country to the north of

Persia, with Gorgo as their capital. As Gorgo or Gurgan
was the chief city of Hyrkania, the White Huns must

have occupied the whole province of Khorasan. Accord-

ing to Yakut, their capital was Badghis, which the Chinese

call Pa-ti-yan or Wang-she-ching, the "town of the king's

12 Decline and Fall, c. 42.
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house." 13 Their conquest of the country to the south is con-

firmed by Masudi, who describes Zdbulistan as the "kingdom
of Firoz," that is, the portion of Persia which was occupied

by the Jabuli or Zabuli tribe of the White Huns.

The historian Gibbon describes the letters in the Scythian

character and language which Maniach, prince of the

Sogdoites, delivered to Justin II. on the part of Dizabulus,

the Khakan of the Turks, as announcing
" a people who

had attained the rudiments of science." But as the Turks

were an illiterate people, I would ascribe the "
Scythian

characters
"

to the cultured Kushans rather than to the

illiterate White Huns, as the Kushans still formed the

bulk of the population of all the countries on the Oxus.

In the following century no less than ten of their petty

princes claimed descent from the Shaowu WEN, the great

Kushan conqueror of India, and I believe that Maniach

was only one of these tributary chiefs. 14 In A.D. 630, when

the pilgrim Hwen Thsang passed through the province

occupied by the White Huns (or Hematala =.Hephtala),

the population was quite insignificant.
15 It was only

three hundred li or fifty miles in circuit. The Varchuni

or White Hun had, in fact, been driven out of the country

by Dizabul and his successors.

The kings of the three Indo-Scythian races, the Tokhari

or Great Kushans, the Kidaritce or Little Kushans, and

the Ephthalites or White Huns, all took the title of Shahi.

The coins of the first, at least all the earlier coins, can be

easily recognised ;
but as the Kidaras and the White

13 Edouard Specht, Etudes sur VAsie Centrale Indo-Scythes
et Ephthalites, p. 24, note 4.

14
Remusat, Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques, i. 225 ; Kings of

Sogdiana, &c.
15 Bears Chinese Pilgrims, ii. 290.
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Huns were contemporaries from about the middle of the

fifth century, there is some difficulty in distinguishing

them.

Both peoples adopted the Sassanian types for all their

silver coins, and both adhered to the old Kushan types for

their copper money. But the White Huns have left no

gold coins, while the gold money of the Kidaras of the

old Kushan types is very common,

Most of the Ephthalite silver coins are distinguished

by a peculiar symbol ^, which is not found upon any
of the known Little Kushan coins, while it occurs on

several pieces of the Ephthalite kings, beginning with

those of Joibula Shdhi, or Tommdna. It is also found on

my unique coin of Khinggila, who was one of the Huna

successors of Mihirkul as suzerain of Kashmir.

Again, there are two distinct types of legend even in

the Indian inscriptions. Thus some coins of Mihirkul

give him the simple title of Sri preceding the name,

whilst others h&vejayatu Mihirdkula. Others, again, bear

the Scythian form of ShaM Mihiragula.

One peculiarity observable in all the early Ephthalite

coins is that the obverse alone has been struck upon one

of the current Sassanian coins, and that in consequence

the old Sassanian reverse has been nearly obliterated. In

many cases the relief of the obverse king's head would

appear to have been obtained by punching up from the

other side of the coin. This process has left a sunken

copy of the head on the reverse.

The question now arises whether any of our numerous

Ephthalite coins can be assigned to the " Great Khakan "

of the White Huns, who ruled over the horde in the

countries to the north of the Indian Caucasus ? As they

were an illiterate people, they would almost certainly
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have adopted the Scytho-Greek alphabet of their pre-

decessors, the Kushans and Scytho-Sassanians. I possess

a few specimens of this description. Two coins of this

class from the Hidda Tope were published in Ariana

Antiqua. The difference did not escape "Wilson, who

says of one, PL XVI. 9 and 10, that " the peculiar char-

acters differ from Pahlavi
;

" and of another, PL XYI. 20,

that the " characters are perhaps intended for Pahlavi."

A single coin in my cabinet, PL VII. 2, which is clearly

copied from the money of Varahran IV., A.D. 388 399,

as the king has a single bird's wing on his head-dress,

presents a short legend of two lines in what appear to me
to be corrupt Greek characters. The upper line appears to

give the title of Shdhi, and the lower one looks like

AIIZOBOA, or, by omitting the strokes on the left,

simply ZOBOA. Dizabul or Shapolio was the Grand

Khakan of the Turks, whose grandfather had subjugated
the White Huns on the Oxus. But his date is perhaps too

late, and I rather incline to read ShdhiZobolfor Shd/riZdbul,

the king of the Jdbuli branch of the White Huns that is,

Toramdna Shah Jdbula, who conquered the Panjab, Sindh,

and Malwa about the end of the fifth and the beginning
of the sixth century A.D. There are several undoubted

coins of this king with Indian characters, which will be

mentioned presently.

Amongst Masson's Hidda Tope coins there are two

which have debased Greek legends, one of which also has

the Ephthalite symbol. Of the first, Wilson gave two

specimens (Ariana Antigua, PL XVI. 9 10). I have

two specimens of this coin, which differ from Masson's

in wanting the lunar crescent behind the head. The

legends also slightly differ, although they are probably
intended for the same.
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Of Wilson's second coin (Ariana Antiqua, XYI. 20),

I have one specimen which has the legend on the left

rather more perfect. The head-dress is no longer Sas-

sanian, but appears to be a helmet with flaps or side-

pieces. The bust faces the left, and is supported on a

double-branched ornament, similar to that on the gems and

seals of Shahpur I. The legend seems to be intended for

Shahano Shah Zoobol. The bust is in very high relief, which

has been attained by the very deep repousse of the reverse.

The only other coins which possess the same apparently

Greek legends are smaller in size, and perhaps of some-

what later date. They have the king's bust on the

obverse, with various Indian symbols in front of the face.

One has the discus and shell of Yishnu
;
a second has the

trident of Siva and shell of Vishnu
;
a third has the trident

of Siva springing out of a lotus flower. All have the

Sassanian fire-altar on the reverse, but always nearly

obliterated.

Another class of these smaller coins presents the king

on horseback on the obverse, with the same debased Greek

legend. The reverse is always very imperfect. On my
best specimen there is a large wheel, which may be the

discus of Vishnu.

Other coins with the king on horseback have Indian

legends reading Shdhi Jabula. My second specimen seems

to read Shdhi Janabula, perhaps for Jamlula. The two

coins in the plate are the only specimens of this kind that

I have seen. But they are of great interest, as they both

bear the Ephthalite symbol, and their Indian legends

confirm my readings of the debased Greek legends pre-

viously described. The accessory ornaments also are

repeated in the discus and shell of Vishnu of the same

pattern as on the bust coins.
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The next coins are of peculiar interest, as they point to

Kashmir as a portion of the dominions of the Ephthalite

king Jdbula or Jabuvla, who is clearly the same as the

Jauvla of the inscription of Toramana Jaiivla from the

Salt Eange in the Panjab. Three of these coins are so

much alike in type and size and general fabric that they

must almost certainly belong to the same people and the

same country- Their legends are 1. Shdhi Jabuvla ;

2. Deva Shahi Khinggila ; 3. Raja Lakhana (?) Udayaditya.

The peculiar name of Khingkhila is found in the Raja

Tarangini (i. 349) as one of the Rajas of Kashmir

closely following Mihirkul. As he was also known as Naren-

dradiya, we learn that these Scythian kings had adopted

Indian titles, from which I infer that Udaydditya and

Phrvvaditya (both meaning "Lord of the East") may be

only the titles of other Scythian kings of Kashmir. But

they were the supreme monarchs of an extensive empire,

of which Kashmir was only a tributary province.

There is also a small class of copper coins, which I

would assign to Toramana Jabula. They bear a king's

head of Sassanian aspect on the obverse, and a chakrd, or

sun-wheel, on the reverse, with the Indian legend TORA in

bold letters. The same legend is found on some of the

smaller silver coins, with the name of ZOBOA, or Jabula.

The same symbol is found also on the Indian copper coins

of Mihirkul, which bear his name in Indian letters of the

Gupta period. It occurs also on a single coin of Vala

[ditya]. I observe that the peculiar symbol, which is

rarely absent from any of the broad silver coins of these

Ephthalite kings, does not appear on any of their un-

doubted Indian coins which are found in the Eastern

Panjab and Rajputana. A single specimen of the Sun

Type, with TORA below (in the cabinet of Mr. Theobald),
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has a Scythian archer on the obverse. This is certainly a

Scythian type (see Plate VII. 17).

The silver coins of Mihirkul are exceedingly rare,

while his copper coins are not uncommon. The copper

coins of the Western Panjab are all of the Kushan type,

with the standing king and seated goddess Lakshmi
;
but

the few silver coins and all the Eastern Panjab copper

pieces bear a Sassanian-looking bust of the king, with the

bull and trident of Siva. His devotion to Siva is also

strongly marked by the legends of Jayatu Vrisha-dhwaja

and Jayatu- Vrisha. In the Raja Tarangini he is described

as a persecutor of Buddhists.

A few copper coins of the Kushan type, with the title

of Shahi, give the names of Hiranya-kula and Jara. The

latter name seems to be incomplete, but four coins of

different issues offer nothing further. On one of these

the goddess Lakshmi is seated on a Sinhasan, or "
lion-

throne." These coins I would assign to Gandhara.

The coins from PL VIII. 14 to PI. IX. 13 nearly all

present the Ephthalite symbol, and all save one have

Indian legends. The names of Bhdrana or Jdrana and

Triloka, the titles of Purvvdditya and Deva-Shdhi, are all

clear enough, and so is the legend of Jayatu Sri Narendra

on the two copper coins PI. IX. 12 and 13. But all that

can be said about them is, that they must have flourished

during the sixth and seventh centuries in the countries

bordering upon India, or even in North-West India

itself.

After these I have brought together all the latest

specimens which bear the Ephthalite symbol. Some of

them have Indian legends, of which the most remarkable

is No. 16. I read it as Jayatu Baydr Khotalan. A district

named Khotalan is to the north of the Caucasus. The
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coins Nos. 18 and 19, which bear native legends, present

exactly the same head as on Nos. 20, 21, and 22, which

have the simple Indian legend Sri Shdhi. I infer, there-

fore, that the native legend must give the equivalent of

Sri Shdhi. The latter part of it certainly seems to read

Shono in debased Greek letters. In support of this read-

ing I may refer to a crystal seal in my possession, with

the Indian legend Shane on the left side, and the debased

Greek Shaono on the right.
16 The coin (PI. X. 2) bears

exactly the same legend as that on Figs. 3 and 4. It

is Pahlavi, which Mr. Thomas read as Nipki Malka. I

prefer Napki as the name, and I would ascribe these coins

to the king of Kipin (or Kophene = Arakhosia), who is

mentioned by the Chinese as wearing
" un bonnet fait en

tete de bceuf." 17 The coins in the plate, Nos. 3 and 4,

which present a buffalo's head surmounting the king's

head-dress, seem to correspond with this description ;
but

the same name is found on No. 2, which has a simple

head-dress surmounted by three tridents or trisuls. These

coins apparently belong to the middle of the seventh

century. Ghazni was the capital of Kipin.

The coins in Plate X., Nos. 5 11, are all bilingual or

trilingual, the various legends being in Indian Ndgari,

Persian Pahlavi, and some unknown Scythian characters.

Figs. 5 and 6 present a short Indian inscription of two

lines on the reverse, which is so imperfectly formed that

it has hitherto baffled all attempts to decipher it. It

begins with Sri.

Fig. 7 has also a short Ndgari inscription of two lines,

which was read by Wilson as Sri Bahmana Vdsu Deva.

16 Numismatic Chronicle, 1893. PI. X. 1.

17

Kemusat, Nouveaux Melanges Asiatiques, i. 211.
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The word read as Bahmana is uncertain, but I can suggest

nothing better. I believe that it refers to the famous

capital of Sindh called Bdhmanwasi by the Hindus, and

afterwards Brdhmanabad by the Muhammadans. It was

the "
city of Brahmans "

of Alexander's historians. Vasu

Deva must have been the king of Sindh. The marginal

legends on both sides are in Scythian characters.

The remaining coins of Plate X. are remarkable as

presenting the same bust on the reverse, which many

years ago I identified with the famous "sun-god" of

Multan, as the head is rayed. With these I compare a coin

of Khusru II. Parvez of Persia, dated in the year 37 of his

reign, or AD. 628. In the native histories he is said to

have invaded territories of the Indian king, who fell in

battle against him. I conjecture that this coin may have

been struck to commemorate this victory.

No. 9 coin has long been known for its trilingual in-

scriptions. Two specimens were obtained by Yentura in

the great Stupa of Manikyala. The principal inscription

is the marginal legend of the obverse in the Indian lan-

guage and Nagari letters. On the same side, in front

of the face, there is a short legend in Scythian charac-

ters. The legends on the reverse are all in Persian

Pahlavi. A large number of these coins have been

found in different places on both sides of the Indus.

Two specimens were obtained by Yentura in the Mani-

kyala Stupa. Dr. Lord got forty to the north of the

Caucasus. I have received some twenty or thirty from

Kabul, and I am aware that a few have been found in

Sindh and Kacch. The letters of the Nagari legend

vary a little in some of the shapes, but my reading of

the whole legend agrees substantially with that of James

Prinsep. Thomas made one important suggestion in the
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reading of Shahi for Prinsep's Vdhi. I give their two

readings for comparison with my own :

Prinsep Sri hitivira Airdna cha parameswara Sri Vahitigdn

devajdnita.
Thomas Sri hitivira kharala cha parameswara Sri Shdhitina

devandrita.

Author Sri Hitivi cha Airan cha parameswara Sri Shdhi-

Tigin Devajdrita.

I have seen a great number of these coins, and I still

possess twenty-six specimens. I am now able to say

decidedly that the name of the king is Tigin, the gi being

very clear on several of my coins. Shahi is the well-

known Scythian title for "
king

"
;
and Devaja, or " son

of heaven," was an Indian title adopted by Scythians as

well as by Sassanians. The Pahlavi legends on the reverse

have been read by Thomas as follows :

To left, Saf-Tansaf-Tef ; to right, Takdn Khorasdn Mailed.

For Tansaf I propose to read Takhif, thus making Saf

Takhif Tef the equivalent of Shahi Tagina Deva. Simi-

larly I take Takdn Khorasdn Malkd to be the equivalent of

Hitivi cha Airdn parameswara, the "
king of India and

Persia." Tdkan or Tdki was the name of the Panjab,

with its capital cities of Tdki-shahr or Taxila, Sakala or

Sangala, and Multan. The name of the king was pre-

served in the famous city of Takinabad on the Helmand,

which, according to the Tabakat-i-Nasiri, was the largest

town in Garmsir. It is noticed by Nasir-uddin-Tusi and

Ulug Beg under the erroneous name of Taknidbdd by the

misplacement of the points. The Tabakat-i-Nasiri has

Takinabad.

The possession of Khorasan and Zabulistan by the

White Huns dates from the defeat and death of the

VOL. XIV, THIRD SERIES. N N
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Sassanian king Firoz in A.D. 483, when the conquerors

took possession of those provinces and made Gorgo (Grur-

gan) their capital. Upwards of three centuries later,

when the country was visited by Masudi, Zabulistan was

still known as the "
kingdom of Firoz." As the head-

dress of Shdhi Tagin is a simple tiara surmounted by a

lion's head, he must be placed before the time of Khusru

II. Parvez. I would therefore identify him with Diwaij

II., the Shdhi-shdhin of the Chach-Nama, and I would

fix his reign to about 565 to 595 A.D.

The next coin of this class, No. 10 of the plate, bears the

name of the king Sri Vdsu Deva in Indian characters,

with several Pahlavi legends on both sides. The first

step in reading these difficult legends was made by
Olshausen. A further advance was made by Thomas,

who succeeded in finding the name of the king Vdsu

Ueva, in the Pahlavi Varsu Tef\ but the decipherment of

the whole is still incomplete. His readings were :

OBVEKSE I
Left .4A^ (= increase) ; right, Saf Varsu Tef.

( Margin, Pun-shami ddt (In nomine justi judicis).

Saf Varsao Tef-Wahman acli Multdn malkd.

-p
( Left, Panchai Zdulistdn ; right, Sri Vdsu Deva.

E
\ Margin (not read).

Thomas felt some doubt about the reading of Panchai

on the left reverse. I differ from his reading, as the first

letter is T, and not P. I read the word as Tukdn in con-

junction with Zdulistdn, and I believe it to be intended

for the Panjab or Tdkan, of which Tdki-shahr, or Taxila,

was the capital. Of the reverse marginal legend I cannot

make anything certain. I read doubtfully Sapardalak-

shdn for Sapddalaksha or Eajputana (Sawalak).

The coins of Vasu Deva are still very scarce, only six

specimens being known to me. The king's head-dress is
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a direct copy of the double-winged crown of Khusru

Parvez, and the coins have the same crescents and stars

in the margin. As the ruler of Multan and the con-

temporary of Parvez, I incline to identify him with Rai

Siharas of Sindh, who was attacked by the king of Nimroz

or Sejistan and killed in battle, apparently on the frontier

of Mekran. If the coin of Khusru Parvez with the

Multan sun-god on the reverse was struck on this occa-

sion, the date on the coin, the year 37 of his reign, or

A.D. 628, would be also the date of Yasu Deva's death.

The last king of Sindh, called Rai Sahasi, was the son

of the opponent of Parvez. In the British Museum

there is a unique copper coin of the sun-god type which

I would attribute to this king. It has the same double-

winged head-dress, but the legends appear to be partly

in Scythian characters and partly in Pahlavi. The

margins on both sides are occupied by the Scythian

legends, which are at present quite unintelligible. But in

the two Pahlavi legends of the reverse I read on the left

of the head Sapardalakshdn, and to the right Zdulistdn.

Sapadalaksha, or " one lakh and a quarter," was the

old name of Rajputana. The shortened form was Sawa-

lakh, which is still preserved in the present form of

Sawdlik. The early Muhammadan writers describe

Mandor, the old capital of Marwar, as being in Sawalik.

Ajmer also was in it, and Hansi is specially mentioned as

the capital of Sawalik, The name is said to have been

derived from the great number of scattered hills in the

country, for which 125,000 is a significant expression.

Sapadalaksha is mentioned as the territory of King
Asoka-balla in my Buddha Gaya inscriptions of the

twelfth century, before the Muhammadan occupation.

Our knowledge of the early history of Sindh prior to
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the Muhammadan conquest is derived from two native

histories, the Chach-Nama and the Tuhfat al Kiram.

The Chach-Nama was originally written in Arabic to

record the conquest of Sindh by the Arabs under Mu-

hammad Kasim in A.D. 713, but only a Persian trans-

lation now exists. The work must have been written

before A.D. 753, as there is no mention of the Muham-

madan city of Mansura, which was founded during the

reign of the Khalif Al Mansur. It is therefore almost

a contemporary record of the conquest, which transferred

the possession from Raja Dahir, the son of the Brahman

Raja Chach, to the Muhammadans. It begins with a

brief notice of the three kings of the Rai dynasty who

preceded Chach. The Tuhfat al Kiram gives two addi-

tional reigns, and states that the reigns of the five Rais

lasted for 137 years.

For the accession of Chach we possess two statements,

which agree in fixing it not earlier than 641 A.D. The

first is the length of the two reigns of Chach and his son

Dahir, or 40 -f- 33 lunar years = 73 lunar years or 71

solar years, and as Dahir was killed on the llth Ramzan

A.H. 93, or 21st June 712 A.D., the accession of Chach

must have taken place in 712 71 = 641 A.D. The second

authority is the statement of the pilgrim Hwen Thsang
that when he visited Sindh in September 641 A.D., the

ruler was a Shu-to-lo or Sudra. At that time, therefore, the

last king of the Rai dynasty was still reigning. Deducting
137 years from 642, we get 505 A.D. as the date of the

accession of the Rai dynasty. The following list gives

the names of the kings of the Rai dynasty, with the names

derived from coins for comparison all of them had the

title of Shahi-shah. Their rule was not confined to the

province of Sindh, but embraced all the neighbouring
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countries up to the frontiers of Kirman on the west, up to

the foot of the Kashmir hills on the north, and up to the

boundary of the kingdom of Kanauj on the east. These

limits were maintained to the last, as I find that Chach

went to Mekran to settle the boundary of Kirman with

Persia, and to Shakalha or Sakala to settle the boundary
with Kashmir. On the east the ruler of Chitrdwar or

Chitor is said to have been a relative and ally of Rai

Sahasi. The Indian dominions of the Ephthalites formed

a mighty empire, the rival of Persia both in power and

wealth.

A.D.
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Justin in 569 A.D. A return embassy was sent by Tiberius

in 582 ; but on its arrival in 584, they found that the

Emperor Shapelo or Disabul was dead. In 588 his suc-

cessor, Shahu Khan, sent a letter to the Emperor Maurice.

As Prince of the Sogdoites, Maniach must have been only

a tributary chief, either a Kushan or an Ephthalite ;

his letter in the Scythian character must have been in the

corrupted Greek characters which were common to both.

As late as the ninth century the ruler of Mawarunnahr is

called king of the Kushans by Khordadbah.

Unfortunately, we have no coins that can be certainly

attributed to the Ephthalite kings of the Oxus. The

coins with the j^ symbol, which I believe to belong to

the White Huns, may be divided into two classes :

1. Those with legends in unknown characters.

2. Those with legends in Indian letters.

Specimens of each kind were found together by Masson

in No. 10 Ilidda Tope. Similarly, in a parcel of about

eighty of these Scytho-Sassanian coins that came to me

together, I found some of each kind. The only difference

that I could perceive was in a few specimens of No. 1

class, which were certainly of earlier date than any of the

No. 2 class
;
I refer particularly to Ariana Antiqua, Plate

XYI. Figs. 9 and 10, on which the king's head-dress is

copied from the Sassanian coins of Sapor III., A.D. 383

388. The characters look like debased Greek
; they are

certainly not Pahlavi or Indian. A single coin with the

winged head-dress of Yarahran IV., A.D. 420 440, has

similar characters, which might be read by taking the two

lines, Boustrophedon fashion, as Sholono-JBozino for Shulo-

pachin, the famous Khush-nawaz of Persian history, who

defeated the Sassanian Firoz in A.D. 482. He is called

Fizun by Firdausi.
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These coins I would assign to the northern branch of

Ephthalites on the Oxus, as I believe that the debased

Greek characters had already been given up by the

southern branch of the Ephthalites on the Indus. The

earliest certain coins of the Indian Ephthalites are the

silver pieces of Toramana and his son Mihirkul, both of

whom take the title of Shahi instead of Khdkdn. The

coins of TJdayaditya and Khinggila belong to the same

period.

Since writing this paper, I have found a direct proof

that the Sahasi kings of Sindh were White Huns. Elliot 18

quotes Khaki Shirazi, who says :

" In the year 22 the

province of Sejistan was conquered . .
,
and in the same

year Makran was subdued. . . . The ruler of that pro-

vince, whose name in the language of the country was

Zambil, was also ruler of Sind." The year A.H. 22 began

on 30th November A.D. 642. The conquest of Chach

Brahman may therefore have taken place in A.D. 643.

Vivien St. Martin assigns it to 644 A.D. Perhaps it is

this Zambil, r"uler of Sind, who is referred to by Masudi

(Elliot II., 418), as the "
Prince, named Eanbil, who

reigned in the valley of the Indus, and who, after subjuga-

ting E. Persia, advanced to the banks of the Tigris and

Euphrates."

This name of Zambil is only another variant of the

Zanbil, Zanbol, Eanbil, Ranbol, &c., which is given to the

kings of Kabul and Sistan by all the early Muhammadan

writers. One of my coins with the horseman obverse

has Janbula in JSTagari letters. This is, of course, the true

Indian form of the Scythian Zanbol or Zabul, as the

Indian alphabets have no 2.

18 Muhammadan Historians, ii. 418.
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PLATE VII.
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PLATE VII.
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PLATE VII.
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No.
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PLATE IX.
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PLATE IX.
Wt.

No.

12

13

14

Metal. Grs.

51

57

48

52

head. Indian legend, Shdhi x x na

Shdhi.

Rev. Indistinct remains of fire altar.

NARENDRA.

Author, 9 specimens.
Beardless head of king to right ; earring with

two drops ; winged head-dress with

crescent between
;

shell behind. Indian

legend, Jayatu Sri Narendra.

Rev. Square fire altar, with two attendants
;

object below like a pair of spectacles

upside down.
N.B. A poor specimen with the king's

head has an ornamental wheel on reverse.

Author, 2 specimens.

King seated to front, right hand on hip, left

hand holding sceptre.
Rev. Seated goddess, holding flower in left

hand. Indian legend written reversed,

Jayatu Sri Narendra.

The following are other varieties of Ephthalite

coinage.
Ariana Antiqua, PL XVII. 20.

Head of king ; copied from Sassanian coin.

Ephthalite symbol.
Ariana Antiqua, PI. XVII. 21.

Head of king, with crescent.

Trident. Indian legend, Shdhi.

Author
; Ariana Antiqua, XVI. 18.

Beardless head of king to right, with tall

helmet, and two drops of earring.
Indian legend to left in large, well-

formed letters, Shdhi. Wilson, Ariana

Antiqua, p. 399, has mistaken one of

these letters for the Ephthalite symbol.
Rev. Fire altar, with two attendants.

Author, unique.
Beardless head of king to right, with high

helmet. Altar with three - branched

flower to right ; Ephthalite symbol to
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PLATE LX.
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No.

7
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PLATE X.
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PLATE X.

No.

11

Metal.
wt.
GIB.

66

my coin given in the plate. The coin in

the British Museum has the name correctly
written from left to right.

British Museum, unique.
Beardless head of the king, three-quarter

face, with a pair of small wings and two

crescents on tiara, and large earring in

ear ; in the field to right, a small human

figure lying on his back, with legs raised,

and head also raised, and looking
between his legs. To left, Pahlavi

legend, unread.

Rev. Rayed head of Sun-god, as on Nos. 9

and 10. Pahlavi legends :

Left Saparlakshan . Rajputana.

Right Zdulistan = Zabulistan.

Marginal legend not read.

A. CUNNINGHAM.
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NOTICES OF RECENT NUMISMATIC PUBLICATIONS.

Traite de Numismatique du Moyen Age. By MM. Arthur

Engel and Raymond Serrure, 2nd Vol., Paris, 1894 :

The authors of this useful compendium (of the first volume
of which I wrote a short notice in the Numismatic Chronicle,

3rd S., vol. xi.) have not lost any time in compiling and

issuing a second volume. This embraces a period from the end

of the Carolingian age to the commencement of the striking of

the Gros d'Argent ;
in other words, from the time of Hugues

Capet to the end of the thirteenth century, when the Kings of

France, under the rights acquired by them from the Bishop of

Tournai, began to issue groats struck in that city. The matter

(contained in almost six hundred pages, and accompanied by
numerous illustrations) is well arranged, and the authors evi-

dence considerable erudition and industry in dealing with the

coinages, between the periods mentioned, of France, Germany,
Burgundy and Provence, Italy, the Iberian peninsula, Britain,

Scandinavia, and the other European territories. The principle
of arrangement adopted is very similar to that contained in the

first volume, to which the present is a most useful and invalu-

able addendum, inspiring a hope that the authors may bring to

a speedy conclusion so important an adjunct to our histories of

the Mediaeval coinages. As before, I shall confine my detailed

remarks to the points that more nearly affect, or are likely to

interest, English numismatists. From a morphological point of

view, it is very interesting to note the degeneracy of the crowned

head of the later Carolingian times on the coins of Chinon and

Tours into a form finally resembling a square C on the issues

of Chartres, Chateaudun, and other fiefs (pp. 394399). This

reminds one somewhat of similar phenomena on our early
British series, first noted by Akerman, and subsequently
elaborated and systematised by Sir John Evans. Under the

head of Poitou, the authors describe the well-known coins of our
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Richard I. bearing the reverse legend PICTAVISNSIS, but

suggest that it is probable that he commenced striking coins

with the ordinary type of Melle, i.e. CAKLVS on the one side

and METALO or MEOTVLO on the other. In dealing with

the Aquitaine issues our continental friends have as much

difficulty in distinguishing between the coinages of the three

Edwards as once existed here in connection with their English

sterlings. The authors explicitly state that it is impossible to

find any distinction between the pieces of Aquitaine struck by
Edward I. after his accession to the English throne, those struck

by Edward II., and the first issues of Edward III. It may be

well hoped that they will not give up the task as hopeless.
The monies of the early Counts of Toulouse may throw a light

on the PAX coinage of some of our early kings. William IV.

of Toulouse (who ruled from A.D. 1060 to 1078), amongst other

types, employed that of the word PAX placed on a triangle,
and by way of evidence of the episcopal intervention (Toulouse
being a bishopric as well as a county) the form of a cross is

given to the letter P. The same device occurs on the coins of

his successors, and PAX written across the coin occurs on the

Chalons-sur-Marne pieces of William I. (A.D. 11131122) and
Geoffroi I. (A.D. 11311142).
The authors follow Poey d'Avant in attributing to Eustace III.,

Count of Boulogne (p. 499), the penny (Hks. 282) reading

GISTAOtylVS on the obverse and with an escarbuncle fleuri

on the reverse. They write as follows :

" The reign of

Eustace III. (1093 1120) gives us a denier of an essentially

English type, and which might very well have been struck in

the possessions of the Count, situated on the other side of the

Channel. The type is that of a lion passant on a kind of build-

ing with arcades, and a legend GISTAOtylYS. The cross on
the reverse is formed of an escarbuncle, garnished with lis and
various ornaments, &c." They ignore the fact that a similar

reverse exists on undoubted English coins, and that on practically
all the other coins of Boulogne the name of the town appears in

some form, and their attribution on the whole can scarcely be

adopted. It may be mentioned that Poey d'Avant describes the

piece as being of billon, but as his description is from the coin

in the British Museum, he must have erred on that subject.
In approaching the chapter on the Coinage of the British

Isles, it is more than curious to note that, beyond Dr. Hilde-

brand's work, the only source of information recognised, so far

as England is concerned, is that of the Guide to the Coins of
Great Britain and Ireland, by the late Colonel W. S. Thor-

burn. The descriptions are naturally in accordance with the
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scheme of the work, of a somewhat jejune nature, and there are

but few errors worth noticing. Henry I., who was the fourth and

youngest son of William the Conqueror, is described as being
the third son. The coins of Eustace are attributed to the son

of Stephen, and not to Eustace Fitzjohn, to whom, as Mr. L. A.

Lawrence has fairly proved, they should be ascribed, and the

Beading penny of Edward III. is somewhat perversely attributed,
in accordance with former ideas, to Edward I.

;
but with these

and some other trifling exceptions there is no fault to find with the

short resume of the British coinage contained in the work under
review. On the whole the authors may be congratulated on the

rapid and satisfactory progress made by them, and our readers

may be fairly invited to relax their insularity in favour of a

compilation which evidences the fact that there is much that is

useful to ''mark, learn, and inwardly digest
"

in connection with

coinages other than our own.
H. MONTAGU.
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VIII.

MONNAIES GRECQUES, IKEDITES ET INQERTAINES.

(Suite.
1
)

(PL XIII.)

XYIII. ETOLIE. DEMETRIUS J/ETOLIQUE, ROI DE

MACEDOINE (239229), ENV. 235233.

Tete jeune et imberbe, a droite, ceinte d'une couronne de

chene, autour de laquelle s'enroule un diademe,
dont les bouts flottent derriere la nuque. Au-

dessous<|>|. Grenetis.

Rev. AITHAHN. Jeune heros, Aitolos ? debout a

gauche, le pied droit pose" sur un rocher et

s'appuyant de la main droite sur un baton

noueux
;

il porte le petase au cou, la chlamyde
sur le bras gauche et une epee suspendue a un

baudrier. Dans le champ souvent un grand A
(A^rpios ?).

M 6i 10 gr. 50. Luynes, Choix, PI. IX, 15; Gardner,
Numism. Chron. 1878, p. 97, PI. V. 8, 9 ;

Catal

Brit. Mus. Seleudd Kings, p. 29, n. 2 4, PI.

XXVIII, 2, 3
; Thessaly, etc., p. 195, n. 911,

PI. XXX, 6
; Head, Guide, p. 77, 17, PI. 42, 17 ;

Wroth, Num. Chron., 1891, p. 126, PL IV, 10
;

ma coll., etc.

M. Gardner a propose de voir dans cette tete jeune et

imberbe le roi de Syrie Antiochus III, que les Etoliens

avaient elu, en 192, commandant en chef, avroKpaTtap

arpcLTvjyos, de leur ligue et engage a venir en Grece se

mettre a leur tete pour combattre les Homains.

1 Voir Num. Chron. 3rd S., Vol. X, p. 185.
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Paurais quelques objections a faire valoir centre cette

proposition.

D'abord les traits du visage ne repondent pas a ceux

d'Antiochus, dont la physionomie nous est si bien connue

par ses nombreuses monnaies. A mon avis ce n'est pas le

meme personnage et je ne trouve aucune ressemblance

entre les deux tetes sur les exemplaires que j'ai devant

moi. Puis, la pose du jeune heros est analogue a

celle de Poseidon sur les tetradrachmes de Demetrius le

Poliorcete et semble en avoir ete empruntee ;
il faut done

rechercher le motif qui a pousse les Etoliens a cette

imitation.

En outre la couronne de cnene est un indice certain

qu'il s'agit d'un Epirote, car autant que je sache les Epi-

rotes seuls se couronnaient de feuilles de chene, en Fhon-

neur du Zeus de Dodone, le dieu tutelaire du pays,
2

jusqu'a ce que cette couronne fut introduite en Macedoine

par Philippe V, epirote par sa mere et le dernier repre-

sentant de la famille de Pyrrhus. Antiochus de Syrie se

serait couronne du laurier d'Apollon, ou plutot, il n'aurait

pas porte de couronne, avant d'avoir remporte la vic-

toire, mais un large diademe royal.

Toutes ces difficultes disparaissent, si on admet que les

stateres des Etoliens ont ete emis sous Demetrius, fils

d'Antigone Gonatas et roi de Macedoine de 239 a 229 ;

il etait pretendant a la couronne d'Epire par son mariage

avec Phthia, fille d'Alexandre II, petite-fille de Pyrrhus

et 1'heritiere du trone apres la mort des autres membres

2
Plutarque, Pyrrhus 11 ; J. Six, Un rittratto del re Pirro,

Bull. Inst. arch. 1891, p. 279284 ; W. Helbig, Deux portraits

de Pyrrhus, Mel. d'arch. et d'hist., Ecolefr. de Home, XIII, 1893,

p. 377390.
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de la famille, 238 235.3 Demetrius fit la guerre aux

Etoliens, env. 235 233, et remporta de tels succes qu'il

en recut le nom de PEtolique ;

4
il est done fort probable

qu'il ne se borna pas a ravager le pays, mais qu'il fut assez

longtemps maitre de TEtolie pour y faire battre les beaux

stateres, qui rappellent par 1'ensemble des types et par la

pose du heros les tetradrachmes de son grand-pere Deme-

trius le Poliorcete et dont le poids est celui des stateres

contemporains des Epirotes, tandis que les Etoliens avaient

d'abord adopte le systeme attique. II est facheux que le

inanque de renseignements detailles sur cette expedition

ne permette pas de fournir des preuves decisives en faveur

de ma proposition ;
aussi me bornerai-je a Fenoncer

comme une simple hypothese.

XIX. CARYSTOS. ALEXANDRE, FILS DE CRATEROS, ROI

D'EUBEE, VERS 250.

Tete imberbe, & droite, ceinte d'une couronne, autour de

laquelle s'enroule un diademe, dont les bouts

flottent derriere la nuque. Grenetis.

Eev. KAPYZTI,O[N]. Bige au galop a gauche conduit

par Nike, qui de la main droite tient une longue
palme diademee et de la gauche une couronne
entourant le trident de Carystos.

M 5. 6 gr. 83. Cab. de la Haye, Imhoof, Zeitschr. f.
Numism. Ill, 1876, p. 302, 1, T. VIII,
9

; Gardner, Num. Chron., 1878, p. 98,
PI. V, 10.

3
Droysen, Gesch. d. Hellen. Ill, 2, p. 37, 2.

4
Ibid. p. 3342; Wissowa-Pauly, Real-Encycl. I, p. 1123;

Oberhummer, Akarnan. p. 152; Strabon X, 2, p. 451, Trept ov

rfjv vctoTe'pav IIAevpwva <rvv<aicicrav a0ei/res rrjv TraXaiav, eyyus
KaXuoa)i/o5, ol oiK^ropes, VKap7rov ova" , v Kal TreSiaSa,

rrjv ^wpay A^^rptov TOV e7riK\r]$vTo<s

Polybe II, 44, 1.
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6,38, fruste, troue. Brit. Mus. Borrell, Num. Chron.

VI, 1844, p. 144, 2; Imhoof, I c.

p. 303, 2, T. VIII, 10
; Head, Catal.

Central Greece, p. Ixiii, Ixiv, p. 103,

18, PL XIX, 2; Guide, p. 80, 80,

PI. 43, 30 ; Gardner, I c. p. 97,

PL V, 12.

Ici encore M. Gardner a voulu reconnaitre dans la tete

couronnee le roi de Syrie Antiochus III, qui sejourna

a Chalcis d'Eubee au commencement de Tan 191 8
et ici

encore il m'est impossible de trouver la moindre ressem-

blance entre cette tete si caracteristique et si bien rendue

et celle du roi de Syrie.

Pourquoi n'attribuerions nous pas plutot ces rares

didrachmes au seul roi d'Eubee que nous connaissons au

3e
siecle, Alexandre, le fils de Crateros et le neveu d'An-

tigone Gonatas, ne entre 300 et 290 et marie a Mcee,

Yers272? 6

E/este en possession de Corinthe et de 1'Eubee par la

mort, entre 270 et 265, de Crateros, qui les occupait

comme stratege de son frere en Peloponnese et en Eubee,
7

Alexandre se declara independant et soutint victorieuse-

ment la lutte contre son oncle Antigone
8
et contre les

forces reunies d'Athenes et d'Aristomachos, le tyran

d'Argos.
9

5

L'unique tetradrachme de Chalcis, de Xenocrates, ne peut
avoir ete frappe a cette occasion, parce que le type du revers

est entoure d'une couronne de chene, au lieu de 1'etre de laurier.
6

Droysen, Gcsch. d. Hellcn. Ill, 1, p. 239.
7
Droysen, I c. p. 200, 224.

8
Pomp. Trogus, Prol. XXVI, Ut (Antigonus Gonatas) defec-

tores Gallos Megaris delevit regemque Lacedaemonium Area
Corinthi interfecit (265), dehinc cum fratris sui Crateri filio

Alexandro bellum habuit. Droysen, I. c. p. 239.
9
Wilhelm, MittJieil. Arch. Inst. Athen. XVI, 1891, p. 150;
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C'est apparemment apres ces victoires qu'il aura pris le

titre de roi
10

et qu'il aura entoure sa couronne de vain-

queur du diademe royal.

II ne semble pas pourtant etre reste longtemps au pos-

session de FEubee, ce qui rend compte de la rarete des

monnaies qu'il y fit frapper a son effigie, et il dut se con-

tenter de Corinthe, ou il resida jusqu'a ce qu'il mourut,

vers 244, empoisonne, dit-on, a 1'instigation de son oncle.

Sa veuve Nicee fut engagee a ceder Corinthe a Antigone
centre un manage avec Demetrius, le fils du roi et

Fheritier du trone de Macedoine.11

Si ma proposition e*tait acceptee, les didrachmes de

Carystus dateraient d'apres 256, et seraient ainsi con-

temporains des tetradrachmes de Pergame, frappes sous

Eumene I, 263 241,
12 sur lesquels la tete du fondateur

de la dynastie, Philetere, apparait pour la premiere fois

ceinte d'une couronne enlacee par un diademe, exacte-

ment pareille a celle du roi d'Eubee.

Comme Philetere n'etait que dynaste et n'a jamais

ceint le diademe, on voit qu'Alexandre en portant une

couronne pareille, n'a pas pretendu se declarer 1'egal des

Corp. Inscr. Att., II, 161 et 285 : /cat crvv(3a.vTos KOLVOV

fjio[y TO>] &r)(ji(> (des Atheniens) [xat riJjTroXct TWV 'ApyeiW Trpos

'AXe^avSpov TOV Kpafrepoi) ; Wissowa-Pauly, Real-Encycl., I, p.

1436.
10 Suidas V. Ev0optW . TI}S 'AXe^avSpov TOV ySao-tXevo-avrog Ev-

)8o/as, vtov 8e Kparepov, ywatKog NtKatas ; Wilhelm, Epliem. Arch.,

1892, p. 126133. Inscr. d'Eretrie : 7m&) 'ApptSaros dv^p

dyaS'os yiyovzv Trept re AXe^-avopov TOV fiaLcriXta evepycTiyv yeye-

vrjiJ,vo[y TOV ST//U,]OV
TOV 'EpeTptecov Kat 7r[epi TCWS crw]6vTag

ySao-cXet. Plutarque, Aratus, 18, nous renseigne sur une alliance

contractee entre Alexandre et les Acheens.
11

Plutarque, Aratus, 17. Polyen, IV, 6, 1.
12

Imhoof, Dynastie von Pergamon (Abh. K. Pr. Akad. 1884), p.

26, T. I, 7.
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rois de Macedoine ou de Syrie ;
raison de plus pour ne

pas classer les didrachmes de Carystos a Antiochus III.

XX. SINOPE. SYSINAS, FILS DE DATAME, 362 353 ENV.

1. Tete de la Nymphe Sinope, a gauche, les cheveux retenus

dans une sphendone, et paree de pendants d'o-

reilles et d'un collier. Devant elle aplustre.

Rev. Aigle pecheur, les ailes eployees, &, gauche, te-

nant un dauphin dans ses series ;
au dessous

M 5. 5 gr. 44. Brit. Mus.
; Wroth, Num. Chron., 1893,

p. 7, PI. I. 14; Head, Num. Chron.,

1892, p. 253
; 1893, p. 74.

5,31. Coll. H. Weber, a Londres.

Pour d'autres exemplaires sur lesquels les lettres sont

moins bien formees et parfois meme barbares,

voir : Num. Chron., 1885 (Sinope), p. 28; Rein-

ach, Revue Numism., 1891, p. 362364, PI. XIX,
2

; Revue Critique, 1893, p. 462, 463 ; Babelon,
Revue Num., 1892, p. 175182, p. 459,460;

Melanges Numism., 2e
serie, 1893, p. 3644,

182, 183, et 323; Perses acliemen., 1893, p.

Ixxix Ixxxii, p. 57, n. 386, PI. IX, 20.

Tant que je ne connaissais encore que ces derniers

exemplaires, la proposition de M. Babelon, qui retrouvait

dans la legende la transcription arameenne du nom perse

Abrocomas, m'a parue tres plausible et je n'ai pas tarde a

1'adopter.

Mais des que M. Weber m'eut favorise d'un moulage
de son exemplaire, j'ai du changer d'avis et adopter

la lecture pD"T23?, Abd-s-s-n, proposee par M. Head
;

il

n'y avait pas moyen d'en faire autrement tant cette

lecture etait evidente et j'espere que M. Babelon pourra

Tadmettre lui-meme, si je reussis a montrer quel est le

personnage designe par cette inscription.
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"On fait historique racont par Cornel. Nepos, Datames,

7, pourra, je crois, nous 1'apprendre :
" Ab hoc tamen viro

(Datames) Sysinas, maximo natu filius desciit ad regemque

transiit et de defectione patris detulit."

C'est ce Sysinas, fils aine de Datame, dont je voudrais

retrouver le nom sous la forme arameenne Abdsusin.

Bien n'empeche, que je sache, d'admettre que le roi

Artaxerxes II lui ait confie la satrapie de son pere, en

tout ou en partie, en reconnaissance de sa trahison et que

Sysinas ait succede a Datame apres la mort de ce satrape

en 362. D'autre part la grande ressemblance des mon-

naies d'Abdsusin avec celles d'Ariarathe, porte a croire

que Sysinas a ete succede imme'diatement par Ariarathe.13

L'adoption de Fecriture arameenne et du poids des

sides perses par opposition aux lettres grecques des

hemistateres eginetiques de Datame convient bien a ce

fils denature qui trahit son pere pour s'assurer la faveur

du roi de Perse.

13 C'est aussi 1'opinion de M. Babelon, Mel. Num. p. 43, suiv.,

Pers. achemen., p. Ixxxii, suiv., et je suis completement de
son avis que les deux pieces a legendes arameennes, decrites,
Num. Chron., 1885 (Sinope), p. 26, 27, n. 37, 38, ne sont pa
d'assez bon style pour les croire frappees a Sinope memo et qu'il

n'y faut pas chercher des noms de gouverneurs de la Cappadoce,
ce que du reste je n'ai pas affirme. M. Babelon n'a pas
remarque" que je me suis borne a enregistrer ces pieces en tete

d'un groupe de monnaies a legendes barbares, grecques et

autres, imitees de celles de Sinope.
Mais j'ai peine a croire que la legende du n. 39, n5na*TO,

quoique tracee par un graveur inhabile, ne donnerait pas un
nom perse regulier, Orontopata, et que cette piece n'aurait pas
ete frappee aux environs de Sinope par quelque commandant
de troupes, Orontobates, qui pourrait bien etre le meme que le

satrape perse de ce nom, qui, plus tard, vers 336, par son mariage
avec la fille de Pixodare, devint, en 334, le dernier dynaste de
la Carie et dont la carriere anterieure nous est totalement
inconnue.
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Du reste, Sysinas n'est plus mentionne, a moins que ce

ne soit, comme M. Noeldeke a bien voulu me le suggerer,

le meme que le perse Sisenes, qui envoye par le satrape

d'Egypte a Philippe II de Macedoine, fut si bien accueilli

a la cour de Pella qu'il y resta et accompagna Alexandre

en Asie, ou il etait compte parmi les amis fideles du roi,

jusqu'a ce qu'une inadvertance lui causa la mort, 333. 14

II est vrai que le nom Sysinas n'est pas une transcrip-

tion exacte d'Abdsusin
;
mais les anciens se permettaient

en cette matiere des libertes qui nous deroutent souvent

et se contentaient de substituer au mot barbare un nom

de leur langue qui semblait s'en approcher. Ainsi

Thucydide
15

et Xenophon
16

designent par le com grec,

*lepa/j.e 1/7/9,
le beau-frere du roi Darius II

;
son nom perse

etait Ariyamana, d'apres la stele de Xanthos. 1 '

Un decret officiel des Atheniens 18 donne le nom grec de

^rparcav au roi de Sidon, que les initiales ^37 qui se

lisent sur les monnaies que M. Babelon lui attribue,
19

demontrent avoir porte le nom de mJntP3n32 ;

'A/3cadT^aT09
20 aurait ete une transcription plus exacte.

De meme Abdsusin aura recu des Perses, et a leur

exemple, des Grecs, le nom perse Sysinas on Sisines,
21

qui

14
Q. Curce, III, 7. Erat in exercitu regis Sisenes Perses;

quondam a praetore Aegypti missus ad Philippum, donisque et

omni honore cultus, exilium patria sede mutaverat
;

secutus

delude in Asiam Alexandrum inter fideles socios habebatur, etc.
15

Thucyd. VIII, 58.
16

Xenophon, Hell en. II, 1, 9.
17

Schmidt, The Lycian Inscriptions, Taf. VII, 4 (North), 1. 12.
18

Corp. inscr.
,
Attic. II, n. 86.

19 Bulletin de Corr. Hellen. XV, 1891, p. 293320; Melanges

Nuwiem., l e
ser. p. 283 320; Perses ache-men., p. clxxxi

clxxxv.
20

Josephus, Contr. Apion, I, 18.

, Arrien, Anab. I, 25, 3
; VII, 6, 4; cp.

s, etc.
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en approchait le plus, tandis que la transcription exacte

est indiquee par ^inscription bilingue de Tamassos,
22

ou DDDTn^, dont ]DD"Q2 est la forme arameenne,
23

est correctement rendu en Cypriote par Apsasomos,

'A^-ao-o/io?.
24 Ainsi Apsysinas serait devenu Psysinas,

puis Sysinas.

Ce qui, peut-etre, explique encore mieux ce changement,

c'est qu'il existait, a cote de DDD"QE, un autre nom,

^^DD, rendu par Seoyiao? dans 1'inscription bilingue de

Lapethos,
25

et derive evidemment du meme nom divin,

dont le vrai sens ne parait pas encore avoir ete retrouve.
26

Cela me ferait croire qu'il a pu exister une forme ara-

meenne de Seoymo?, tellement analogue au nom perse

Sisenes, Sysinas, Sftru/^?, et dont la signification differait

si peu d'Abdsusin, que le meme personnage a pu etre

indique indifferemment par 1'une comme par Pautre de ces

formes.

II ne me reste qu'a remarquer que le nom Stamy? ou

^iLctivvYi^ revient en Cappadoce, en 42, comme celui d'un

pretendant a la couronne, qui avait sa residence a Cadena

et son tresor a Nora et qui parait avoir ete de race royale

ou princiere.
27

22
Euting, Sitzungsb. Berl. Akad., 1887, p. 122; Berger,

Comptes rendus, Acad. d. inscr. 1887, XV, p. 187, suiv.
23 Comme M. Noeldeke a bien voulu me 1'indiquer.
24

Hoffmann, Griech. Dialekte, I, p. 75, n. 141.
23

Corp. Inscr. Semit. I, No. 95 ; cp. ^PP, I Chron. II, 40.
26 On traduit DDD1D27 par serviteur des clievaux (s.acres du

soleil) en le derivant de DD1D, clievaux, mais Kenan preferait
reconnaitre le nom d'une divinite inconnue jusqu'ici ;

v. Corp.
Inscr. Semit. I, n. 46, cp. n. 49, 53, 93; Bloch, Phoen. Glosa.r.

p. 48.
27

Strabon, XII, 2, 6
; Appien, Bell, civil. V, 7

; Reinach,
Revue num., 1886, p. 461, 462.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. S S
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XXI. CHARES, DESPOTE DE SIGEE, 355 334 ET DE

LAMPSAQUE, 355 345 ?

1. Tete de 1'Athena parthenos de Phidias, vue de trois-quarts,
coifiee du casque attique a triple cimier et paree
d'un collier.

Rev. ^IFE. Chouette, a droite, la tete de face. A
gauche, croissant de lune.

M 3i. 2 gr. 56. (Hecte d'un statere de 15 gr. 40). Brit.

Mus. Catal. Troas p. 86, n. 1, PI. XVI, 5
;

Catal.

Thomas, n. 2013.

2,51. Borrell, Num. Chron, VI, 1844, p. 199.

2. Eev. ^IFE. Double chouette, a une seule tete ; le

croissant de lune a droite.

M 5 5. 8,55. Brandis, Muenzw. p. 557 ;
Mion. II,

p. 671, n. 262; S., V, p. 581, n. 511; Brit.

Mus. n. 1416, PI. XVI, 810.

3. La croissant de lune a gauche.
M 2i2. 1,98. Ma coll. ;

Brit. Mus., n. 17, 18.

4. j{eVt ^|PE. Chouette a droite, la tete de face. A
gauche croissant de lune.

JE 4^4. 6,30. Brandis, I. c.
; Mion.n. 261; 8. n. 510;

Brit. Mus. n. 26, PI. XVI, 6. [PI. XIII, No. 1.]

5. JE 2 1. 2,10. Brandis,Z. c.
;
Catal. Allier, PI. XIII, 16

;

Mion. 8. n. 512, 513; Brit. Mus. n. 713,
PI. XVI, 7.

6. Tete a droite &Athena, coiffee du casque attique, a cimier,
orne d'une palniette.

Rev. ^ | TE. Croissant de lune.

M 1. 1,05. Ma coll.; Catal. Allier, PI. XIII, 17; Mion.
8. p. 582, n. 514; Brit. Mus., n. 2124,
PL XVI. 11.

7. Tete a droite &Athena, coiffee du casque attique, a cimier,
laure.

Rev. ^IPE. Chouette, a droite, la tete de face; sans

symbole.

M 2J 2. 2,10. Brandis, 1. c.
;
ma coll. [PI. XIII, No. 2] ;

Brit. Mus., n. 19, 20.
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Toutes ces monnaies datent, comme Fa vu M. Head,
28

de la seconde moitie du 4e
siecle

; or, a cette epoque,

Sigee etait en possession du stratege Athenien Chares,

fils de Theochares,
29

qui s'en etait empare en 355, quand
il vint au secours du satrape Artabaze a la tete d'un corps

de mercenaires et 1'aida a remporter la victoire sur les

satrapes du roi de Perse.
30

Chares fit de Sigee sa residence habituelle,
31

quand ses

devoirs ne Pappellaient pas a Athenes ou ailleurs et il y
habitait encore en 334 quand, a Tarrivee d'Alexandre,

centre lequel il avait combattu quatre ans plus tot a

Cheronee, comme stratege des Atheniens,
32

il se hata

d'offrir une couronne d'or au jeune roi,
33 en reconnais-

sance de ce qu'Alexandre, a la requete des Atheniens,

lui avait pardonne sa conduite hostile.
34

II se sera

retire alors, 335, a Sigee, pour y passer le reste de ses

jours.

28 Historia Numorum, p. 475.
29

Pauly, Real-Encycl. v. Chares.
30

Judeich, Kleinasiat. Studien, 1892, p. 210, 213, 260, 291,
296.

31
Nepos, Chabrias 3. Itaque Chabrias, cum ei licebat,

plurimum aberat
; neque vero solus ille aberat Athenis libenter,

sed omnes fere principes fecerunt idem ; itaque Conon plu-
rimum Cypri vixit, Iphicrates in Thracia, Timotheus Lesbo,
Chares Sigeo, dissimilis quidem Chares horum et factis et

moribus, sed tamen Athenis et honoratus et potens.
32

Diodore, XYI, 85.
33

Arrien, Anabase, I, 12, 1. 'Avtovra 8' avrbv

es "IXtov Mevomos TC 6 Kv^Sepv^Tiys j^pvcrw <TTe0ai/(p e

KOL eirt rovrw Xap^s 6 'A^i/atos e/c ^cytiov eX-Swv, KO.L nves Kat

aXXot, ot /iev

C

'EXX^V5, ol 8e eTri^wpiot.
34

Arrien, Anabase, I, 10, 4. KOL 'YTrepc/S^i/ Se trfm ('AAe^-

avSpos) Kat IIoXveuKTov *cat XdpTyra Kat Xap/S^/aoi/ K. r. A., TOVTOVS

yap atrtovs eTt/at TT}S re ev Xaipwve/a iy/,0opas 'A^ryvatot 8e rovs

/jtej/ ai/^pa? OVK lfSocra.v a.0elrai Seoyuerot rfjv opyyv rots l^aLTyStia-i'
'
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C'est durant cette periode de plus de vingt ans, 355

334, pendant laquelle Sigee etait au pouvoir d'un

Athenien, qu'auront ete emises ces monnaies au type de

la chouette d'Athenes et de la tete d'Athena, copiee fort

exactement, comme les medallions en or, decouverts a

Kertsch,
35 en font foi, d'apres la tete colossale de la statue

chryselephantine de Phidias, que tout bon Athenien doit

avoir considere alors comme 1'image la plus authentique

de la deesse tutelaire de son illustre patrie.

Bientot apres la visite d'Alexandre a Ilion, cette ville

commence a battre monnaie et la tete d'Athena Ilias sur

les premiers petits bronzes [PL XIII. Nos. 3, 4] est

identique a celle des derniers emissions de Sigee ; je

crois done qu'on peut admettre que la serie monetaire

de Sigee finit ou celle de sa voisine Ilion commence.

II n'est pas etonnant que le nom de Chares ne se lise

pas sur les pieces frappees par son ordre ou du-moins a sa

requisition. Les types parlent assez haut et accusent

distinctement leur origine athenienne. Puis, Chares,

quoique nwltre 86 de la ville de fait, n'y aura pas exerce

une autorite legale et reconnue aux yeux des Atheniens.

Aussi ne l'ais-je pas intitule dynaste, mais despote, titre

qui me semble plus approprie aux circonstances.

II est tres difficile de reconnaitre, parmi les stateres

d'or de Lampsaque, dont M. Wroth vient de donner la

liste,
37 ceux qu'on pourrait assigner a la periode pendant

laquelle Chares a ete maitre de cette ville dont il s'etait

emparee en meme temps que de Sigee et dont il peut

etre reste en possession au-moins jusqu'en 345, quand

35 G. Kieseritsky, Athena Parthenos des Ermitage, Mittheil.

Arch. Instit. Athen., VIII, 1888, p. 291315, T. XV. La tete

d'Athena est tout a fait pareille a celle des monnaies.
3G

Aristote, Oecon., XXX. Me/xj/coi' 'Polios Kvpicvaas
37

Catal. Brit. Mus. Mysia, p. xxi xxv.
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Mentor vint retablir Tautorite du grand roi dans ces

parages et que son frere Memnon, qu'on salt avoir ete

despote de Lampsaque vers 340, revint de Macedoine, ou

il avait passe huit annees d'exil, 352 345, a la cour du

roi Philippe, avec son beau-frere, le satrape Artabaze et

sa famille.
38

Pourtant il y a un groupe de stateres dont les revers,

au type du protome de pegase, sont tous d'un meme style

identique et graves par les memes artistes et qui me

paraissent convenir a cette epoque. Ce sont les numeros

suivants de la liste de M. Wroth, ranges d'apres le

style.

No.

13. Tete de femme, ceinte de grappes de raisin, les cheveux

dans un saccos. Num. Chron., 1890, PI. Ill, 14 ;

Zeitschr.f. Num., XVII, PL X, 8.

9. Tete de Pallas, coiffee du casque attique. N. Chr. t
I. c. t

PI. Ill, 12
; Z.f. N., I. c-., PI. X, 5.

Comp. Meme tete. Rev. OPONTA, protome de pegase.
^3. 3 gr. 13. Brit. Mies. Catat. Ionia, PI.

XXXI, 8.

24. Tete du satrape Orontas. Mus. Hunter, T. 31, 22.

Comp. M^me tete. Rev. OPONTA, protome de pegase.
^E 1. 1 gr. 10, ma coll. Num. Zeitschr., Ill,

p. 421.

27. Nike erigeant un trophee. Catal. Mysia, PI. XIX, 9.

19. Gaia tenant des epis. Catal. Mysia, PJ. XIX, 4.

18. Tete barbue coiffee d'un casque conique laure. CataL

Mysia, PI. XIX, 3.

Comp. Hoplite grec, agenouille a gauche et coiffe du
meme casque, T. Rev. OPONTA, demi-

sanglier aile, a droite. M 3. 2 gr. 79. Catal.

Ionia, PI. XXXI, 10.

38
Judeich, 1. c. p. 178, 220, 301a.
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Inedit. Tete d'Athena parthenos, vue de trois-guarts.

Coll. Waddington.

22. Tete de Zeus, sans foudre. Luynes, Clwix, PL X, 17.

Comp. Meme tete. Eev. OPONTA, protome de pegase.M 2. 1 gr. 82. Catal. Ionia, PI. XXXI, 9.

25. Tete de Menade, ceinte de lierre et d'un diademe royal.

Mus. Hunter, T. 31, 23; Luyiies, Choix, PI. X,

18; Catal. Mysia, PI. XIX, 7.

20. Tete voilee, couronnee de fleurs. Luynes ;
Catal. Mysia,

PI. XIX, 5.

La date de ce groupe est donnee par le statere a la tete

d'Athena parthenos, identique a celle des monnaies de

Sigee, n. 1 3, en argent et en bronze, emises sous

Chares. Ce statere a done etc frappe pendant que Chares

etait maitre de Lampsaque, ce qu'il devint en 355.

Or en 353/2 les Atheniens s'allierent avec Oronte, alors

en guerre contre son souverain et envoyerent une expedi-

tion a son aide sous Charideme, Chares et Phocion.39

C'est alors qu'auront ete frappes a Lampsaque, la

ville de Chares, le statere n. 9, dont les types sont repetes

sur la drachme d'Orontas, et le n. 24, a la tete du

satrape. Car, quand apres la victoire, n. 27, remportee

a Faide des Atheniens, Orontas se reconcilia avec le

grand roi et obtint de lui la satrapie tant desiree,
40

il n'a

certainement plus fait battre de 1'or en concurrence avec

les dariques de son maitre. Orontas parait etre decede en

345 env., et les stateres n. 25 et 20 me semblent etre

posterieurs a cette date. Us auront ete emis par Memnon.

39
Corp. Inner. Attic., II, 1086, c. Judeich, 1. c., p. 213218.

40 Probablement la meme charge dont apres la mort d'Orontas

fut revetu Mentor. Diodore, XVI, 50, 51. ('Apra^ep^s) airi-

Set^e 8e (Mevropa) (ra.Tpa.7ryv rfjs Kara rrjv 'Acrt'av TrapaAias. Corp.
Inscr. Attic., II, 108a, decret en 1'bonneur d'Oronte, 349 ;

Judeich, /. c., p. 218.
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XXII. MlTHBIDATE, DYNASTE DE ClOS ET DE CARENE,

337302.

CABENE.

1. Tete imberbe, coiffee de la tiare haute des dynastes, a

droite.

Rev. Protome de ptyase, a droite.

^E 2. 1 gr. 12. Coll. de Luynes, Babelon, Perses achemen.

p. 56, n. 379, PI. IX, 15 (Orontas).
41

,, If. Mus. de Berlin.

li 0,86. Brit. Mus. [PI. XIII, No. 5.]

Cios.

2. Tete du meme dynaste, la tiare ceinte de laurier, a droite.

Au-dessous parfois M^SpiSar^s).

Rev. K -
I

- A. Canthare d'ou dependent deux grappes
de raisin, entoure de deux epis.

M 3|, 2 Brit. Mus. Catal. Pontus, p. 131, n. 2022,
PL XXVIII, 13, 14. [PL XII, No. 6.]

3 Mus. Hunter, p. 6, T. 2, 2.

Mion. I, p. 96, n. 1
; Pellerin, Rec. I, PL VII,

4
; Reinach, Rev. num., 1888, p. 239.

Mion. Suppl. V, p. 247, n. 1446, 1447

(Sestini).M 1. 1,29. Ma coll.

Brit. Mus., I. c., n. 23.

,, 2 Leake, Num. Hellen., Asia, p. 43.

1,15. Imhoof, Monn. grecq., p. 239, n. 58.

41 Des quatres monnaies classes par M. Babelon a Orontas,
n. 376 379, il n'y en a qu'une, n. 376, qui lui revienne. Le
n. 377 est un bronze fruste de Lampsaque : Tete d'Athena,
coiffee du casque corinthien a cimier et orne d'un serpent (copie

d'apres les stateres d'or d'Alexandre), a gauche; au-dessus AAM.
Rev. H'A, protome de pegase, a droite

;
dessous tete de lion.

Le n. 378, dont la tete barbue ne porte pas la tiare basse
des satrapes, mais une espece de calathos crenele ou de couronne,
est du m6me style que la tete fort pareille de la monnaie,
decrite p. 17, n. 264, PL VI, 12, et classee par M. Babelon a la

Cilicie, ou le type du demi-pegase revient plus d'une fois, v.

PL III, 6, Imhoof, Monn. Grecq, p. 370, n. 65, 66.
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3. Meme tete, a droite.

Rev. Proue de navire, a gauche; au-dessus Kl, dessous

deux monogrammes.

M 2 Imhoof, I. c. n. 59.

4. Meme tete, au-dessous parfois M.

fieVt KIANflN. Massue, a droite; au-dessous mono-

grammes.

yE 4 Neumann, Pop. et regum. num. vet., II, T. 1,

2; Mion., S., V. n. 1445; Reinach,
1. c., PI. XVI, 1.

Mion. II, p. 492, n. 446.

Brit. Mus., Z. c., n. 1719. [PI. XIII, No. 7.]

Leake, I. c., p. 42.

Sur 1'exemplaire du n. 1 de la collection de Luynes,

M. Babelon voit devant la tete du pegase une lettre

rognee A ?, qu'il complete en (OPONT)A ?, mais, comme

les deux autres exemplaires ne montrent pas de legende,

cette lettre, dont je doute quelque peu, serait plutot

Finitiale du nom et pourrait alors etre completee en M>

comme sur plusieurs exemplaires des n. 2 et 4. En tout

cas, cette tete jeune et imberbe ne peut pas representer

le vieillard Orontas qui, sur ses monnaies, porte une barbe

touffue et en outre la tiare basse des satrapes
42

et non la

tiare plus haute dont sont coiffes les rois Lyciens
43

et

autres dynastes.
Autant que je puis voir, la tete de ces petits bronzes, n. 1,

est identique a celle des bronzes de Cios, n. 2 4, dans

laquelle M. Reinach 44 a reconnu avec raison, le dynaste

Mithridate, qui regna sur Cius et Curina de ^537 a 302. 45

42
Photius, v. Tidpa. Kocryao? eTrifce^ctXatos, rjv ol

op$r)v (.(fcopovv Trapa lle'/xrais, ol Be crrpar^yot
'

43

Babelon, Perses achemen. PI. XIV, 1820.
44

lleinach, Rente numism,, 1888, p. 238, 239; Mithridate

F.upator, p. 37.
15

Diodore, XVI, 90. Ilept Se roue cuWus Kacpo^s (337)
'
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II etait fils d'Ariobarzane qui portait le titre de roi et

regna de 362 a 337, petit-fils d'un premier Mithridate,

decede en 362,
46

et descendant d'un des sept Perses con-

jures centre le mage Smerdis.47
C'est comme chef d'une

de ces families princieres qu'il aura porte le titre de roi

et la tiare haute, tant que le roi des rois regna sur les

Perses.

Carina ou Carene etait une petite ville sur la cote de

Mysie, en face de Mytilene, situee entre Atarneus et

Cisthene et non loin d'Adramytteion.
48 Elle etait assez

e'loigne'e de Cios, mais reliee avec elle par une route dont

les habitants d'Apollonie du Rhyndacos, de Miletopolis

et villes voisines se servaient pour trafiquer avec Adramyt-
teion.

49

//,i/ eTeAevrqcre /foo-iAeucras try et/coo-t /cat e (362 337),

TT)V Se /2a<riAet'av StaSea/x,evos MtSptScmys yp&v err; TTCJ/TC TTJOOS rots

rpLOLKoi/ra (337 302). XX, 111. Trept Be. TOVTOUS rov?

(302) /cat Mi$pi3ar7S virrjKoos wv 'Avrtyovo) Kal 86a<s o.^>L

Trpos TOVQ irepl KcurcravSpoi/ avypeSr) Trept Ktoi/ T^S Mvcrta?,

avTrj<s Kal KaptVrys err) TptaKovra TTCVTC (337 302), rrjv 8e Svvacr-

TCiav StaSea/x,evos Mc^ptSar^s 6 vtos avrov TroAAa, 7rpoo-KT?;craTo,

r^s 8e KaTTTraSoKtas KCU Ila0\ayoi/ias ^p^ev err) rpta/covra e (302
266).
46

Diodore, XV, 90 (362), wi/ rja-av eV^cu/eWaTOi
'

fici/ o T^S 4>pvytas crarpaTr^s, os Kai Mt^ptSarov

T^S TOVTOV /3a(rtXetas K/cvptevKas rjv.
47 Diodore XIX, 40 (316), vvrfv 8' avrois (o-arpaTrats) KCU

Mt^ptSar^s 6 'Apto^3ap^ai/ov /xei/ was, aTroyovos 8' ei/os TWJ/ ITTTCI

Ilepcraii/ TWI/ <rvyKa^\ovT(ov TOV fiayov 2/xe'p86v, di/^p dvSpet'a

8ta^>epwv /cat Te^pap:/xi/os CK TratSos crrpaTLWTLKU><s.
48 Herodote VII, 42. L'armee de Xerxes marche 8ta TOV

'Aropveos es Kapti/^v TroXtv* d?ro Se Tavrry? 8ta f](3r)s TreSlov

cTTopevero
'

A.rpa[JLVTTiov re TroAtv /cat "AvravSpoi/ T^I/ IleAacryiSa

7rapa/x,et/3ojuet'os. Pline V, 122. Oppidum Pitane, Canaius
amnis. Intercidere Canae, Lysimachia, Atarnea, Carene, Cis-

thene, Cylla, Cocylium, Thebe, Astyra, Chrysa, Palaescepsis,

Gergitha, Neandros.
49 Pline V, 123. Deportant Adramytteum negotia Apollo-

niatae a Rhyndaco amne Erisii, Miletop olitae, Poemaneni, etc.

VOL. Xlf , THIRD SERIES. T T
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Au milieu du 5e
siecle Carene avait fait part de la

symmacliie Athenienne 50
et ce n'est que plus tard que

Mithridate ou Ariobarzane en auront pris possession.

Le type du demi-pegase, copie des stateres d'or de

Lampsaque, est frequent dans ces parages. On le trouve

a Adramytteion [PL XIII, No.
8],

a loUa, a Thebe, villes

voisines de Carene, sur des bronzes de la meme epoque,
51

et

a Scepsis, sur la meme route, le pegase entier.
52

Le type convient done parfaitement a Carene et c'est

pourquoi je propose d'attribuer a cette ville les petits

bronzes, sur lesquels je crois reconnaitre la tete de son

dynaste Mitbridate
; je voudrais les dater du commence-

ment de son regne, epoque a laquelle le style parait le

mieux convenir. Les bronzes de Cios, n. 2 4, seraient

des dernieres annees de sa vie quand il etait le com-

pagnon d'Eumene et d'Antigone.

D'apres le type de la proue, le bronze, n. 3, semble etre

une division des stateres d'or de Cios au meme revers, ce

qui indiquerait que ces stateres et les monnaies en argent

correspondantes auraient ete emises avant la mort de

Mithridate en 302. Autrefois,
53

j'ai date ces rares sta-

teres des annees 321 a 318, quand Arrbidaios ou Arrha-

baios etait satrape de la Pbrygie sur 1' Hellespont. Mais

comme Mitbridate etait le vassal, VTD'JKOOS, d'Antigone, je

M
Steph. Byz., Kap^vvy, TroAis MiKTi'as. Kparepo? y ire.pl

if/rjfito-fjidTwv
'

"Tpvvtis IliTavatot Kap-^i/aiot." Fragment d'une

liste des tributaires a la syrnmachie Athenienne.
51

Imhoof, Monn. yrecq. p. 245 247. A Adramytteion revient

peut-etre, d'apres le symbole de 1'epi, la piece d'or suivante :

Protome de yteyase, un collier autour du cou, a droite; au-

dessous epi a gauche, liev. Carre creux divise en quatre

parties. Beau style. EL. 1^. 2 gr. 06 (huitieme d'un

statere de 16 gr. 50). Ma coll.
;

Catal. Hamilton, 1867, n. 305.
62

Imhoof, Griech. Muenzen, p. 103, n. 228.
53 Num. Chron. 1885 (Sinope), p. 42.
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me demande maintenant si ce ne serait pas Antigone qui

a fait battre cet or dans la ville de Mithridate et si Vaigle

royal, qui se voit dans le champ, ne serait pas le symbole

du roi d'Asie.
54 Dans ce cas cet aigle pourrait servir a

retrouver les monnaies qu'Antigone fit sans doute frapper

ailleurs.

Ainsi, sur les bronzes 55 emis par les Cebreneens dans

le nouveau site, ou les avait transplanted Antigone, le

nom de la ville, Antigonee, serait exprime par un aigle, le

symbole du fondateur, et K aigle E signifierait : les Cebre-

neens <TAntigone ou d'Antigonee.

XXIII. GORGION, DYNASTE DE GAMBRETON, 399.

1. Tete lauree d'Apollon, les cheveux longs, a droite.

ro P
Rev. .- *

, protome de taureau cornupfae, a droite ;

champ concave. Sur le flanc du taureau 5L

(TOT) en contremarque.

M 3/21. 3
?
3& Cab. de France; Catal. Allier, p. 61, PI.

VIII, 1
; Sestini, Mus. Hederv. II, p. 1, 1 ;

Mion., SuppL, IV, p. 415, n. 1; Galerie mythol.,

p. 128, PI. XXXVII, 4
; Koehne, Mus. Kotchou-

beij, I, p. 417 ; Head, Hist. Num., p. 422 ;
Babe-

Ion, Perses achemen. p. 55, n. 375, PI. IX, 11.

ro P
2. Autre, p /,\l

sans contremarque.

1 H. 1,58. Coll. Imhoof. [PI. XIII, No. 9.]

3. Tete d'Apollon du n. 2 et, a ce qu'il parait, du meme coin.

Rev. FAM, meme type.

M 1. 1,68
5
. Brit. Mus. ; Gardner, Num. Chron., 1886,

p. 257, PI. XI, 10 ; Head, I c., p. 500 ; Cat.

Mysia, p. 62, n. 1, PI. XV, 6. [PI. XIII, No. 10.]

54
Babelon, Rois de Syrie, p. ii, iii.

55
Brit. Mus., Catal. Troas, p. 45, n. 3033, 3537, PL VIII,

1821.
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4. Meme ? tete d'Apollon, & gauche.

Rev. Meme type, sans legende.

M 1. Leake, Num. Hellen., Asia, p. 61.

5. Tete du n. 3, a droite.

Eev. Taureau cornupkte, a gauche ; sans legende.
56

M 1. 1,00 ; 0,80. Ma coll.

0,99 ; 0,95. Mus. de Berlin. Brandis, Muenzw, p.

564.

0,95. Coll. Imhoof.

0,92. Cab de France.57

B. M. Cat. Mysia, p. 63, n. 1416,
PL XV, 10.

Cab. de Munich, Sestini, Lett. Num.

Cont., Ill, p. 72; Mion., S., VI, p.

224, n. 964.

Leake, /. c., p. 61.

6. Autre, astre a liuit rayons au-dessus du taureau.

M 1. 0,85. Ma coll. [PI. XIII, No. 11.]
Brit. Mus., n. 17.

La drachme, n. 1, classee jusqu'alors a Gorgippia, ville

du Bosphore Cimmerien, vient d'etre restituee par M.

Babelon,
58 a Gorgion, fils de TEretrien Gongylos et

dynaste de Gambreion et Palaigambreion, mentionne, en

399, par Xenophon.
59

Comme cette rectification me parait certaine, il n'y

aurait pas lieu de revenir sur ce sujet, si jen'etais a meme,

par Tamitie de M. Imhoof, d'augmenter la serie monetaire

56 Les initiales de Gambreion, FAM, selisent sur les bronzes,

aux memes types, mais de plus grand module, ^E 3 4, et du

poids de 3 gr. 45, 3 gr. 10 (Brandis, p. 564), et 3 gr. 05 (Im-

hoof), et qui, d'apres le style, sont posterieurs a Alexandre.
57 M. Babelon a bien voulu me communiquer le poids exact

de cet exemplaire.
58

Babelon, Melanges numism. 2e
serie, p. 193 197 ;

Perses

achemen. p. Ixviii., Ixix.
59

Xcnophon, Hellen. Ill, 1, 6. Fopyuoi/ /cat FoyyvAo?,
dSeX^oi ot'rec, e^ovres 6 /xev ra.fj.j3pci.ov

KOI IIaAa6ya/i^8petoi', o Be

Mvptvav KOL
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du dynaste en faisant connaitre rhemidrachme de Gor-

gion, n. 2, jusqu'ici inedit, dont la tte d'Apollon parait

etre du meme coin que celle de Phemidrachme, n. 3, de la

ville de Gambreion, particularite qui confirme en tous

points Pattribution proposee.

Enfin, si je n'avais pas a proposer une explication pour

le monogramme appose en contremarque sur la drachme,

n. 1.

Ce monogramme parait form des lettres FoF, les

initiales du nom de Gongylos, To^yAo?, frere de Gor-

gion et dynaste de Myrina et de Gryneion ;
ce serait done

lui qui aurait appose sa signature sur les dracnmes de son

frere pour leur donner cours dans ses propres etats. Si

cette hypothese est fondee il faudra assigner au meme

dynaste les bronzes suivants sur lesquels le monogramme

figure comme type et comme legende.

GONGYLOS, DYNASTE DE MYRINA ET DE GRYNEION.

7. Tete diademee dCApollon y
les cheveux longs, a gauche.

@)
Rev. df''

; champ concave.

M li. 1,24. Coll. Imhoof.

8. Tete lauree d'Artemis, a droite.

Rev. Feuille de lierre ; au-dessus

^E H. 1,18. Ma coll. [PI. XIII, No. 13] ; Catal. Whittall,

1867, n. 936.

Mus. Hunter, p. 190, n. 37, T. 35, n. 24.

Sestini, Mus. Hederv. I, p. 9, T. II, 11.

1,43. Coll. Imhoof. Traces du monogramme.
[PI. XIII, No. 12.]

Eauch, Berlin. Blaetter, V, 1870, p. 14, PI.

LVI, 5. La monogramme ne parait pas.

1,21. Brit. Mus. [PI. XIII, No. 14.]

La tete diademee du n. 7 est identique a celle de rhemi-

drachme du dynaste de Teuthrania :
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Tete KApollon, les cheveux longs et ceints (Tune tenie, a

gauche.

Eev. Tete jeune et imberbe, coiffee de la tiare des

dynastes, dont les fanons dependent le long du

cou, a droite; derriere TEY-
M If. 1,60. Coll. Loebbecke

; Imhoof, Griech. Muenzen,

p. 95, T. VII, 14
; Six, Num. Chron. 1890, p.

188, 1
;

Catal. Whittall, 1884, n. 818.

Get hemidrachme est done contemporain du bronze de

Gongylos et j'ai eu tort de le placer a la fin du 4e
siecle

et de 1'attribuer a Procles, le gendre d'Aristote.
60 Comme

Fa vu M. Babelon,
61

il doit avoir ete frappe par le Pro-

cles que Xenophon mentionne comme dynaste de Teu-

thranie en 401 et en 399.62

Mais alors il faudra admettre que ces monnaies ont ete

emises avant 401 (quand Procles prit part a ?expedition

de Cyrus) et lorsqu'il etait encore trop jeune pour porter

la barbe selon la mode du temps, ce qui me parait fort

probable ;
ou bien, que la tete imberbe n'est pas celle de

Procles, mais, comme le monogramme compose de P et H'

du bronze correspondant 1'indiquerait, celle du jeune

heros IleXo"^, qui donna son nom au Peloponnese, ou les

ancetres de Procles avaient regne et que Demarate quitta

pour venir s'etablir en Teuthrania.

II n'est pas improbable qu'on retrouvera quelque jour

des monnaies de Grongylos d'une valeur superieure a celle

de ces petits bronzes. En attendant, la nouvelle attribu-

tion, proposee par M. Babelon pour les monnaies de son

frere Gorgion, permet non seulement d'introduire deux

60 Num. Chron, 1890, p. 188190.
01

Melang. numism., 2e ser. p. 197, 198; Perses. achem.,

p. Ixxi.
62 Xen. Anabase, II, 1, 3 ; VII, 8, 17 ;

Hellen. Ill, 1, 6.
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Eouveaux dynastes dans les series monetaires de FAsie

mineure, mais elle fournit, en outre, une date certaine

pour la tete d'Apollon, a cheveux longs, qui se voit sur des

hectes en or pale et des monnaies en argent de Mytilene,

au revers d'une tete de femme ou d'une lyre, encadres

par un carre de lignes ;
dans le champ, un petit serpent,

comme symbole.
63

La tete d'Apollon, a cheveux courts, par centre, appartient

a une epoque anterieure, comme le prouve le style souvent

quelque peu archa'ique des nombreuses hectes de Myti-

lene a ce type.

Je n'aurais done pas du. classer a Hellas, la veuve de

Gongylos 1'Eretrien, des monnaies de Pergame a cette

tete, qui auraient fort bien pu etre emises par Gongylos

lui-meme et, maintenant que M. Babelon les a restituees

aux Demaratides et notamment a Eurysthenes, le frere de

Procles,
64
jemedemande comment ce vieillard comme le

nomme M. Babelon avec sa barbe longue et touffue,

peut etre le frere du Procles jeune et imberbe des mon-

naies de Teuthrania, de date posterieure.

Ne vaudrait-il pas mieux assigner les monnaies de

Pergame au pere d'Eurysthenes et de Procles, dont le

nom nous est inconnu, mais qui aura possede en entier le

domaine de Demarate, partage plus tard entre ses deux

63 EL 1. Hunter, T. 66, 12
; Sestini, Statere, T. VII, 2123 ;

Luynes, Choix, PI. X, 6
;
ma coll.

.ZR 2. Rev. Lyre, Mion. Ill, p. 43, n. 75 ; ma coll. etc.

M 1^. Rev. Lyre. Rev. Tete de femme. Ma coll.

Head, Hist, num., p. 487.
64

Melang. num. 2e ser. p. 199 204; Pers. achem. p. Ixxi,

Ixxii, p. 55, n. 373, 374, PI. IX, 9, 10; cp. Xenophon, Hellen.

III. 1, 6. TroAets riepya/Aoi/ cat TevSpaviav KOL 'AXtVapvav, 5>v

KCU TTpoKArJs ypxov
*

^""o Aa/x-apcxTov TOV
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fils, et auquel, par consequent une emission abondante de

monnaies en or et en argent conviendrait bien mieux.

XXIV. ANCHIALE ou ANCHIALOS DE CILICIE.

6E ET 5E SlECLE.

1. Nike volant a droite ou a gauche, en retournant la tete.

Rev. Betyle carre ou conique dans un carre creux profond.

JR 4. 12 gr. Revue num. 1860, PI. I, 1
; Imhoof, Monn.

gr-ecq. PI. G, 1, 2; Annuaire de Num. 1883,
PI. V, 2, 3

;
Rev. num. 1886, PI. Ill, 10

;
Num.

Chron. 1886, PI. I, 5
; 1890, PI. XIX, 18.

2. Rev. Griffon, a gauche ;
carre creux borde d'un grenetis.

2R 2. 2,94. Imhoof, Choix, PI. V, 179 ; Annuaire, n. 4
;

Zeitschr.f. Num. VI, PL III, 5.

3. Nike volant a gauche, tenant sceptre ou caducee et couronne.

Rev. Betyle conique entre deux grappes de raisin
;
carre

creux,

M 5. 11,65. Rev. num. 1860, n. 2
;
Monn. grecq. n. 4

;

Annuaire, n. 57
; Z.f. N. XVI, PI. X, 1, 2, 4.

4. Autre, ^7, et, sur un des exemplaires, lettre sur le betyle.

^15. 11,70. Rev.num.I8GQ,n,35;Annuairet
n.8 10;

Z.f.N. XVI, n. 3, 57.

5. Rev. Meme betyle entre V et I". Des globules ou des

traits dans le champ ou sur la pierre servent a dis-

tinguer les emissions posterieures.

M 5. 11,70. Rev. num. I860, n. 6; Annuaire, n. 11, 12
;

Z.f. N. n. 811.

Cette belle serie de poids et de fabrique Cilicienne a ete

classee par M. Imboof a Hallos de Cilicie
65

et cette attri-

65 Monnaies grecques, p. 356 361
;

Annuaire Soc. Fr. de

Numism. 1883, p. 123.
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bution a ete generalement adoptee ; pour moi, elle n'etait

que provisoire tant que les lettres V F n'auraient pas

trouve d'explication satisfaisante.

Car ce sont bien des lettres et non des symboles,

comme M. Svoronos a tache de le demontrer. 66 Ses argu-

ments ne m'ont pas convaincu.

Aussi ai-je cherche depuis longtemps apres la valeur

de ces lettres jusqu'a ce qu'enfin je me suis demande si ce

V ne serait pas une forme archai'que et fort insolite il

est vrai de la lettre grecque A-

Parmi les inscriptions grecques les plus anciennes je

ne trouve rien d'exactement pareil, mais quelquefois

pourtant A revet une forme tres peu difierente, comme

dans quelques inscriptions beotiennes, Roehl, Inscr. graec.

antiquiss. n. 134, ^*, n. 168, A, dans celle de Locres, n. 307,

A A A t^ > et dans celle d'Amorgos X\.
67 Ce qui en

approche le plus ce sont les A de 1'inscription carienne

publiee par M. Sayce,
68 ou nous rencontrons 4 ^ "^ dans

des mots qui ne laissent pas de doute sur la valeur de ces

signes que M. Sayce a pris avec raison pour des A.

Le r ne differe pas sensiblement de sa forme primi-

tive.
69

Si done je suis en droit d'assigner la valuer a au V des

monnaies decrites, la legende serait a rendre par A F et

nous aurions les initiales d'AF^aAiy, 'A.<y^La\o9 et meme

, ville situee au bord de la^mer, comme

66
Svoronos, Stembilder als Muenztypen, Zeitschr. f. Numism.

XVI, p. 219232.
67 Mittheil. archaeol Imtitut. Athen, XVIII, 1893, p. 33.
68 Transact. Soc. Bibl. Archaeol. IX, p. 146, PI. I, II,

Memphis 4.
69

Roehl, Inscr. Graec. antiquiss. n. 482. Abu-Simbel, n.

483. Didyma et ailleurs.
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son nom 1'indique, entre Zephyrium et Tarse et pres de

1'embouchure du Cydne, qui coule au travers de Tarse.

Elle pent done bien avoir ete anciennement le port de

Tarse pour les navires qui ne remontaient pas le Cydne,

et pour les Grecs qui trafiquaient sur la cote, mais qui

n'etaient peut-etre pas toujours admis dans I'interieur

du pays.

D'apres la theogonie cilicienne Anchiale fat fondee par

Anchiale, fille de lapetos, un des fils d'Ouranos et de Ge.

C'est, a juger par son nom, la deesse du littoral, de la

plaine fertile, aussi donne-t-elle naissance au Cydne et

celui-ci a son tour a la ville de Tarse, situee sur ses

70
rives.

On ne sait si Anchiale existait deja en 834, quand le

roi d'Assyrie Salmanassar II poussa en Cilicie jusqu'a

Tarse et recut le tribut d'argent et d'or de ses habitants.
71

Mais, entre 699 et 696, Senacherib eut a lutter contre

les Grecs qui faisaient des incursions sur la cote et qui

peut-etre s'etaient deja etablis a Anchiale et ailleurs et

apres les avoir battus sur terre et sur mer et avoir

devaste les villes ciliciennes, il rebatit Tarse, a 1'instar

de Babylone, sur les deux rives du Cydne et y erigea

70
Steph. Byz. 'AyxtaXr;, TroXiS KtXtKtas 7rapaaXao-cria

TTJ TapcraJ Kat Ze0^pia). eWt Se jcrtV/xa 'Ay^taX^? TTJS

S'vyarpds,
we 'AS-^voScopog Trept TT}S avrov TrarptSos ypae^oji/ yi'verat

8' 'TaTrerov SvyaTTfp 'Ay^taX^ /cat /mei iroXiV 'Ay^iaX^j/, yej/m
8' vlov Ku'Si/oi/, 6 Se KvS^oe vi oi/ Ilap^eVtov, K.T.X.

Steph. Byz. v. "ASara. eWt Be 6 ^ASavos Tfjs KCU Qvpavov
TraTs Kat"OcrTacroc: KOL 'StavSys /cat Kporos Kat 'Pea /cat 'laTreros Kat

1 Inscr. de Salmanassar II
; Schrader, Keilschr. Biblwth. I,

p. 145 : Im 26 meiner Regierungsjahren (834) Ich zog nach
Tarzi. Sie ergriflfen meine Fuesse, und ich empfing Silber und
Gold als ihren Tribut. Tiele, Babyl-Assyr. Geschichte, p. 203.
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une stele a son image en signe de victoire et de,domina-

tion.
72

C'est done Senacherib, sans doute, qui, d'apres les

auteurs grecs, fonda Tarse et Anchiale en un jour et qu'ils

designent par le nom de Sardanapale.
73 Encore en 333,

quand Alexandre passa par Anchialos, les restes et 1'am-

pleur de 1'enceinte muree attestaient 1'antique splendeur

et la prosperite de la ville de Senacherib et la stele d'un

roi d'Assyrie (Senacherib ou Assurbanipal ?) etait encore

debout pres des murs, a Pentree de la ville.
74

72 Berosus (Euseb. Chron., Schoene I, p. 27). Quum ille (Se-

necheribus) fama accepisset lones in Cilicum terras belli

movendi causa pervenisse, eo contendebat, aciem contra aciem

instruebat ac multis de suo exercitu caesis hostes bello vincebat

atque in victoriae monumentum imaginem suam eo in loco

erectam relinquebat, chaldaicisque litteris fortitudinem ac virtu-

tern suam ad futurorum temporum memoriam incidi jubebat.
Et Tarsum urbem ad similitudinem Babylonis condidit, nomen-

que urbi imponebat Tharsin.

Abydenus (Ibid. p. 35). Sinecherib in maris littore terrae

Cilicum classem navali proelio certantem navium graecarum
profligans vicit

; condiditque templum Atheniensium(?), colunmas
aereas erexit, litterisque fortia sua facinora insculpsit et

Tarsum aedificavit ita ut per mediam Tarsum Cydnus fluvius

transiret, etc. Tiele, Babyl.-Assyr. Gesch. p. 298.

Inscr. de Sanherib. Schrader, Keilschr. Bibliotli. II, p. 119.

Die Leute von Chilakki die Bewohner von Bergwaeldern,

bezwang ich mit Waffengewalt, ihre Staedte zerstoerte, ver-

wuestete, verbrannte ich mit Feuer.
73

Athenee, XII, 530 ; Strabon, XIV, 5, 9. ETra

etr' 'Ay^iaA^ fJLLKpov VTrcp T^S S'aAaTTT;?, KTi

<f>r)(TLV 'Apto-rdySouAos, K. r. A.
74

Arrien, Anabase, II, 5. avros 8e ('AAe^av^pos) i/o-repos apas
K Tapa-ov rf) /aev TrpwTr) els 'Ay^t'aAov TroAtv d</>6KVtrat

*

ravrrji/ 8e

2apoava7raAov KTICTCLL TOV 'Acrcrvptov Aoyo? Kat rw 7repi/?oAa) 8e /cat

rots ^ejueAt'ois TWI> Tet^cov S^X.r] ecrrt /xeyaA^ re TroAis KTto--&etcra KOL

CTTI /xeya eAS'ovo'a Swd/xecos
*

KCU TO
(jt,vrj/Jia

TOV SapSavaTraAov eyyi;s

rjv TWJ/ ret^oij/ TWJ/ 'Ay^taAov /cat awos e0etcrT>;Ct e?r' avra) !^ap-

Sai/aTraAos. Ed. Meyer, Forsch. zur alien Geschichte, I, 1892,

p. 203209.
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Vers la fin du 5e
siecle, Anchiale parait avoir perdu

son importance, car en 401 elle n'est pas nommee par

Xenophon
75
parmi les villes de la cote, et la riche serie de

monnaies, du meilleur style grec, finit brusquement vers

Fepoque ou la symmachie Athenienne se dissout apres le

desastre de 1'armee Athenienne a Syracuse, 413, et ou

1' atelier de Tarse, qui remplacera celui d'Anchiale, com-

mence a fonctionner d'abord pour le roi de Cilicie, puis

pour les satrapes Autophradate, Tiribaze, Pharnabaze,

Datame(P), qui se succedent dans le commandement des

armees et de la flotte du roi de Perse.

La lacune que 1'attribution a Anchiale des monnaies au

type de la Nike occasionne dans la serie de Mallos, n'a

pas grande importance, car les monnaies au type du

cygne commencent plus tot que ne le croyait jadis M.

Imhoof, puisque leur style est parfois plus archai'que que

celui des stateres au betyle, sur lesquels Tocil de la Nike

est souvent represente tout-a-fait en profil, comme sur les

stateres au cygne les plus recents.

Pour plus de clarte, je place les deux series en regard

Tune de 1'autre.

ANCHIALE. MALLOS.

Nike. Rev. Betyle, carre Divinite male volant. Rev.

creux. Carre creux.

Eev. Griffon
;

carre creux Eev. Sirene ;
carre creux

borde d'un grenetis. borde d'un grenetis [Imhoof,
Monn. grecg.j p. 466, n. 42,
ou la figure virile est de-

crite a tort comme Gor-

gonel.

75
Xenophon, Anabase, I, 2, 24. ot trapa rty $a\a.TTav oi-

iv ^oAcns /cat iv
'
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Cronos a double face volant.

Rev. Cygne, aire creuse.

Tres archaique. [Coll. Loeb-

becke.]

Eev. Pierre conique, grappes Divinite male et barbue volant,

de raisin. Rev. Cygne.

Rev. M6mes types, ^. Buste de Cronos volant; Ache-

loos. Rev. Cygne.

Rev. Pierre conique, V I". Divinitem ale etimberbe volant.

Rev. Cygne.

On voit que d'apres le style, les deux series correspon-

dent et qu'elles ne sont pas consecutives mais contem-

poraines. La seule difference est que la serie d'Anchiale

finit vers 413 ou peu apres, tandis que celle de Mallos

continue, mais avec des types nouveaux et qu'au 4e
siecle

Tatelier de Mallos produit avec ceux de Soli, de Tarse et

d'Issos les nombreuses especes requises par les satrapes

pour la eolde de leurs troupes.

J'ai donne le nom de Nike a la deesse ailee parceque

ce nom est inscrit a Terina d'ltalie a cote d'une deesse

qui sur les monnaies posterieures porte les memes attri-

buts, sceptre, caducee, couronne, etc. Mais je crois qu'en

realite ce n'est pas Nike, mais Teponyme de la ville,

Anchiale, la fille de lapetos, represented avec les attri-

buts de la victoire, du commerce et de la paix, comme une

autre Nike, Iris et Eirene. M. Crusius a tres bien deve-

loppe cette idee d'une ville representee sous forme de deesse

ailee.
76 A Gyrenes c'est tantot Nike, tantot Cyrene qui con-

duit le quadrige sur les stateres d'or et puisqu'il y avait une

Athena-Nike, pourquoi ne pas admettre une Terina-Nike

76
Crusius, Kyrtne unttr Daemonm, Philologus LII, 1894.

p. 703 714.
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et une Anchiale-Nike P Une ville grecque en pleine

Cilicie n'etait-ce pas une victoire remportee sur les bar-

bares par 1'entreprise et le commerce des Grecs ?

Quant au betyle, il serait difficile de trouver le nom de

la divinite dont il etait le symbole, si le griffon ne nous

indiquait Apollon et si les grappes de raisin n'affectaient

parfois la forme d'oiseaux, perches sur la pierre, comme
les aigles d'or sur Fomphalos dans le temple d'Apollon a

Delphes. En outre, Apollon etait souvent represente sous

la forme d'une pierre conique,
77 dont la description repond

fort bien a 1'image fournie par les stateres les plus recents

de la serie d'Anchiale.

Enfin les grappes de raisin, de grandeur peu commune,

symbolisent parfaitement la fertilite de cette plaine, si

bien decrite par Xenophon,
78

remplie d'arbres fruitiers

de toute espece et de vignes, et je ne vois aucune neces-

site d'y chercher avec M. Svoronos un sens cache et d'y

voir le constellation des Pleiades sous forme de grappes.

XXV. TAKSUS ET POSIDIUM, AUTOPHRADATES, 390.

1. Satrape jeune et imberbe, vetu du costume perse, coiffe

de la tiare basse des satrapes, dont les fanons

lui couvrent le menton, les epaules couvertes

d'un ample manteau et tenant de la main droite

un glaive court. II est monte sur un cheval

galopant, a droite.

Rev. IHh (^^)> Hoplite grec imberbe, a demi-agenouille,
a gauche, arme d'une cuirasse, d'un casque
corintliien a cimier, d'une epee suspendue a un

77 Reisch dans Wissowa-Pauly, Real-EncycL, I, p. 911,

Agyieus, K'IWV es 6v X^ywv, KwvoetS^s /ctcov, o/3eA/o-/<os, Xt^os Trapf^o-

/u,evos TTv/oa^tSos o-^rjfjia
ov [AtydXys. J. Six, der Agyieus des

Mys., Mittheil Arch. Inst. Athen., xix. 1894, p. 340345.
78

Xenophon, Anabase, I, 2, 22 : TreStov piya KCU Ka\6v, iirip-

Koi StVScoi/ TrarToSaTToij/
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baudrier, d'un bouclier orne d'une tete de Meduse
sans serpents et la bouche close et d'une haste.

^R 5. 10 gr. 62 fourre. Ma coll.

10.55. Cab. de France, Babelon, Perses achemen.

p. 17, n. 141, PI. Ill, 3.

10,55. Cab. de Copenhague. [PI. XIII, No. 15.]

10,35. Coll. de Luynes, Babelon, I c. n. 142,
PI. Ill, 4. Contremarque d'un loup
courant a droite

;
autour lettres ara-

meennes.

10,30. Brit. Mus. ; Num. Chron. 1884, p. 156,
PI. V, 4.

2. Tete imberbe, a gauche, du meme hoplite grec, coiffe du

casque corinthien a cimier, un manteau agrafe
autour du cou.

Rev. Tete de Meduse sans serpents et la louche close, les

cheveux epars et ornee de pendants d'oreilles.

^l 2. 0,79. Imhoof
;
Monn. grecq. p. 372, n. 73, PI. G,

13.

0,60. Cab. de France ; Babelon, I c. p. 37, n. 265,
PL VI, 13.

3. Tete de satrape, jeune et imberbe, coiffe de la tiare basse

des satrapes.

Rev. OATA0pa8arov. Buste de cheval harnache, &

gauche. Devant PO en monograrame.

Ml. 1,02. Imhoof; Monn. grecq. p. 248, n. 96 et p.

481 ; Portraetkoepfe, p. 23.

1 Brit. Mus.
; Head, Catal. Ionia, p. 327, n.

20, PL XXXI, 13. [PL XIII, No. 16.]

En 391 les habitants d'Amathonte, de Soli et de Citium

se plaignirent aupres du roi de Perse, Artaxerxes II, de

la conduite du roi de Salamine, Euagoras I, qui, apres

s'etre empare de gre ou de force de la plupart des villes

Cypriotes, portait atteinte a leur liberte et menacait de

subjuguer Tile entiere. Le grand roi leur promit aide,

mais, comme il etait occupe lui-meme d'une expedition

contre 1'Egypte, il donna ordre au dynaste de
.
la Carie,
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Hecatomnos, de reunir les forces ne*cessaires et de com-

battre Euagoras.
79

II lui adjoignit pour controler le

Carien un jeune Perse du plus haut rang, Autophra-

date, qui fut nomine commandant en chef de Farmee et

recut le titre de satrape de Lydie.
80

Strouthas, qui

siegait a Sardes comme Caranos, garda le gouvernement
de la satrapie et y fut succede par Tiribaze.

81 Heca-

tomnos eut le commandement de la flotte. Les troupes

se reunirent sans doute, comme toujours, en Cilicie et

passerent de la en Cypre, 390, mais Autophradate n'eut

par de succes, entrave comme il le fut par Hecatomnos,

qui etait d'accord en secret avec Euagoras et n'avait aucun

interet a lui nuire. Aussi celui-ci continua d'agrandir

son royaume et parvint meme, en 387, avec Faide de

Chabrias de se rendre maitre de File entiere.

Ce ne fut qu'en 386, apres la paix d'Antalcidas,

qu'Artaxerxes put enfin s'occuper lui-meme des affaires

Cypriotes et une nouvelle expedition, sous Orontas et

Tiribazos, eut meilleur succes.
82

On ne sait si Autophradate garda le commandement de

Farmee jusqu'alors, mais il est probable qu'il tomba

bientot en disgrace, car ce n'est que vingt ans apres, vers

368, que nous le retrouvons, toujours comme satrape de

Lydie, occupe a combattre Datame. Depuis il est souvent

nomme, la derniere fois vers 355. 83
II doit done avoir ete

79
Diodore, XIV, 98. 'E/caro^tva) Se Kap/as

TToXf/xeti/ TW Evayopa.
80

Theopoinpe, XII, fr. ITI. OTTW? re 6 /3ao-L\ev$ Evaydpa
o-vv7TLcr3rj TroXe/JLTJcrai (rrparriyov eTrto-T^aas A-vTO^paSdrrjv TOV

A^Sta? (rarpaTTTyv, vavap^ov 8e EKaro/xvcoi/.
81

Krumbholz, de Asiae min. satrap, persis, p. 64 66 ;

Judeicb, Kleinas.-Studien, p. 307.
82

Judeich, 1. c. p. 120123.
83

Judeich, 1. c. p. 194208.
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fort jeune, trente-cinq ans auparavant, quand il fut envoye

centre Euagoras et c'est pourquoi j'aimerais a le recon-

naitre dans le satrape jeune et imberbe des stateres de

Tarse et de la petite monnaie a la legende OATA, qui fait

partie de la meme serie que le statere
;

c'est la meme

tete et le meme cheval de bataille, fort different de style

des chevaux qu'on rencontre d 'ordinaire sur les monnaies

grecques. Et c'est bien un satrape, et non un roi de

Cilicie, comme le montre sa tiare basse, pareille a celle

des autres satrapes Pharnabaze, Tissapherne, Tiribaze,

tandis que le roi de Cilicie porte une tiare bien plus haute

et presque droite sur le statere du Cabinet de Munich,

que j'ai decrit Numism. Chron., 1884, p. 154, n. 7 et dont

M. Babelon a public la drachme, Pers. achem. p. 17, n.

140, PI. III. 2. C'est un vieillard a longue barbe, pro-

bablement le roi Syennesis, qui regnait encore en 401.

La legende OATA a deja ete completee par M. Imhoof

en 'OaracfrpctiaTov, mais cette supposition ingenieuse serait

restee problematique si deux inscriptions Lyciennes

n'etaient venues dernierement la confirmer. D'abord

une inscription funeraire, recueillie a Port Sevedo

(Phellos) par MM. Benndorf et Kalinka et dont je dois

connaissance a leur obligeance, par 1'entremise de M. J.

Imbert. Un LycieD, a nom barbare, y est dit cntavata

FI^TPkrPAAFSkT'^+/
ts , hyparque? ou stratege ? de

Yataprdata, comme d'autres Lyciens se disent cntavata de

Caricas, le roi de Xanthos, ou de Pericles, le roi des

Lyciens. Puis, sur le tombeau de Paiava, au British

Museum, ou Savelsberg
84

lisait :

rKPIl]PsM. W. Arkwright

84
Beitraege z. Entz. d. Lyk. Sprachdenkm. II, p. 200, T. Ill, 2.
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a reconnu, avec sa perspicacite ordinaire, qu'il fallait lire :

F^T[F^PPA] AF^Tf^ Vataprdata, satrape perse. II

n'est pas douteux que ce satrape ne soit le me"me que

celui que les Grecs nomment Autopbradates et qui

sur la monnaie qu'il fit frapper ecrit OATA au lieu de

FATA, ne pouvant se servir du digamma qui n'etait

plus usite a cette epoque. Je crois done qu'Autopbra-

date a d'abord fait battre des stateres dans 1'atelier de

Tarse, a legende arameenne, avec les oboles au types de

la tete de 1'hoplite et de la Meduse de son bouclier, puis

de la menue monnaie a Posidium, ville situee en Cilicie sur

les confins de la Syrie,
85

droit en face de Cypre et d'ou

probablement la flotte transporta les troupes dans Tile.

Je n'avancerais pas cette hypothese si je ne pouvais

1'etayer que sur le monogramme, compose des lettres 17O,

initiales de Tloaicetov ou Yloaeiceiov, mais une autre mon-

naie, encore inedite, a types empruntes a Tarse et qu'il

ne m'est malheureusement pas permis de decrire, mais qui

semble faire part de la .meme serie, porte assez distincte-

ment le nom de Posidium en lettres grecques pour me
faire croire que 1'attribution a cette ville de la monnaie

d'Autophradate ne repose pas sur une simple conjecture.

Enfin, Temploi de lettres grecques aux frontieres de la Syrie

pourrait surprendre, si Herodote 8G ne nous apprenait que
Posidium avait ete fondee par Ampbiloque, fils d'Amphi-
araos et si elle n'avait conserve son nom grec depuis cette

Herodote, III, 91. d-Tro Se IlocretS^tou TroAios, rty 'A/z0i-
6

AjU,^uapeto otKicre eV ovpouri roiai HL\LKWV re Kat S^'poov.

Steph. Byz. Iloo-e/Setov, TroAts /xera^u KiXi/cta? Kat 2upi'as.

Strabon, XIV, 4, p. 668. Pline, V, 18, Posidium. Roscher,
Lexik. Griech. Mythol., v. Aniphilochos.

w;
Herodote, /. c.
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Epoque reculee jusque sous 1'empire remain. Au com-

mencement de Pan 386, les longs preparatifs pour la

seconde expedition contre Euagoras etant termines, le

gendre d'Artaxerxes II, Orontas, commandant de Tarmee

et le Caranos Tiribaze, commandant de la flotte, vinrent

se mettre a la tete des forces considerables reunies a

Phocee et a Cyme, transporterent les troupes en Cilicie et

passerent de la en Cypre.
87 Les stateres frappes a cette

epoque par Tiribaze a Soli, a Mallos, a Tarsos, a Issos

sont bien connus, mais il n'est peut-etre pas superflu

d'appeler Tattention sur les hectes d'or pale, frappes par

Orontas, quand il sejourna a Phoebe,
88
pour se mettre a la

tete de Tarmee.

Tete d'Orontas, a gauche, a barbe longue et touffue, coiffe

de la tiare perse dont les fanons dependent le

long du cou.

Rev. Carre creux divise en quatre parties.

EL U. 2,50. Ma coll. [PL XIII, No. 17] ;
Zeitschr. /.

Numism. VI (1879), p. 98, 42, T. Ill, 42

(incorrect).

Ce qui me fait croire qu'Orontas a fait battre ces

pieces en 387-6 pendant son sejour a Phocee, c'est que le

style de transition, visible a la forme de Toeil et au traite-

ment de la barbe, ne me semble pas permettre de les

assignor a une epoque posterieure.

87 Diodore XV, 2 (386). 'Evri Se TOVTW 'Apra^e/o^s 6 rwi/

Ilfpffwi/ j8ao"iA.ei>s eo-rpdrevorei/ eVi Evayopai/ rov KvTrpov /3acrtXea.

IIoXw Se xpovov dcr^oA^'&ets Trept ras eis rov TroAe/Aov

<rwecrr>7<raTo Svvap.tv vavrt/c^v KOL Tre^t/c^v /xeycxA^v.

S'aTreSet^e rrjg Tre^s Swa/xeco5 'Opoi/r^v fC^Seo-r^v, r^s Se

Ttp/y8a^ov. OVTOL Se TrapaXaySo^reg ra? Su^a/xets ev <l>a)Kaia KCU

JLvfjir], KaTrjvTrjcrav ets KiXi/uav, /cat Trepatw^ei/res eis KvTrpoi/,

eVepyoos SIWKOW TOV TroXe^aov.
88 L' attribution proposee en 1878 dans la Zeitschr. /. Num.

VI, p. 98, n'est plus soutenable a present.
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XXVI. MYRIANDOS. BAANA.

Seconde moitie du 5e siecle.

Quand j'ai place, il y a dix ans,
89 en tete des monnaies

de Tarse, quelques stateres au type d'une vaclie allaitant

son veau, je me suis laisse influencer uniquement par le

fait que le droit d'un de ces stateres, n. 4, est si exacte-

ment pareil a celui d'un statere certain de Tarse, n. 11,

que ces deux stateres paraissent provenir d'un meme

atelier.
90 Je n'ai pas assez tenu compte alors de la

diversite des lettres, pheniciennes sur le n. 4, arameennes

sur le n. 11 et du peu de probabilite qu'un dynaste de

Tarse ait pu porter le nom hebreu ou phenicien de Baana.

M. Babelon a done eu parfaitement raison de retirer ces

stateres de la serie de Tarse
; mais, quand il les classe a la

5e
satrapie et les fait figurer a cote des monnaies de Gaza

et villes voisines,
91

je ne puis plus suivre son avis. La

petite serie, au type de la vaclie allaitant son veau, est

Cilicienne de poids, de module, de types et surtout de

style et semble sortir de 1'atelier de Tarse. II faut done

la classer a une ville de Cilicie, non loin de Tarse, mais

cependant Phenicienne. Une telle ville est connue. C'est

Myriandos, dont le nom, forme comme Dalisandos, Silandos,

Lepsimandos, fut estropie par les Grecs en Myriandros,

et qui, d'apres Xenophon et Scylax,
92

etait habitee par des

Pheniciens.

89 Nwnism. Chronicle, 1884 (Mazaios), p. 152, 153, n. 14.
90

Comparez surtout Head, Coins of Lydia, PL III, 11, avec

Babelon, Pers. acliem., PI. VIII, 2.

91 Babelon, Perses achemen., p. xxv, Iv
; p. 46, n. 317 319,

PI. VIII, 1, 2.
92

Xcnophon, Anabasc, I, 4, 6 : 'EvrevSrcv e^eXauvet Sia Svpt
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Du temps d'He*rodote, le royaume de Cilicie s'e*tendait

a Test jusqu'a FEuphrate
93

et le long de la cote jusqu'a

Posidium ;

94
Myriandos, plus importante alors qu'Issos,

donnait son nom au golfe Issique.
95 De meme Scylax, vers

347, ne termine la Cilicie qu'a 1'Oronte et Strabon nomme

Seleucie de Pierie, pres de FOronte, la premiere ville de

Syrie.
96

Mais, quand Xenophon passe a Myriandos, Issos

est la derniere ville de Cilicie et le district oriental du

royaume de Syennesis en est detache et place sous le satrape

de Syrie et d'Assyrie, Belesys.
97

Puis, quand Mazaios

obtient le gouvernement de ce district, apres 351, il

s'intitule : Le Prepose a la Transeuphratique et a la Cilicie.

II semble done que Myriandos et Rhosos ont toujours

e"te considerees comme des villes Ciliciennes, mais qu'elles

ont ^te temporairement annexees a la Syrie, par Arta-

xerxes II (?), afin d'assurer au Satrape des ports sur la cote

et de ne pas entraver ses communications avec la mer.

Depuis cette epoque Myriandos cesse de battre monnaie,

a ce qu'il parait. Les stateres de Baana datent du 5e

siecle et sur Texemplaire du Musee Hunter 98
le roi de

Perse, qui lutte centre le lion, me parait etre Darius II,

e/X7roptov 8' rjv TO ^wptov Kai wppovv avTo$L O\KO.()S TroXXat.

Scylax, 102. 2Xoi TroXts 'EXX^i/is, Zefftvptov ir6\i<s TroXts

MaXXos, e/XTropiov 'ASaviy /cat Xtprjv M-Vpiavfios 3?owiKuv
} ai//aKos

TTOTa/XOS.
93 Herodote V, 52.
94

Ibid. Ill, 91.
95

Ibid. IV, 38. aTro rov Mv|OiavSt/coC KO\TTOV TOV Trpos 3?owiKr)

J6

Strabon, XIV, p. 676. 6 KoXnos elprjrai 'la-criKos cv avrw Se

TroXts 'Poocros Kai MvptavSpos TroXt? Kat IlvXat Xeyo/x,evai optov
K.L\LKIO.S TE Kai ^vpcov. Mera 8e rrjv KtXtKi'av Trporr^ TrdXi? ecrrt

TWV Svpwi' ^eXeuKCta ^ iv fltepta, jcat TrXTycrtov 'Opovr^s

TTOTa/AOS.
97

Xenophon, Anabase, I, 4, 16, 10
; VII, 8, 25.

98
Head, Corns of Lydia, PI. Ill, 12.
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424 405, reconnaissable a son grand nez aquilin et sa

barbe longue et touffue." C'est done de ce roi que Baana

aura et le contemporain.

XXYIL SIDON. BODOSTOR, ENV. 357353.

Galere phenicienne avec ses rameurs voguant, a gauche,
sur les flots

;
au-dessus 9 (n) ;

cercle cordiforme.

Rev. Le roi de Perse, Ochus, debout dans un quadrige
10

au pas a gauche et conduit par un aurige. Le
char est suivi par le roi d'Egypte, Tachos, a

pied, portant un sceptre termine par une tete de

serpent sur un disque radie et surmonte d'un

disque entre deux cornes de vache ; il est coiffe

de la couronne blanche. Cercle cordiforme.

M 8. 28 gr. 4026,62. Head, Coin, of Lydiet a. Persia,

p. 39, PL II, 15
; Babelon, Perses acliem., n. 351

358, PI. IX, 13 ;
Mel. num. I, p. 297, 22,

PI. XII, 8.

Voir pour les divisions de 6 gr. 80 et gr. 90 0,60,

Head, I c., PL II, 16, 17 ; Babelon, Pers. ach.

n. 359371, PL IX, 47; Mel. num., n. 23,

24, PL XII, 9.

Comme 1'a reconnu M. Babelon,
101

ces monnaies sont

pareilles quant aux types a celles des derniers rois de

Sidon avant Alexandre, Tennes, Euagoras II, Straton II,

et a celles souvent quelque peu barbares que le roi de

Cilicie, Mazaios, fit battre, en imitation des monnaies

99
Babelon, Perses acliemen., PL II, 1. La mere de Darius II

etait une babylonienne, ce qui explique le profil semitique de

ce roi.
100

D'apres le nombre des renes que 1'aurige tient en mains
;

tous les details du type sont particulierement distincts sur

1'exemplaire du cabinet de Gotha, le plus beau qui me soit

connu.
101 perses achem., p. Ixvi.
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sidoniennes, dans la Transeuphratique, pendant les 21

ans, 351 331, qu'il en fut satrape.

Aussi M. Babelon n'aurait-il pas propose, je le pense,

de detacher ces pieces de la serie sidonienne et a les classer

a 1'Egypte, si la presence de 1'Egyptien, qui suit le char

d'Ochus, ne lui eut fait croire qu'elles ont ete emises a

une epoque
" ou les rois Achemenides furent les tran-

quilles possesseurs de la vallee du Nil." 102 Et ce serait

Bagoas qui les aurait fait battre, non pas apres la con-

quete definitive il n'etait plus en Egypte alors mais

pendant le cours de 1'expedition, de 345 a 343 ! Car,

comme les monnaies frappees a Sidon pendant ces memes

annees par Straton II sont d'un autre style et d'un poids

inferieur, il n'est pas possible d'assigner a la meme ville,

a cette epoque du moins, des monnaies si differentes et

c'est pourquoi M. Babelon les croit provenir d'un autre

atelier qu'il place en Egypte.

Mais, si tel etait le cas, je ne crois pas qu'Ochus aurait

emprunte les types de la ville revoltee qui venait d'etre

incendiee par ses habitants pour ne pas tomber en ses

mains et qu'il se serait fait figurer, en Egypte meme,
suivi par le roi Nectanebos, qui avait pris la fuite a son

approche et qui continua de regner en Ethiopie en pro-

testant contre 1'usurpateur.
103

Non, ces monnaies sont bien de Sidon, mais elles sont

d'une autre epoque et le roi d'Egypte n'est pas Nee-

tan ebos, mais son predecesseur Tachos. Ce roi avait pris

1'offensive contre les Perses et s'etait avance en Phenicie

a la tete d'une armee imposante, 361, mais trahi pas les

siens et abandonne par Agesilas, il se refugia d'abord a

102
Ibid., p. Ixvii, cp. Mel. num., p. 312315.

103
Judeich, Kleinas. Studien, p. 178.
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Sidon, chez Straton I, puis voyant que cet asile n'etait

pas assez sur, il prit le parti de se rendre a la cour de

Perse et de se soumettre au grand roi.
104

II fut bien

accueilli par Ochus, qui commandait alors 1'armee au

nom de son pere et demeura chez lui le reste de ses jours.

C'est done Tachos qui suit le char du roi Ochus et les

monnaies, sur lesquelles il est represente, sont a intercaler

entre celles de Straton I et celles de Tennes. Mais d'abord

il faut retablir les dates de ces regnes d'apres les recherches

de M. Judeich.105

La destruction de Sidon et la mort de Tennes sont a

placer au commencement de Tan 348. D'apres les dates

inscrites sur ses monnaies Tennes a regne quatre ans, 352

349. 106 Straton I, mentionne encore en 361, est mort au

plus tard en 358. Restent done au-moins cinq ou six annees,

358 ou 357 353 pour le regne du roi, auquel je crois

pouvoir classer les monnaies en question et dont le nom
commence en D.

Or, une inscription phenicienne, trouvee a Sidon,
107

nous a fait connaitre un roi de Sidon dont le nom com-

104
Ibid., p. 164 168. Wiedeman, Gesch. Aegyptens, p. 710.

Diodore XV, 92. 6 //</ Ta^ws eVoX/^cre ILCL rrjs 'Apa/?tas

avafifjvai Trpos TOV ^SacrtXea, Kai o-vyyi/w/x-^v rfiov Sovvai Trtpl rcoi/

apaprr)/^vwv. o Se 'Apra^ep^s ov povov aTreXDcre ruv eyKX^/xaTcov,
aXXa Kat crrpar^yoi/ aTre'Set^e TOV TT/OO? Alyv7rriov<s 7roX./j.ov.

Athenee, IV, 33, p. 150. AcyuTrriW eTrtorrpaTCvcravTa)^ CTTI 'fi^oi/

/cat j/i/c^Se^rcov, 7ret eyevero at^aXwrog 6 rwv AiyuTmW j3ucri\v<s t

^os avrov ^tXai^^pa/TTws ayooi/ eKaXecre /cat ITTI SCLTTVOV, K. r. X.

Ellen, Var. hist. V, 1. Taboos 6 AtyuVrtos eVet 8e es Depcras

d0tKero Kai f.s TTJV eKetVwj/ Tpv^rjv e^eTrecre VTTO Svo'cvrcp/as TOV

PLOV KarfVrpei/'e, K. r. X.

Judeich, 1. c. p. 174, 175, 209.

Babelon, Mel. num. I, p. 292, 293. Restent pour Eua-

goras II trois ans, 848 346, pour Straton II treize ans, 345
333.
107

Corp. inscr. Scmit. I, p. 21, n. 4
;
Tab. Ill, 4.

105

106
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mence par cette lettre, mnOT"Q, nom que les Grecs

rendent par BoEooTW/?.
108

On ne voyait autrefois dans mrwVTZ, qu'une forme

abbreviee de mnttfBTMJ, 'A/3a'0Tparas,
mais M. Hoff-

mann, M. Noeldeke et apres eux M. Block,
109

SOIlt <*'un

autre avis et considerent le mot -Q2, serviteur, comme

entierement different de -Q, que M. Bloch traduit par

rejeton.

Us insistent surtout sur le fait que les deux mots se

retrouvent souvent dans les memes inscriptions, Tun dans

le nom du fils, 1'autre dans celui du pere, par exemple

mpbfc"Q37 p Jnpb"D, Bodmelqart fils de Abdmelqart,

tandis, qu'en regie, le fils ne porte pas le meme nom que

le pere.

Eien ne s'oppose done, que je sache, a admettre qu'Ab-

dastratos (Straton I) ait ete succede par un Bodostor qui,

a en juger d'apres ce nom, aura ete son fils et a attribuer

a ce Bodostor les monnaies qui portent un n comme

legende, d'autant plus que les divisions de gr. 90 sont

marquees au droit d'un 2 et au revers d'un 2, ce qui

s'expliquerait si on considerait ces lettres comme les

initiales de (mntp)2("r):i ecrit en deux mots.

II y a encore un argument a faire valoir en faveur de

ma these.

Sur un des exemplaires du British Museum,
110

frappe

sans doute tout a la fin du regne de Straton I, en 359 env.,

on voit deja le roi d'Egypte suivant le char du roi de

108
Diodore, xxiv, 19.

109
Bloch, Phoenicisches Glossar. p. 19.

110
Head, Coins of Lydia and Persia, PI. II, 5. Le roi

d'Egypte est plus distinct sur le moulage de cet exemplaire que
j'ai devant moi.

VOL. XIV. THIRD SERIES. Y Y
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Perse, au revers, et debout a co'te' de la forteresse et de la

galere amarree, sur le droit de la piece.

Le beau style des mommies de Bodostor, bien supe-

rieures a celles de Tennes, est en harmonic avec la date

proposee et avec le style des monnaies de Straton I, qui, du

reste, ont le meme poids quand les exemplaires sont dans

un meme etat de conservation. Le tableau suivant per-

mettra d'en juger.

Hoi anonyme. 28 gr. 01 (surfrappe par
Straton) 27,10 ; 7gr. 07

Straton 1 374? 111 358. 28,19 (coll. de Hirsch) 26,85 ; 7,04
Bodostor 357353. 28,40; 28,16 (Gotha) 26,62; 6,87

Tennes 352349. 25,8725,50
Euagoras II 348346. 25,9225,60
Straton II 345333. 25,8525,70 . . . 6,35; 3,20

Mazaios 351331. 26,0025,60

C'est avec regret que j'ai combattu 1'hypothese inge-

nieuse de M. Babelon qui m'avait seduit a premiere

vue,
112

mais, plus je Fetudie, moins elle ne me semble

admissible.

J. P. Six.

AMSTERDAM.

111 La date de 1'avenement de Straton est inconnue.
112

Judeich, 1. c., p. 176, 1.
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Topografia e Numismatica dell' antica Imera (e di Terme). By
Dr. E. Gabrici. Naples, 1894.

In this scholarly monograph the author gives us an excellent

and thoroughly trustworthy sketch of all that is positively
known of the history of Himera, from its foundation circ.

B.C. 648 by Chalcidians from Zancle down to its destruction by
the Carthaginians in B.C. 409, as well as of Thermae, the city
which the conquerors founded, a few years after the destruction

of Himera, in the neighbourhood of the ancient town. The
author divides the numismatic history of these towns into the

following five periods : (i) From the second half of the seventh

century (called by him inadvertently the sixth) down to B.C.

489, when Himera became subject to Theron of Agrigentum :

(ii) B.C. 489 472, period of Agrigentine rule :
(iii)

B.C. 472

409, period of renewed prosperity under free democratic insti-

tutions ending in the Carthaginian conquest : (iv) Foundation
of Thermae B.C. 407 and Carthaginian domination there until

B.C. 252 : (v) Period of Roman dominion B.C. 252 down to the

time of Tiberius, when the coinage ceases altogether. Into the

first period fall the coins of Aeginetic weight with a cock on
the obverse and an incuse square, at first divided into triangular

compartments and later containing a hen, on the reverse. Some
of these coins are inscribed HI, or H IM E with the occasional

addition of the much discussed legends lAToN and VV, TV,

The coinage of the second period is distinguished by the

Agrigentine crab which now occupies the reverse. The

Aeginetic standard is also now abandoned in favour of the

Attic.

With the third period begins one of the most beautiful and

interesting series of tetradrachms in all Sicily. The obverse

type represents the Nymph Himera usually sacrificing before
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the hot springs, typified by a naked Silenus standing under a

jet of water issuing from a fountain in the form of a lion's head.

On the reverse is a victorious quadriga, whose charioteer on the

oldest specimens is accompanied by his name FlEAO4y in

allusion to the Olympian games. A well-known example of

this type, hitherto accepted as true by Imhoof Blumer and

others (Mon. Gr., "Hirnera," No. 32), is, we are inclined to

think on insufficient grounds, condemned as false by Dr.

Gabrici.

The epithet ZOTH P sometimes placed in the field of the

didrachm behind the nymph, refers, the author thinks, neither

to the nymph herself, as Kinch suggested, nor to Asklepios, as

Seltman thinks, but to Herakles, who, at Himera, seems to

have been worshipped as a healing god in connection with the

hot springs. In support of this opinion it may be noted that

on the coins of Thermae of the fourth period, B.C. 407 to 272,
Herakles is frequently represented, while Asklepios, on the other

hand, is not once met with.

This interesting treatise well deserves a very careful study.
Students of the series may possibly differ from the author with

regard to the exact sequence of some of the tetradrachms in his

third period, but this is a matter of very slight importance. In

its main outlines M. Gabrici's classification is absolutely trust-

worthy.
BARCLAY V. HEAD.

The Eevue Numismatique, Part II. and III., 1894, contains

the following articles :

1. E. BABELON. On the primitive coinage of Samos. A
thorough study of all that has been previously written on the

subject, a prof)os of the recent find of early electrum coins in

the island of Samos. As these coins are without inscriptions,
and for- the most part without distinguishable types, it seems
somewhat hazardous to assume, as M. Babelon does, that they
are all of Samian origin. Their Euboic weight, and the fact of

their having been found in Samos, are, however, strong points
in favour of M. Babelon's hypothesis, and if M. Babelon could

only convince us that the rude designs on the staters, &c.,

figured on PL III., are primitive attempts to represent the

lion's scalp, I should not hesitate to accept his conclusions ;

more especially as they coincide with theories tentatively ad-

vanced by me in my article on "Ancient Electrum Coins,"
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Num. Chron., 1875, pp. 272, 273. With regard to the emblems,
the conger-eel, the heron, and the archaic statue, which the

author sees in the incuse reverses of Nos. 1 and 2 of PI. III., I

am still more sceptical than I am as to the devices on the ob-

verses. I do not for a moment deny the curious resemblance

of these devices to an eel and a heron, but I believe that the

similitude, striking as it seems to be, is merely the result of

chance ; for, in the first place, eels and herons are not creatures

which one would expect to find as coin-types, and, in the second

place, an engraver capable of designing a heron in so realistic

a style would surely have given us a more recognisable lion's

scalp as the principal type of his obverses.

2. W. M. RAMSAY. Colonia Niniva or Ninica ? The coins

hitherto attributed by all Numismatists to Niniva in Assyria,
inscribed in the Latin language COLONIA IVL . AVG . FEL .

NIN . CLAVDIOPOLIS, variously abbreviated, have always
been an unsolved puzzle to students of history, owing to the

fact that the existence of a Roman colony in that region seemed
inadmissible. The acquisition by Prof. Ramsay of some of

these coins in Cilicia drew the attention of the late M. Wad-

dington to this question, and he was preparing an article on the

subject shortly before his death. This article, unfortunately,
he was unable to complete ;

but from the general drift of what
he said to me in conversation, I have no doubt that his views
harmonized with those of Prof. Ramsay, with whom he was in

correspondence at the time. The writer of the present article

proves most satisfactorily that all the coins with Latin inscrip-
tions must be tranferred from Niniva to a Roman colony in

Cilicia called Ninica Claudiopolis, the site of which he would
look for in the region of Lalassis, somewhere between Antio-

cheia and Germanicopolis, either on the southern coast of Cilicia,

or between the coast and the southern branch of the river Caly-
cadnus. These coins with Latin legends are to be distinguished
from that which bears the Greek inscription KAAYAIOFIO-
AITU)N, which was acquired by Prof. Ramsay in 1890,
near Laranda. This coin belongs to another town in Cilicia

Tracheia (not a Roman colony) founded also by Antiochus IV,
of Coinmagene, and also named Claudiopolis. The site of this

town was definitely fixed by Mr. Ramsay at the modern village
of Mut, in the year 1890.

3. E. DROUIN. On the coins of two new Kings of Sogdiana.
These coins are small silver pieces, weighing about 30 grains,

having on the obverse the head of a king accompanied by Ara-
maic inscriptions read by M. Drouin, inTira (Bagudatu =
created by God) (cf.

the name mro Bagdat), and Cpbarig, the
latter being perhaps analogous to the Scythic name, Spali-
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rizes. On palaeographic grounds the writer thinks that these

kings may have reigned about B.C. 300.

4. E. LE BLANT. On the inscriptions on the setting of the

Cameo called " Le Jupiter du Tresor de Chartres." This

famous antique cameo was presented by King Charles Y to the

Cathedral of Chartres. The inscriptions in enamelled letters on

the front and back of the gold setting,
" Jesus autem transiens"

&G.J and " In principio erat verbum," &c., are two of the most

frequent among the numerous Cabalistic formulae, which, in the

Middle Ages, it was customary to engrave on talismans as

sovran preservatives against all sorts of misfortunes.

5. G. SCHLUMBERGER. On Byzantine gold bullae preserved
in the archives of the Vatican. The writer describes five

hitherto unpublished specimens of these extremely rare seals.

They bear the names and effigies of Michael IX, Andronicus II,

John V, and John VIII, (Palseologi).

6. P. CASANOVA. Unpublished Dinars of Yemen.

7. J. A. BLANCHET. On a denier of Charles VIII, struck at

Marseilles.

8. E. BEURLIER. The Koinon of Syria and the Syriarchs
Artabanes and Herod. The outcome of the author's researches

is that Artabanes was Syriarch in A.D. 181, and Herodes in

A.D. 304.

9. J. A. BLANCHET. On an unpublished coin of Nicaea of the

ITTTrOS /SpOTOTTOVS type.
10. P. CASANOVA. The coins of the dynasty of Danishmend.

I. Unpublished or misdescribed coins of Yaghi Bazan, Ismail,

Mohammad, Kasim, and Malek Mohammad Nasir ed-din (Dhul
Nun I). (To be continued.)

11. CTE. dE CASTELLANE. On the mint-mark of the town of

Fouras on coins of Charles VII, regent and afterwards king,

14181430. The writer points out that the ecus d'or, with an

annulet beneath the ninth letter of the inscriptions both on obv.

and rev., and with the Gothic letter / at the end of the two

legends, belong to the mint of Fouras, near La Rochelle, and

not to Fontenay or to Figeac.
12. H. DE LA TOUR. Jean de Candida, Counsellor and Am-

bassador of King Charles VIII, and Medalist.

The writer points out and emphasises the influence, both

political and artistic, which the Neapolitans exercised upon
France in the fifteenth century, and shows how this was in a

large measure due to the diffusion through France of cast

medals by Italian artists.

B. V. H.
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On the ancient coins of the Islands of Malta, Gozo, and Pan-

telleria (Melita,Graulos, and Cossura). By Albert Mayr. Munich,
1894. (Gymnasiums-Programm.)

This treatise deserves the highest praise. The writer has

evidently made a most careful study of the difficult series of

coins with Phoenician inscriptions concerning the attribution of

which Semitic scholars have been at variance. He adduces

weighty arguments for transferring to Melita the coins with the

unexplained legend pS which are generally ascribed to Gaulos.

Again, on the coins of Cossura, the author prefers, with Kopp,
Hamaker, and De Saulcy, the reading of the Phoenician legend
as nr"l>N to that of aaS^N proposed by Gesenius, and adopted by
Movers, Schroder, Levy, and by myself in Hist. Num. (p. 743).
The former word would seem to mean " Insula Victoriae," while

the latter has been translated " Insula filiorum" (sc. Sadyci).
The differences in the forms of the letters b, d, and r, in the

Punic scripts are so slight as to render it often quite impossible
to decide between them without a knowledge of what was
intended by the engraver. In any case, the inscription is doubt-

less the Phoenician name of the place of mintage or of the island.

This monograph is accompanied by two autotype plates of

the coins. B. V. H.

Coins of Mediceval India. By Major-Gen. Sir A. Cunning-
ham, K.C.I.E., C.S.I., R.E.

This, the last work, alas, of the chief of Indian Numismatists,
is the promised companion volume to the Coins of Ancient India,
which appeared in 1891. These two books contain a complete
and concise account of all that is known about the purely
Indian coinages, from the earliest times down to the Muham-
madan conquests. The coinages of the numerous prae-Muham-
madan invaders of India have, in like manner, received the same

satisfactory treatment in the long series of articles from the same

pen which has appeared from time to time in the Numismatic
Chronicle a series which, beginning with " The Successors
of Alexander," many years ago, only ended in our last number
with " The White Huns." We are now, thanks to Sir A. Cun-

ningham, for the first time in possession of a real history of

Indian numismatics, and the result may be regarded as a

triumph for both numismatics and palaeography ; but the task
of writing this history could probably only have been success-

fully attempted by one who, like him, united with numismatic
and palseographic skill a marvellously accurate and minute

acquaintance with the ancient and modern geography of India.

E. J. RAPSON.
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MISCELLANEA.

UNPUBLISHED GOLD COINS OF JAMES I. In 1887 (Num.
Chron., 3rd S., VII. 342), and in 1889 (Num. Chron., 3rd S.,

IX. 365), I gave lists of no less than 40 gold coins of

James I, bearing mint-marks not recorded in connection with
their denomination in Kenyon's Gold Coins of England.

I can now report the addition of six more of such unpublished
varieties to our lists (making, therefore, 46 in all, to the present

date), viz. :

(i) Rose Ryal, m.m. key. (W. Peace's sale. Sotheby's,
June, 1894) ;

(ii)
Half-Unite or Double Crown, m.m. open rose.

Transition type with ornamented armour. (In my
own collection) ;

(iii) Angel, m.m. cross. (In Dowager Duchess of Beau-
fort's sale) ;

(iv) Angel, m.m. bell. (In my own collection) ;

(v) Quarter laurel, m.m. spur rowel. (In Mr. Henry
Webb's sale. Sotheby's, July, 1894) ;

and

(vi) Thistle Crown, m.m. plain cross. (From the same
sale. In my own collection.)

Of the above the two angels are two of the pieces which in

my first note I stated should, in my opinion, be in existence,

though up to that time they had not occurred.

H. MONTAGU.
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PEOCEEDINGS OF THE NUMISMATIC

SOCIETY.

SESSION 18931894.

OCTOBER 19, 1893.

SIB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., Treas.R.S.,

V.P.S.A., F.G.S., President, in the Chair.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Catalogue of Chinese Coins from the seventh century

B.C. to A.D. 621, in the British Museum, by T. de La Cou-

perie. From the Trustees of the British Museum.

2. Archaeologia yEliana. Vol. xvi. Part I. From the

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne,

3. Administration Report of the Government Central

Museum, Madras, 18923.
4. Note on the History of the East India Company's Coinage,

from 17521835. By E. Thurston. From the Author.

5. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London.

Vol. xiv. No. 3. From the Society.

6. An Account of the Coins, &c., of Australasia. By C. P.

Hynan. From A. P. Triggs, Esq.

7. Journal of the Institute of Bankers. Vol. xiv. Part

VII. From the Institute.

a
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8. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Vol. xxvi, 1892. From the Society.

9. Copper Coins of England. By H. Montagu. Second

edition, 1893. From the Author.

10. The Coinage of the European Continent. By W. C.

Hazlitt. From the Author.
*
11. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest, 1893.

Part 1. From the Society.

12. Revue Beige de Numismatique, 1893. Parts III and IV.

From the Belgian Numismatic Society.

13. Annuaire de la Societe Francaise de Numismatique,

1893. Parts I III. From the French Numismatic Society.

14. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de la Morinie.

Part CLXIV. From the Society.

15. Bulletin de Numismatique. May September, 1893.

From the Editor, M. R. Serrure.

16. Une Medaille Commemorative de la fondation et de

1'achevement de la Ville de Sultanije. By Prince Philip of

Saxe-Coburg and Gotha. From the Author.

17. Curiosites orientales de mon Cabinet numismatique.

No. 2. From the same.

18. Revue Suisse de Numismatique. Vols. i and ii, 1891

1892, and Vol. iii, Parts II IV. From the Society.

19. Academic Royale de Belgique, Bulletins. Nos. 22 25,

and Annuaire, 1892 1893. From the Academy.

20. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica, 1893. Part II. From

the Editor.

21. Zeitschrift fiir Numismatik. Vol. xix, Parts I II. From

the Editor.

22. Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, 1893. Parts XXI

XLII. From the Publishers.

23. Jahrbiicher des Vereins von Alterthums-freunden im

Rheinlande. Part XCIV. From the Society.

24. Sitzungsberichte der K. preussischen Akademie der Wis-

senschaften zu Berlin, 1893. Parts XXVI XXXVIII. From

the Academy.
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25. Atlas der Nederlandsche of op Nederland en Neder-

landers betreking habbende Penningen. Part III. By J.

Dirks. From the Teyler Institute.

Mr. Montagu exhibited a gold crown and half-crown of

Edward VI, bearing the mint-mark Y., of Sir J. Yorke's mint

at Southwark ;
also a large silver coin of Hieronymus of Syra-

cuse, rev. Fulmen
; together with a skilfully executed modern

cast from the same specimen.

Mr. Lawrence exhibited six base half-sterlings of Edward II

or III, five of which were from the same dies, and bore the

name of the London mint.

Dr. F. P. Weber exhibited some casts of coins of Richard,

Earl of Cornwall, as King of the Romans, A.D. 1257 1271,

issued at Aix-la-Chapelle and Dortmund. The originals are in

the Royal Collection at Berlin.

Sir H. Howorth read a paper on the earliest gold coins

(trientes) assigned to the Anglo-Saxons. See N.C. xiii, p. 259.

The writer expressed a strong opinion that these gold pieces

belong to the pre-Saxon period following the Roman evacua-

tion of Britain, and in point of fact that they were not struck

by the English, but by the Romano-British bishops of London,

Winchester, &c.

Sir H. Howorth's views in regard to the early date of these

coins were combated by Mr. Montagu and Mr. Grueber.

Sir J. Evans read a paper on a penny of King Athelstan,

having on the reverse the name of a new mint,
"
Weardbyrig,"

which he was inclined to identify with Wardborough or War-

borough, in Oxfordshire. It is printed in N.C. xiii, p. 220.

Dr. F. P. Weber read extracts from a paper on metallic

plaques and medals, relating to England, but by foreign artists,

and exhibited specimens, some of which showed considerable

skill, though only a few of them were satisfactory as portrait

medals. See N.C. xiii, p. 286, and xiv, p. 101.
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NOVEMBER 16, 1893.

H. MONTAGU, Esq., F.S. A.,- Vice-President, in the Chair.

R. English, Esq., R. Henrichsen, Esq., H. M. Lund, Esq.,

0. Raphael, Esq., R. F. M. Sims, Esq., and Major R. R, Sturt,

were elected Members of the Society.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. ii. Nos.

4 5. From the Academy.

2. Proceedings of the American Numismatic and Archa3olo-

gical Society of New York, 18881892. From the Society.

3. The Law of Treasure Trove. By Sir John Evans. From

the Author.

4. Annuaire de la Societe Fran^aise de Numismatique. Sept.

Oct. 1893. From the Society.

5. Rivista Italiana di Numismatica, 1893. Part III. From

the Editor.

6. Kongl. Vitterhets Historie och Antiquitets Akademiens

Manadsblad, 1892. From the Swedish Academy.

7. Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, Nos. 43 46. From

the Publisher.

8. Miinzgeschichte Pommerns im Mittelalter. By H. Dan-

nenberg. From the Author.

9. NofJLL(TfJiaTiKa ^vfJifioXa rrjs dp^a/as Kp^T^s. By J. N.

Svoronos. From the Author.

Dr. B. V. Head exhibited a Parthian tetradrachm from the

same dies as the specimen described in the Num. Cron. Pro-

ceedings, December 19th, 1889. The weight of the present

specimen, 273 grains, was, in Dr. Head's opinion, sufficient

evidence that these two coins were struck from forged dies.

Mr. L. A. Lawrence exhibited two pennies of Offa, slightly

differing from any published specimens.
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Mr. A. E. Packe exhibited a specimen of the ryal of Henry

VII, and Mr. Montagu a selection of gold sovereigns from

Henry VII to James I, and an unpublished half-penny of

Henry VII, struck by Cardinal Morton, with his initial, M, on

the reverse.

Mr. R. A. Hoblyn exhibited a Theatre Royal (Drury Lane)

pit ticket, dated 1671, the obverse of which is from the same

die as that of the first half-penny of Charles II (August, 1672)

and of the QVATVOR MARIA undated pattern halfpenny, the

date of which is thus approximately fixed to the early part of

1672.

Lord Grantley read a paper on a styca of Alchred, King of

Northumbria, and Archbishop Egbert of York. See N. C., xiii,

p. 267.

Mr. J. L. Myres read a paper on some local bronze coins of

Crete, collected by him from villagers in the two westernmost

provinces of the island, principally from the sites of the ancient

towns Polyrhenion and Elyros. It is printed in AT
. C., xiv,

p. 89.

DECEMBEK 21, 1893.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. The Forgery of Antiquities. By Sir John Evans. From

the Author.

2. Catalogue of English Coins in the British Museum.

Anglo-Saxon Series. Vol. ii. By H. A. Grueber and C. F.

Keary. From the Trustees of the British Museum.

8. Journal of the Institute of Bankers. Vol. xiv, Part IX.

From the Institute.

4. Collections scientifiques de 1'Institut des langues orientates
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de St. Petersbourg; Catalogue des monnaies Arsacides, Sub-

Arsacides, Sassanides, &c. By Alexis de Markoff, 1889. From

the Institute.

5. Note sur quelques Talismans de Bataille. By E. Le

Blant. From the Author.

6. Bulletin de Numismatique. Nov. 1893. From the Editor,

M. R. Serrure.

7. Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift. Nos. 47 51, 1893.

From the Publisher.

8. Atlas Behoorende by de Beschrijving der Nederlandsche

Penningen. Part IV. From the Teyler Institute.

Mr. H. Montagu exhibited a fine series of Roman half aurei

ranging from Augustus to Galerius, and comprising some unique

and extremely rare specimens.

Mr. L. A. Lawrence showed a light penny of Henry VI,

apparently struck from a die of Edward IV.

The Rev. G. F. Crowther exhibited a groat of Henry VIII's

second coinage, mint-mark "Sun and cloud," and a groat of

his fifth coinage, mint-mark "
Bow," inscribed REDDE

CVIQ' Q' SVVM EST.

Mr. R. A. Hoblyn exhibited a copper halfpenny of Elizabeth,

rev. shield with royal arms, inscribed A. HALF-PENY. PECE.

This unique specimen is the earliest copper coin struck for

England. See N. C., xiv, p. 84. Mr. Hoblyn also exhibited

the medal of the Photographic Society of Japan, designed at

the Imperial School of Art in that country.

Mr. A. J. Evans read a series of communications entitled

Contributions to Sicilian Numismatics : (1)
" On the Recent

Discovery of a Damareteion from a New Die." A fresh

example of this historic piece having been found at Lentini, in

Sicily, enabled Mr. Evans to establish the existence of four

different dies. This seemed to exclude the hypothesis that

this early "medallion" of Syracuse was solely coined out

of the proceeds of the gold wreath presented to Damareta by

the Carthaginians. (2)
" New Lights on the Monetary Frauds
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of Dionysius." Mr. Evans described a tinned bronze coin of

the decadrachm type from a die that seems to have been

specially engraved by the monetary artist Eva3netus, and iden-

tified it with the " tin
"

coinage of Dionysius described by

Aristotle. (3)
" Effect of Dionysius's Finance on the Silver

Systems of Etruria and Rome." The nummus was shown

to have been originally the nummus denarius, the early Italic

form of which, as seen in Etruria = a didrachm the silver value

of ten pounds of bronze. So, too, at Tarentum, and originally

in Sicily, the VO/AOS or vov/x/xos was a didrachm, representing

ten litras. But the Dionysian reduction of the Sicilian talent

to one-half, and the consequent creation of a drachm of ten

litras of account, made this the noummos. In conformity with

this the Italic nummus denarius was reduced from the silver

value of ten libra to ten libella = ten Sicilian litras of account

as created by the Dionysian reduction. (4) "The Omen of the

Crimisus on Coins of Herbessus and Morgantina." Alliance

coins of these cities struck in Timoleon's time, and exhibiting

an eagle and serpent, were brought into connection with the

omen of the same kind seen by Timoleon's soothsayers. (5)
" The African Gold Stater of Agathocles." Mr. Evans showed

that this coin was struck in B.C. 308 on Ptolemaic models at

the time when Agathocles, having murdered Ptolemy's officer

Ophelias, assumed command of his Cyrenaean contingent, and

seems to have posed as a Diadochus. These papers are

printed in the IV. C. xiv. p. 186.

JANUAKY 18, 1894.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were elected Members of the

Society: Hugh Goodacre, Esq., Monsieur P. Ch. Stroehlin,

and John Ward, Esq., F.S.A.
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The following presents were announced and laid on the

table :

1. Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. Vol. iii, No. 1,

and Transactions of the same, Vol. xxx, Parts VI X. From

the Academy.

2. Memoires de la Societe* royale des Antiquaires du Nord,

1892, and Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie.

Vol. viii, Part III, 1893. From the Society of Northern Anti-

quaries, Copenhagen.

3. Bulletin Historique de la Societe des Antiquaires de la

Morinie. Part CLXVII. From the Society.

4. Revue Beige de Numismatique, 1894. Part I. From

the Numismatic Society.

5. Archaeologia Cantiana. Vol. xx. From the Kent Archae-

ological Society.

6. Eivista Italiana di Numismatica, 1893. Part VI. From

the Editor.

7. Annuaire de Numismatique. November December, 1893.

From the French Numismatic Society.

8. Journal of Hellenic Studies. Vol. xiii, Part II, and

Supplementary Papers, No. 2. From the Hellenic Society.

9. Journal of the Institute of Bankers. Vol. xv, Part I.

From the Institute.

10. Kalyana Manjusha. By Bodhanumdamatu Swani. From

the Author.

11 . Bronze Medal of Generals Popham and Beresford. From

Don Alessandro Rosa.

The President exhibited a specimen, thickly gilt, of the

magnificent French medal cast at Lyons in honour of Louis

XII and his wife Anne de Bretagne. Though no examples in

gold of the original issue of this medal are preserved, the pre-

sent specimen is an early and finely executed cast in copper.

Its only defect is that a small portion of it has been broken off,

which, however, has been replaced by a reproduction of the

corresponding part from the specimen in the British Museum.
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Dr. F. P. Weber exhibited some small agates, cut so as to

show the eye or eyes upon them, and commonly known as

Indian "
eye stones." These Dr. Weber was inclined to

identify with the stones which are referred to by Nicolo Conti

in his account of Travel in India, in the fifteenth century, as

"cats' eyes," and which he says were used as money in some

parts of India. The stones now known as " cats' eyes
"

are

quite different. If the so-called "eye stones" are in reality

identical with the stones mentioned by Conti, they are next to

"
cowries," the commonest specimens now extant of an old

non-metallic currency.

Mr. Hoblyn exhibited a penny of Edward the Confessor,

struck at Hastings by the moneyer Theodred
;

also a testoon

and a shilling of Edward VI., eountermarked with the port-

cullis.

Mr. Prevost exhibited specimens of Swiss jetons d'escompte

representing values of 5, 10, 20, and 30 centimes.

Sir J. Evans read a paper on a small hoard of Anglo-Saxon

sceattas, found near Cambridge, both inscribed and uninscribed,

which in his opinion might probably be attributed for the

most part to the earlier half of the eighth century, a much

later date than that which has hitherto been usually assigned

to them. See N. C. xiv. p. 18.

FEBBUABY 15, 1894.

SIB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Journal of the Institute of Bankers. Vol. xv, Part II.

From the Institute.

2. Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de 1'Ouest,

1893. Part IV. From the Society.
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3. Etudes sur les Monnaies Feodales du Poitou. By C.

Farcinet. From the Author.

4. Aarboger for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie. Part

IV, 1893. From the Society of Northern Antiquaries, Copen-

hagen.

5. Chapters on Greek Dress. By Lady Evans. From the

Author.

Prof. J. H. Middleton exhibited a contemporary forgery in

silver (once gilt) of a noble of Edward III, found at Chel-

tenham.

Mr. W. C. Boyd exhibited an ancient forgery of a Roman

denarius of Antoninus Pius, reverse Minerva, and blundered

inscription.

Mr. L. A. Lawrence exhibited a forgery of a half-crown of

Charles I, struck on a plated "flan"; also Oxford and Aber-

ystwith threepences of the same reign.

Mr. Durlacher exhibited a silver porter's badge, bearing the

name of "John Moseley, Fellowship Porter, Aug. 7th, 1777,"

and the arms of the City of London.

Mr. H. Montagu read a paper
" On the Coinage of Edward

V," in which he discussed very fully the origin of the mint-

marks, the rose and sun dimidiated, and the boar's head, which

were used by that king and by his uncle Richard III.

The writer attributed to Edward V all the coins bearing the

name of Edward in conjunction with either or both of these

mint-marks. To his description of ten coins of Edward V
Mr. Montagu added that of an angel in his own collection, which,

though bearing the name of Edward on the obverse, has on the

reverse an R in place of an E at the side of the mast of the ship.

Mr. Montagu believed this coin to have been struck from an

altered die of Edward V, and to have been issued immediately

after the accession of Richard III.
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MARCH 15, 1894.

ALFRED E. COPP, Esq., Treasurer, in the Chair.

The following gentlemen were elected Members of the

Society : P. W. Poole Britton, Esq., F.S.A., W. de Bracy

Herbert, Esq., A. B. Triggs, Esq., and Samuel Spink, Esq.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. American Colonial History. Illustrated by contemporary

Medals, by C. W. Betts. From the Publisher.

2. Revue Suisse de Numismatique, 1893. Parts V and VI.

From the Swiss Numismatic Society.

3. Annuaire de la Societe franchise de Numismatique. Jan.

Feb., 1894. From the French Numismatic Society.

4. Foreningen til Aarsberetning Norske Fortidsmindes-

merkers Bevaring, 1892. Proceedings. From the Norwegian

Society of Antiquaries, Christiania.

5. Nonneseter Kloster Ruiner. By B. E. Bendixen. From

the Author.

Lord Grantley exhibited a copper denarius of Fausta, wife

of Constantine the Great, struck in London, also several base

denarii of the Emperor Probus, from the Reichenstein " find."

The latter were in very fine condition, and still preserved their

original coating of silver.

Mr. Prevost exhibited a medal of the London and Birming-

ham Railway, struck on its completion in 1838, and another

commemorating the opening, in 1835, of the first railway in

France, that between Paris and St. Germains.

Mr. A. E. Packe read a paper
" On the Coinage as affected

by the Administration of Henry II," in which he gave extracts

from the "
Dialogus de Scaccario

"
respecting the suppression

of the currency of foreign coins in England and the provisions

for a coinage of uniform type, early in that reign. After describ-

ing the state of the coinage at the beginning of the reign of
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Henry II, the author proceeded to discuss the status of the

moneyers of that time and the regulations respecting their

appointment.

Mr. L. A. Lawrence read a paper on a rare penny of Stephen

and its relation to the so-called "
Henry of Northumberland

sterlings." From the evidence afforded by this coin of Stephen,

which is of the same type as those usually assigned to Henry of

Northumberland, Mr. Lawrence questioned the correctness of

the attribution of the latter pieces, and proposed to ascribe

them instead to Henry, Count of Anjou and Duke of Normandy,
afterwards Henry II of England.

APRIL 19, 1894.

SIB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

Mr. H. Montagu exhibited three aurei of L. Yerus of different

types (Cohen, 158, 248, and 247 varied) and in very fine pre-

servation, from a hoard recently discovered at Rome, on the

Aventine Hill, which probably consisted of from 200 to 800

specimens ;
also a tetradrachm of Agathocles of Syracuse, with

the head of Kore of exceptional beauty on the obverse.

Lord Grant!ey exhibited a noble of Henry VI of Flemish

work.

Sir J. Evans exhibited a fifty-real piece of Philip IV of

Spain, with the aqueduct of Segovia as a mint-mark. From the

unevenness of the surface of the " flans
"

of all these large

Spanish coins Sir J. Evans inferred that they could not have

been struck from dies, but that the discs of metal received their

impressions by being passed between two rollers worked by
water power, the process by which Briot's York crowns, &c.,

were produced.

Mr. A. E. Packe exhibited a box of Flemish money changers'

weights dated 1641, containing, among the rest, a weight for
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a " half rose-noble," thus proving that these coins continued to

be current on the Continent long after they had ceased to be so

in England.

Mr. A. E. Copp exhibited some gold coins found recently in

Normandy, among which were florins of Johanna, Queen of

Sicily and Countess of Provence, 1343 82
;

of Louis, Duke

of Anjou, son of John (the Good) of France, struck for Cala-

bria c. A.D. 1380 ;
and of Charles V of France, 13641380 ;

also ducats of Gabriel Adorno, Doge of Genoa, 1363 70 ; of

William I, Duke of Gueldres, 137793 ;
and of Cuno of

Falkenstein, Archbishop of Treves, 13621388.

Mr. H. A. Grueber read a paper on some Anglo-Saxon coins

of the first half of the ninth century, recently acquired by the

British Museum, through the liberality of Sir A. Wollaston

Franks. Among the specimens described by Mr. Grueber

were several unpublished and many very rare types of the

kings of Mercia, Kent, East Anglia, and Wessex, and of some

of the archbishops of Canterbury. This paper will be found

in N. C: xiv, p. 29.

MAY 17, 1894.

STB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., President, in the Chair.

The following presents were announced and laid upon the

table :

1. Annuaire de la Societe Franpaise de Numismatique.
March April, 1894. From the French Numismatic Society.

2. Coins, &c., of Australasia. By,C. P. Hynan. From the

Author.

8. Die deutschen Miinzen der sachsischen und frankischen

Kaiserzeit. Vol. ii. By H. Dannenberg. From the Author.

4. Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland.

Vol. xxvii. From the Society.
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Mr. H. Montagu exhibited an aureus in fine condition of

Julia Titi, with the figure of a peacock on the reverse, and two

others bearing the portraits of Julia and her father Tit as. One

specimen of the last two is unpublished in gold.

A discussion took place on the paper on Anglo-Saxon coins

which had been read by Mr. H. A. Grueber at the previous

meeting of the Society.

Mr. Montagu drew attention to the discovery of four coins of

Wiglaf, King of Mercia, which he thought proved that the

coinage of that king extended over a longer period than has

been generally supposed. He also pointed out the fact that

gome of the coins of Ecgbeorht not only bear the names of

moneyers of Baldred of Kent, but that Ecgbeorht borrowed

some of the types of that king for his own coinage.

Sir J. Evans remarked that he could not agree with Mr.

Grueber in his attribution of certain coins of Coenwulf,

Ceolwulf I., and Beornwulf of Mercia, to Rochester, on account

of their having a cross or crosses on the reverses in the form

of that of St. Andrew. He also took exception to the solution

of the inscription on the reverse of a coin of Beornwulf, which

Mr. Grueber had interpreted as " Tidbearht Monetarius Urbis

Cantuariorum," but of which the initial only of each word was

given.

Col. L. Ellis communicated a paper on the currency of the

Straits Settlements, in which he gave an historical account of

that coinage. He divided the coins into five classes, viz. (1)

those struck by the East India Company and bearing the Com-

pany's arms
; (2) those bearing the bantam cock on the obverse

;

(3) those with the names of the States of the Malay Peninsula
;

(4) those with the name of Sumatra and the Sumatra States ;

and lastly, miscellaneous pieces issued by the traders. The

whole coinage extended over a period of about thirty years only,

viz., from 1804 to 1834.
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JUNE 21, 1894.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING.

SIB JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., Sc.D., Treas.R.S.,

V.P.S.A., F.G.S., President, in the Chair.

The Minutes of the last Annual General Meeting were read

and confirmed.

The Report of the Council was then read to the meeting as

follows :

GENTLEMEN, The Council again have the honour to lay

before you their Annual Report as to the state of the Numis-

matic Society.

With great regret they have to announce the loss by death

of the following seven Ordinary Members :

Major-General Sir Alexander Cunningham, K.C.I.E.

George Eades, Esq.

Thomas Jones, Esq.

The Rev. Charles Soames.

Monsieur W. H. Waddington.

Henry Webb, Esq.

John Wilkinson, Esq., F.S.A.

Also, by default, of three Ordinary Members whose names

have been erased from our list.

On the other hand the Council have much pleasure in

recording the election of the following thirteen Ordinary

Members :
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P. W. Poole Britton, Esq.,

F.S.A.

R. English, Esq.

Hugh Goodacre, Esq.

Rudolph Henrichsen, Esq.

W. de Bracy Herbert, Esq.

H. M. Lund, Esq.

Oscar C. Raphael, Esq.

R. F. M. Sims, Esq.

Samuel Spink, Esq.

Monsieur P. C. Stroehlin.

Major R. R. Sturt.

A. B. Triggs, Esq.

John Ward, Esq., J.P., F.S.A,

According to the Report of the Hon. Secretaries the numbers

of the Members are as follows :

Ordinary. Honorary. Total

June, 1893 272 21 293

Since elected 13 1.3
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After the Report of the Council had been read, the President

handed the medal of the Society to Mr. C. F. Keary, with the

following words :

Mr, Keary,

It is with much pleasure that I place in your hands

the medal of this Society, which has been awarded to you by

the Council in recognition of your services to numismatic

science, especially in the departments of Early English and

Mediaeval coins.

The able essays which form the introduction to the two first

volumes of the Catalogue of English Coins in the British Mu-

seum and which deal in so exhaustive a manner with the history

and origin of the Anglo-Saxon coinage, would alone entitle you

to the gratitude of all numismatists
; but, in addition to this, the

members of the Numismatic Society have to recognise the value

of the numerous essays that you have from time to time com-

municated to them. Among these I may more especially men-

tion your papers on the coinages of Western Europe and on the

morphology of coins. In the latter you have extended the form

of inquiry, which I believe that I was the first to adopt, to other

and wider fields than the coinage of a single country like Britain,

and have, as might have been expected, reaped valuable results.

Into your other numismatic and literary labours I need hardly

enter, but I may assure you of my own regret and that of the

Society at your having been compelled on account of ill-health

to give up the congenial post which you held at the British

Museum, and I may also express a hope that in years to come

you may with renewed strength never forget your old associa-

tions, but still continue successfully to cultivate some portion or

other of the wide field of numismatics.

Mr. C. F. Keary returned thanks to the members of the

Numismatic Society for the honour they had done him in pre-
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senting him with the medal of the Society, and to Sir John

Evans for the kind expressions with which that gift had been

accompanied. He said that there was one wish that the Presi-

dent had been good enough to express which he cordially

endorsed, namely the desire that he should not in the future

withdraw himself altogether from numismatic studies. He could

only say that if his colleague, Mr. Grueber, thought his assist-

ance of any value in the preparation of the future volumes of

the Catalogue of English Coins, it would always be readily

rendered : and that seemed to open a vista of, if not severe, at

any rate lengthened activity. The publications of the British

Museum were not affected by the prevailing vice of the age,

over-hurry. They proceeded in a stately manner. The speaker

therefore thought that before the series to which he referred came

to an end he might look forward to many days spent in the calm

of the Medal Room, the most delightful of all work-rooms.

In conclusion the speaker referred to the progress of the

Society since he had first become a member of it. He was one

of those who could look back to the days when they had met

only in " an upper room furnished" in Gate Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields, and when a band of friends, a good deal more youth-

ful than they were now, had discussed the "
changing mart

"
for

coins along with higher matters of numismatic science. Then

they had removed to St. Martin's Lane, and finally to the

magnificent rooms which they now used. The numbers who

attended the meetings of the Society, the speaker believed,

were very much larger than they used to be in old days. He

regretted that, owing to a variety of circumstances, but chiefly

because he had spent a large portion of the last three years

abroad, he had not of late been a very frequent attendant.

It gave him an especial pleasure to reflect that their learned

President, who in the remote days of the Gate Street meetings

had, as secretary, a large share in directing these meetings of

the Society, remained to preside over them still.
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The President then delivered the following address :

It is again my pleasing duty to congratulate this Society on

its continued state of prosperity both as to numbers and finances.

Our Treasurer's Report shows a satisfactory Balance in hand,

being only 47 less than last year notwithstanding our purchase

of 100 consols some few months ago.

As to numbers, our losses from death, resignations, and

removals have been 10, while 13 ordinary members have been

elected into our body, thus making a total of 275 members,

the highest which the Society has ever reached. The number

of our foreign members fortunately remains unchanged, M.

Waddington having been a compounding member since 1862.

In the list of those whom the busy hand of death has during

the last year removed from among us, two names stand pre-

eminent as those of numismatists of world-wide fame, Monsieur

W. H. Waddington and Major-General Sir Alexander Cunning-

ham.

When at our last anniversary we all experienced so great a

satisfaction in the award of our medal to M. Waddington, we

little thought that we should so soon have to deplore his loss.

But even at that time it would appear that his health was

beginning to fail, and though from time to time there were

partial recoveries, he eventually succumbed on January 13th,

1894. It is so lately that, in presenting our medal, I passed in

review the principal numismatic work of M. Waddington, that it

seems unnecessary on the present occasion to repeat my recapitu-

lation of it. I need only express a fervent hope that the Corpus

of the coins of Asia Minor which was so nearly completed at

the time of his decease may shortly be published, even if shorn

of some of its illustrations, and reiterate my belief that the further

the study of the coinage of Asia Minor is prosecuted the more

valuable will the researches of M. Waddington be found to be.

Another lamentable loss has been sustained in the person of

Major-General Sir Alexander Cunningham, K.C.I.E. He was
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born in London in 1814,
1 and came of an artistic, literary, and

antiquarian stock, his father being Allan Cunningham, the poet

and assistant of Chantrey ;
and Peter, the London antiquary,

and Colonel Francis, the editor of the works of Marlowe,

Massinger, and Ben Jonson, having been two of his brothers,

while a third, Capt. Joseph Davy, was the author of a standard

history of the Sikhs. Having received his education at Christ's

Hospital and Addiscoinbe, he joined the Bengal Engineers as a

Second Lieutenant, in 1831. He was soon placed upon the

staff of the Governor-General, and after serving through the

Sikh war and acting as a Commissioner on the Kashmir boun-

dary, he became, after the mutiny, the chief engineer in the

North Western Provinces, retiring from active service in 1862.

Almost from the time of his arrival in India he had taken a

keen interest in archaeological investigation, exploring numerous

Buddhist ruins, and publishing accounts of his researches either

in the Journals of the Asiatic Society or in separate works like

that on the Sanchi Topes.

When under Lord Canning, in 1861, an archaeological survey

of India was organized, he became its first Director-General,

and until 1885, with the exception of three or four years when

the survey was in abeyance, remained its indefatigable head.

It is not the place here to enter into details with regard

to his numerous archaeological publications. His numismatic

studies, however, more immediately concern us. He com-

menced these under James Prinsep, and they have largely

enriched the pages of the Chronicle. Upwards of fifty years

ago, in 1843, he, being then Lieutenant Cunningham, commu-

nicated to the Society an important essay on the ancient coinage

of Kashmir, with detailed chronological tables and plates of

coins. This was followed in 1845 by "An attempt to explain

some of the monograms found upon the Grecian coins of Ariana

1 See The Academy, Dec. 9, 1893, whence many of these details are

taken.
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and India." In 1866 we had a paper from him on a coin of the

Indian Prince Sophytes, and two years afterwards Major-General

Cunningham commenced a series of extremely important papers

on the coins of Alexander's successors in the East
;
the last of

which was not published until 1883.

In the third series of the Numismatic Chronicle we have heen

favoured with numerous essays on the coins of the Indo-

Scythians, the Tochari, Kushans, or Yue-ti, and the Sakas
;
while

only last year no less than three papers from his pen appeared

in the Chronicle, all relating to the coinage of the later Indo-

Scythians. His acquaintance with these Oriental coins was

absolutely unique, and so also was the collection of them that

he formed. A large part of this he most liberally presented to

the British Museum, and his representatives have made over the

remainder to the same institution upon extremely favourable

terms. To quote the description of it given by Mr. Rapson :

" This collection included every branch of Persian and Indian

numismatics Parthian, Sassanian, and modern Persian, Graeco-

Bactrian, Grajco-Indian, Indo-Scythic, Indo-Sassanian, and all

the known Hindu and Mohammedan currencies from the earliest

times down to the present day. Every one of these multitu-

dinous series he had studied and arranged, and in many instances

he was the first to interpret the inscriptions on the coins." His

industry, indeed, in numismatic and archaeological research was

unbounded, and it is sad to think what an amount of out-of-the-

way and unrecorded knowledge of Eastern antiquity has perished

with him. A volume on the coins of Mediaeval India was passing

through the press at the time of his decease, a companion

volume on the coins of Ancient India having been published in

1891.

It was in 1883, shortly after his return to this country from

his long sojourn in India, that the medal of this Society was

awarded to him for his distinguished services to the science of

numismatics in connection with the coinages of Bactria and

India. Unfortunately, he was not able to attend in person to
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receive it, as even then his health was uncertain, though his

energy never failed him. He died, full of years and honours,

on the 28th of November last. He was elected an Associate of

this Society in 1839, and became a Member in 1869.

The Rev. Charles Soames, of Mildenhall, near Marlborough,

was a diligent antiquary and collector, especially of coins and

other relics found in Wiltshire, and on two occasions furnished

us with notes of small hoards of coins found in that county.

One of these was of late Imperial coins found at Manton Down,

and the other of third brass coins of the Constantine period

found at Granham Hill, both places being in the neighbourhood

of Marlborough. Some of the Ancient British coins in his

collection have been exhibited to the Society, and one figured

in Evans. In him many others besides myself have lost a

hearty and genial friend. He died on January 8th last.

In Mr. John Wilkinson, F.S.A., we miss one of our oldest

members, as he was elected in 1845. As one of the firm of

Sotheby, Wilkinson and Hodge, his kindly face was familiar to

most of us, and many among us are, no doubt, indebted to

him for various acts of courtesy. Though not one of those who

contributed to our Chronicle, we may fairly say that there are

few of us who possess a greater general knowledge of coins than

he did, and we may safely assert that no one among -us has had

a larger number of rare and valuable coins pass through his

hands. He died on January 17th, 1894.

Mr. Thomas Jones joined the Society in 1866, and contributed

to the Numismatic Chronicle2 papers on "
Unpublished Roman

Imperial Coins " and " Athens or Chalcis," as well as a note on a

coin supposed to relate to Adminius. Of late years he resided

in North Wales, having disposed of his collection of coins. He

died at the beginning of the present month.

Mr. Henry Webb became a member in 1872, and was well

known as a collector. In 1879 he favoured the Society with

2
N.C., N.S., xi., 182

;
3rd S., v., 247 ;

3rd S., vi., 19.
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some " Remarks on the early silver coins of Charles II,
3 with

an attempted arrangement of the smaller pieces not fully

classified by Hawkins." The care and judgment exhibited in

this paper render it a matter of regret that we did not receive

a larger number of essays from his pen. His death took place

on March 24, at the age of 85 years.

Mr. George Eades, who resided in Worcestershire, was less

well known, but he had been for thirty years a member of the

Society at the time of his decease, on April 28th, 1893.

In accordance with my usual practice, I must now pass in

review the principal subjects to which our attention has been

directed during the past year. Greek numismatics have again

been somewhat fully dealt with, but in some instances in a

more controversial manner than has been usual with us.

The question of the attribution of certain coins with the type

of a bull's head facing, to Eretria rather than to Phocis, has

been raised by Sir Henry Howorth, as has also that of the

transferring from Athens to Eretria of a series of primitive coins

with the Gorgon's head on the obverse. This attribution and

transference originated with Dr. Head, who, in his reply to

Sir Henry Howorth, shows reason, from weight and analogy of

type, for maintaining the view that the coins mentioned belong

to Eretria rather than to Phocis, while he is still strongly of

opinion that none of the Gorgoneion coins can safely be assigned

to Athens, but that if not struck at Eretria they are still of

Euboean origin.

The discussion with regard to the types of the early Athenian

coins is continued in two letters on " The Initial Coinage of

Athens," Sir Henry Howorth maintaining that on historical evi-

dence we must allow that the types of the Athenian coins were

changed by Hippias, and that, after all, certain of the coins with

the bucranium should be assigned to Phocis. Dr. Head, how-

ever, in his reply points out that the passage relating to Hippias

3
N.C., N.S., xix., 92.
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has been misunderstood, inasmuch as it distinctly states that

though Hippias called in the current money at a reduction in value,

under the pretence of having it restruck, yet, that having made

his profit, he re-issued the old coins. He shows, moreover,

that there would be an anachronism in style had the head of

Pallas first been adopted as the coin-type after the Persian war,

which, on the assumption that the primitive bullet-shaped coins

belong to the time of Hippias, would be a necessary corollary.

Nor until it be proved that the Euboic standard prevailed in

Phocis will he give up the attribution of the bucranium coins to

Euboaa. On the whole, were I called upon to deliver judgment,

I should, while giving Sir Henry Howorth credit for making out

a primd-facie case, and for able advocacy, pronounce in favour

of Dr. Head, but " without costs."

One of the arguments employed by Sir Henry Howorth has

called forth from Mr. G. F. Hill a short letter on Neapolis Da-

tenon, in which he points out that there is no evidence that

Peisistratus founded a colony near the Strymon, and that had

he founded the colony of Neapolis, the earliest types of its coins

would more probably have been of Euboean than of Athenian

origin, and that in any case the coinage of Neapolis does not

help in the attribution of the Gorgoneion type to Athens.

In pursuance of a laudable custom Mr. Wroth has described

to us the principal Greek coins acquired by the British Museum

in 1893, among which I am pleased to state tbere are several

of more than ordinary value and interest. Among them may be

mentioned a unique bronze coin of Hebryzelmis, a king of the

Odrysae whose name was unknown until 1889, when an inscrip-

tion recording honours conferred upon him was discovered at

Athens
;

a remarkable silver coin of Messalina, with the three

children of the Emperor Claudius on the reverse
;
a didrachm

of Cydonia bearing the signature of the artist, Neuantos
;

a

new stater of Lampsacus of most exquisite workmanship ;
a

gold stater of Ephesus, struck (according to Head) under the

auspices of Mithradates Eupator at the time of the revolt against

d
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Borne in B.C. 87 84 ; an extremely rare and early electrum

stater of Phocaea with the phoca on the obverse ; and a fine

drachm of Barce, of Phoenician weight. Among the 403 coins

acquired during the year there are of course others of high

importance, and I have but selected a few which will serve to

show the interest of Mr. Wroth's paper.

Another communication on the subject of Greek coins came

to us from Mr. J. L. Myres, who brought under our notice a

number of Cretan bronze coins, principally from the sites of

Polyrhenion and Elyros, which he had collected during his

travels in Crete.

The " Contributions to Sicilian Numismatics," by Arthur J.

Evans, laid before us in December last, are not as yet published

but are of high interest. The extremely rare Damareteion

which he has been so fortunate as to acquire is from different

dies from any of the other examples previously known, and on

the strength of the epigram of Simonides inscribed on the gold

tripod dedicated at Delphi, he suggests that these magnificent

coins were struck in larger numbers than has hitherto been

thought probable.

Another of his acquisitions seems to throw a new light on

the monetary frauds of Dionysius, and he explains that the

statement of Aristotle as to Dionysius making every drachma

pass as two, thus reducing the value of the Sicilian talent by

one-half, might have arisen from Dionysius causing the imported

Corinthian pegasi to pass as equivalent to the old Syracusan

tetradrachms, the issue of which ceased. The eifect of this

reduction on the silver systems of Etruria and Rome was also

traced by Mr. Evans, who concluded his series of papers with

notes on " The Omen of the Krimisos on Coins of Herbessus

and Morgantina, and on an African Gold Stater of Agathocles."

It is to be hoped that not many months will elapse before we

shall be able to study these papers in detail in the pages of

our Chronicled

* Tliis article has been since printed. See p. 189.
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Mr. Rapson's resume of M. Markoff's "
Unpublished Coins of

the Arsacidae," illustrated as it is by an autotype plate of some

of the more beautiful and remarkable coins, is a paper of great,

value, and the light thrown on the somewhat obscure succession

of Parthian satraps and monarchs is by no means insignificant.

M. Markoff's researches extend from the days of Andragoras

and Tiridates to those of the Indo-Parthian and some of the Indo-

Scythian kings.

They thus are connected with those of our lamented member,

Sir Alexander Cunningham, from whose pen papers on the

coinage of the Scytho-Sassanians and that of the Little Kushans

have appeared in the Numismatic Chronicle. In these the author

has traced the history of each class of coins and of the rulers

under whom they were struck, in the one case until nearly the

end of the fifth century and in the other until the eleventh
;
and

there is a melancholy satisfaction in thinking that, so far as

these classes of coins are concerned, Sir Alexander lived to com-

plete his task
;
but who can say what other stores of knowledge

we may not have lost by his being removed from among us ?

Although we have had rare and fine Imperial coins exhibited

at our meetings, there has been during the past session an en-

tire absence of papers on Roman numismatics. The subject,

however, can hardly be regarded as exhausted.

On the other hand, we have had a more than usual number

of papers relating to the Anglo-Saxon coinage. Sir Henry

Howorth, treating of some Early Gold Coins struck in

Britain, has started a theory that the legend WVN3KTTON,
or TT3E3NVW, on the reverse of certain rare trientes, is in-

dicative of their having been minted at Winchester, and that

the letters VN, separated by a cross on other coins of the

same class, also designate Wintonia. No doubt the name of

London occurs on some of the trientes found at Crondale, which

belong to much the same period, but LONDVNIV is upon

them given in an intelligible manner. That Winchester should

appear under a form that is neither Saxon nor Latin appears to
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me very far from probable. As to the supposed WIN in

I may point out that the legend on the curious imitation of the

solidus of Honorius,
5 now in the British Museum, begins with

these symbols, which there, no doubt, represent the original

DN of Dominus.

The paper by Lord Grantley on " A Unique Styca of Alchred,

of Northumbria, and Archbishop Ecgberht," is of a more satis-

factory character, and his suggestion that the symbol p is the

Runic C, will probably meet with acceptance. On the earliest

known coins with the name of Archbishop Ecgberht he appears

as a mitred figure, holding two long crosses, and on these he is

associated with King Eadberht, but when striking jointly with

^Ethilwald,
6
his type is the same as on Lord Grantley's coin.

The coins with the name of Alchred only seem to give his name

as ALEHRED.
These coins have a fantastic animal on the reverse, an animal

tbat also occurs on the coins of Eadberht, Ethelred I, and

Aelfwald I
;
and in a paper of my own, "On a Small Hoard

of Saxon Coins found near Cambridge," this selfsame animal is

described as occurring on uninscribed coins, which therefore

must be regarded as being of the same date. This synchronism

is further established by the presence of a triquetra-shaped

ornament on coins of either class. With these uninscribed

coins were found near Cambridge some sceattas with Runic

inscriptions, which I have therefore assigned to the middle or

latter half of the eighth century, a considerably later period

than that to which they have usually been considered to belong.

In another paper I have called attention to a penny of

Aethelstan, found with over a hundred other coins in the Isle

of Skye, and struck at the mint of J7EARDBV. The coin had

been already described by Mr. A. B. Richardson, in the Pro-

ceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland,
7 and attri-

5 Cat. Eng. Coins, PI. I., 1.
6
N.C., N.S., ix., PL I., 1, la.

7 Vol. xxvii., p. 225.
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buted to Wardborough, near Wallingford, where Aethelflaed,

the Lad)
7 of Mercia, built a burh

;
and I took the occasion as

permitting me to enlarge, rather more than Mr. Richardson

had done, on the history of this Saxon "
Zenobia," and on the

identification of Weardbyrig with Wardborough, in Oxford-

shire.

The most important paper of the past year, or, indeed, of

many past years, in Anglo-Saxon numismatics, is that by Mr.

Grueber,
tl On a Recent Find of Coins," which took place

apparently in or near London. Thanks to the liberality of

Mr. Franks, whom we now with much gratification hail as Sir

Wollaston Franks, the whole hoard has been added to the

national collection. It consisted of about 240 coins, ranging

from the time of Offa, King of Mercia, to that of ^Ethelwulf, of

Wessex, and it was probably deposited about A.D. 841 or 842.

Although the majority of the coins were of Ecgbeorht and

JEthelwulf and of ^Ethelstan I of East Anglia, the regal coins

of Mercia and Kent, as well as the archiepiscopal coins of

Canterbury, were well represented. Of Coenvulf there were

twenty -five coins, including some unpublished varieties
;
and

many of these pieces were apparently struck by the archbishop's

moneyers at Canterbury, or by those who struck money for

Cuthred and Baldred. The same may be said with regard to

some of the coins of Ceolwulf I, one of which, hitherto unpub-

lished, is of special interest as bearing the name of Dorobernia

on the reverse. Of the rare coins of Beornwulf, four were

present, one at least giving a new type. I see, however, hardly

sufficient reason for attributing the coin bearing it to Rochester,

nor can I accept without hesitation Mr. Grueber's interpretation

of the mysterious letters on the reverse of another of Beornwulfa

coins.

No less than four examples of Wiglafs coins were present,

thus more than doubling the number of the coins of that king

now extant. A new moneyer's name and a new variety of

type are also for the first time recorded.
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One of the rare coins of Eadbert II, of Kent, as well as one

of Cuthred, were in the hoard, and no less than nine coins of

Baldred. These gave one new type and two unpublished

varieties.

Of Archbishop Wulfred there were nine coins, and eight

struck " Sede vacante" One of the archiepiscopal coins, unpub-

lished, gives DOROB C in monogram on the reverse in the

same form as occurs on the coins of Ceolnoth and Ecgbeorht.

The strong presumption is, therefore, raised that this mono-

gram is not that of the name of Ecbeorht.

Mr. Grueber points out that the " Sede vacante" coins were

struck both by the regal and the archiepiscopal inoneyers, the

coins of the former bearing a head in profile, those of the latter

a full-face bust.

Of Archbishop Ceolnoth we have ten coins, all, with one

exception, of the ordinary type.

The hoard was rich in the coins of ^Ethelstan I, of East

Anglia, and furnished at least three new types of his money.

Not the least interesting is that on which the Runic Y takes

the place of S in the king's name. Although a variety of

this penny was already known, and had been by Kenyon
ascribed to ^Ethelstan I, it had been doubtfully placed under

JEthelweard ^in the British Museum Catalogue. Any doubts,

however, are, I think, now removed.

The coins of Ecgbeorht formed a full third of the hoard, and

present several new types. That with SCVS ANDREAS
APOSTOLVS on the reverse is of great interest, and, like those

without the designation of Apostolus, was probably struck at

Rochester. More remarkable still are the two coins with the

title of the king of Mercia, one of which gives, for the first time,

the reverse of LVNDONIA CIVIT, which serves to fill in a

portion of the gap that exists in the records of the London

mint between the days of the trientes and sceattas and those of

the coins of Halfdan and Alfred with the name of the town in

monogram.
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The coins of ^Ethelwulf also present some unpublished types,

including one with A and U) in monogram, which was copied

from a coin of Ecgbeorht.

The only foreign coin present was one of Charlemagne struck

at Mainz. Of the historical conclusions to be derived from the

hoard, Mr. Grueber has fully treated, and several of his results

closely coincide with those I attained from a consideration of

the Delgany hoard, which in many respects resembled that now

described, though probably it represents our currency at a date

about ten years earlier than A.D. 842.

On the subject of later English numismatics we have had a

fair number of papers, though some of them have not as yet

appeared in the pages of our Chronicle.

Mr. Lawrence has directed our attention to a rare penny of

Stephen, which in type closely resembles those usually attri-

buted to Henry, Earl of Northumberland. This attribution,

however, the author of the paper calls in question, and suggests

the probability of these coins having been struck under Henry II,

before he came to the throne, and while he was still Count of

Anjou and Duke of Normandy.
On the coinage of that same king Mr. Packe has given us a

paper in which he has shown the provisions made early in his

reign for the suppression of the currency of foreign coins in

England, and for the introduction of one uniform coinage in its

place. He has, in the same paper, discussed the position held

by the moneyers in the days of Henry II, and the regulations

under which they worked.

Our Vice-President, Mr. Montagu, has treated of the coins

which are to be assigned to the short reign of Edward V, and

has shown the extreme probability of all the coins bearing the

name of Edward and the mint- marks of the rose and sun united,

and of the boar's head, having been struck under the youthful

king. The late Mr. Hawkins was unwilling to assign any coins

to Edward Y, but there can, I think, be now but little doubt

that the coins bearing Edward's name, but with the mint-marks
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of his uncle and nominal Protector, Richard III, may almost

with certainty be attributed to his reign.

Dr. F. P. Weber has described some of the coins of Richard,

Earl of Cornwall, the second son of King John, struck under

his authority as King of the Romans, some at Aix la Chapelle,

where he was crowned, and others apparently at Dortmund and

Cologne. His arms frequently occur on the early steelyard

weights found in England, possibly owing to his connection with

the Mint. For it was under him that the long-cross coinage of

Henry III was struck, Richard having obtained from his

brother a concession of two-thirds of the profit of the coinage

for a term of seven years, by which he is said to have gained

some 20,000. To us it seems a pity that his German coins

were not struck with anything like the same care and skill as

the English.

The copper half-penny of Elizabeth, described by Mr. Hoblyn,
is of double interest, being in the first place unpublished, and in

the second affording proof that the aversion of the Queen to the

baser metals was not insuperable.

Coming down to the seventeenth century there is a short

paper of my own on a few new Hertfordshire tokens, in one of

which, issued at Batchworth Bridge, I take somewhat of a per-

sonal interest.

Treating of even more recent times is a paper by Dr. F. P.

Weber on Medals and Medallions of the nineteenth century

relating to England, but by foreign artists. It may be a

source of surprise, though not of gratification, to find how

many English medals are due to other than English medal-

lists.

We have had two papers in the field of Oriental numismatics,

one by Col. L. Ellis on the currency of the Straits Settlements

during the first third of the present century, from which it

appears that the coins in use in the Malay Peninsula were

various in kind, but that a large proportion of them were the

produce of Birmingham mints. The other paper, by Dr.
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Codrington, gives an account of some rare coins of an Abbasi

Khalif and of the Bern Kasul.

Our meetings have been remarkably well attended, and the

exhibition of numerous specimens, conspicuous for rarity or for

preservation, has materially added to their interest.

Most of the numismatic publications of the year have already

been noticed in the pages of the Chronicle. I may, however,

call attention to the second volume of the Catalogue of the

English Coins in the British Museum, compiled by Mr. Grueber

and Mr. Keary, which completes the account of the Anglo-

Saxon coins in the national collection. The Introduction, as

that of the former volume, is a valuable historical essay, ex-

tending over the whole period from the accession of Ecgbeorht

to the throne of Wessex in A.D. 802, until the Norman Con-

quest in A.D. 1066. The Catalogue is illustrated by thirty-two

autotype plates and by a map showing the position of the

various Anglo-Saxon mint places. A few woodcuts giving types

not as yet in the Museum are given in the text. Notwith-

standing these few deficiencies we may well congratulate our-

selves on the vast extent of the collection at Bloomsbury, and

on our now having so complete a Catalogue of the coins that it

comprises.

Another British Museum publication is a second edition of

the Guide to the Italian Medals. This valuable guide is illus-

trated by plates exhibiting another set of medals than those

given in the first edition.

Mr. Montagu is also to be congratulated on his work on the

copper coins of England having reached a second edition.

At Berlin, another volume of the Descriptive Catalogue of

Ancient Coins has appeared, being Part I of the third volume.

It relates to the early coinage of Italy and embraces the Aes

rude, Aes signatum and Aes grave, as well as the struck coins of

Etruria and Calabria. Of the fourteen plates four are devoted

almost exclusively to the coins of Tarentum.

It is, however, time to conclude my review of the past year,

e
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but before doing so, I must offer my best thanks to the officers,

the council, and the society, for the cordial support that they

have given me, not only since our last anniversary but during

the twenty years that I have occupied this Presidential Chair.

It was on the 18th June, 1874, that I first had the honour of

being elected as your President, and at that date our Ordinary

Members numbered 151 and our invested funds were 408.

We are now 275 strong and our capital has as nearly as possible

doubled. So true is it that Concordid res parva crescunt.

A vote of thanks to the President for his address was moved

by Dr. H. Weber and seconded by Mr. A. E. Packe, and carried

unanimously.

Messrs. A. H. Lyell and Mr. C. E. Mackerell were appointed

to scrutinise the ballot.

The Meeting then proceeded to ballot for the Council and

Officers for the ensuing year, when the following gentlemen

were elected :

President'.

SIR JOHN EVANS, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D.
t ScJX,

TREAS.R.S., V.P.S.A., F.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.

HERMANN WEBER, ESQ., M.D.

H. MONTAGU, ESQ., F.S.A.

Treasurer.

ALFRED E. COPP, ESQ.

Secretaries.

HERBERT A. GRUEBER, ESQ., F.S.A.

BARCLAY VINCENT HEAD, ESQ., D.C.L., PH.D.
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Foreign Secretary.

WARWICK WEOTH, ESQ., F.S.A.

Librarian.

OLIVER CODRINGTON, ESQ., M.D.

Members of the Council.

JOSEPH BROWN, ESQ., C.B., Q.C.

ARTHUR J. EVANS, ESQ., M.A., F.S.A.

PROP. PERCY GARDNER, LITT.D., F.S.A.

SIR HENRY H. HOWORTH, K.C.I.E., F.R.S., M.P.

LORD GRANTLEY, F.S.A.

L. A. LAWRENCE, ESQ.

PROF. J. H. MIDDLETON, LITT.D., F.S A.

A. PREVOST, ESQ.

E. J. RAPSON, ESQ., M.A.

F. PARKES WEBER, ESQ., M.D., F.S.A.
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